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ABSTRACT

In the effort to alleviate poverty, muftilateralorganizations and international
aid agencies from industrial countries have been invoked over the last fifty years
in the non-industrializedworfd, including Latin America and the Andes. However,
despite good intentions the approach has usually been paternalistic, seeking even
if unintentionally cultural assimilation and ignoring the strength of indigenous

institutions and knowledge (including environmental knowledge). This in turn,
according to a World Bank report (1998), has contributed to worsening poverty,
social marginalization and environmental degradation. The link between poverty,
environment and development has been highlighted by the World Commission on
Environment and Development (1987)- The Commission proposed the term
'sustainable development' as a framework to integrate and reconcile economic
success and environmental po
retocin
t

over the long run.

Research into income generation programs among poor populations
illustrates the importance of integrating wttural values into the design of
entrepreneurial activities (Taub 1998, Rahman 1999, Light 1998). Recent literature
in entrepreneurship calls attention to the need for more crosscuitural research (Bull
1997, Johanninson 1996, Hoft 997, Tsang 1997, Peterson 1988) and the need to
look at community issues (Boyett and Finiay 1995, Comwall1998, Onyx and Bullen

2000, Lietka 2000). It is argued that the goal of entrepreneurial activity should not
only be independent income and social mobdiity, but also the creation of the ability
to strengthen families and rebuild communities.
- . *

lil

The main prernise of this research is that authentic development must came

from the people themselves and that one of the most fundamental challenges for
organizations and p o l i i a k e r s is to incorporate the diversrty of cuttures as well as
the diversity of economic and social systems into their policies.
This study focuses particularly on indigenous peasants in the Andean region
of Latin America. It looks at indigenous peoples' anernawes and challenges with

regard to the issue of sustainabilii. Specifically, the study 1) analyzes selected
collective enterprises of indigenous peoples of the Andean region, and 2) identifies

those internal and external factors within the given communities that facitite or
inhibit a process of sustainable development.
Conceptually, this research is interdisciplinary and draws on my studies in
the areas of entrepreneurship, environmental management and development

studies, as well as my background in anthropology, as can be seen in this chart:

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
ANTHROPOLOGY
i

t

GIFTECONOMY
PEASANT ECONOMY
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

COMMUKITY

ENVlRONMEM

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
NEW VENTURE CREATlON

DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL NETWORKS

POWER
GLOWZATION

Methodologically, this research is qualitative and inductive in nature. It
invoked 10 months of fieldwork, living among Quechua indigenous peoples. It used

I

participatory and ethnographic approaches, as well as case studies for the purpose
of data collection and analysis.
In the three cases, the study found that community-based entrepreneurship
has emerged as a response to economic crises and unemployment, social
alienation, environmental degradation, social disintegration within communities and
post-war reconstruction, and that the goal of those communities is to gain control
over their lives in a rural scenario.
Four main conciusions emerge from the research:
1. Community-based enterprise is an unconventionalform of entrepreneurship -

in that it is based on the c o m p k m n t a ~
between the collective and the
individual-but at the same time it is a culturally appropriate one.

2. Community-based enterprise emerges as a potential strategy for the alleviation
of poverty in the context of sustainable development because it integrates all the
different aspects of the community while building and strengthening the
enterprise's organization.

3. Governments have an important role to play- For a community-based enterprise
in
to succeed and to flourish, it must have an appropriate legal and taxato
framework-which only government can provide.
4. Finaliy, it is evident that ceftainkinds of partnerships can facilitate a sustainable

process of community development, if they build upon traditional Andean
organizationalforms-

The potential of this research to contribute to research and practice would
appear to be significant and timely, because of broad recognition that a pressing
V

current challenge is to create sustainable organizations and to manage diversity
(Hart 1997, Jennings and Zandberg 1995, Shrivastava 1995, Starik and Rand
1995). This study opens new avenues for theory and cross-cultural research, and
also is significant for policy-makers and practitioners of development.
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Go to the People
Live with them
Love them
Learn from them
Work with them
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Build on what they know
And in the end
When the work is done
The People will rejoice:
"We have done it ourselves!"
People First: A Guide to Self-Reliant, Participatory Runl Development
by Stan Burkey (1993)

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCnON
I. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The main premise of this dissertation is that reai development must came
fram the people themselves and that one of the most fundamental challenges for

organizations and policy-makers is to incorporate the diversity of cultures as well
as the diverstty of economic and sociai systems into their policies (World Bank
1991; Cahoan and Rowney 1996'). As

research in the Andes has shown

(Peredo 1994, 1996), Andean indigenous organizations are looking for ways to
build alternatives, which will accord with their social, cultural and religious
practices. The main questions are: What are the alternatives and responses
from the indigenous perspective? Is it possible to build such sustainable
alternatives? What options already exist? What challenges are they facing? How
can governmental and non-governmental institutions facilitate sustainable
indigenous development?
Among Latin America's indigenous population, one can identify a vibrant
collective activity aimed at creating

alternative space for development. This has

emerged from local entrepreneurs, using their own ethnicity and marginalization
as the engine for creating social, economic, cuhral, political and environmental
alternatives. Most of them have used their own form of individual entrepreneurial

activity to create communal or wlledive enterprises. Some of these cases have

been ethnographically documented in terms of specific aspects of the culture.
However, they have scarcely been anatyzed in terms of

their possibilities for

building sustainable communities.
Within this context, my dissertation explores the following research
questions:
1. What development initiatives have been implemented by specified indigenous

people and how successful have these initiatives been in terms of the following:
a) Economic development?
b) Continuity of the culture?
c) Preservation of the naturaI environment?
d) Strength of the social-political system?
e) Well being of the family and the community?

2. What has been the role of governmental and non-governmental agencies in
the developmental initiatives of indigenous people? Have these agencies had a
positive, negative, or neutral influence on the indigenous initiatives? How can
governmental and non-governmental institutions facilitate sustainable indigenous
development?
3.

What specific characteristics of the communities and agencies have

contributed to the building of sustainable enterprises?

II.GLOBALIZATION AND POVERTY: THE SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS

Economic Globalization: Exaloitation or O~mrtunitv?

Economic globalization refers to a process in which goods and services
move across national boundaries without the impediments that have limited such
exchanges in the past. This is not a new social process. Its principles have
developed over a period of many years and even centuries. What is new is its
scale (Goldsmith 1996, Korten 1995, Shiva1989, Sachs 1992a, Barkin 1994)
Globalization is seen by some as the world's newest and most promising
opportunity for economic development for every country, including poor ones
(Friedman 2000, Fukuyama 1992, Ohmae 1990). For others, globalization is
seen as a serious threat.
What has generated controversy in the last two decades is the
phenomenon of 'corporate economic globaliion' (Sklair 1998). There is
general agreement that this is an international system with its own rules that
affects economically, poliically and environmentally every country in the world
(Friedman 2000, Ohmae 1990, Korten 1995, Mander and Goldsmith 1996, Daly
1994). The discussion in this section focuses on the effects of contemporary
globalization and poverty on 'southern' countries, especially Latin America, and
thus provides the backdrop against which the issue of sustainable alternatives
for Andean communities is explored.

The proponents of economic global-kation hold a view of social
transformation led by corporations that emphasises the need for greater
efficiency in the global economic system (Fukuyama 1992). As a result of a

greater efficiency, it is argued, every customer in the world will benefit from the
cheapest and best quality products (Ohmae 1990, Friedman 2000). In the

process of bringing such products to the customer, the government is regarded
largely as an obstacle standing between the people and the corporations. Thus,
proponents affirm that the latter exist to serve the interests of customers and that
government intenrention is unnecessary for customer protection. Allegedly,
companies do not erect barriers to competition, but rather as a collective group
create value in order to serve the customer better (Ohmae 1990).
A global business strategy often requires global alliances and partnerships

to allow corporations to share control, access critical technologies and promote a
high level of awareness among customers. In the global world, corporations
make '...common cause wrth others whose interesl run parallel with their own"
(Ohmael990: 114). Normally, the one who pays the lowest wage is in the best
competitive situation (Ohmae 1990). However, in this era of globalization, labour
costs tend to be low in any event, apart frorn which it is possible to reduce the
content of labour in products and move towards full automation. Some Japanese
companies, are doing just that, such as Nikkon, Seiko, Mazak Machinery,
Fujiiu, etc. They have minimised their work force through the interisive use of
computers in manufacturing (Friedman 2000). However, as Ohmae (1990) points
out, "...this can be expensive because there is in the world cheap labor
available. South Korean wages are so low that nothing less than a total
commitment to eliminating labor content will suffice..." (1990:36).

The ability of corporate gol bazil atoi n

to provide cheap products and the

corporations' strong position against government are appealing. At the same
time, some authors have painted to deeper issues that have been creating
concerns over alleged social and environmental consequences of the process.
A fundamental and contentious issue surrounding economic globalization in their

view is that, as corporations become more powerful, they tighten their control
over markets and technology through strategic alliances. This in turn forces both
subcontractors and local communities, particularty in poor areas, into lowering
standards for the purpose of ensuring access to markets and jobs that the global
corporations control (Korten 1995, Rifkin 1996, Daly and Cobb 1994, Khor
1996). These forces, it is said, deepen communities' dependence on sodally and

environmentally destructive technologies that can sacrifice their physical, social,
environmental, and mental health to corporate profits (Shiva and Holla-Bhar
1996, Shiva 1989, Rees 1992)
Proponents of corporate globalization for their part argue that customers
do not care where the product comes from, but rather about quality and prices.
People simply want to buy the best and cheapest, no matter where in the world
this might be produced (Ohmae 1990). This is an attractive argument in the
sense that people are provided with more purchase opportunities. However, in
the eyes of the critics it only has validity if one considers people as consumers
and nothing more. It transgresses the reality in their view that people have
multiple roles and values in their local societies (Korten 1995, Guliz 1999). The
assumption of the economic globaliion agenda is that what people are willing
to buy is the best indicator of what they value. Therefore, it is the market that

allegedly presents the most effective and democratic way to define the public
interest
Globalization and Cheap Products

This raises three important issues. First, It is important to analyze what
the implications of cheap products are. When capital can flow freely to any
locality, it will go wherever it is offered the maximum opportunities to externalize
costs. As Ohmae points out (1990:179-80), in a global economy "... a depressed

economy becomes attractive.... High unemployment is a welcome sign for an
investor looking for a new plant location" (Ohmae 1990: 179-80). The cost of
manufacturing is typically 25% of the end-user price. Production per se adds
very little value (Ohmae 1990).

Thus, although not realized by the end-

consumer, some studies show the cost of cheap products is sometimes borne by
someone else e.g. by women working in maquilas under miserable conditions, or
by dwellers in the Amazon whose forests are cut down to supply external
demand. Some studies reveal the destruction of entire indigenous communities,
such as the Guaranis in the Paraguayan Amazon (Reed 1997). Wth the logging
of older trees, not only local ecosystems but also people's entire livelihoods have
been damaged. This type of shortsighted business practice has had the effect of
pushing the indigenous into the cities as cheap labor or beggars. On the other
side of the spectrum, a consumer continents away is thus presented with the
opportunity to purchase, e-g., material for a relatively cheap hardwood floor. The
local population ends up paying a high price, not only in terms of losing their
forests, but also in the cost of coping with consequent flooding and other

environmental catastrophes. Similarly with mining, intensive exploitation often
depletes =ources,

eventually leaving local people to bear the costs:

contamination of rivers, tuberculosis, etc. For example, when the highly efficient
Yanacacha gold mine was established in Peru in 1993 with partial financing from
the World Bank, iiliterate peasants were persuaded to sell their land for a
pittance. Most are now jobless (Engardio and Holligan 2000). Furthermore,
cheap products often are supported by subsidies to corporations from various
sources, while imposing costs as described above on the environment and the
most vulnerable. Not bearing the real casts, faraway buyers tend to conclude
that the proponents of corporate globaliion are right As Ohmae (1990:3)
notes, 'At the cash register, you don't care about unemployment figures or trade
deficits. You don't worry about where the product was made.... What you care
about most is the product's quality, price, design value and appeal to you as
consumer".
The critics for their part charge that the proponents of corporation-led
economic globalization usually overlook or disregard the issues of rights and
needs of peoples whose economies are not entirely monetarized. When the
issues do come up, they tend to be placed into a Lvinnernoser equation', or are
regarded as the 'price to pay' for development and progress in rural and

'backward' areas. Perhaps the most convincing argument by the promoters of
economic globalization is that, even if it does produce 'sweatshops', it provides
much needed employment to poor people and a style of living superior to what
otherwise would be available. In some ways, the argument is valid because in

urban areas of poor countries, people depend on monetary income derived
under any circumstance to cover basic needs. However, it must be recognized
that such jobs are normally insecure, due to high corporate mobility and the
consequent risk of eventual unemployment. Similarly, it has been argued (Slater
2000) that, while globalization may be an 'enemy' in some ways for poor people,
it can also provide motivation and 'innovative space' for tapping into local

knowledge and inventive capacrty. Economic globalizers affirm that we need to
understand the new logic of the system (Friedman 2000), that the economic logic
of an earlier stage no longer applies, and that especially developing countries
face a dilemma because they have what Ohmae (1995) calfs 'resource illusionn.
Those countries, he insists, need to be in tune with the inter-linked economy
(Ohmae 1990).

Globalization and Local Business
The second issue relates to the question of globalization's effect on local
business. It is common to see in the major cities of most poor countries the
corporate symbols of Pizza Hut, Macdonald's, Coca Cola, etc., and goods from
trans-national corporations (TNCs). TNC's with their advertising exert an
enormous influence on what is produced and consumed. They define what is
'normal' and 'authentic' (Gulb 1999). Their power is refleeted in the fact that: "In
1990, there were 60 countries... in the world with a GNP of less than US 10
billion, whik there were more than 135 trans-national corporations with
revenues in excess of that amount" (:64). The products of TNC's are regarded in
poor countries as modem, fashionable and consequently highly desirable, and

as status symbols. Globalization introduces people living rural lifestyles to an
urban lifestyle more linked to global fashion, food products, markets and
entertainment trends (Friedman 2000). In addition, contemporary global
corporations make efforts to 'localize' and adapt their products to local
consumer tastes and needs (Ohmae 1999)In this way, global competition has the effect of threatening the sunrival of
local firms. Moreover, much of the discourse, and most studies, on competitive
strategies proceed from the perspective of TNC's or firms from affluent societies
(Gliz 1999). In the long run, the net effect often is to impoverish local peoples,
their cultures and communities, and remove their resources.
According to Korten (1995), the proponents of corporate libertarianism
are, ironically, misusing Adam Smith's and David Ricardo's theories to promote

their own version of the free market. For example, he argues that Smith's theory
of market economics, in contrast to Ohmae's and to pro-globalization ftee market
ideology, specifies a number of basic conditions needed if a market is to set
prices efficiently and in the public interest. One basic condition is fiat markets
must be competitive. Wth economic globalization, the ability to shift produdion
from one country to another increases, while at the same time the balance of
bargaining power has shifted from the local community to global corporate
interests (Korten 1995). The more easily a corporation is able to move capital,

goods, technology and personnel among localities looking for the advantage, the
greater the competitive pressure on localities to subsidize investors by absorbing
their social, environmental and other produdion costs. In fact, according to

Korten (1995) they are breaking another basic condition of an efficient market,
which is that the full cost of production must be bome by the producers, and

included in the producer's selling price. If some portion of the cost is born by
third parties who in no way participate in or benefit from the transaction, the price
of the product is distorted accordingly. As noted above, externalized costs
involve privatizing gain and socializing the associated costs onto the community,
already in many cases impoverished. This distorts competition and creates still
another source of inefficiency by encouraging forms of consumption that use
finite resources inefficiently.
Globalization and Neo-LibenlPolicies

The third issue is that economic globalization in 'poor' countries is
associated with neo-liberal policies, i.e. adjustment programs and other
economic reforms imposed since the early 1980s. The rules of globalization
revolve around opening, deregulating and privatizing your economy in order to
make it more competitive and attractive to foreign investment' (Friedman 2000).
According to proponents of corporate globalization, government's role becomes
that of faciliitor to ensure that a country is benefiting from the best-performing
corporations and producers in the world. Governments do not have to be
protectionist because '...people have become more informed..."(Ohmae 1990:
11). Fudhermore, Ohmae criticizes those governments that interpose
themselves between the consumer and the corporation, a clear case being
Japan where, for example, the government had restrictions on the approval of
some drugs. Ohmae much preferred the system in Hong Kong where there are

few restrictions and where, "If it causes hatrn...y ou were just unlucky. If there is
to be legal action, it must be aimed at the companies, not the government But
such acoitn

is rare. The people understand that they make the choices and must

accept the consequences" (Ohmae 1990:185).
Structural adjustment reforms have carried with them important
implications for change in Latin American economic and social policy. Countries
of the region suffer the worst income inequalities in the world (CEPAL 2000,
Thorp 1998). The reforms have often engendered special hardships for those
living in poverty, because of the dismantling of social protection mechanisms
(Chomsky 2000).

The capacity to move capital without taxation, fiscal

incentives to exploit scarce local natural resources and social cuts to education,
health and other social services have increased both the short- and long-term
situations of poverty and inequality (108 2000, Hausmann and Rigobon 1993).
All this creates conditions for social unrest and policies of repression (ID6
2000b and Thorp 1998).
It is argued by supporters that globalization allows 'southern' countries

to enjoy the same benefits as any customer in the industrialized societies. For
example, in times past customers in the south were unable to buy the latestmodel vehicles. Now they can (Ohmae 1990:13). However, in many
impoverished areas such as the Andes, paved mads let alone cars of any
description are either non-existent or unaffordable. Moreover, the benefits of
globalization are scarcely apparent to those in rural poor areas whose
livelihoods depend largely on the social and natural economies.

In spite of economic growth and certain improvements at the macroeconomic level, poverty and inequality in Latin America did not decline during
the 1990s. Some studies suggest that globaliion, rather than resolving
inequalities, has accentuated them (Londono and Szekely 2000, Crisp and
Kelly 1999). Thirty years ago, the difference in income between rich and poor
countries was in the order of 30 to 1. By 1990, the disparity had increased to 60

to I , and by 1999 to 74 co 1 (UNOP 1999). The Pan-American Health
Organization (PAHO) (1999) stated in its 1999 report that in the region of Latin

America and the Caribbean, economic growth had not improved the grave state
of human development, and that between 1990 and 1997 income inequalities
had worsened. Even in Chile, a country that had opened up its economy more
than others and experienced high economic growth and significant increases
in exports, the poorest 40% of the population in 1997 received only t3.4% of
the national income. This percentage had not varied since 1990 (CEPAL 1999).
This is not to deny that average income for the poorest may have increased
somewhat, but it does undertine the fact that the critical issue of inequality, a
legacy of the colonial past giving rise to political and social unrest, does not
show signs of correcting itself- As Lanjouw (1999) stated, economic growth and
democratization in the area might not mean much,

'...unless

a way can be

found to relieve the widespread deprivation" (: 91).
Social Exclusion and Ineaual@
Thus, contradictions such as

exclusion and inequality are seen as

urgent challenges that must be faced. As admitted by the Director of the World

Trade Organization:

"A major

...challenge is to assure that developing

countries ..,derive real benefits from it [globalization]. The gap between rich
and poor is wider than evec the challenge of development can't wait" (Moore
2999: 130)~.In the given circumstances, the widespread eruption of massive
protests against neo-liberal policies that are seen as excluding people from
access to jobs, health, credits, security, etc. is not surprising. Because of the
exclusion of many brought about by globalization, Freeman (1996) called it the
'economy of apartheid" (Freeman 1996). Adjustment programs have been
applied in Latin America since 1980, generating much opposition. Governments
and the executives of TNCs describe such opposition as 'old fashioned
protea'onist populismn, and insist that prospertty will amve with greater
integration and more openness on the part of national economies. Such
prosperity has yet to be realized by the poor.

The message of %ee traders' is that a globalized free market which
leaves resource allocation decisions in the hands of giant corporations is
inevitable, and that '...we had best concentrate on learning how to adapt to the
new rules of the game" (Korten 1995:71). They insist that open borders for the
uncontrolled flow of goods and money are the only alternative, and they find little
space for those who reject free markets in favour of markets that function within
a framework of public amuntabilii. (Rees 1996, Korten 1995, Clark 1996).
Similarly, they will not accept the idea of countre
is

managing the exchange of
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money and goods among themselves in a fair and balanced way as being able to
work to the mbial benefit of their citizens. Korten (1995) goes on to say that
while market mechanisms are essential to modem societies, SNe must learn to
use them in ways that recognize self-interest as an important and enduring
human motivation and put it to work with maximum constructive benefit" (:91).
However, for this to happen business must recognize the need for government to
provide a context for the market that maintains those conditions on which market
efficiency depends (Korten 1995).
The problem is not business or the market or governments per se, but
rather a badly corrupted global economic system that has moved far beyond
human control (Rees. 1996, Korten 1995, Mander and Goldsmith 1996).
Globalization offers great potential for enriching people's lives. However, the
benefits have not been shared equitably (UNDP 1999). According to the UNDP,
it is clear that as long as policies are influenced by corporate interests, this will

put a "squeeze" on human development (UNDP 1999). Thus, corporateled
globalization is seen as potentially damaging and superficial over the long-term,
through overlooking the serious problems posed by the more than one billion
people (Social Summit Report 1995) who live in a state of poverty with very
limited access to income, resources, education, health care or nutrition.
In sum, globalization: 1) may exdude and adversely affect rural and

indigenous peoples whose livelihoods depend on the social and natural
economy; 2) may negatively affect local businesses because of the consumer
values influenced by the TNCs; 3) through the adjustment programs it brings,

may limit access of local people to social and other se~ces.As stated by
President Clinton (Skinner 1999), the history of globalization is the Tale of Two
Cities", i.e. of those who have benefited and those who have been excluded.
Villages of poor people need to stop just being spectators. They have to take
the lead in determining their own destiny (Perez Esquivel 1999).
This brings us to the theme of this dissertation. People in some rural
areas are taking community-based entrepreneurial initiatives and using their
social energy together with innovative capacity as means to respond to, and
overcome, marginal situations. Community enterprise can be a collective
learning process with the potential to create local sustainability and overcome
poverty. Moreover, according to Ramson (1997), the deep root of poverty lay in
the deprivation of indigenous people of their land and consequently of their
ability to control their own destiny. Thus, the eradication of poverty means that
those communities where the poorest live must aIso have the power to control
their own space. The cases from the Latin American Andes presented here
provide an opportunity to reflect on alternative social, cultural, political and
economic development possibilities for the 'excluded ones'. They also provide
the opportunity to reconsider the definition of entrepreneurship in the context of
its applicability in indigenous communities.

Ill. POVERTY, INEQUALITY AND ETHNICIN IN LATIN AMERICA
Indigenous peoples constitute an important sector of the world population,
which in recent years has been attracting increasing attention. There are
approximately 300 million indigenous people in seventy countries. In Latin

America some 40 million can be found, located mostly in the Andean region. For
example, in Peru and Ecuador the indigenous make up 40.8% (Patn'nos and
Davis 1996) and 39% (IPS 1997) respechvely of the total population. Because of
the factors of distinct language and culture, indigenous peoples find themselves
in a subordinate relationship to mainstream Western society. While poverty in
Latin America is widespread. it is particularly endemic among the indigenous
populations (World Bank 1994). Empirical evidence suggests that the macroeanomic shocks of the last two decades have resulted in substantial increases
in inequality and poverty, especially in the rural areas where indigenous people
live. During the same period, the evidence also shows that in almost all Latin
American countries, including both Peru and Ecuador, the income share of the
top 10 percent increased, sometimes substantially (IDB Report 1998).

The indigenous stand out as poorest among the poor, due in large part to
social, political and economic discrimination. They are deprived of access to
basic services and find themselves at the bottom of the socia1 scale. In fact, in

Latin America the few opportunities for non-agricultural employment and income
are

concentrated in the less-poor areas and among less-pmr individuals

(CEPAL, FA0 and 'IDB, 1999). Research in Latin America shows that there is a
strong correlation between ethniuty and poverty, with indigenous peoples almost
invariably being represented disproportionately among the poorest sectors of
society (World bank 1994,Plant 1998, ID6 1999):

Conclusion fmm an Intanational Saninar on Nan-AgricuhuraI Employment in tatin America ChiIe
1999.

The roars af indigenous poveety can be wced to tfie cotonial period.

This research on communal enterprise, sustainable development, and the
alleviation of poverty looks at sustainable alternatives for Andean communities
within the context of economic globalization. The debate surrounding the
indigenous peoples relates to the issue of their integration into mainstream
development. For some the solution

to their poverty is that there should be more

effort to integrate them into Western culture. The solution for others is that they
should be left alone. The first alternative is what has been implemented through
different policies and strategies and which, for the most part, have failed.
The second does not appear to be viable in the present situation, because the
indigenous peoples are relatively few and scattered and the vast majority are no
longer isolated from the forces of mainstream development (Davis 1997). People
in the Andes are now, and have been historically, involved in the wider economy
but subject to conditions of inequality. Alternatives for peasant communities have
to be examined taking into account the circumstances which impel economies
towards increasing globaiition (Stavenhagen 1996). It is in this context that
indigenous people in different international forums are claiming the right to
control their own development. They are also posing the questions as to how
they can alleviate their endemic poverty, and what should be the role of external
organizations. The purpose of my dissertation is to address this general question
as well as a number of specific research questions. By doing so it is hoped that
theoretical perspectives will emerge that will not only guide future research on
entrepreneurship and sustainable development in indigenous communities, but

also provide a model for addressing the important economic and social problem
of regional poverty.

N. JOURNEY THROUGH THE ANDES: THE CHALLENGES OF
UNDERSTANDING POVERTY
In early 1987 1 began my first period of fieldwork in the Peruvian province
of Puno, in an isolated indigenous communfi/ in the southern part of the Andes
called Ancacca. I chose that community because it was the first to receive a loan
from a bank, guaranteed by the community itself. I went there to study how the
system worked. When I arrived, 1 found the place quite disagreeable. It was
cold, windy, flat, and brown. This was the altiplano at 4,500 meters above sea
level. The houses were spread out across the hills. They looked like they were in
proximity to each other but as I approached, I discovered that they were not so

close. In fact the distances became much greater when the peasants' dogs
began to chase me. Because it was hawest season I did not take food with me.
Eventually, I asked different people along the way if they could sell me
something. They were nice enough, but I always got the same answer: 'I'm sorry,
I don't have anything. Maybe the next person has." No one was willing to sell me

anything. What happened to the people? Were they so poor? I was offering
more money than they could earn in the city. Their behavior did not seem logical.
One would suppose that development meant increasing their incomes. A month
later, I was working with the same people in the chacras-these

are land

parcels. They kept giving me chuno--dry potatoes-and cheese all the time.
They wouldn't accept money. Furthermore most of the families at the end of the

hawest, regardless of how good or bad it was, set aside part of their crops for
gifts and exchange.
I quickly learned that poverty is much more than deprivation of income,

and that it carries with it a sense of powerlessness, insecurity and fear (Anarayan
2000). The challenge is to understand poverty from the point of view of
indigenous peoples and taking into consideration their traditional subsistence
economies and their aspirations (Plant 1998). The only 'insurance' that Andean
people have is their dependence on reciprocal relationships. I was thus
introduced to the most important concept in understanding how poor people

sunrive. I called it 'Andean insurance'.
My previous research on credit systems in the southern Peruvian Andes
(1988) and on male out-migration as a strategy of peasant families in northern

Peru (1995) form the basis for this study. The earlier research illustrated the
following:

a) The economic life of Andean peasant families cannot be reduced and
understood simply in terms of earnings and expenses. There are many aspects
that cannot be measured quantitatively. The mechanisms of reciprocity and
redistribution

are a way of life in the Andes. A different economic logic, one

oriented fundamentally towards food security, governs the way people think and
act (Peredcr, 1988).

b) There is a substantive link between poverty, environmental degradation and

rural out-migration. Two of the main problems for the indigenous people in the
highlands (3,000-4,600 meters above sea level) are land scarcity and the system
of dividing up the land known as minifundio. Due to overpopulation in highly
localized contexts, peasants are over-using the eroded Andean slopes for
subsistence agricutture. Since they find few opportunities in the rural
communities, males have migrated into the already overcrowded cities5. There,
indigenous peoples subsist without major possibilities for income, living in
miserable conditions in shantytowns and experiencing increasing social violence
and insecurity because of hunger. Meanwhile in the countryside, the costs of the
migration strategy have been the social disintegration of the family,

an

increasingly disproportionate burden on women and children, and changes in
agricuttural practices (Peredo 1995). From 1980 to 1991, wnsewative estimates
show that in the highlands women headed up 30% of households (ENHAR
1984; lNEl 1992).

Besides scarcity of the land, there are two other important factors that
explain male out-migration: inappropriate agrarian policies
violence of the 1980s in the Peruvain

' and the political

Andes. These factors have increasingly

reduced the subsistence capacity of Andean people to survive. Andean people's

' Other W r s arc also important m driving population to the cities.
Agiculnrral policies have been influenced by the adjustment programs impkmmted m mon Latin
Amaican countries as part of agreements with the hernational Monetary Fwd

lives are conditioned by common hardships such as hunger, lack of roads, the
lack of potable water and heatth services, powerlessness, social isolation, and
the state of corruption and insecurity. From my own experience as a Peruvian
who has worked with Andean peoples, I can say that there is no trust in
government officials or state organs such as the police when help is needed. The
poor in the countryside are a virtually invisible element, largely forgotten
(Sheahan 1987). Studies on Latin America are rich in accounts about social
inequality, poverty, the impact of external pressures, social unrest and
repression. Change, as seen through those studies, is often regarded as either
impossible or only possible through violence and revolution. The latter two have
been tried in the Andes, without major impact insofar as alleviating the material
conditions of the poor is concerned.
The above tends to be a common tale in the literature about developing
countries. However, during the last two decades there have been major changes
oriented towards paying attention to the precarious situation of indigenous
people. A significant catalyst has been increased interest in global environmental
issues. In major conferences on development and the environment', the role of
indigenous people has frequently been at the center of the environmentaleconomic debate. At the same time, indigenous organizations are actively

United Confknce on Ertvimmnart and DcveIopm~m Rio de Janciro 1992. The Forty~ighthCongrrsr
of Ameri&:
Threatened Peoples and Environment in the Ama-cas,Upsah, 1994.

mobilia'ng and lobbying international organizations

with resped to their rigMs.

From a global perspective, environment has become a security issue of great
importance that affects the citizens of non-industrialized and industrial countries
alike (Vredenburg and Westfey 1996; FOCAL 1997; Head 1991)
V. CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES TO THE ALLEVIATION OF POVERTY

AND RURAL DNELOPMENT
In the effort to alleviate poverty, international development agencies from
industrial countries and multinational organizations over the last f
@ years have

been heavily involved in the world's poor countries including Latin America and
the Andes.
Development as an institution was launched officially on Jan. 20, 1949,
when U.S. President Truman first spoke about his Government's plan to bring
development to the underdeveloped world (Esteva 1992, Sachs 1992, Ctewe
and Harrison 1998). Truman's concept was based on the following tenets: a)
progress and development are the linear processes of social evolution: America
and other 'developed' nations were the goal that other parts of the world should
aspire to emulate; b) large portions of the world are 'underdeveloped'. These
areas ('southern' nations) had not progressed as had America and other
'northern' nations; c) the degree of civilization in a country can be measured by

the level of its production. Greater production within underdeveloped nations was
seen as the key to prosperity and peace (Esteva 1992, Crewe and Hamson

1998). Development researchers state that Truman's concept of development
envisaged the projection

of the American model of society onto the rest of the

world. Within this evolutionist framework, poor and indigenous populations were
usually regarded as badward and primitive, without knowledge and, in the
jargon of the day, they came to be known as 'underdeveloped' (Burke 1993,
Sachs 1992). Their peoples were seen as living in underdeveloped societies
and cultures (Harrison 1995), unable to make decisions by themselves (Esteva
1992).
Development assistance programs were first established during the fifties.
Since then, many theories and.strategies have been promoted as defining the
means for understanding and overcoming 'underdevelopment' in communities
such as the ones in my research. Most development practices have promoted
the approaches of modernization and basic-needs.
Modernization theory is the core belief that has dominated much of the
development paradigm and practice. There are a number of notions that are part
of this theory: First, it sees progress as passing through various stages. It implies
that in order to progress and develop, traditional societies have to move toward
modernity (Crewe and Harrison 1998). 'Modernization' and 'development' came

to be used as synonymous terms. Secondly, monetary income and, therefore,
economic growth are regarded as key elements in measuring the quality of life.
Thirdly, humans are or should be motivated by self-interest and rational
economic behavior. (Crewe and Harrison 1998, Burke 1993). From this point of
view the development of a countjy is measured in Western economic terms, with

the expectation that 'underdeveloped' countries will over time assume the
qualities of industrialized nations (Burke 1993). One of the underlying
assumptions of modernization is that local culture and social structures are
barriers to progress. This can be seen in the following quotation:
Pre-existing social relations. ...family, kinship and community,
constitute obstacles to business enterprises and achievement.. ..
Successful capitalism involves some rupturing of existing social
relations and possibly the diminution of affective relations to
leave more space to impersonal, calculating forms of social
interaction believed to characterize the market economy (Moore
1997: 289).
Poverty in rural areas has been interpreted as a problem of agricultural
production, a lack of use of natural resources and as an absence of motivation
on the part of peasant families. Thus, the emphasis in different strategies,
including the Green Revolution and the promotion of the 'farmer' model, has
been on increasing production and productivity, and on the creation of an
individual entrepreneurial mentality. It was assumed that these factors, if
remedied, would increase production and consequently increase incomes and
alleviate poverty (Giannoten and de Wit 1987, Crewe and Harrison 1998). Due to
different reasons, the desired results were not achieved, The most important is
that this 'technological' model did not take into account

the

historical,

environmental, political, cultural and social specificities of the realities in poor
regions such as the Andes. Much of the research on development activities
points out that these practices have imposed modes of thought and action on
communities, that ignore what the people afFected want, how they think and ad.
Mainly ignored is the fact that these peoples have a knwvledge base that has

served for centuries to help them to adapt to different conditions in the most
inhospitable circumstances. For example, the management and knowledge of
biodiversity among Andean people was not taken into account in one program
for income generation that set as its sole aim the increase of potato production
8

The 'basic needs' strategy was based on the recognition that economic
growth does not necessarily eliminate poverty. This approach takes into account

basic needs such as food, health and education. Institutions such as UNICEF
have based their activities on this approach. However, as Burke (1993) argues,

"The question as to how those needs can be met has still not been resolvedn
(:31) Some argue that these programs can degenerate into global chanty rather
than serve to build local self-reliance.

Despite good intentions, the approach has been in many cases
paternalistic, seeking even if unintentionally cultural assimilation, while ignoring
the strength of indigenous organizations. The simplest argument used to explain
away policy and program failure has been that the target people are traditional,

passive and resistant to change (Davis 1993; Konrad 1980). There is a tendency
to associate the root of failure with the 'culture of the native'.

Colonial

denigration of the customs of the 'natives' may be long gone, but the
identification of culture as a 'barrier to development' is still common. (Crew@and
Harrison 1998: 15).

'Speech by Dr. Mario Tqia at h e Annual Mcctingof the hernational Poano Camx in Lima, Peru
1991.

One of the common problems in developmental activies has been the
lack of sense of ownership on the part of the Yarget beneficiaries'. Once a given
developmental project exhausts its budget, local people seem in many cases no
longer interested in pursuing the project by themselves. A main issue is still the
assumption that development comes from outside. In recent years, development
literature has shown that much of the development activrty executed by NGOs
and international and multilateral cooperation agencies has failed.

Aid, as an

industry, is seen by some as being directed, particularly in the case of local
fieldworkers, towards satisfying donors rather than recipients. Besides, aid
projects are often characterized by, in relative terms, highly-paid North American
and European expatriates who in many cases have no knowledge of country
realities. In many of the development practices in the field, one finds a mentality
of "theynand "we" (Burkey 1993, Crewe and Hamson 199, Klitgaard 1990).
Development has been interpreted by some as a new form of colonization
established after the Second World War (Shiva 1989, Esteva 1992, Mander and
Goldsmith 1997). It has been argued that the real effect of many developmentai
activities has been to change fundamentally community support systems and
create real poverty (Sachs 1992, Esteva 1992, Shiva 1989).
At the national level, policies dealing with indigenous affairs have
frequently been paternalistic and integrationist.

Programs for economic

development have had adverse resutts at the local level because the investor
mentality has been short-term and exploitative. In the end, in many cases local
indigenous peoples were deprived of their natural resources for the benefit of

outsiders under programs

ironically labeled

Research among local indigenous people

'economic development'.

in different parts of the world has

shown that this trend is increasing as a consequence of

national economic,

export-oriented development (Shiva 1987, Reed 1997). As Davis, a World Bank
official, points out
These policies and programs tend to exploit indigenous labor or
resources for the enrichment of powerful social groups and
regions, and seldom take into account their cultural needs and
practices. Even h e n development policies and programs have
been designed specifically to improve the wetfare of indigenous
people, the approach has been usually paternalistic, seeking
their cultural assimilation and ignoring the strength of
indigenous institutions and knowledge (including environmental
knowledge). This in turn can contribute to worsening poverty,
social marginalization and ethnic resistance (1995: 16).
In sum,strategies for the alleviation of poverty based on international aid
programs have not been necessarily effedive because they often refled a lack of
understanding of the people whom they are supposed to be helping. At the same
time, business practices and national and regional economic development
programs in their pursuit of international competitiveness have frequently
marginalized indigenous people. As has been alluded to above and as we shall
see in the next section, a shift of paradigms has begun to occur on the part of
international aid agencies, corporations and governments .
VI. THE ISSUE OF GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY: WHAT IT IS AND WHY IT

In 1987 the World Commission on Environment and Development
W E D ) published a report that served as a warning against the possible

consequences of global environmental damage. Environmental pressures,
according to the report, are linked to economic patterns of development.
According to Rees (1996). the earth is already is in ecological deficit. He points
out that industrial countries have with their level of consumption far overreached
their carrying capacity and have had to expropriate resources from other areas.
Carrying capacity is characterized as "...the
species that can be

maximum population of a given

supported indefinitely in a defined habitat without

permanently impairing the productivrty of that habitat" (1996:3).
The commission stated that, in order to prevent further global
environmental problems, the

complex relationship between people, the

environment and development need to be taken into account. Poverty and
inequality are seen in a major causeandeffect relationship with respect to global
environmental problems.
A major source of inequality, according to the report, lies in the

international economic relationships which exert pressure on poor countries to
develop and increase exports. Most Latin American countries have signed
agreements with the International Monetary Fund to liberaliie their economies
to facilitate foreign investment as a way to increase economic growth and create
economic development. Many of the natural resources (timber, mining, and oil)
for export are located in areas where indigenous people live. In many cases the
extraction

of those resources has undermined the entire ecosystem and

livelihood of the indigenous. This situation not only increases poverty and

inequality, and generates political unrest, but also contributes to global
environmental degradation.
One of the most important notions from the WCED report is the strong
emphasis on the affirmation that all people share one planet and a common
future. The term 'sustainable development' was proposed by WCEO as a
framework to integrate environmental policies and development strategies. It
defined sustainable development as that which "...meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of Mure generations to meet their own
needsn (1987: 45). The concept of sustainable development has been raising
awareness over environmental issues, economic options and business practices.
Businesses are increasingly being challenged by citizen groups,
stakeholders and governments to act in an environmentally and socially
responsible manner '. There is an increasing understanding of the negative
impact that industry-based activities can have on the global environment.
Studies show that the majority of American consumers are concerned about
environmental degradation, the growing gap between the 'haves' and 'have-nots'
and the issue of the responsibility of business toward communities (The
Hardwood Group 1995, Green Journal 1996).
Because of public awareness, corporate public relations bodies are
addressing these environmental concerns in order to improve company

The world's biggest lumber retailer, Home Dcpoc decided under pressure h m its nakeholdets
to stop selling wood products deriving h m endangered forms. Pepsi was boyconed worldwide
for m continuing business m B v a cotmtry accwd of serious human rights abuses, Just a few
months ago, worken fiom the AIbena Enagy C-on
wax kidnapped m Ecuador. Talisman,
an oil company based m AIbem, has been qwstioaed about is impact on human rights m Afiica.

credibility. In acting responsibly, businesses protect their rights to operate. while
gaining a positive perception and loyalty from customers and thus eliminating
conflict with activists and governments (Global Future Foundation 2000).
Some business leaders recognize the urgent need for a change of
paradigm as a business strategy (Magretta 1997; Schmidheiny 1996; Hawken
1993). Today many companies have integrated environmental responsibility into
their economic goals (Hawken 1993; Hart 1997). Sustainable development is
coming to be seen among industrialists, management scholars and business
leaders, not as a soft issue but rather as a matter of rational business logic
(Haward Business Review 1997). In fact, according to Hawken, Lovins and
Lovins (1999), natural capitalism will form the next 'industrial revolution'.
Business will have to shift its pracbces toward valuing nature as a form of
capital, because of the looming scarclty of natural resources. '...The economy,
after all is embedded in the environment" (1999:2). What the authors proposed
is a closed-loop approach in which companies become resource efficient and
reinvest in natural capital, while providing se~*cesrather than goods to
customers. This approach has been shown to generate economic saving and
greater competitive advantage.
Recognizing the importance of the environment in achieving sustainable
development is not enough. Interdisciplinary efforts are necessary and are being
made to situate business organizations within the larger context of society and
nature. Management researchers have drawn on the literature in natural ecology
in order to 'align" ecological principles with those of business organizations

(Shrivastava 1995; Westley and Vredenburg 1996 King 1995). For example,
Westley and Vredenburg (1996) use Commoner's (1975)

principles

of

connecting nature (ecosphere) with production systems (technosphere) in order
to analyze

and evaluate different companies' alternatives. Also, King (1995)

has suggested the possibilii of teaming from older traditional communities.
A sense of responsibility aimed at the larger picture is still required, that
is, there remains a need to move from simple environmental management to full
sustainability (Westley and Vredenburg 1996; Jennings and Zandbergen 1995;
Shrivastava 1995; Hart 1997; Stank and Rands 1995). Thus, sustainability
should be regarded as a concept that has to be embedded in a larger ecological
and societal system (Jennings and Zandbergen 1995). To build sustainabiliky,
businesses not only have to take an adaptive approach, but also will have to
integrate economic, biological, and human systems. There has to be an inclusive
(Gladwin, Kenelly and Krause 1995) and essentially dynamic integration of
multiple levels. "...A sustainable development world requires ecologically
sustainable societies, cultures, poiiticaI and economic systems, organization and
individuals...."(Stank and Rand 1995: 909).
From a global perspective, the reaching of global sustainability consists in
arriving at the point where local em-systems on which the globaI economy
depends are protected W E D 1987). For businesses of the Mure to prosper
and contribute to sustainability, there will be a need to acknowledge an
understanding of the global conneco
tins

(Shrivastava 1995; Westley and

Vredenburg 1996; Hart 1997) among different types of economies including the

subsistence (Hart 1997), as well as the economies of the North and the ecosystems

of

the

South

(Westley

and

Vredenburg

4998).

VII. CURRENT APPROACHES: THE NEED TO BALANCE THE NATURAL,

SOCIAL AND MONETARY ECONOMIES
The rethinking of development must be one of the prionty issues on the
contemporary international agenda (WCED 1987). With ecblogical degradation
and the more obvious threats to social integrity, one has come to the point where

the notion of development must be re-evaluated in order to maintain a balanced
relationship between human activity and ecological systems (Rees 1996, Suzuki
1997; Mander 1991, Hawken 1993, Wesley and Vredenburg 1996). Increasingly,
it is becoming dear that a new concept of development and economics must be

developed which incorporates environmental liabilities and a non-monetary
systems.
The Iimitations of

an economic approach that treats the earth as

something to be used up, and that emphasizes short-term profit over long-term
ecological health, are becoming evident Up till now, everything that is not
exploited is seen as negative or waste, as Shiva (1997) has illustrated with the
case of the exploitation or 'real development' of the Neem tree in India. The

Neem is a product which in times past was broadly used by Indian people.
However, with its commodification the Neem lost its meaning and use. In
pursuing economic progress, the tree was exploited intensively for the purpose of
maximizing short-term economic benefits. In the end local people because of

market pressures were deprived of the tree's benefits. Thus, it can be said that
the traditional way of promoting development and measuring growth is unrealistic

in some aspects at least. While purporting to measure positive development, it
can in fact be based on the depletion of natural and social resources. In the last
analysis, the poorest people are the ones most affected because it is their basic
means of livelihood which are being destroyed, while at the same time they are
being told that the GNP shows an improvement An economy based on
reciprocrty, exchange, and nature as a form of capital, does not enter into

consideration in mainstream economics.
Ironically, in order to alleviate poverty increased GNP and growth have
been the development goals of institutions such as the World Bank and the

International Monetary Fund through their promotion, e.g. of the extraction and
export of natural resources (Daly and Cobb 1994; Korten 1995). Furthermore,
with globalization the process is intensrfyng. In the interest of short-term

benefits, poor countries are implementing export-led policies and altering
environmental laws to make them more flexible for the purpose of attracting
foreign investment. A study in nineteen Latin American countries confirms that
agricultural, export-promotion policies are generaity associated with low levels of
food consumption and food security (Gacitua and Beilo 1990). The study
wndudes that income generated through export-promotion policies does not
necessarily have a positive impad on food cansumption, but serves rather as a

channel for further export-promotion (investment) and other outward-oriented

policies that may jeopardize food security (Gacitua and Bello 1990; Cavanaugh
1992)
Despite the ecological and other problems highlighted by the WCED, the
belief persists that economic growth at any cost is the '...key to meeting the most
important needs, including the alleviation of poverty and the protection of the
environment (Korten1995:40). In the long run, this approach will impoverish
rather than enrich (Daly and Cobb 1994, Korten 1995). Moreover, such thinking
poses a major impediment to the devising of solutions to ecological problems
(Gore 1992) and poverty. Critics argue that the measuring of economic
development in terms of GNP is a flawed process, in that anything that passes
through the monetary market including transactions that degrade the
environment are counted as contributions. Conversely, reciprocal exchanges,
such as those between households and communities, are excluded from the
measurement (Suzuki 1995; Korten 1995). In this context, it should be noted that
a growing awareness of global environmental problems, and the mobilization of
indigenous peoples and others bas begun to challenge the conventional ways of
understanding economic development at different levels and among different
actors.
Over the years, Latin America has been characterized by numerous
indigenous uprisings and protests. Such movements are challenging the Latin
American state and the policies of international organizations, through the
mechanisms of political mobilization and lobbying on the international stage. The

demand they are making is for resped and an acknowledgement of the
indigenous right to plan and control their own development. It should be noted
that the insistence has not been so much on integration or isolation, issues which
often seem to monopolize the debate, as it has been on the right to setfdevelopment. As M. Pocaterra, Venezuelan leader of the World Council of
Indigenous People, stated, W e want respect for the indigenous way of life"
(FOCAL 1996).
International development policies and international development
agencies have increasingly came under the influence of those movements. A
recent legal international framework recognizes the role of and strength of
indigenous people and their communities in preserving the environment (UN
1992 chapter 26), but most importantty it recognizes the indigenous '.... right to
decide their own priorities for the process of development ..." (ILO convention No
169, article 7). lnternational organizations such as the World Bank have issued
new policies to be applied in the approval process for investment projects. A
requirement is that the project take into account the possible impact on
indigenous populations and that it follow a consultative process (WB 1991).
International development agencies for their part are stressing
development that takes into account local environmental resources and that
involves indigenous people or other target beneficiaries in development plans
and strategies. Participation has become a key part of the development agenda.

The terms 'participation', 'local consultation processes', 'local knowledge' and

'empowerment' have entered into common usage. This approach recognizes the
right of poor people to plan their own development. However, power structures,
inappropriate

legal

frameworks,

widespread

prejudices,

inadequate

communication procedures and deficient consultation processes make this
difficult to realize (Davis and Ebbe 1993). Perhaps the most significant obstacle
is the tendency to control rather than facilitate, and the lack of development
planning and management skills on the part of indigenous populations (Davis
and Soeftestad 1995).
It should be noted that many projects, which fall under the 'participatory

development' approach, are still regarded as the product of outside intenrention.
Thus, one still has to pose the question: Participation, for whose agenda? In many
instances, the interests of the development institutions have the effect of co-opting
the community and obscuring the latter's role in defining its needs and designing,
implementing and managing resources to meet those needs

(Abbot 1995,

Tandon 1998, Sachs 1992). The failure to generate real participation and
recognize local knowfedge in the context of community development is related to
power structures. Some scholars such Sachs (1992) and Tandon (1998) have
pointed out the need to look at power issues as an important element in
understandingthe discourse of development as an institution and ideology.
In summarj, indigenous peoples liie in a situaon of poverty. There
appear to be few atternatives for a better life in their own rural space or in urban
areas. Up until now most of strategies for the alleviation of indigenous poverty
have failed. The path that has largely been followed to date has posed

tremendous social and environmental costs at both the local and global levels.
The conditions for social unrest with their attendant political implications are
present and have been the driving forces for many peasant uprisings especially
in Latin America.

Among peasants, there is a strength that comes from their own culture
and that has been suppressed by various policies. The proposition in this
dissertation is that development should be viewed as an insidedut process.
Authentic development is that which corresponds to people's own needs and
builds upon their resources (Hirschrnann 1984). My research addresses the
issue of indigenous se!fdevelopment and community-based enterprise as an
alternative designed by the people themselves to overcame poverty. The cases
presented here analyze the role that local business can play in achieving local
sustainability. They expose the relationships existing between business, society
and cutture. Wlthin a market orientation, these communities have an integrated
view of the natural social and monetary economy that is constantly challenged by

the prevailing view of economic development My study illustrates the dilemmas

of balancing environmental protection, social welfare and business development
Conceptually, the research takes a holistic view, in the sense that it
proceeds on the assumption Chat the various dimensions of &ety

are

interconnected and cannot fully be understood in isolation. Developmental
practices have shown that the alleviation of poverty requires a multi-dimensional
strategy (IDB 2000). In the same context, this research is interdisciplinary. In

building my h
teorecital

frarneworfc, I use my past research as well as my

background in areas such as anthropology, entrepreneurship, and environmental
management and my experiences with, and studies of, development projects.
The dissertation is organized into seven chapters. In the first I explain the
nature and importance of the study. The second chapter is theoretical and
employs the social network theory as a way to understand CBE. The third
chapter is dedicated to

methodological issues and emphasizes the utility of

participatory action research and ethnography as forms of inquiry. The fourth and
f#th chapters relate ethnographic information about the cases studied (See Map
1). The sixth chapter is the central one. On the basis of the cases studied, it

examines the creation and performance of CBE and elaborates a series of
propositions together with a model. Finally, chapter seven presents the main
findings and proposes the implications for future research and practice.

Map 1
COMMUNITY-BASED ENTERPRISES

CHAPTER TWO
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

I. EMERGENCE OF THE ENTERPRISE: PEASANTS AND COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT
The purpose of this chapter is to set out the theoretical foundations that
underlie the nature, emergence and performance of community-based enterprise
among poor populations. It is commonly acknowledged that enterprise
development is a crucial element in the process of economic development
(Shumpeter 1989, Drucker 1985). Over the past fifty years numerous projects
have been executed in poor countries aimed at promoting small business

development among poor populations, including the Andean area. However,
these have met with little success (Cornwall 1998, Sachs 1992, Dana 1988).
The question that immediately arises is: What has gone wrong?
There are many gaps in our understanding of entrepreneurial activities
under conditions of material poverty in areas such as the Andes, and
mainstream literature to date has done l i i e to fill them. Although the field has
begun to pay attention to international business practices, most entrepreneurial
studies have been carried out in the urban areas of the industn'alized countries of
Europe and North America. However, recent research on transitional economies
and immigrants, together with growing interest on micro-credits has had the
effect of focusing greater attention on social networks and community Issues as

important elements in the understanding of entrepreneurial a~tivit-y'~.My own
research, drawing on literature from anthropology, entrepreneurship and
sustainable development, attempts to further these theoretical efforts as can be
seen in the following diagram:
Diagram No. 1: Conceptual Framework
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Earlier, in explaining the local context of this research, I emphasized the
importance of the mechanism of reciprocity and cooperation in the economic
life of the Andean communities. From the perspective of anthropological theory,
my research is predicated on a substantivist concept of economics. This

approach highlights: 1) economics as an

integral

cooperation rather than competition, and 3) the
human

part of social life, 2)

interdependence between

beings and the natural environment (Polanyi 1957). One of the most

important concepts within this paradigm is the gift economy, a concept that

10 The growing interest in deveiopmentaI issues is reflected m the publication since I998 of a Journal of
Developmemal Studies.

i

i

1
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entails an implicit social contract among individuals and which lies at the mot of a
new line of entrepreneurial analysis based on social networks and social capital.
In the introductory chapter I discussed the need to see poverty as a
mu~dimensionalsituation, and also the increasing awareness of, and pressure
for, entrepreneurial activities to be environmentally and socially sustainable.

In this chapter, both the literature on social networks and sustainable
development is employed as a framework for the understanding of
entrepreneurial activities as a collective social aco
tin

in the context of poverty.

Atthough only a few cases of community-based enterprise have been

documented, the final secoitn

of this chapter is dedicated to identifying the main

characteristics and factors that combine to influence the emergence and
performance of CBE.
An Interdisciplinaw Overview of the Emernence of the Enternrise

Given the nature of my study, in this section I focus attention on four

aspects: 1) entrepreneurship in adverse situations, 2) societal arrangements, 3)
the importance of networking and 4) the role of the communrty.
Within entrepreneurship literature, there is a predominance of analysis on
the individual who engages in entrepreneurial a w l the reason being that
understanding the individual has been considered the most important element in
analyzing the start-up process. Research efforts have been dedicated to
analyzing why, how and when an individual engages in entrepreneurial adhity. A
number of psychological, and to lesser extent social and economic factors, have

been identified in explaining the propensity to entrepreneurship, as well as the
ability and opportunity for starting a business. Thus, an individual may or may not
start a new venture depending on 1. Propefisihr: personal mativation (Homsby
and Kuratko 1994; Shabbir 8 diGregoriol996); locus of control (Kaufmann et al.
1995); family background, gender, age (Matthew 8 Moser 1995); 2. Abilii to

carrv on the enterprise: self-confidence (Krueger and Brazeal 1994; Boyd and
Vozikis1994); hard work and pragmatism (Carter et al. 1996); previous work
experience (Matthew and Moser 1995; Gatewood et at. 1995; Marlow 1997;
Baucus and Human 1994; Erutku and Vallee 1997); and 3. O~portunWmarket
opportunity (Harvey and Evans 1995); specific reaction to circumstances
(Kolvereid 1996a 1996b); social netwohs (Johannison 1996; Krachardt 1995;
Zhao and Aram 1995); expected gains (Campbell 1995; Eisenhauer 1995); and
pressure of low wages (Amit, Muller and Cockbum 1995).
While some factors related to the characteristics of entrepreneurs such
as personality, family, gender and age, have been unpredictable in explaining
the start-up of new ventures, others related to the context and circumstances of
the entrepreneur have continuously been found to influence new venture
creation. For example, previous skills are closely related to the type of business
chosen and the chances for success ( E m u and Vallee 1997, Harvey and
Evans 1995). It also appears that unattractive circumstances such as low wages
(Amit, Muller and Cockbum 1995), probability of unemployment (Campbell 1995,
Eisenhauer 1995) because of corporate downsizing, the possibility to gain

some control ( E m u and Vaiiee 1997; Busenitz and Lau 1996) and expectations
of

improvement (Naffziger, Homsby and Kuratko 1994) have been factors

influencing venture creation.
Another set of entrepreneurial studies has been dedicated to anaiyzing
sectoral, regional and national macro-policies such as govemment support,
cultural and s o c i ~ n o m i cconditions that might facilitate or constrain new
venture creation."

Researchers

have

pointed

out that

favourable

macro-environmental conditions are important and can enhance the possibility of
venture creation (Gnyawaii and Fogel 1994; Lane 1995; Chrisman et al. 1995).
Nevertheless, recent research on transitional economies, rural areas and among
immigrants points out that favourable conditions are not indispensable in
determining the possibilities for venture creation, as shown in China (Tanl997;
Holt 1997; Tsang 1996).
Entre~reneunhi~
in Adverse Situations
In some instances the lack of a supportive macro-environment does not

necessarily impede the emergence of new ventures; on the contrary, in some
instances it appears to foster it, e-g. as occurred with small farmers in Britain.
There, farmers faced a reduction of government support for the agricultural
sector and. in response, created new ventures as a part of their strategy to
survive (Carter 1996). In a study of Chinese immigrants, Busenitr and Lau
(1996) pointed out that they are a major source of new venture founders in Hong

"

This approach has been enriched by studies on uansitionaI cumomies in Eastern Europe and China

Kong in comparison to native-born Chinese. One of the reasons is that they
perceive the environment to be unattractive for the pursuit of professional
employment.
Research found that in declining economies there are three reasons to
become an entrepreneur: the need for subsistence, the need to innovate to
survive, and the need to quickly recognize and exploit opportunities (Yusuf and
Schindehutte 2000). Moreover, some have argued that economic crises can act
as a catalyst for venture creation (Harper 1991, Shapero 1985). This occurred,
e.g. in the United States, during the economic crisis of the 1970s-1980s caused
by the strategic downsizing of large corporations as a part of a retreat into core
competency. Furthermore, enterprise development in materially poor countries
and among poor populations has demonstrated certain particular characteristics
that partially explain and influence the venture creation phenomenon. such as:
a. A hierarchical social system based on ethnicity, gender, religion,
economic and social status and other factors;
b. Limited or non-existent welfare systems;

c. Subsidies eliminated as part of debt reduction programs;
d. Large companies and multinationals unable to provide jobs;
e. High rates of unemployment.

These characteristics indicate a highly auspicious environment for
encouraging people into to become entrepreneurs. However, they also face high

levels of uncertainty due to political instability, accompanying unexpected social
change. and lack of capital markets, in part because a few wealthy families may
exercise control over the banking system. Thus, the entrepreneur in this context
risks hisher own capital (Leff 1979).

In fact, the informal economy is growing everywhere in Latin America,
Asia and Africa, even to the paint where those employed in it sometimes came to
represent 'a problem' and are repressed legally (De Soto 1990). In spite of

various impediments, in Latin America eight out of ten new jobs were created in
the informal sector in the 1990s (International Labor Organization 1998). An
lnterarnerican Bank study in 14 countries in the mid-1990s found that the
informal sector represented 54% of total employment in Latin America (Orlando
and Pollac 1999). Most of the informal sector in, for example, both Peru and
Ecuador is made up of non-white immigrants from communities in the highlands.
f hey are micro-entrepreneurs, but still are very poor. Their poverty index is about

double that of the non-setf-employed. Households with significant income
dependency on the informal sedor tend to have higher poverty rates than other
households. The study also found that the most vulnerable groups within the
informal sector are women (Orlando and Pollac 1999). However, this is not to
say that small business is not possible, as suggested by Dana (1988). He rightly

recognized the abundance of micro-entrepreneurs in Peru, but then concluded
that small business was not an alternative. This in part is true if one considers
small business as carried out solely by one individual. However, what I am

suggesting is that small business can be atternative if one considers it from the
point of view of different societaI arrangements.

Undentandina Enbe~reneunhi~
under Different Societal Arranaemenb
Apart from macroenvironmental conditions, societal values and cultural

factors have been also been pointed out as imporbnt factors in the process of
business start-up. It is commonly assumed that an individualistic culture is the
proper environment for new venture creation, while other cultural and societal
arrangements are usuaIIy seen as inhibitors of the entrepreneurial spirit or simply
ignored (Holt 1997, Dana 1995). For example, Dana explored entrepreneurship
in the sub-Arctic. Although his study recognised the Inuit preference for
communal forms of organisation and acknowledged the presence of small
business enterprises owned by native corporations, he concluded that there is
lack of entrepreneurship

and an accompanying need to foster an

entrepreneurial spirit '. .. among nonentrepreneurship-oriented cultures.. . to
teach the values that lead to entrepreneurial success" (Dana 199567). Other
scholars, however, have argued that the neglect of communtarian forms of
organizations as a potential basis for entrepreneurship is the product of a
specific culture and that because most research to date has been carried out in
North America, researchers may have overlooked this issue. Peterson (1988)

argues that individualism in North America is a popular rhetoric and that there
exists a gap and disharmony between beliefs and practices. He points out that:

The United States, which emphasizes individualism and the
need for personal achievement, has dominated the
conventional worldview of what entrepreneurship is a b u t But

the cult of individualism is foreign to - and often unacceptable in
many countries of the world (:A).
Research in China has pointed up some contradictions in the notion of
individualist behavior as a defining characteristic of entrepreneurship. Whik the
Chinese are known for their entrepreneurial activity. they are also distinguished
by their strong support of Confucian values, loyalty to one's reference group, and

a high degree of collectivism (Holt 1997, Tan 1997, Tsang 1997). Hoh, for
example, applied Hofstede's cultural dimensions: power distance, uncertainty
avoidance, individualism and masculin~ty,and other surveys to compare Chinese
and American entrepreneurial values. The results showed that the Chinese
scored low on individualism and high on collectivism. This evidence suggests
that some of the assumptions of entrepreneurship theories developed in
conformity with the perceived realities of Western countries may be not
necessarily be applicable to the rest of the world.
An important outcome of the above approach has been that international
development practices dominated mainly by modemisation theory have often
tried to change the values of the target poor without taking into account me
particular societal circumstances and traditions (Granovetter 1979, Leff
1979,Moore 1997, Rhodd 1996). Basically this paradigm understands the
evolution of society as unilineal. Thus, 'developing' or 'underdeveloped' countries
should move towards social, economic, cuttural and political arrangements

similar to the 'developedy West. Modernisation presupposes a dichotomy of
tradition and modernity. Tradition is associated with passivity, particularism, and

control by the past, while modem society is seen as achievement-based,
universalistic and connected to change and innovation. The role of development
activities in poor areas thus has been to assist the transition from tradition to
modernity, ftom a subsistence to a commercial, capitalist society.
Entrepreneurship development had usually been regarded as the vehicle to
achieve economic growth and modernisation.
In this context, some research and development reports have taken the
view that the failure to adopt entrepreneurial culture will constrain economic
development (Granovetter 1979, Leff 1979). According to these reports, the
socio-cultural conditions of poor countries do not generate sufficient
entrepreneurship to enable them to achieve high rates of economic development
(Leff 1979). Muttiple relations and obligations to family, kinship and social
networks are assumed to be social barriers (Moore 1997).
In modernization theory, two categories of social relations emerge. One
relates to the marketplace and the other to the realm of inter-personal
relationships. The two categories do not mix. Moore (1997) explained that:

...Market relations are seen as essentially motivated by rational,
self-interest, and are potentially manipulative and exploitative.
They have I i i e or no social content, and certainly no valuable
personal content. By contrast, relations with family, community,
neighbours, friends are driven by motives that are less selfinterested, and more authentic, valuable and fundamental to
society (:293).

The result is that the promotion of business in poor areas under
conventional models has not produced major results in the effort towards
community development and poverty alleviation (Cornwall 1998, Simmons
1992). A main problem is that these activities have been undertaken without
careful consideration of the different aspects and interconnectedness of the
various stakeholders of the community (Smith 1986, Adeboye 1995).
Research on the economic impact of entrepreneurship among poor
populations has tended to emphasize the economic outcomes of the
entrepreneurs themselves. For example, studies have focused on economic selfsufficiency and mobility, self-employment, and annual income which are
important but which do not necessarily impact positively on the community as a
whole (Cornwall 1998, Adams 1995). Microcredit programs which comprise the
best known strategy for business development have been seriously questioned
because of their failure to look at structural and societal systems (Rahman 1999,
Blackstock 1999, Singh, DawkinsScully and Wysham 1999, Taub 1998, CERAS
1999, Johnnson 1999). Blackstock (1999) argues that the micro-credit approach
is merely a band-aid solution to world poverty, while ascribing poverty to a lack of
motivation on the part of the poor itsetf and failing to address structural issues.
As a footnote to this discussion, it should be noted that many micro-credit

programs target women, a main goal being their empowerment as economic
actors. While in many cases the programs do in the short run provide some
income to the family, if they are going to make lasting improvements they must,

as Johnson (1999) affirms, be prepared to tackle not only the practical needs of
women but also the strategic barriers that contribute to the oppression of women.
for example, Johnson recommends that during the planning and implementation
phases of any project, one should examine how the project will benefit women in
terms of their participation, themselves, their families and the wider mmmunrty.
As Peterson (1988) states, the promotion of business development as a

way to overcome poverty requires an understanding of specific socio-economic
environments (Peterson 1988).

Every culture struggles to find acceptable

balances in the individualismcomrnunitarianism continuum (Peterson 1988). For
example, the reported success of the Chinese is due at least in part to the
integration of interdependence among the individual, families and townships.
This suggests that development should build upon and strengthen local
organizations (Sachs 1992) and that there is more than one type of
entrepreneurship.
Furthermore, a number of studies have been carried out in industrialized
countries which highlight the importance of recognizing entrepreneurship as a
collective and not only an ind'nridualistic process. One is the study by Stewart
(1989) of MIDA, a company founded by a prominent Canadian entrepreneur.
Stewart concludes that entrepreneurship is a collective process of continuous
learning. MIDA, he states. is not the creature of a particular group or person, but
rather the entire team is involved in innovation.

The same occurred with the

discovery and commercialisation of the revolutionary fuel cell for vehicular use.

Geoffrey Ballard, founder of the company, attributed its success to 'teamwork'
(Kotpel, 1999). According to some researchers, collective learning and social
solidarity help to explain the growth and resilience of Silicon Valley (DsArcyand
Guissani 1996), as well as of certain business districts in Scandinavia. In the
latter case, both business and social institutions promoted networking which
creates a supportive environment for small business creation (Johaninnson and
Monsted 1997). This is close to the concept of 'business groups', which 'is a
collection of firms bound together in formal andlor informal ways" (Granovetter
1994:54), but which differ from the average cluster by exhibiting 'social solidarity'
(Swedberg 1997, Granovetter 1994).
Understanding Economic Life: An Anthro~olocricalA~aroath

While entrepreneurship as a field of study is relatively new,
entrepreneurial activities are ancient. Studies of early markets and of spheres of
exchange point out the need to view the economic process as an element of
social and cultural life in ancient societies. As Polanyi states:

...The human economy is embedded in economic and noneconomic institutions. The inclusions of noneconomic elements
are crucial. Religion, kinship, form of governance can be very
important to the structure and functioning of the economy, as
are the monetary institutions and the availability of machines
and tools for work (1957, 1974: 161). [translation from Spanish
by the author]

Most ethnographic studies of those societies, including the Andean area,
emphasize a process of interdependence among people, through traditional

practices of exchange, reciprocity and redistribution. Anthropologists refer to this
as the 'gift economy'.
Group and individual exchanges, although often masked in rituals and
taboos, serve as ways to presetve and integrate society (Polanyi 1957,
Malinowski 1922, Mauss 1954, Geertz 1973, Alberti and Mayer 1974). Such
exchanges, for example, serve to avoid hunger in villages, promote exogamy,
and alliances. Substantivist anthropologists (Polanyi 1957, 1974, Dalton 1971)
saw embeddedness mainly as a characteristic of non-industrialized, pre-capitalist
soce
ie
tis.

These forms of exchange do not represent particular phases of

development

Any society may have them in a particular circumstance.

Nevertheless, those exchanges are often excluded from classical economics
(Polanyi 1957,1974). '. ..For long historical periods...reciprocity and redistribution
integrated the economy..,and even in modem times, are doing it. However,
these exchanges were excluded fmm a restrictive terrnino~ogy"'~(Polanyi
1974: 168).
Embeddedness and Social Ca~ital

The importance of the gift economy as a 'basic principle on which

I' It is imrmhg that this is the argument tbat in the lan years various scholars, inchding economists such
as Daly and Cobb (1994). amnaganem scholars within the fllsElinable development area d as Hart
(1997), and developmem studies scholars such as Sac& (1990). are now using in their critiques ofthe GNP
as a reflection of the level of well-being in a given pIacc. Also, a ant thew within feminist littranrrr har
criticized the exclusion of women's howwork in the n a r i d systems o f accouating (Wearing 1988). On
the 0 t h hand g r a ~ ~ 0 0level
6
movanems such as Sustainable Calgary and SPaainabIe SeanIe arc
working to include these types of exchanges as indicators of the degnt of well-being of people and

communities.

communities are buitr (Pinchot 1998:) is starting to be recognized and
increasingly researched in industrialired soceieits

as well. Drawing on the

substantivists' anthropological research, what was known as the gift economy
was re-labeled in 1985 and launched by M. Granovetter as the new economic
sociology (1985), and by P. Bourdieu as social capital (1986). Granovetter
argued that, contrary to the view which holds that with modernization, economy

and society become detached and hat, '. .. economic transaction [is] defined no
Ionger by the social and kinship obligation but by...individual gains" (1985:482).
Social relations in modern industrial institutions have always influenced

economic transactions. He (1985, 1989) paints out that social relations are
responsible for the production of social trust and that this serves to decrease risk

in economic Iife. He uses the concept of 'embeddednessn ta elicit recognition of
the importance of concrete personal relations and networks.of relations in
economic systems. Wth this concept, Granovetter re-introduced social
organization and structure into the economic system With history and continuity
that give it an independent effect on functioning systems" (Coleman 1988).

Social relations are built through networking. Through networks. people and
communities build strong relationships which over time develop trust,
cooperation, and collective action. Social capital then becomes a resource for
sunrival and social action (Bourdieu, 1986). There are many definitions of social
capital. Social capital is colktivity-owned capital (Bourdku 1986) and the

creation of human capital. It is not tangible but exists in the relations among

people and faciliites productive activity (Coleman 1988).

Putnarn (1996)

defined social capital as "...those features of social organization, such as trust,
norms and networks that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating
coordinated actionsn (: P4). Social capital is the force that creates action in the
social network. The central proposition of the social capital theory is that
networks of relationships constitute a valuable resource. Common aspects of
social capital in literature indude (Onyx and Bullen 2000):
a. Dense interlocking networks of relationships; but associations must be both
voluntary and equal and expression of freely formed mutuality;
b. Reciprocity: a combination of short-term attruism and long-term self interest.

Benefits are granted to others at a personal cost, but it is expected that the
kindness will be returned when needed;
c. Trust: a willingness to take risks in a social context based on confidence that

the other will respond. This '...arises within a commun~tyof regular, honest and
cooperative behaviour, based on commonly shared norms, on the part of other
members of that cornmunty" (Onyx and Bullen 2000:3);
d. Social Norms: essential

in communal life. When combined with trust,

networks and reciproaty, the result is a strong community. Where this exists the
possibilities of opportunistic behavior decreases. People are the creators of
social capital. This involves a willingness to engage in citizen participation.
From an economic perspective, Collier (1998) suggests that social capital
is 'sodal' because it generates externalities arising from social interaction, and it

is 'capital' only if its effects persist Social capital is economically beneficial
because social interaction generates at least one of three externalities. First, it
facilitates the transmission of knowledge about the behavior of others and this
reduces the problem of opportunism. Second, it faciliites the transmission of
knowledge about technology and markets, thus reducing market failures. Finally,
social capital facilitates collective action, thus reducing the problem of people
trying to go along for a 'free ride'.
The literature on soda1 capital has usually been associated with the
discourse on poverty, with immigrants, and with indigenous peoples. Initially, it
also appeared in the field of Development Studies as an explanation for the
persistent existence of poor regions. However, social capital is now becoming a
fashionable area of research in different disciplines.

In Management for

example, studies have begun to underline the importance of social capital and of
the social network in business organizations (Nahapie and Ghoshal 1998,
Chrisman et al. 1998). The development of both social capital and social
networks is now recognized

as an intangible organizational advantage

(Chrisman et al. 1998, Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). Organizations that have
some specific competence for building and sharing knowledge are recognized as
having a distinctive advantage over other institutional arrangements (Nahapiet
and Ghoshal 1998). The concept of social capital is seen as central to the
understanding of institutional dynamics, innovation, and value creation. Following
Schurnpeter (1934). Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) have argued that all new

resources, including knowledge, are created through two generic processes,
namely, combination and exchange. These two, they believe, are among the key
mechanisms for creating social knowledge. In fact, one of the many definitions of
social capital is 'an accumulation of the knowledge and identity resources drawn
on by communities-of-commonpurpose"(Falk and Kilpatrick 1999:S).
Ememence of the Enternrise: A Social Network Pempective
A number of scholars (Aldrich and Zimmer 1986, Aldrich and Foil 1994,

Zhao and Ararn 1995, Krackhardt 1995, Johanninson 1996 and Johanninsson

and Monsted 1997, Granovetter 1985, 1989, Weinstein 1999, Morten 1993)
view entrepreneurship as being embedded in networks of successive social
relations* They have argued in favor of the need for a framework that recognizes
both the business and social dimensions of entrepreneurial actm.es. Prevailing
approaches to business creation, such as selfemployment, although useful,
have their lim& because they see it as a relatively under-socialized process
(Granovetter 1985, Johaninson 1996, Weinstein 1999). As a constant project of
identifying and organising opportunities, a social network perspective can

contribute towards a better understanding of the social factors leading to new
business creation

(Johannnison and Monsted 1997, Weinstein 1999

Granovetter?989). As Weinstein (1994) pointed out

Being socially embedded...the community is the starting point
from which the members of this network...construct a common
understating of how they started their business and how they
related to other network members and the outside world"
(Weinstein 1999:4),

Research on ethnic groups has determined that personal networks are a
major resource for starting a venture. Studies on business start-ups in China
(Tan 1997, Bmton et al. 2000) and among immigrants in the United States
(Bates 1997, Greene 1997) have shown that in adverse situations people have
to lean especially on coaperative relations. China, for example, despite a lack of
institutional support, has experienced an increase in business start-ups on the
basis of social networks (Tan 1997, Jiang and Hall 1996). Indeed, research on
new venture finance among Chinese and Korean immigrants found that they rely
heavily on family wealth to create their businesses. Among these groups, famiIy
borrowing and rotating associations are more frequent that bank borrowing
(Bates 1997, Tan 1997, Light 1998). However, w-operative forms of behaviour
are not exclusive to immigrants. A supportive and co-operative environment was
identified as one element in the success of Silicon Valley (D'Arcy and Guissani
1996). Moreover, research in rural areas of Finland shows how the development
of local enterprises occurs because of local networking and solidarity among
people (Niittykangas 1996). The importance of networking can be demonstrated
in any situation, in all types of firms and at different stages of a firm's
development. Zhao and Aram (1995) affirm that the benefits from a social net
are forthcoming not only during the gestation process, but also with respect to
the possibilities of success of the firm. Initially, they assumed that networking
would be more important when the firm is young and highly vulnerable to

resource constraints. However, they found that the intensity of networking is not

limited to the feasibility/development stage alone. Furthermore, entrepreneurs
changed the type of social ties to meet the exigencies of the different stages of

the firm (Chu 1996).
In enterprise formation, networks not only provide a social resource, but
also give the entrepreneur the self-confidence needed to change a career path,
an important factor because entrepreneurs are driven by "action rationality"
(Johanninson 1996). Networks also provide support and motivation (Manning,
Birley and Norburn 1989), diminish the risks (Granovetter 1985), enhance
business capabilities and information (Gnyawali and Fogel 1994), provide access
to look for opportunities (Johanninson and Monsted 1997) and once the firm has
been established, they also bestow legitimacy (Dubini and Aldrich 1987, Aldrich
and Fiol 1994).
From a social network perspedive, the following specific aspects have
been identified in the process of venture creation:

First A network implies a creative brid~inqactivity. Johanninson and Monstead
(1997) view entrepreneurship as a process of organizing resources according to

opportunities, and point out that:

...Entrepreneurship may itsef be associated with creating new
network patterns of economic activity through the interactive
realisation of innovation or by bridging supply and demand, or,
more generally, with integrating fields of activities that have so
far been separated (Johaninninson and Monstead 1997:112).

The entrepreneurial process of inception is then a successive
incorporation of important linkages into the personal network of the prospective
founder. The entrepreneur moves from idea to implementation through the
successive inclusion of trusted people known before the new venture was
originated (Johannisson1996). Research in North America found that
entrepreneurs spend nearly half their time during the start-up phase in making
contacts and networks with other entrepreneurs and related agencies (AMrich,
1986). This bridging activii implies a process of combination that senres as the
foundation for economic development (Shumpeter 1989).

Second: Networks facilitate access to resources. Resources are scarce during
the building of the new firm. Social networks provide not only financial but also

social and emotional resources (Bates 1997, Weinstein 1999). Entrepreneurs
are in constant action in building their own reserve of social capital

(Johaninninson and Monstead 1997).

Empirical research among Chinese

immigrant populations confirms that one of the conditions of their success as
entrepreneurs is that they negotiate and acquire economic resources through
informal networks (Busenitz and Lau 1996,Kao 1993, Bates 1997). The Chinese
cultivate personal relationships in order to start and maintain their business. To
them, connections are important in order to secure resources and institutional
support (Tan 1997). During the gestation of ideas, potential Chinese
entrepreneurs seek social and economic resources such as advice, financial and
moral support from their families and friends (Bates 1997). Many independent

booksellers in Los Angeles would have not started and maintained their
businesses were it not for the social networks, which provided mutual assistance
in pricing and buying used books (Weinstein 1999).
Third: Entrepreneurial networks reduce risk. Granovetter argued that
embeddedness discourages inappropriate behaviour because transactions are
not isolated from other transactions, but rather embedded in community. There is
a joint concept of reputation that discourages opportunistic behaviour. "...Social
relations are responsible for the production of trust in economic lifeu(Granovetter
1985:491). Risk is an important factor especially in the context of hardship.
Studies in rural societies, including the Andes, document how peasants diminish
risk through the use of social networks that allow the mobilization of resources

and access to market information (Altamirano, 1981, Cancian 1972, Long
1973,Gotte 1980).
Fourth:

Networks facilitate the identification of ~otentialopportunities. The

concept of network provides resources and reduces risk, but it can also foster
the recognising of opportunities for the creation of a new venture. A business
person might establish and maintain opportunity-oriented ties in order to take
advantage of these in the future (Johanninson and Monstead 1997). However,
simpIe access to a social network is not enough. A phenomenon called a
'structural hole" may provide greater opportunities for entrepreneurship (Burt
1992 in Swedberg 1997, Krackhard 1995). The 'structural hole* is a situation in

which one's contacts do not know each other, in which case one's chances for

greater opportunities are better. Thus, "...to truly take advantage of a structural
situation the targets of the relationship must be relatively disconnected from one
another" (Krackhard 1995:57).
Fifth: Networks facilitate the process of leamina and innovation.

Recent

research has emphasised the importance of collective leaming for understanding
the performance of enterprise (Steward, Cooke and Wills 1999) and regional
economies (De Bemardy 1999). Both learning and innovation are seen as key

for an enterprise's competitive advantages. Empirical evidence in the town of
Grenoble among small-to-medium high technology enterprises (De 8ernardy
1999) shows that social and professional networks have been a major
mechanism for collective learning and diffusion on innovation. In turn, the
interaction between the individual and the organization has allowed the
development of a common identity and a creative process to respond to the
challenges and pressures of economic globalisation. De Bemardy (1999)
concludes that collective learning has allowed the " breaking down [ofl barriers
between different fields of knowledge in order to solve problems..." (346).
However, collective learning could be constrained

by the reluctance of

business owners to share information about their enterprises and to accept
critiques from the outside (Madin 1996). In essence, collective leaming and
innovative diffusion require trust.
De Bemardy's (1999) study in France, as well Cook's and Wills' (1999)
study in Denmark, Ireland and Wales, stress the importance of stimulating the

development of social networks among different local players. For example, in
Grenoble as a result of a good relationship among firms and public sector
research institutes, a highly qualified workforce has been developed and a local
culture created in which new firm formation is a familiar concept to new
generations (De Bemardy 1999). Obviously, therefore, social learning is critical
to the development of local community capacity. At the same time, research in
community development indicates that the quality of social linkages affects the
capaaty of social networks to create social action (Granovetter 1973, Warren
and Warren 1977). To develop effective social networks. the presence of
intermediaries has been suggested to facilitate the establishment of a
membership structure, as well as the holding of regular formal and informal
meetings (Martin 1996). Moreover, anthropological researchers have pointed out
that those individuals and communities with

geographically extended social

networks are in better condition to address community concerns and the
diffusion of innovation (Mitchell 1969).
Sixth: Most personal networks bring issues of change and create stability,
because they are part of a long-term relationship (Aldrich 1987 in Johanninson
and Monstead 1997). Change within a single dyadic relationship may be initiated
only to ensure that the tie is maintained. The creation of new ties and the closure
of existing relationships may be measures taken solely to preserve the basic
characteristics of the overall network (1997: 116).

Role of the Community
Many entrepreneurship researchers have emphasised that local
communities can play an important role in developing an entrepreneurial
environment (Mockery1988, Knteger and Brazeal 1994, Kao, 1993). At the
community level, support from political, social and business leaders, as well as
team spirit, are all critical to encouraging entrepreneurship and innovation

(Knreger and Brazeal 1994). However, very few works (Comwall 1998, Warren
Adeboye 1995, Boyett and Finlay 1995, Solomon 1994) have addressed the role
and responsibiilty that entrepreneurs have toward their communities, which is
especially important in the context of poverty. Comwall (1988) has argued that
entrepreneurship can and should play a significant role in rebuilding and
strengthening the community:

...They have the right and freedom to pursue a specrfic act of
free enterprise, but there is a corresponding set of
responsibilities those entrepreneurs have in return to their
community for this social contract to be complete and
sustainable. For entrepreneurs in disadvantaged areas, this
social contract often involves helping to actually rebuild the
social structure of their community (1998:142).

He proposed a cornmunitanan model of social responsibilii. The model required
social responsibility at three levels, family, empioyees and community, in order to
build and sustain communities. At each level, each member of the community is

viewed as a primary building blocfs in the effort to create and sustain a safe and
prosperous community.

The cornmunitarian model exemplifies how entrepreneurship can facilitate

the rebuilding of law-income communities, through the emphasis it places on the
importance of the recognitian of the high degree of interconnectedness between
business enterprises and the respective communities in which they operate, As
an important part of the community, they should support their employees and
their families, taking responsibility for providing as much

job security as

possible, as well as adopting the long-term interests of their communities.
Entrepreneurs can play an important role in promoting values directed toward
Iocai development. If they act out of sef-interest and send the wrong message,
this becomes the norm. 'When.setf-interest leads to exit strategies from a poor
community, the engine of economic development fueled by entrepreneurial
activrty never takes hold" (1998:145).
Cornwall's (1998) central point relates to the impact each entrepreneur
can have on the community and tbe possibilities of local business to contribute to
community development The model proposed is totally different from a model
that associates entrepreneurship and its consequent growth with the exploitation

of the local labor force and destabilization of the community (Smith 1986,
Schissel 1995). Smith analyses cases of agriwltural development in rural
Guatemala where national and international politicians brought about the
transformation of the economic environment of the region by making it attractive
to agriculture entrepreneurs. After the latter's arrival, sugar cane became the
dominant crop. Speculative investments used both land and labor as

aggressively as possible in order to make the highest profit in a short period of
time.

Entrepreneurs began to apply chemical herbicides, pesticides and

petroleum-based fertilizers with little regard for workers' health. which was
seriously affected. This fact, in addition to the low wages in an inflationary
economy, the absence of opportunities for the population and the concentration
of the elite's power, contributed directly to the political violence and
impoverishmentof Guatemala (Smith 1986).
In contrast, a study by Clark and Soulsby (1998) on the impact of the
enterprise restructuring process on local communities found that enterprises
embedded in the local comrnunlty generally proceeded carefully when reducing
their social responsibilities, while others less embedded just dosed down social
facilities wrthout regard to the negative consequences on local quality of life.
Moreover, an analysis of the role of small business in Britain suggests that these
tend to be much more socially embedded than larger firms. Many employ local
resources to meet local needs and this has fostered community identification
with business performance as well as business attachment to the local area
(Lowe and Talbot 2000).
In this section, I have used social economy to suggest that the formation
and development of community-embedded local business can mate the basis
for economically, socially and culturally sound community development. In the

next section, I will elaborate a set of factors for assessing the performance of
enterprises using a sustainable approach. Again, as in this

interrelations

and interconnection are at the basis of the notion of Sustainable Development.
In fact, the section goes further in suggesting the notion of the benefits
communal-based initiatives can bring to the effort to resolve natural
environmental problems (King 1995).

11. PERFORMANCE OF THE ENTERPRISE

Facbrs in Venture Performance

Chrisman et al. (1998) explain venture performance in terms of two
dimensions: survival and success. They point out that:
A venture fails when it ceases to exist as an economic entrjr.
Survival...depends on the ability of the venture to continue to
operate as
a self-sustaining economic entity.. ..
Success...occurs when the venture creates value for its
customers in a sustainable and economically efficient manner
(:7)*

On the basis of previous research, the authors idenbfy five factors that
simuttaneously affect venture performance: the entrepreneur, industry structure,
business strategy, resources and organizational structure.
The Enhpreneu~The authors suggest that the entrepreneur's skills,

experience, and values affect the ability to obtain resources and make venture
decisions, the choice of industry which the venture enters, the subsequent

strategy and organizational set-up.

Industry Structure: The opportunity to pursue an activity will be conditioned

by the structure of the industry [such as access to distribution channels, capital
requirements, buyers, and competition), but also by the experience and skills of
the entrepreneur and the capacity to organize resources. However, opportunities
are not sufficient to guarantee success. Industry structure affects survival to a
certain degree, but it does not guarantee success. It must either have, or
acquire, unique resources to offer as well as an effective strategy to take
advantage of those resources.

Business Strategy: The way resources are obtained and used will depend on
strategy. Some of the strategy variables that affectperformance are goals, the
decision-making process and political considerations. The strategy of the venture
can have a direct and moderating effect on its survival and success. Strategy is
important at all stages, but the ability to obtain resources at an early stage can
have a direct effect on the enterprise's survival,

Resources: Chrisman et al. highlight the importance of tangible and intangible
resources on the likelihood of survival and success of the venture. They suggest
that intangible resources such as culture and social networks can affect
positively the possibilities for success, because they can create competitive
advantage. In contrast, tangible resources will affect the sunrival of the firm, but
won't guarantee its success.

Organizational Structure, Processes, and Systems: The authors suggest that
organizational structure, processes, systems and ownership structure may a m

venture performance. In the early stages, the venture's flexibility can be related
to success, but at the same time the lack of an institutionalized mechanism can
affect its survival. However, the venture's needs with respect to structure,
processes, and systems vary. In the later stages, formalized systems will affect
its survival and success.

Although Chrisman et al. (1998) acknowledge that there are different
types of ventures and that they can have different goals, they state that: 'Failure
may occur because a venture is unable...to meet the objectives of its owners"

(:7).The factors proposed for assessing venture performance have been
formulated with a view to evaluating independent ventures, i-e. those owned by
one or more persons for their own self-interest and whose goals are profits.
Thus, while this model can antribute to an analysis of the firm's performance
from the economic point of view, it needs to be broadened for the purpose of
exploring community enterprises as a strategy against poverty. For this reason,
the perspective of this research includes a sustainable development approach,

which requires ventures that are viable and sustainable in multiple dimensions.
What do we mean by sustainability?
Stramies For Sustainable Develo~ment

As discussed in the first chapter, the World Commission on Environment
and Development in 1987 strongly emphasized the need to work towards global
sustainability. The Commission broadly proposed and defined the

term

sustainable development as ndeveiopmentthat meets the needs of the present

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needsn
(1987:43). Since then, a number of researchers have maintained that the new
challenge for business and communities worldwide is to develop an economy
that the planet is capable of supporting indefinitefy (Hart 1997, Westley and
Vredenburg 1996; Stead and Stead 1992, Gladwin, Kenelty and Krause 1995
Hawken 1993, Lovins and Hawkin 1999). Many companies, communities and
other organizations have adopted the term 'sustainable development' within their
policies. Indeed, the term has become so popular that it has taken on a broad
plethora of meanings. This section has as its purpose the development of a
framework to guide the identification and evaluation of what can be considered
sustainable.
Researchers have seen sustainable development as a new economic
development perspective (Stead and Stead 1992) that integrates and reconciles
economic success with environmental protection

over the long run (Hawken

1993, Gladwin, Keneliy and Krause 1995). Sustainability is a core value (Stead
and Stead 1992) and an essential element to be incorporated into any
organization's strategy (Hart 1997, Schmidheiney 1996, Westley and
Vredenburg 1996) and evaluation.
As a value, sustainability encompasses five characteristics (Stead and

Stead 1992). These include the ability to:
1)

Preserve a well-functioning ecosystem:

2)

Provide human beings with the goods and services necessary for a good

life;

3)

Provide people with fulfilling work;

4)

Provide people with economic justice;

5)

Use resources at a sustainable rate.
In order to achieve sustainabillty, management researchers concerned

with these issues are agreed that there is a need for a redefinition of standards

(Westley and Vredenburg 1996; Hawken 1993), where the emphasis should be
on qualitative development and ventures that are sustainable in multiple
dimensions, and not simply on growth (Hawken 1993; Westley and Vredenburg
1996; Hart 1997).
Development can be defined as: 'People's ability to gain control of, and
use effectively, the resources in their localities such as land, labor, technology,
human ingenuity and motivation to meet their own needsn (Korten 19957) and

?hose of "future generations" (WCED 1987').
However, the task of implementing, recognizing and determining the
condiions of sustainabitty is still in process. There is no single formula or path to
development. At the same time. researchers in management have delineated
steps, characteristics, and strategies in order to achieve organimtional
sustainability. There are certain essential elements (Stead and Stead 1992) that
continually arise in the literature.
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First, there is the notion of balance: A need for reconciliation exists
between economic and environmental goals. Most management scholars agree
that the way to achieve that balance is for the human system to adapt to the
natural systems (WestIey and Vredenburg 1996; Commoner 1992; Hart 1997;
Schmidheiney 1992; Jennings and Zandbergen 1995).

Westley and

Vredenburg, for example, have used the ecosystem principle in evaluating
organizations to gain insight into practical applications for management. Most
research and practitioner strategies use ecosystem principles to align (Wesley
and Vredenburg 1996) products with the cyclical principle of the ecosystems.
Products need to be designed taking into account their full cycle (Jennings and
.

Zandbergen 1995, Shapiro 1996, Anonymous 1997, Hart 1997).
Second, there is an emphasis on qualitative development over
quantrtative, with the priority accorded to quality over simple growth.
Development implies an improvement of people's lives qualitively, whereas
growth carries the notion of 'bigget and a change in people's lives in the
quantitative sense (Westley and Vredenburg 1996, Hawken 1993). In aspiring to
sustainabilty, Westley and Vredenburg (1996) recommend maintaining an
ambivalent attitude toward growth as a goal.
Third, sustainability carries with it a vision of wholeness. The role of

management must be integrative (Stead and Stead 1992) and, as a discipline,
management needs to move towards a holistic epistemology rather than a
Yractured' one (Gladwin, Kenelly and Krause 1995). As well as integrative

(Jennings and Zandbergen 1995). it must also be inclusive (Gladwin, Kenelly
and Krause 1995) of various systems. This is a key concept because sustainable
organizations must have a capability for effective analysis of multiple systems
(Stank and Rands 1995). In that regard King (1995), using the concept of
community property management, describes how the complete and diverse use
of resources allows the community rapidly and completely to recognize
environmental damage. It is argued that, on the contrary, the specialized use of
resources simpfy delays information. The concept of community property
management relates to this method of community organization and control of
resources. Thus, community property management is defined as a situation
where a delineated group or competing users participate in the use of jointly held
natural resources according to explicitly or irnplicitfy understood rules. This is a
particularly important concept for this research.

The rules that King (1995) alluded to are expressed through rituals,
festivals, myths and taboos that regulate marriage, personal welfare, distribution,
hunting, the use of land, etc. Most indigenous communities have a complex
system which has as its purpose the maintaining of a balance between human
and ecological systems. Among Andean people it is clear that culture ads as
glue for all other components, and that everything is a part of a system (Peredo
1988). King's article adcnowiedges the relevance of anthropological information
and insists that the study of these villages will allow a better understanding of
'wholeness' as a principle.
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Fourth, there is the notion of interconnection and interdependence. There
is consensus among management scholars concerned with sustainabilty that
business organizations need to situate themselves within the larger global
perspective (Shrivasbva 1995, Westley and Vredenburg 1996, Hart 1997,
Vojnovic 1995). They recognize that achieving sustainabilii implies the need to
recognize and address the interconnection at different levels: among
organizations, e.g. within an industry or at the global level (Westley and
Vredenburg 1996), or among different types of economies such as a market
economy, a survival economy or one based on nature (Hart1997'). The market
economy encompasses both the developed and developing worfd. The survival
economy on the other hand is the traditional, village-based way of life found in
the rural areas of most developing countries. This economy is now characterized

by a cycle of resource depletion, population growth and poverty. The final
economy that Hart cites is the 'nature economy', which is comprised of
renewable and non-renewable resources. Population growth and industrial
development are pushing those resources to the limit
Similarly, there is the need to address the interconnection between
different systems: individual, organizational, political-economic, socio-cultural
and ecological (Stank and Rands 1995), as well as with respect to intergenerational, intra-generational and intra-species (Gladwin, Kenelly and Krause
ti

Hm's arcicIe in H
ShiM (1989)

d Business Review (1997) borrows this concept h m V.

1995). The inter-generationai is explicit in the WCED's own definition of Yuhrre
generation'. The intra-generational connection has been raised in management
literature in terms of the need to see the dependence between rich and poor
countries (Westley and Vredenburg 1996, Hart 1997, Gladwin, Kenelly and
Krause 1995). The authors agree that a next step in the research is to analyze

the implications for sustainabilty of these multiple levels and multiple systems
(Starik and Rands 1995, Westley and Vredenburg 1996, Hart 1997, Gladwin,

Kenelly and Krause 1995).
Fiih is the emphasis on local knowledge, one of the tools for sustainabilty.
This refers to the need to appreciate and promote this type of knowledge. It also
argued that innovation comes about primarily at the local level because of
dependence on the local environment. It implies less topdown management
Westley and Vredenburg 1996), the involvement of all members in the decisionmaking process (Schmidheiney 1996), and the movement towards a more
participatory organizational design. In business organizations, the issue of
participatory design is gaining more attention.
Organizational behaviorists are developing multiples theories and
methods for involving employees in bottom-up communication strategies (Leitch,
Nieves, Burke, L i e and Gorin 1995), in promoting team culture (Gustafson and
Kleine 1994, Bamber and Russell 1993), in employee empowerment (Meyers
and Hood 1994, Pickard 1995) and in participative leadership and cooperation

(Moss 1989). As Emery (995)
I points out, society is at a stage where control
from above does not work effectively anymore.
Furthermore, self-management designs are being used extensively in
North American companies and the European Work Council as a strategy to
improve workers' performance. The idea is to make their organizations a place
where workers feel involved. The design of self-management is a process of
moving from a bureaucratic structure to a participative, democratic structure. It is
unique because people structure their own work, and responsibility moves from
supervisors to the people who are actually doing !he work. One outcome is a
flexible organization which can adapt to changes as has been documented in the

case of the Mondragon Corporation in Spain (Monison 1991).
The implication of the above wRh respect to people's knowledge and

participation is that indigenous people have the right and the necessity to plan
their own development. However, power structures, the question of legal rights,
and inappropriate procedures of consultation make the realization of such selfgenerated development difficult.

Further obstacles include widespread

prejudices, and a tendency on the part of those with power to control rather than
facilitate.

This combines with a lack of management skill on the part of

indigenous people (Davis and Soeftestad 1995).
The sixth factor is sustainabilii as a learning and educational process.
Researchers have drawn attention to ttre requirement for business organizations
to act as educators and in their capacrty to promote social and environmental

value and practices,

rather than simply to act as mere product marketers

(Westley and 1996). Theoretically, institutional theorists who focus on items that

can become institutionalized

such as values, practices and rules, can contribute

to an understanding of how sustainability is defined and how practices based on
sustainability are generated and adopted (Jennings and Zandbergen 1995).
In conclusion, it is evident that there are concepts, characteristics,
strategies and theories to be tested and expanded and they will serve as
theoretical and methodological guides in determining the presence or not of
sustainability in the cases studied.

Ill. COMMUNITY BASED ENTREPRENEURSHIP (CBE)
In previous secto
i ns

I have emphasised the need to explore alternative

models of entrepreneurship that take into consideration not only economic
outcomes but also

social, cultural, political and environmental aspects (the

quintuple bottom line). Using social network theory and sustainable development
literature, I have discussed the importance of cooperation in explaining business
creation and its success, and regional development.

Also, the literature

suggests the positive influence exercised by an integral local approach, including
local business embeddeness in society, for the purpose of improving overall

community development In this on,siect

we explore the definition, experiences

and characteristics of Community-Based Enterprise (CBE).

Definitions and Scope: What is Communitv-Based Entte~reneurship

Communrty-Based Entrepreneurship is a particularly hard term to define
because of the multiplicity of unique examples that can fall under both elements
of the phrase. In order to define it, one must define community and
entrepreneurship, which have become catch-phrases and are hence ambiguous
in their meaning. There are, for example, many definitions of community. Given
the specific geographic and ethnic characteristics involved in this study, in
defining communrty I use both a geographic and relational definition:

...Geographical community is defined by spatial boundaries and
consists of a town, neighborhood, city or some other physical
entity. A relational community is defined as an interconnected
set of human relationships based on shared characteristics and
values [or]...based on some other common purpose that brings
people together. Geographic and relational communities
interact in that if people are physically proximate, they are more
likely to have interactions with one another. A positive sense of
community exists to the extent that a geographic or relational
community is characterized by feelings of membership,
integration, and fuffillment of needs, influence, and shared
emotional connection (Molinary, Ahern and Hendryx 1998:3).

The same thing is h e with respect to entrepreneurship. Most research in
mainstream new venture creation utilizes a variety of theoretical frameworks.
Due to its muttifaceted nature, new venture creation has been diicult to
research and most researchers have only analyzed certain aspeds of it (Gamter
1988, Stewart 1989, Yusuf and Chindehutte 2000). Thus there is no single
agreed definition of entrepreneurship, nor any one conceptual framework to

explain enterprise creation. For the purposes of this research, entrepreneurship
processes are seen as the creation of organizations (Shurnpeter 1989), and the
identification of opportunities (Kizner 1973).
One of the most influential and appealing definitions was set out

by J.

Shumpeter (1989). He defines the process of entrepreneurship as:

...The carrying out of new combinations [through] the
introduction of new goods, ...new methods of production, ...the
opening of a new market, ...the conquest of a new source of
supply of raw materials, ...the carrying out of the new
organization.. . (1989:66).

The creative, dynamic and innovative process involved in this definition is
relevant to this study. As a complement to Shumpeter's definition, which focuses
on entrepreneurship as an act of creation of opportunities, I would add that of
Kizner (1973) who understands entrepreneurship as a process of identification
of opportunities, and who identifies its essence as alertness to profit
opportunities.
Both community and entrepreneurship are generally employed in the efforts
of governmental and non-governmental agencies, as well as foundations, to fight
unemployment and generate economic growth in poor regions. However, the
argument of this dissertation is that the most sustainable development is that
which comes from the people themselves and that the challenge, at least in Latin
America and among indigenous populations, is to facilitate and recognize the

importance of selfdevelopment, rather than simply attempt to integrate poor
people into the mainstream.
The term 'community entrepreneurship' is used by Selsky and Smith (1994)
to describe a distinctive "...leadership in community-based social change
settingsn (Selsky and Smith 1994:277), as opposed to traditional leadership
concepts. As do Selsky and Smith (1994), my research looks at communrtybased initiatives that have social and economic change connected to them.
However, bile the former refer to entrepreneurial leadership that arises within
non-profit organizations, this work in contrast looks at local communities which
create collective business ventures and, through them or their results, enact local
economic and social change.

Furthermore, my focus is not on those

communities strictly concerned with improving social services or improving their
natural environment or creating profits, but on all these aspects together. This is
because in order to sustain social changes in communities, there must be a
constant generation of income or capital from which to fund these changes.
Together with Cornwall (1998) and Smith (1986), I question the assumption that
wealth creation by an entrepreneur automatically brings social development to
the community. The focus of community entrepreneurship is on the community
*&If. Thus, we leave aside from this study C8E initiatives led by external

organizations such as governmental and nongovernmental or religious
organizations such as the Mennonite and Hutterite communities that have built
wmmunity-based economies.

Case studies on community entrepreneurship are rare in quantrty and
quality. For purposes of this study, as noted above, the presence of community
involvement is considered essential to CBE. Usually, in reading the literature one
finds distortions or inadequate information on the basis of which one can judge
the level of community members' involvement. For example, a study of four
cooperative peasant associations in BoIivia found that only 25% of the families in
the community were members of the coop, even though from the official
description, it appeared as if the A o l e community were invoked Vendler,
1988). The same phenomenon can often be noted with development projects
allegedly 'supported by the community'.
IV. DOCUMENTED CASES OF COMMUNllY-BASED ENTERPRISES

The Case of the Mondraaon Cornration Coomrative (MCC)

The Mondragon Corporation Cooperative (MCC) refers to an entire group
of associated cooperatives in the Basque region of Spain. Mondragon is the
name of the town where the cooperatives began. From their beginnings in 1940
as elementary training schools, the Mondragon cooperatives have become the
worid's most significant cooperative system in an industrialized market economy
(Suzuki 1995, Morrison 1991, Greenwood, 1992). The movement began forty
years ago, under conditions of unemployment, recession and civil war. During
the seventies and eighties, Mondragon continued to grow and, even when the
unemployment rate in the region surpassed 20% in 1985, the rate among
Mondragon's membership remained at a low 6.9% (Bradley and Gelb 1985).

Taday the Mondragon Group continues to promote both economic and social
development. The movement has created a cooperative culture that has survived
more than five decades.
fn the development of the Mondragon Group Jose Maria Arizmendiameta, a
local priest, played a pivotal role in first organizing a small apprentice school in his

parish. Six hundred peapie suppor&d him with cash and other contributions and
the school opened its doors with twenty students. The conttibutors elected a

management committee and ftom the beginning the school was seH-supporting
and self-governing. The students started buying up small, bankrupt factories using
the capital of community members. (Morrison 1991).

The Mondragon system consists of seven types of cooperatives:
industrial, agricultural, sewice-sector, retail, educational, housing and, financial
support. In 1988, the system included 166 cooperatives with 2100 workers. In
1987 the cooperatives' sako were $1.6 bilbn, including $310 million in expo&'.
Constituent elements of the group include: the Caja Laboral Popular

-

CLP

(People's Labor Bank) with $2.9 billion in total assets and 180 branches; Ulgor,
Spain's largest appliance manufacturer Lagun-Aro, a social security and
insurance system; Eroski, a retail co-op with more than $ 360 million in annual
sales; Hezibide Elkartea, a colledion of schools ranging ftom the elementary

grades through to universities which sewe more than forty-five thousand students;
and Ikerland, an advanced technology reseaw center.

" Caja Laboral Popular

1987.

Social development and the promotion of entrepreneurship have been
essential elements in the system's economic development. While ereding
factories and producing goods from bicycfes to robots, the Mondragon
cooperators (owner-workers) were also creating from below a cooperative social
reality. They themselves claim that at the heart of the system is the solidarity that
they create for themselves (Morrison 1991). The Mondragon system is a complex
and evolving network that supports the cooperators and their families, the
individual cooperatives and the system, and the communities and society of which
the coops are part.

The structure is dynamic and decentralized, capable of making both minor

and major changes in response to lessons learned. Organizationally, the support
structure functions on three levels. Each individual #operative has a broadly
similar internal structure of operation and democratic control in accordance with
the Mondragon principles. At the first level are the cooperatives themselves. A
variety of second-level support structures provide a range of assistance to ttre
main co-ops, to the cooperators and the community. At the third level are the
elected cooperative Congress and the General Council of Cooperative Groups
that provide forums for open and democratic consideration of issues affecting
Mondragon. Mondragon thus has created an economically strong, democratic

social system. Three hundred and fiffy cooperators, representing the shop floor,
the ccwp schools, and management, are eleded by their peers to the Cooperative

Congress. Wrthin this system, each cooperative has its own assembly which takes
additional decisions such as deciding to assacbk voluntarify with other ca+ps and

cooperative structures in ways that respond to their mutual needs. Most important,
this means that no Mondragon coop is alone: while each constitutes a legal and
independent entity under the direct control of its members, who bear the financial
risk, individual c w p s are also embedded in a supporting structure that provides

financial, business, technical, educational, philosophical and social support.
The individual co-ops are buitt to human scale and their structures rely on

face-to-face relationships (Suzuki, 1995). Jacobs (1979) notes that in Mondragon
leadership involves consensual pracesses, which are aimed at harmonizing group
feelings for collective ends and dealing with possible suspicion and lack of trust A
neighbohoodelected representative does not simply exercise power, but builds
consensus for group projects. In this way, hard decisions can be made, and the
bonds of wmrnunrty can be maintained and strengthened.
Mondragon goals are explicitly based on the 'humanizing' of work. People

are not regarded as objects of production, but rather they are the end and not the
means (Bradley and Gelb 1983, Momson 1991). The goals are set out in such a
way as to foster the social development of the movement's members. Generating
profits is not the primary goal of the organization, although there is recognition of
the need to do so in order to attain other objec!ives (White and White 1988). White

wrote that in interviewing people in Mondragon one of the things that most
impressed him was the sense of social vision of the future for the community.
Even though people in Mondragon have d'irse opinions on controversial issues,
MCC has created an organizational culture supported by major policies, structures
and instruments of governance that enables it to resolve c o n f l i i in the context of

social, economic and political development (Asworthy 1986, Bradley and Gelb
1983, White 1988).
A principal element in the movement's success and growth has been the

promotion of entrepreneurship and employment in the context of solidarity,
cooperation, and economic and social development The entrepreneurship
division of the movement's bank facilitates the formation of new and innovative
co-ops. The Mondragon system has carefully nurtured a system that makes
entrepreneurship accessible to groups of ordinary people with various talents
and motivation, in order to help them create a dynamic cooperative enterprise.
Classically, the initiative may come from a group motivated by the challenge and
excitement of beginning a new enterprise or by the need for jobs and community
development in their region. In other instances, the growth of an existing co-op
makes it desirable to spawn a new co-op. In essence, this has been the story of
the Mondragon movement: the original founding cooperative eventually gave rise
to the formation of several new co-ops.
Forest Co+nerative of New San Juan. Mexico

This cooperative arose among the Purepecha Indians who have lived in
the highlands of Michoacan for the last 500 years, and who currently own 70
square miles of communal land. Until the mid-1980s, the community was fairly
poor, with the Mexican government and outside individuals slowly buying up the
land with no obligation to hire the locals or respect the environment (cut and runno replanting). In response, the community organized itself to 'defend the forests'
and to change the laws to enable indigenous groups to harvest their own trees.

Their goal was a labor-intensive industry that preserved village structures and
traditions (Tenenbaum 1996). There are two bodies, the community and the
cooperative, and both function separately. The assembly sets the goals: job
creation, proffl reinvestment and reforestation. However, the forest co-op is free
to make day-today decisions on hiring, hawesting, manufacturing, and
marketing.

A local forestry engineer has taught employees sustainable

principles of forestry and devised a plan for sustainable co-op management. The
plan for forest management follows examples found in the industry, i.e. trees left
to grow for 10 years and to 30 feet in height before they are cut. A few 100-foot
'parent' trees are left standing to prevent soil erosion and provide shelter.
According to Tenenbaum (1996) the cooperative has achieved: 850 jobs,
salaries double the Mexican minimum wage, annual profits, 2 million seedlings
raised by the coop each year, representing a sustainable yield. The reasons for

success have been the cooperatives' ability to:
Diversify products: milling, hardwood furniture, molding, prefab houses, chip
logs for paper mill, peach and avocado orchards, ornamental trees, pines
tapped for resin to produce wax and turpentine which contributes 28% of

income;
Create support services and a do-it-yoursetF attitude: build roads, repair
equipment, operate trucks, bus service. community store and agricultural
chemical business;

a

Maintain an entrepreneurial spirit when the Mexican peso crisis hit in 1995,
the co-op responded by cutting costs and seeking new export markets.

Town and Villaae Enternrises ITVE) in China
Town and Village Enterprises can be traced to the 1950s when they were
noticed by scholars and tolerated by the communist government. They arose
because of a labor surplus and lack of income in rural areas. In the 1980s, the
government openly began to encourage the enterprises, because villages were
becoming increasingly responsible for the provision of basic services (education,
infrastructure and social welfare) and therefore needed income. The village goals
were: revenue generation, employment creation, and an improvement in living
(Perotti, Sun and Zou 1999).
Typically, the TVEs are collectively owned by the respective rural
communities. They are usually established by, or based on, the rural commune.
There is accountability to the local government, and individuals can talk directly
to the council about their concerns. In order to gain access to outside resources,
the village uses collective financing and debt repayment. Once a TVE is
established, start-up funds can be borrowed from existing TVEs with local help.
The local government acts as guarantor for loans from outside banks, and
therefore the whole community is at stake. The actual participation of the
community is not addressed by the authors, nor is a description of management
given. However, the resutts can be summarized as folIaws:

TVEs are the engine of China's grawth, comprising 30% of China's GDP in
1995, and half of the total industrialvalue added, profit and output;
n/E exports increased from US$8 billion in 1988 to US$84.3 billion in 1997;

In 1980, there were 4.1 million TVEs with 30 million employees, compared to
23.4 million with 135 million employees in 1996.

According to Perotti, Sun and Zou (199 ), the success of Township and
Village Enterprises in China appears to be more successful than s t a t m e d
enterprises (SOEs) because:
They have to be more competitive, because local government does not offer
protection;
a

They are more flexible due to heir small size and diversified community
economy;

a

The organization is less bureaucratic.

Retirement Livina in Elliot Lake. Canada
The town of Elliot Lake, Ontario, used to be based on one industry, a
uranium mine, until the mines started to close. People began to migrate
elsewhere, leaving the town with an excess of affordable housing and a tack of
business. Using the example of retirement communities in Florida, business
leaders in the town, on behalf of the community, organized the concept of
Retirement Living. The two mines in the area (which were dosing down)
contributed $25000 each to the program, and the municipality another $25000,

totaling $75000 for start-up. A fumer $10 million was provided for training and
programs by the federal government, and $15 million by the government of
Ontario for diversification and revitalization of the lake and area. The community
then started to promote the idea of Elliot Lake as an affordable place to retire in
a naturally beautiful area and healthy environment (OECD 1995).
To spread the word, a caravan of seniors from the area travel across

Ontario selling the idea to other seniors. Th latter then come and buy or rent the
houses, contributing

income to individuals and local businesses. The whole

community participates substantially by integrating the new residents into the
area, while the new members become active in volunteer organizations in the
community (OECD 1995). This initiative has created: 765 direct jobs, a positive
image for Elliot Lake, which is now seen as the "Jewel in the Wilderness". Most
importantly, it has generated a new sense of hope for the communrty.

Before 1976, the village of Ralegan Siddhi with a population of 2000
inhabitants was a very poor area, with 15-20°h of the population underfed (1
meal a day), 55%-60% born-ng grain from other villages, a general
deterioration in the health of the community, and with 35-40 small disthries in
the village which sold liquor to neighboring villages and used the proceeds to

fund their own addictions. Onty 70-80 acres of land could be irrigated due to a
general lack of water- Droughts were common and the 15.16 inches of annual
rainfall was not conserved. In 1976, a group of idealistic, dedicated young

volunteers, led by Anna Harare, began rebuilding the local temple that served as
a traditional meeting place for villagers. The group started a few watershed
development works. As the community obsenred the work of these individuals,
they too started to contribute. Meetings were held in the temple with a view to
effecting community improvements. Goals were set, to: a) meet basic needs,
such as employment, education. equality; b) have all work of common interest
done by the whole village and create the idea of the village as a joint community;
c) settle all disputes in the community itseR and d) introduce self-reliance, selfsufficiency and self-administration.
The first priority set was the conservation of scarce water resources for
production and communty use. Thus, watersheds were developed in order to
capture as much rain as possible for the purpose of crop irrigation. The village
members got together to plan for the needs of the entire village, working out
deals with individual owners and community land. Central government funding
was then accessed and earmarked for watershed development. The village
contributed its labor, as it had no money, to building the watersheds.
Basic community decisions are taken in the village assembly, whose
members are nominated annually by the community. Both men and women have
been active in the assembly (until recently mostly men: when the women
questioned why this was so, the community began elm-ng women). New work
initiatives must be submitted, together with details of how the plan will be
executed, the benefits, and whether tfw cost is within village means. Unanimity

of opinion is important. Under the village assembly are a variety of organizations
and institutions responsiblefor different activities:
Grampanchayat: to carry out government schemes;
Sant Yadavbaba Education Society: to provide education;
Multi-purpose Cooperative Society to assist with agriculture, such as the
supply of fertilizer and seeds, provision of financial and other assistance, and
the collection of milk;
Youth Groups: to encourage youth participation in common initiatives;
Mahiia Mandal: provide services to women;
Seven water supply cooperatives: to plan, distribute and ration water
according to need.
The villages decided to set the following social and environmental rules:
Social: a) Eliminate fear of exwmmunicatian; b) Vasectomies for purposes of
family planning; communrty pressure to be applied; c) Each family to participate
in voluntary labor on projects for the common good. "The real purpose is to
generate personal involvement in community work so that the person treats the
work as his own" (Hazare 1997:136). Environmental: a) Ban on the free grazing

of animals on common land to avoid despoliation of grasslands and waste of
water; b) Ban on tree cuting,

again to minimize water wastage; c) Keep only

those cattle that can be accommodated in stalls to preserve the grasslands; d)
Avoidance of water-intensive m p s such as sugarcane and bananas.

Achievements of Ralegan Siddhi:
1700 out of 2000 acres under cuttivation (compared to only 70 or 80
previously);
300,000 to 400,000 trees planted with villagers each assuming responsibility
for maintenance of a certain number;
Self-sufficiency: Decision of the community not to accept financial assistance
from outside aid organizations for fear of losing independence.
The economics of the community emerge as a combination of individual
and communal ownership. The muiti-purpose and the seven water co-operative
societies work together to generate income for the community. This income is
not solely defined in monetary terms, but includes barter exchanges as well. The
notion of wealth includes self-sufficiency and well being of community memkrs,
as well as the communrty's physicaI structures. The village is currentfy examining
various issues such as sifting in the big dams that restricts water conservation,
as well as organic fertiiirers. They are also looking at marketing their organic
hrming techniques.
Floriculture Usinn Hotsnrinas E n e m in Amaaase. Jamn (OfCD 1995)

In the 1970s. rural Japan was facing many problems such as
depopulation, an aging population, and daclining employment In 1979, Governor
Hiramatso of the Oita prefecture suggested lsson lppin Undo, the interpretation
of which means that every villageltown specializes in one product and makes

use of its competitive advantage. The prefecture govemment provided support
for village initiatives by establishing a country schooi for local training in
business, a marketing division for research and advertising and the provision of
advice on packaging. Some individuals from the village of Arnagase met at the
country school and came up with the idea of floriculture using a nearby natural
hotsprings area. They presented this idea to the local government, which

enmuraged its implementation. Thirty-two young people, of whom 18 had
returned from the crty to participate, entered into a program to establish a flower
mperative in the area.
The 32 individuals organized themselves into small groups of producers,

which in turn work together within the framework of a producer's cooperative. In
this case it is not, therefore, the whole communty which owns the enterprise.
The community's only involvement lies in the fact that the local government is
backing the producers' financing needs until they achieve solvency. The local
government played a large role at the beginning of the process, by coordinating
the property rights of farmers with small and scattered lands, in order to

secure

srrfficiently large and viable tracts. This in turn generated broader interest and
greater local support. The producer groups take advantage of economies of
scale to participate in joint exporting, the sharing of market information, etc. The
group enjoys the support of the whole community, which plants flowers in their
private gardens to enhance the town's image as the "Village of Flowers and
Hotsprings*. Although many women workers work in the enterprise, it is only

recently that women have themselves started their own production.

The enterprise's competitive edge is derived mainly from the existence of
the producers' group that exchanges information on techniques, works to
improve quality and undertakes market research to learn consumers' demands
for species and color. Also, the enterprise is steadily improving partnerships with
various research centers and other producers' groups.
The achievements include:
An increase from 0% of the market in floriculture to 22%;
An increase in avenge income from 0.8 million yen before incorporation in

1980 to 2.3 million yen afterwards. Full-time floriculture farmers earn more
than 6 million yen.
Walkemwood, Jamaica
In the 1940s. the daughter of the Scottish family in Walkerswd,
Jamaica, who owned the so-called 'Great House' and controlled a great deal of
land, decided to do something about the connection between lack of jobs and
facilities in the villages, and overcrowding in the cities. She took the lead in
establishing Jamaica's first Pioneer Club and first cooperative farm in
Walkerswood. The Pioneer Club was a group of dedicated individuals who
discussed village problems and experimented with different methods of
agricutture. The successful methods were then adopted by the other villagers. In

the 1950s and 1960s. an organization incubated by the Club and called the
Parent Teacher Association (PTA) became adive. This in turn led in 1976 to the

organization of the Community Council. The Council is an organization

consisting of elected individuals, which serves as a forum for input by citizens
into community affairs.
The Community Council mobilized the village and began planning
improvements in the village (e.g. piped-in water). In the 1970s and early 1980s,
the villagers collectively built a comrnuntty center, post office, recreational
facilities and market complex, and set up a number of economic enterprises. In
the mid-1980s, a number of collectively owned cottage industries were
established. The cottage industries hold monthly workers meetings where
everyone is encouraged to express new ideas for improvement. The workers
own the cottage industries. However, some turn down offers of share ownership,

because they prefer to earn wages without risk or worry of responsibility. "...They
have risks and womes in other areas of life" (Lean 1995: 31).
Achievements include:
The export by one of the cottage industries of pork jerky to Britain in the mid1980s. which then expanded its activities to include the export of preserves,
spices and sauces totaling US$580,000 per year;
Employment in the village reaching 35 full-time plus temporary workers.
V. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNIW-BASED ENTERPRISES

In my review of the literature on C8Es. I found that the backdrop against
which each emerged, the way in which the community organized itself, and the
successes and challenges of the enterprise, were unique to each particular

context. At the same time, a number of cornmonaIties could be singled out, as
follows:
a. Each CBE represented a local Initiative;
b. Each emerged out of cohesive communities that had economic and
social needs not being met by outside organizations;
c. The communities were mostly poor, small and isolated;
d. They had multiple goals. Often the first project undertaken by the community
was not economic in nature. Business activity may come later, after basic
infrastructure facilities and social services have been created, and community
spirit has strengthened;
f. Leadership is important and in many of the communities, a strong leader was
responsible for initiating activity.
LocalJevei Initiatives

Community entrepreneurship arose out of communities having a need, but
no outside organization willing and able to solve it. The needs to be addressed
were so costly or pervasive that no one individual could finance the operations
envisaged. Therefore, communities had to organize in order to fulfill their own
needs. Self-sufficiency was a key motive in the emergence of CBE as found in
Ralegan Siddhi (Hazare 1993, New San Juan (Tenenbaum 1996), Amagase
(OECD 19951, Walkernod (Lean 1995) and Sri Lanka (Lean 1995). The

commonal'Q in all cases reviewed is that the initiation and impetus for the project

occurred at the local level, with the project usually carried out by the community
itself, or in some cases in partnership with the lowest level of government
Communities are Door. isolated and small

Most cases occurred in primarily rural andlor economically poor areas.
Individuals in these areas often lacked access to the capital necessary to solve
problems of unemployment. A community such in Mondragon had, therefore, to
pool its resources in order to undertake projects. Moreover, individuals in
economically poor areas are often disempowered. They do not see themselves
as having the necessary skills to start small businesses, and are often
challenged with community problems such as drug addiction. Community
solidarity was often seen as a prime mechanism for battling these problems.
Rural communities such as Ralegan Siddhi also are often geographically or
socially isolated. People must rely on themselves to get things done, because
government assistance is not immediately available. Coleman (1988) points out
that communities that are isolated may have a strong sense of internal identity
and boundary, which contributes to the existence of a strong fund of social
capital.

In some cases, small carnmunities such as Mondragon tried to maintain
small and decentralized operations. It appears that the size of the community
affects, and is conducive to, local decision-making and consensus building
because of the familiarity of the stakeholders, which produces a 'small-town
community feeling'. The smaller size of the community makes it easier for the

whole community to participate. It is easier to mobilize a village of 2000, than a
city of 800,000.

From the cases available, we can see that CBE emerges for the purpose
of improving the sustainabiiity and health of the community through economic
means. Economics is not the goal in and of itself. Rather sustainability, through
job creation, income generation, and retention of local business, is the goal,
which in turn prevents community members from having to leave due to
economic circumstances. CBE is the mechanism which finances and sustains
other 'quality of life' initiatives such as health and education.
The goals of community business differ somewhat from the traditional
definition of business goals, as they are not limited to the maximization of profit
over the long term. As Comwall(1988) points out
Traditional models of entrepreneurship assume that the primary
objective for entrepreneurial activity is to create weaith.
However, the primary reason for many people to start
microenterprises in developing countries is to support and
sustain one's family, including extended family, rather than the
creation of wealth. W~thoutsuch efforts families are often f o r d
to break apart to improve each individual member's chance of
su~ival(Cornwall 1998: 3).

In fact, prof^ is only one of a multiplicity of goals that the community is trying to
reach through the establishment of a business. Although the multiplicity of goals
found in CBE exists in non-community businesses as well, the goals of CBE go
well beyond the strictly economic. At the same time, it should be noted that the

inherent goals of the non-community business also include the fostering of a
'community' within the enterprise. It has been argued that businesses are
themselves

communities with shared-values

concepts,

purposes and

responsibilities (Warren 1996, Etzioni 1995, Solomon 1994). 'Corporations are
organizations of people, with (more or less) shared assets and interests*
(Solomon1994: 272). People make 'deep and personal investmentsn (Warren
1996:93) within the company, that go beyond the role of the company as strictly
an impersonal profit-making mechanism. Thus, the corporation might be viewed
as a community in the sense that white all of its employees have private lives
outside the company, they share the bulk of their waking time and energy in the
corporation, with a major dependency on fellow employees and the company,
and their fortunes rise and fall wtth the corporation (Solomon 1994: 277). This is
very similar to the traditional relationship of an individual to hidher community.
Solomon furthers the comparison of similarities by stating 'one entered into a
corporation much as one entered into a traditional community, by quickly
assimilating and internalizing its traditions, customs and expectationsn (1994:
273). However, usually non-community corporations do not emphasize job

creation, revitalization of the community and the provision of sewices as goals as
the CBE does. Otber goals of CBE include:

Job Creation: The communrty can be kept together by creating employment for
community members, so that they do not have to leave due to lack of
employment opportunities. For example, Elliot Lake cited above was losing *its
townspeople due to lack of work, when business leaders started their initiative of

retirement living in order to draw people and income into the community (OECD
1995). Amagase, Japan, was experiencing depopulation. aging and declining
employment, until the community capitalized on the development of floricutture
using natural hotsprings as the energy source. Some of Arnagase's youth
returned from the cities to take up the new opportunities (OECD 1995).
Employment creation is among the key factors in the creation of the village
enterprises in China, as well as a desire for an improvement in living standards
(Perotti, Sun and Zou 1999).

Revitalization and Empowerment of the Community: Many communities, due
to the lack of employment resources, education, or external control of their land,
have fallen victim to an increase in poverty, or alcoholic and drug addictions,
similar to the experience of the native American reserves over the last 100 years.
Some of these communities have formed community entrepreneurship initiatives
in order to 'turn the community around'. For example, the Purepecha Indians of

New San Juan, in the highlands of Michoacan, Mexico saw their land slowly
bought up by the government or outside owners who had no obligation to hire
local people and few environmental restrictions.

When the community

successfully started its forest cooperative, they saw a general improvement in
the hopes and heafth of their people penenbaum, 1996).

Provision of Services: The villagers of Walkerswood, Jamaica, endeavored to
improve the quality of rife through self-initiative, by volunteering their time to build
a community center, post office, and market complex. The community enterprise,

which exports pork jerky, preserves, spices and sauces, was set up to provide

financial support to other initiatives aimed at improving the quality of life of the
community (Lean, 1995). Ralegan Siddhi, a small village in Maharashtra, India,
also initiated a village development initiative, in an attempt to alleviate
widespread alcohol abuse and poverty, with over 55% of population having to
borrow grain from other villages. Along with measures aimed at population
control, rehabilitating addicts and eliminating alcohol consumption, and
establishing health clinics and education facilities, the community has also
coordinated the use of their common grasslands and forestry initiatives and
instituted a watershed program to harness the rainfall. These last initiatives have
benefited the whole community economically, through expanding the amount of
irrigated and usable land from 70-80 acres to 1700 acres. (Hazare, 1997)
Leadership: Many studies of community entrepreneurship (Mondragon, Ralejan
Siddi) focus on the leaders, on the 'the man with the vision'. Although strong
individuals lead many of the initiatives documented, this is not always the case.

Even where this happens, the decisions and plans are often made collectively by
the community, which Selsky and Smith (1994) recognize. The leader provides

an organizational framework and brings people together, but it is the latter who

then develop a collective consciousness as a community. Moreover, the
entrepreneurial risk-taker becomes the community itself, not the leader. Thus, as
Selsky and Smith point out, community contexts for exercising leadership are
substantially different from those traditionally found in organizational settings.
Pa~cipants are diverse, inclusive visions do not exist, decision-making

processes are not agreed, and intervenors cannot assume credibility with
indigenous actors (Selsky and Smith 1994).
Often leaders emerge with the initial idea for community entrepreneurship,
although the precise role these leaders play differs from community to
cbmrnunrty. Selsky and Smith (1994) define the following needed skills for
leaders of communities engaged in social change initiatives:
Hold a multi-frame perspective: Able to articulate and reframe the various

interests of diverse groups within the community. Leaders in community
entrepreneurship "favor partnerships, alliances, and deals that can mobilize
collective capacity in an issue domainn(Selsky and Smith 1994: 282).
P r ~ a ~ v e n e s The
s : leaders are able to help others to identify areas where they

can contribute, with individual interests leading towards a shared objective. The
leaders are often at the periphery,

influencing and leveraging rather than acting.

Reflectiveness: The leaders are able to 'continually reflect on their evolving
situations" (Selsky and Smith 1994: 283), and through this reflection reassess
and change the direction of the initiative.
Leadership has come from a variety of sources. For example, in Northern
Japan, the idea of each village specializing in one product was the brainchild of
Governor Hiramatso. This in turn served as impetus for Amagase's Village of

Flowers and Hotspringsn, although the actual entrepreneurial initiative of
floriculture was created by individuals in the community collaborating with local
government (OECD, 1995). In Rakgan Siddhi, a former member of the

community who had been absent for several years came back to revive the
community with his ideas for an entrepreneurial project (Hatare, 1997). In Elliot
Lake, it was the business leaders of the community who originally organized and

planned the 'Retirement Livingn concept, and did not involve the rest of the
community until the project was underway (OECD, 1995). In Walkemmod, the

leader was the Scottish daughter of the 'Great Housenof the community, whose
family had acted as colonial masters in the past. She was influenced by the
Moral Re-Armament (MRA) movement in the 1930s, which in turn led her to
promote in a practical way her moral standards (Lean, 1995, Ch 2). In Sri Lanka,
A.T. Anyatne preached Gandhian and Buddhist ideals of Sarvodaya (wetfare for

all) and Shramadana (labor giving), and influenced villagers in some 7000
villages to organize in their own villages. There they founded their own
independent Sarvodaya Society, with the legal power to own land, obtain loans,
and set up economic enterprises (Lean 1995).
One feature of the leaders in some community entrepreneurship initiatives

is that their commitment is driven by spiritual or religious values. This was the

case in Ralegan Siddhi, Walkerswood and Sri Lanka. However, the communities
themselves were not particularly religious, although the commitment to
communitarian values and to the survival and well being of their respective
community appears to have been very strong.

Role Of Government. NGOs and Business Omanmtions IN CBE
In the cases studied, it appears that some institutional body. usually at the
local level, is involved in the entrepreneurial project, either at the initial idea

stage, or in the decisions after the project has been established. Especially in
industriaIized countries such as Canada and Japan, the local. provincial or
national government often becomes a major player in community economic
decisions. At Elliot Lake, the business leaders in charge of the project worked in
close collaboration with various levels of government and the two mining
companies. The "Retirement Living" program received $40 million in training and

pmgrarns from the federal government, as well as 815 million for economic
diversification and revitalization of the lake and area (of which $7 Million went
directly to Retirement Living idea support). The two mining companies which

were pulling out of the communtty each contributed $25,000 to the Retirement
Living program start-up. This support contributed fundamentally to the success of
the Retirement Living program (OECD, 1995,6780).

The village of Amagase also received significant support from the
prefecture government. The latter funded a facility for local business training, as
well as for establishing networks of peers. In Fact, those persons who came up
with the idea of floriculture using hotsprings energy first met at this facility. The

government also established a prefecture-wide marketing division, which
provided research and advertising for the communities, as well as advice on

packaging. Similarly, a research center to test the feasibility of ideas originating
in villages such as Amagase was created (OECD, 1995,4940).
Government intervention appears to have been less in the poorer areas.
For example, in Ralegan Siddhi the local government helped only with certain
materials for the initial projects. The village assembly itself is the main decisionmaking bady, and any new plans or initiatives can only be undertaken with the
assembly's approval. Details execunitg

projects, responsibility for costs and

expenditures. and allocation of benefits to the village, all fall within the
competence of the assembly. Once decisions have been taken, the responsibility
for implementation is taken on by one of the groups within the community

(Hazare, 1997).
In the village enterprises in China, the enterprises are accountable to the
town that owns and controls them. They are public enterprises, but are managed
day-today by individuals accountable to the town council. Local government

does not provide funding, but acts as guarantor for bank loans (Perotti, Sun and
Zou. 1999).
There are certain pitfalls linked to the degree of involvement of outside
organizations. Where the community relies solely on outside organizations for
project-funding or implementation, the project may fail as the community has
I i i e stake in ensuring sustainabili. For example, the Sanrodaya Shramadana
Movement in Sri Lanka was locally funded for 22 years. However, when civil war
broke out in 1983, the movement began to accept overseas aid for their

initiatives, as the movement had by that time established same 7000 outreach
points. Today, it is largely financed by overseas aid, and appears not as
successful as it was previously. Lean (1995) states that this is because the
villagers began to feel that their good will was being exploited, and because the
organization replaced accountability to the villages with a new accountability to
various external NGOs. As well, the NGOs measured success in terms of
economic, political and social objectives, while ignoring the cultural, moral and
spiritual needs of the villagers (Lean 1995).
Outside organizations are not involved in the New San Juan Forest
Cooperative. However, it has been so successful that international development
organizations have funded similar initiatives based on this model elsewhere in
Mexico, Bolivia, Peru, and Thailand. Despite this funding, some of the initiatives
are struggling. Others are shutting down, with blame attributed

to

mismanagement and disorganization (Tenenbaum, 1996). One other possible
interpretation is that the mismanagement and disorganization derives from the
la& of direct participation of the entire community in the initiative, and
consequentfy a lack of social pressure and monitoring by the community aimed
at ensuring individual accountability.
It appears that community invofvement is crucial to the success of CBE.

Harrison et al. (1995) points out that:

...Where targets are imposed from above rather than
negotiated at the project level, workefs/volunteers may have no
sense of ownership and may quickly learn to play the game of

meeting targets rather than developing a coherent equality
strategy (Hamson, Hoggett and Jeffen 1995:153).

A similar pattern appears in the Michoacan Highlands, Mexico, where a

medium-sized dairy processor attempted to organize small dairy farmers in the
area in order to gain better quality of milk for expanding exports from the local to

the national scale. This was done in the hope that:
...Like-minded fanners will create both horizontal integration
amongst themselves (thus reducing their costs of production
through centralized purchasing of farm inputs) and better
vertical integration with the market through the sale of larger
volumes of, in this case, higherquality milk (McDonald, 1999:s).

State development funds were earmarked to encourage farmer
organization, based on policy makers' expectations that farmers' organizations
would increase "competitiveness, productivity, rationality and efficiency, as well
as the quality of their products" (McDonald, 1999: 4). However, the farmers
themselves were not involved in Ute implementation and knew little about the
details. Some took the program 'on faith' while others were angry at being forced
into organization. Eventually, the program began to fail because, given the lack
of consultation, neither the processor nor the government truly understood what
problems the individual farmers faced (McDonald 1999).

Factors in CBE Success
A Bottom-up Approach: Programs appear more successful when they grow out

of experience at the community level. In Ralegan Siddhi, the villagers
themselves developed an interest and took the initiative to build and
organization;
The Existence of a Meeting Place: A place or structure around which the life of
the community is organized facilitates the emergence of CBE. This can also be
seen in Ralegan Siddhi, where the ternpie occupies a central role. In
Walkerswood, the meeting place was the "Great Housen of

the Scottish

landowners, and then the community center. In Sri Lanka, the community did not
have a specific meeting place, but rather set a specific time for the whole
community to come together to plan and organize;
Community identity: This provides a foundation for cooperation based on

shared characteristics and problems. In Mondragon, the Basques faced political
persecution and marginalization;
Accountability: As stated by Korten (1993) based on his experiences in Asia

promoting milk producer cooperatives, accountability poses a major challenge
and can be the key element in success or failure. Miller and Besser (2000)
found that pressure from the community has "...more influence on business
ethics in small firms than moral or religious principles, anticipation of rewards,
the law, or fear of punishment (:3).

Ability to change: An organization has a greater chance to sunrive if it
possesses a capacity for acknowledging error, responding to change, leaming
from people, and building new knowledge and institutional

capacity through

action (Korten 1993: 1). This can be seen in the New San Juan forest
cooperative, where the enterprise has diversified its line of wood products to
create a large variety of value-added products (such as milling, hardwood
furniture, molding, prefab houses, wax and turpentine, and nursery stock
including peach, avocado and ornamental trees). As well, when the community
faced the Mexican peso crisis in 1995, the cosp responded by cutting c o s l and
seeking new export markets (Tenenbaum 1996). This can also be seen in the
TVEs in China, which were not created by a master plan but responded to the
needs of the villages as they arose (Perotti, Sun and Zou, 1999).
Utilizing Relationships and Collective Learning: Collective learning has been
cited as a key factor in the success of clusters of businesses such as high

technology groups in Silicon Valley, Minneapolis's 'Medical Alley', the
'Cambridge Phenomenon', or the Toulouse aerospace district, according to
Lawson and Lorenz (1999:3). Similar examples on the part of individual fanners
can be seen in Ralegan Siddhi, where individual farmers cooperated to establish
watersheds to capture water, and where the community built upon the lessons
learned from each individual project In turn, this cooperation formed the basis
for commun~tyentrepreneurship activities (Hazare, 1997). Collective learning can
also be found in the Amagase floricultural activities, where individual managers

cooperate sharing information, as well as distribution s e ~ c e s(OECD, 1995,
Japan).
Self-Help or Voluntary Labor: Because many individuals in small communities
(especially in poorer areas) do not have the capital available to finance their
initiatives, they instead contribute through their labor. The Sarvodaya
Shramadana Movement in Sn' Lanka is built on the concept that working together
for the common good builds community spirit and solidarity (Lean 1995). Similar
experiences are seen in Rategan Siddhi, where the village council requires every
family to contribute voluntary labor (Hazare, 1997). Sef-help has also played an
important role in Walkserswood (Lean, 1995, Ch. 2). Thus, voluntary labor
appears as a key factor in the establishment of CBE, since individuals do not
receive income until the project bewrnes successful, much like the typical
entrepreneur who 'volunteers' hidher time in setting up a business, and only
recuperates the unpaid time when the business makes a profit.
The Establishment of Adequab Support Services: For example, the New
San Juan Forest cooperative does not rely on contracted services, and has
rather created its own to build roads, repair equipment, operate trucks and
transportation [inks, and a community stare (Tenenbaum, 1996). Ralegan Siddhi
also has delegated different organizations within the community (under the
leadership of the Village Council) to provide different services, which in turn
support the economic ventures in farming, water provision, forestry and dairy

(Hamre, 1997).

Korten (1992) describes four successful cooperatives in Asia which
demonstrated the following common characteristics:
Relatively unstratified and cohesive social structures
Internal structures for accountability and member discipline
Capacity to innovate

Strong external linkages with effective government agencies.
Challenaes Face bv Successful Entemn'ses:

Growing Too Big: In China, as WE gets bigger, it tends to become wmpt
and too bureaucratic (Perotti, Sun and Zou 1999). Elliot Lake is facing a similar
predicament of size, for if the town grows too big, the small-town feeling will be
lost and house prices will rise, thus destroying the competitive advantage.

In

the 197Os, Mondragon faced problems with one co-op, which had become too

large. Since then, the number of members for any one co-op has been limited to

500 to 500 (Morrison 1991);

Lack of Long-Term Planning Capacity: Elliot Lake is faced with a lack of long
term social and health services to meet the demands of its aged population

(OECD 1996).
Difficulty in Creating Outside Networks: Rural communities often face
difficulties creating the networksttransportation/~~mrnunication
they require with

the outside world to sell their products. Examples can be found in the New San
Juan Co-op (Tenenbaum, 1996); Amagase (OECD 1995); TVEs in China

(Perotti, Sun and Zou, 1999). This is one of the main reasons necessitating
communities to collaborate with local government or external organizations;
Global Competition Affecting Market Stability: In addition to disadvantages

accruing from small size, CBEs offen must compete in the world-market against
much larger enterprises. For example, in China, the lVEs are disadvantaged
compared to the State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs), because the SOEs have
greater access to "technology, labor skills, education levels of staff, access to
bank loans and government supportsn(Perotti, Sun and Zou, 1999: 2).
Reasons for Failure

Most case studies available relate to evohring examples. Nonetheless, the
literature on community development notes the following real or potential
reasons for failure:
The enterprise does not help the whole community: Services offered by

some projects, such as production loans and marketing, are of little use to the
"landless laborer or the subsistence farmer" (Korten 1993: 2). Because control
over activities tends to be in the hand of the ones who control the community,
the "...poorer members seldom have a voice" (Korten 1993: 2).
The community project is created by govemment or an NGO rather than by
the people: "...Cooperatives too often have been creations of govemment,

intended to promote government policies and provide government control over
markets, rather than voluntary creations of individuals to increase their collective
power" (Korten, 1993; 2).

Inadequate or incoherent consultation of the community: Problems arise

because not all of the community has bought into, or contributed to, the idea.
This can be seen in the creation of a farmer organization in rural Mexico, which
failed because the farmers had little knowledge about the plan. The farmers
faced unfamiliar concepts such as privatization, efficiency, competitiveness and
quality, unfamiliar methods of production

such cooperative groups, and global

markets rather than local (McDonald 1999).

Exclusive focus on Social services (Korten 1993: 3): This renders the
enterprise economically unsustainable due to the lack of long-term capital.
Protected and funded by government or NGh: If a CBE is shielded from the

market, it becomes non-competitive through lack of competition. This is the main
reason why some CBE initiatives set up in refugee camps were unable to survive
the departure of the donor agencies left (Cagan 1994)-

In summary, enterprise creation that takes into account the peculiar
characteristics of the given communities and pursues a holistic approach would
appear to have the potential to play a significant role in the development process

in poor areas.

CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes and explains the research methods and strategies
utilized, under four main topics: I)
research questions, 2) data collection, 3) data
validation and reliability, and 4) analysis and interpretation. As previously stated,
most research in entrepreneurship has approached the entrepreneurial
phenomenon from an individualist perspective. Community entrepreneurship,
poverty and sustainable development entail examining multidimensional aspects
at different levels. For example, I wanted to know how the various social,
cultural, ecological and political aspects related to CBE and to each other. I also
wanted to know in what way individual families and the community affect, and
are affected by, the development of C8E (see Appendix 1: Type of Data
Collected). A further challenge was that Iwanted the research process to involve

the community and start with concrete problems, in such a way that each
wmmundy might draw benefitT5Given the above reality. it has been a distinct
challenge, theoretically as well as methodologically, to cany out studies of entire
communities engaged in entrepreneurial action. Thus, a study of this nature with
multiple focuses required a strategy that enabled me to immerse myself in the
lives of the communities involved. Accordingly, the research was designed

as exploratory, qualitative with intensive fieldwork. Although I did prepare an
extensive proposal with research questions and some main assumptions, I did
not formulate a specific set of hypotheses or prepare questionnaires. My

purpose in this was to avoid going into the field with any possibilii of
preconceived notions as to the outcomes.
Consequently, this research employs qualitative methods. Specifically, it is
based on case studies, as well as participatory and ethnographic methods. I
consider those methods to provide a "...better chance of learning from the
respondents.. .. The respondents are not forced into an artificial one-way mode
of communication... (Sawyer 1984: 223). The intention is not to prove, but to
build theory. Thus, towards the end of this study, Chapter Six is dedicated to
elaborating propositions, based on my findings that express the different
relationships explored. However, this research, as with any case study, does not
pretend to generalize its results.
I. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The study addressed the following research questions:
1) What development initiatives have been implemented by indigenous

people? How successful have these initiatives been in terms of the following?
a) Economic development;

b) Continuity of the culture;
c) Preservation of the natural environment;
d) Strength of the social-political system?

e) Well-being of the family and the community.
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In factthe entire pmject was taken with the idea of mmiuting to the comma=' efforts. I did not

want to just write about my obsenmiom about povaty anymore-

2) What has been the role of governmental and non-govemmental agencies in
the developmental initiatives of indigenous people? Have these agencies had a
positive, negative, or neutral influence on the indigenous initiatives? How can
governmental and non-governmental institutions facilitate a sustainable
indigenous development?

II. DATA COLLECTION METHODS
The data coe
lco
tin

required 10 months of fieldwork (September

1998-Juiy 1999), living among Quechua indigenous peoples.
Case Studies

This investigation involved learning from particular cases. A case study
has an advantage in that it "...allows an investigation to retain the holistic and
meaningful characteristics of real-life...." (Yin 199414). My research used
multiple exploratory cases (Yin 1994 OJO Stake 1993). Three were chosen to
provide an insight into the issue of community enterprise development and its
sustainability, and they play a critical role in the understanding of CBE's
possibilities and limitations. Taking into account different aspects (economic,
social, cuRural. political) in my analysis, I sought commonaities and singularities.
Some initiatives may be successful, while others may prove to be unsuccessful
in terms of their long-term sustainabili.
When case studies are undertaken, there are always concerns over the
issue of selection (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 1994 and Stake 1993). My cases were
selected on the basis of the following characteristics: 1) that they were located in

the Andes, 2) that they were legally recognized as a peasant-indigenous

community, and 3) that the initiatives were initiated by the indigenous peoples
themselves and not as NGO or governmental projects, even though technical or
funding assistance from outside organizations may have been involved at some
stage. The Andes region was chosen because, as stated in Chapter One. this
area and its indigenous peoples are among the poorest in Latin America and the
world.
Before and during the fieldwork, I was in contact with United Nations,
Inter- American Bank and NGO officials and local researchers to gain
information about entrepreneurial activities in local communities- While I visited a
large number of communities, I realized soon after my arrival that many of them
did not meet the study's requirements. For example, I went to communities

where NGOs, government and private companies, with good intentions, had
been active in development efforts, including income generation. Another
alternative was to study indigenous migrant street sellers in the main Andean
cities. Despite the poverty and enormous entrepreneurial activity found, these
situations did not respond to my research questions. Similarly, in the Ecuadorian
village of Otabalo, I soon realized that this was not what 1 was looking for, in
spite of the excellent entrepreneurial reputation for selling the handicrafts
nationally and internationally.

In practice, Otabalo appeared more as a

co{lection of individual family operations, than as a community enterprise.
However, the persistent and obvious poverty and extreme social differentiation in
Otabalo did contribute a number of questions, as had conditions in other
communities in which I also noted social despair.

It should be noted, frankly, that on a number of occasions I traveled

the region without knowing precisely where to go. Sometimes, I began to wonder

if in fact there was any possibility of finding alternatives for indigenous peoples to
build and strengthen their own space. On each occasion, however, I renewed
my efforts and returned to regional centers to visit libraries, agriwttural ministry
offices, NGOs, foundations, and universities. I followed up many times on the
advice of contacts. Almost ahvays, there were no written records of CBE cases.
In the language of local officials, even as in academic literature on
entrepreneurship, the notion of community as entrepreneur does not exist, The
phenomenon is overlooked. Interestingly, the way in which I did discover most
cases was through mixing with people in local rural fairs. Suddenly, someone
said to me: Yes, senorita, the people from Llocllapampa have those big trucks.
They have cheaper milk. They are rich. They make soft drinks too." More often
than not, the case studies turned into adventure. Sometimes I was able to
accompany local people; on other occasions I got lost late in the evening with
nowhere to sleep. For example, once I slept in a public
shelter for indigenous people in Guaranda, Ecuador. There was only one bus a
day to my destination comrnunQ of Salinas and I had to wait until the next day.
ParticipatoryAction Research
Participatory research closely links theory and practice. This type of
approach is an integrated activity that combines research, education and action
(Hall 1987). Participatory research differs significantfy from the more traditionst
kind in its commitment to empowerment and learning for ail those engaged in the

process (Freire 1971). The approach values the notion of 'people as experts"
(Hall 1981, Freire 1970). It stresses the educational aspect of social investigation
as central to its conceptualization (Hall 1987; Gianotten 1987; Boeren 1992).
In collecting data for this research and with the permission of the
community assembly, I conducted group meetings to discuss the situation of the
community and the role of the enterprise. In each community, I talked first with
the authorities, who usually questioned me closely about my affiliation and
research. Once interested, they then asked how I could help them. 1 was afways
careful not to raise unrealistic expectations in terms of foreign help or donations,
given my affiliation with a foreign university. I.made a point of being clear about
my research goals and questions. Subsequently, the community authorities
would normally talk about their dilemmas as communty and enterprise, i.e. their
status as worker and owner, the macro-ecanomic situation, and the need to look

alternatives. Wth their agreement, I attended the next communal assembly and
there explained once again to the entire assembly the purpose and rationale of
my study. Usually, people asked questions and at the end they would vote.
Depending on the outcome, I moved into the community and lived there. In all
communities, they asked me to teach the children English, which I did and which
turned out to provide an excellent opportunity to learn more about the community

and the families through the children. I was impressed by the fact that,
immediately after the conclusion of one assembly, people began to move a bed,
a chair, and a table to a grain storage area, while another person extended a
light cord from the street. This was to be my new home for two months.

The process of conducting group discussions was different in each
community. For example, in Chaquicocha the community authorities held special
assemblies.

There, I asked them for their views on the definition of

development, which elicited many different answers: 'Development is progress';
"Progress is eating bettef; and so on. The term, sustainable development, was
not part of their jargon, but they did talk about food security, about protecting
their land, and their responsibility to ancestors and children. In a subsequent
assembly, we compiled a list and priorized all problems as perceived by them.
Initially, women were a bit shy and reluctant to participate, but in the end they
did. Later, when we discussed possible solutions, I was impressed by the degree
of entrepreneurial enthusiasm they demonstrated. Then, they discussed various
project possibilities, based on their local knowledge. The person who was putting
forward a proposition would come to the front and explain hislher idea. The
assembly would make a calculation and decide if the idea was good or not. The
most interesting aspect to this type of discussion was that, at the beginning, they
would arrange the room very formally. My desk would be placed on a small
podium at the front. The women sat on one side, and the men on the other.
However, by the end of each session, I would find myself at the back. Others
would spontaneously go to the blackboard, to lead the discussion, while still
others were taking notes at the front of the room. The women after a few jokes
and some encouragement would begin to participate and even go up to the front
to comment on the merits of the project being discussed. At the outset, the
villagers asked about the possibility of my getting funds from Canada for them.

In the end, they decided to set up a fish farm or exploit gypsum deposits, saying:
W e can do this ourselves; we don't need help with thk ...."

In this community, we combined forces to prepare a medium-term plan. My
role was that of facilitator for the process. t also posed some questions. The
group kept the discussion going, laughed a lot, and wrote the plan. Personally

as a researcher, I felt a keen sense of satisfaction in having triggered the
process. These processes which we went through in each community turned out

in some m+vays
to be the highlight of my research and an important learning
experience both for the community and myself. I could have written a dissertation

only on the process and the projects so identified. However, this would not have
met my goals. The reseam process served to make a tangible contribution. In
Chaquicocha, for example. I discovered that the old school had a very modest
old computer, not being used. Together we cleaned it, rigged a line, and turned

on the power. Some 50 people were in the storage room at the time, observing
what was going on. I was able to provide some insfruction, and before long the
vice-president of the assembly was using it to write the project proposal. On
another occasion, a tractor salesman came into the village. He had heard about
the new medium-term plan and wanted to talk to the authorities about a possible

sale.
Ethnography and Parb'dpant Obsemb'on
Ethnography is a traditional anthropological tool that highlights the
importance of the h o l i c view. It assumes that the various components of
culture are inseparable, that nothing about a society, whether its economic

arrangements or its religious traditions can be fully understood in isolation
(Johnson,1987).
Ethnography is an embedded activity (Atkinson and Hammerley 1994). It
involves experience in living and connecting with other people, including
government officials. I recall once accompanying a Dutch Master's student to the

offices of Ministry of Agriculture. She had just arrived in town for a preliminary
research visit. 16 Not only did the office not open on time, but once inside the

officer treated us wiU~indifference. The girl was furious, feeling she had wasted
her time. I suggested that we simply be patient and, in the end, the official ended
up being quite willing to cooperate and to provide information. The key was in
understanding that these officials usually are underpaid and #at no one takes
any interest in what they are doing. It was important to my research to develop a

good personal relationship in order to gain, for example, greater access to
government documents. Just as important were their insights on rural
development. Once outside, the Dutch student laughed at how the relationship
had changed so rapidly.

Ethnography and participant observation entails more than simply
collecting

data. It also involves developing personal relations, learning about the

life and story of the research subjects, their hopes and their frustrations. f was
able to develop a good relationship, based on genuine interest in the people.
This faciliited my work greatIy. It sometimes happens too that we, as outsiders,

l6 Given the h a n d m*ction of this march, it was not pwsliIe fbr me to make such pnthimy visits.
However, my research built on previous work m h e area.

are seen as targets for exploitation. For example, on some occasions people
expected me to enter into a form of spiritual kinship (i.e. become godmother to
their child), more out of monetary interest than for reasons of genuine ftiendship.
(I did accept with cauoitn

on some occasions). Thus, fieldwork also involves

managing a number of personal and ethical dilemmas, such as how far one can
go in order to obtain information, or become involved in sensitive family and
community issues. For example, how do you deal with the situation when you
learn that your main informant physically abuses his wife? How do you react
when one faction or other asks your opinion? Will this affect your broader
relationship with the commundy? What if the community takes a decision, which
you as outsider know from other experiences can be a prescription for failure?
For me, the key elements were respect, patience, and discretion whenever I fett
pressured to become personally involved.
Fieldwork provided its own emotional and physical challenges. Without
going into lengthy details, I would note that crossing borders by bus with illegal
workers and traveling in areas of Colombia controlled by the guerilla camed their

own risks. Fortunately, I had my Canadian passport. On one occasion, I had to
go to the nearby city and wanted to know where people from the community
stayed when they went there. I was given a key to a room in a shantytown. 1
arrived to find that it was a dangerous quarter, with many addicts and intoxicated
men. The room had little security and I was barely able to get away after the men
started harassing me.

There were moments when I felt I was wasting my time. More often than
not, buses did not leave on time or I became stranded because of mechanical
breakdowns.

In the villages, the days often passed slowly and everything

seemed so quiet. The pace of time was different
In most villages, I was first given a place to live in a communal facility
such as the grain storage room described above. Later on, I often was invited to
move into a family house. In fact, I usually received many invitations and had to
be discreet in deciding which one to accept. Living with a family and helping out
with the chores provided an excellent opportunity to learn about village life, about

their attitudes and views on CBE. Often we were able to have good discussions
and to debate issues.
Being a woman was in some ways an advantage, in the sense that in
most villages the older women would protect me and treat me as a daughter.
The downside for women, especially the single ones, however, is that most of
the communal authorities are men. When they meet, for example, at fairs, they

drink a great deal and women are subject to harassment Thus, as a single
woman it was necessary in some sense for me to 'desexualize' myself. However,

it should be stated that, even in the countryside outside the villages, I felt more
secure than in the main towns and cities.
In collecting

data, I not only had access to life in the family, but also

participated in all the community activities, assemblies, festivals, weddings and
funerals. This gave me an excellent opportunity to obsenre the work of different
communal organizations such as Mother's Clubs, where I was often able to

organize interviews. Such events also enabled me to talk with migrants to the

cities, sometimes called 'resident commoners', who returned for the festivities.
As wilt be seen in the following case studies, such migrants play an important

role in enterprise development
As a temporary member of the community, I normally acquired a role,
sometimes organizing workshops and teaching evening English classes.
Certainly teaching English gave me access to information through both the
parents and the children. A number of the men in Chaquicocha, for example, had
migrated to the U.S. as shepherds. However, they had learned little English and
in our classes, I was able to learn about their migration experiences.
Participation and involvement in village life rendered data collection much
easieT1'.

Interviews
In each community, interviews were conducted by means of casual, nonsystematic and friendly conversations. I systematically spent time in different
areas of the cammunity under study, and with the permission of the authorities, I
would review community documents (see Appendix No. 2: A Typical day in an
Andean Community).
At a later point and armed with some knowledge of how the community
operated, I would develop a set of more pesrcei

questions. This prepared the

ground for indepth, formal interviews with the authorities, with workers in the
different areas, representatives of local organizations and some ofice-hoiders of
-

"

-

However. wm imensive invoIvcmcnt also made me sadder when it came thne to leave,

the past. (see Appendix No. 3: Types of People Interviewed). Dealing as I was
with different areas, organizations and activities, I usually formulated a checklist

in tabular form covering with the main themes (economic, social, cultural,
ecological and political"8 The interview would normally begin in a general way,
moving on to specifics in terms of the interviewee's job responsibilities, etc. From
there, we would begin to discuss the larger themes. I encouraged people to talk
about what they knew, and what concerned them the most I also encouraged
people to ask any question or add any comment
Each locale was somewhat different In Uodlapampa, workers asked to
be interviewed collectively during their break-tirne or before the shift began.
Group interviews generated interesting discussions among the participants
themselves, sewing as a catalyst that allowed them to '...reflect together where
we are going with We fact~ry.''~Where possible. I also asked questions of
workers separately in casual conversation. In addition to workers, I inte~ewed
local authorities, managers in charge, and heads of local organizations, as well
as people on the street in the given village- Normally, I did not use a tape

recorder, but rather took notes since people often felt intimidated by a recorder
and would not talk. At the end of the interview, I usually looked for an isolated
place where I could review and finalize my notes. Thus, living in the community
allowed me to
talk with a variety of people. including men and women of diverse ages, with and
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I never mentioned poliical aspem. I had to paraphrase, since most of the Pmrvian Andean communities
had su&red the c-ces
of the guanlla war.
' 9 A comment made by a boding factory worker m LIocllapampa afterthe group discussion.

without migration experience, religious beliefs, from different neighborhoods, and
holding different membership status.
Ill. DATA VALIDATION AND RELIABILITY

Doing fieldwork among villagers as an outsider inevitabty raised
differences of power, at least implicitly. There were obvious differences between
myself and the people I was dealing with. 1 had access to more formal education
and was connected to a foreign university. Such factors could influence their
answers. People obviousiy wanted to make a good impression on me, but this
effort was difficult to sustain for the average two-month period I spent in each
community. In developing personal relations with people, I was able to get to

know the communrty's problems and conflicts. Initially, there were usually
expectations of a donation or gift, and these could influence the data. However,
from the very beginning, I discouraged any such expectation, letting people know
that the only tangible item I could offer was my research. This they generally
accepted. Also, I discussed with them problems in my own society in Canada,
which usually came as a surprise since their image of North America is that of a
society made up exclusively of middle class or rid peopka
At the same time, there were many factors that served to increase the
reliabii'i of the data. Language was important, since I am Spanish-speaking
and understand some Quechua. In terms of ethnic background, I am mesbia,
with previous work experience in the Andes. I know how to harvest potatoes,
People fiom North Amaica wfio visit these v i i arc d l y a w c h t d with university nsuach
projects or deveiopmanagencies and usually come h m middle c k backgmrmds. The Andurn people
could not imagine that in North America here cwId k social probkms I i i to poverty.

which they found surprising on the part of a person coming from the city! Very
important, Ithink, was my ability to develop good personal rapport with people in
the Andes through showing that I cared about them. My best relations were with
the women and the elderly. Living in the field and participating in family and
community activies creates bias, but also '...provides a sense of immediacy,
direct contact, and intimate knowledge " (Neuman 1991: 327).
Ethnography is more than a simple data-gathering exercise. It involves a
constant process of validating information. Triangulation was applied in different
ways. I always checked information through interviews with different informants,
either individually or collectively. In fieldwork, data can be enhanced by the
context. Not only what people says counts, but also what is not said or how it is

said. The process of validation also involved reviewing community documents
and exchanging information with local researchers2'.
IV. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATlON

The word interpretation means: '...the assignment of significance or
coherent meaning" (Neuman 1991: 328). Most qualitative data in management
has been linked in its analysis to grounded theory, and many times ethnography
has similarly been associated with grounded theory (Steward, 1998). Although
both are grounded, grounded theory in difference to ethnography does not value
context (Steward 1998).

In fact, context sensiviity, as well as participant

-

'

Dr. Teofilo AItamirano, a well-known Penrvian amhropologist who is working on an Wnsivc projecr
in the valley, visited me in one of the commImm-es. We wcrr able to share informarion.Also, I remained m
constaot communication with his researchassisants. lose Lnk Alva and Manuel Gilwmio.

observation, holism and socio-cultural description are the characteristics that
Steward (1981) points out as norms for a good ethnography.
In ethnography, "A researcher interprets data by giving them meaning,
translating them or making them understandable. However, the meaning shelhe
gives begins with the point of view of people being studied. Shelhe interprets
data by finding out how the people studied see the world, how they define the
situation, or what it means to themn (Neuman, 1991: 329).
In writing the main case of Llocllaparnpa, I describe the situation mainly
in the order in which I discovered the complexities of life in the community and
enterprise. However, I have avoided simply writing a diary and, rather, have
organized the material in such a way that as to have it make sense to an
outsider. In the first instance, I have related the information as I discovered it
and as the inhabitants explained their community life and values to me. The
purpose of this was to provide a flavor of what life in an Andean communrty is
about.

Subsequently, I describe how the enterprise developed, its norms,

organization and activities.

I identify the main dilemmas under various headings,

such as: Who understands international competition?" I describe and use as
much as possible their own words. I narrate, translate and explain the most
relevant i~%rmationabout CBE and the community. In the concluding part of
each case, I discuss my own views.
In the other two cases, I describe the enterprises and how they relate to
the community. The presentation is shorter I have not entered into detail, except

mainly to point out the differences. At the end, I again discuss my view of these
cases.
Chapters four and five are dedicated to illustrating these three cases. For
the purpose of this dissertation, I developed a detailed ethnography of the
principal case, whereas the other two are described briefly and used for
purposes of amplification.

CHAPTER FOUR
LLOCLLAPAMPA: A SELF-MANAGED COMMUNAL ENTERPRISE
Llocllapampa is a small Wanka community located in Jauja province in the
Central Peruvian Andes in South America (see Map I).
The communty is
primarily dedicated to the exploitation of natural resources in order to develop an
active economy based on a collective effort that provides jobs to 150 community
members called commoners. Uocllapampa as a community has not only been
able to create jobs, but also to provide social services to the community using its
own culture as a tool for selfdevelopment.
One of the main achievements of the Llocllapampa community is that it
has succeeded in building an alternative for local people and decreasing rural
out-migration, which is one of the biggest problems for Latin American cities.*
However, as with any community and any enterprise, Llocllapampa is facing both
new and old dilemmas due to internal and external pressures, which I will
describe and discuss in this chapter. My intention is to present the ways in which
the people of Llocllapampa organise themselves socially and economically. I will
also show how they deal with the realities of the market economy and how they
manage their relations with outside organisations in order to build an alternative.
Llocllapampa is located at 3,496 meters above sea level on the Mantaro
River. It is known by local people as Hatun Malloq, but otherwise as the Mantaro
he parsant migmion h m the Andean tegions to the large cities of the coast began in the 1950s. In the
beginning, the migration to the cities was seen by the Andean peasam as his hope for social, economic and
political mobility. However, this hope disappeareddue to the mapachy of govcmmcnt to providejobs,
educadon, sanitation, and housing to an increasing population (Altamirano 1992).

Valley. The main access to the community is through the central highway or the
central railway. Both were constmcted during the mining boom in the central
Peruvian Andes at the beginning of the century. The central railroad, which is the
highest in the world, is now used only for freight Passenger service was
suspended because of the outbreak of serious political violence in the 1980s,
and also -use

of public mismanagement and the economic crisis. The two

modes of transportation are accessible to the community, which facilitates

economic activity. Llocllaparnpa, using traditional communal and collective labor,

built roads and bridges to facilitate access from the highway or train into the
community itself.
The entrance to the community of Llocllapampa is spectacular, and
marked by huge pieces of carved stones stairs. One of the most notable first

impressions is not only the canring stones and the new and old buildings at the
centre of the town, but also the fact that most of the streets around the main
plaza are paved. This is unusual in rural or even urban communities in poor
areas of Latin America. The plaza is very well kept, with decorated gardens. At
first sight, it is impressive to see the amount of work that has gone into the
community infrastructure. Soon after I arrived, in the main plaza, I saw a truck
delivering subsidised fresh milk to the local people.

After spending a morning in Llocllapampa, I decided to try to pursue this

case, which had been recommended to me by a group of peasants at a rural fair
in Huancayo. The same day, I was directed by friendb people to the community

offices, where I met with the Education Committee. After explaining the purpose

of my visit and requesting permission to stay for some days, I received
agreement and was assigned a place to live in a commoner's house. The
Education Committee indicated that if I wanted to extend my stay it would be
necessary to meet with the Executive Directing Council and explain to them
formally the reason for my visit. The Council in due course authorised me to
introduce myself at the next communal meeting.

Before the meeting,

commoners and leaders were friendly but careful. They checked my personal
documents on numerous occasions and, in general, were very cautions because
of the guerrilla movement of the 1980s and 1990s, which had seriously affected
the region. ApproximateIy 150 men and women attended the communal meeting,

along with their children and dogs. The commoners asked many questions about
my study and other communities I had seen. I interpreted the acute interest as a

reflection of the deep interest of people in their own circumstances. One of the
main concerns was that I approach the community in a constructive way and
commit myself to respect their way of doing things. At the same time, they
assured me that they would welcome any knowledge that I could bring to them.
In contrast to many indigenous communities I had visited in the last ten
years in the Andean region, people in Uocllapampa did not adopt a paternalistic
attitude towards outsiders. On the contrary, from the beginning, I could observe a
sense of autonomy and pride. At the end of the first assembly, they were very
enthusiastic about my presence and about the research I was invoked in. I was
given permission to live in the community, which I did for three months, and to
have access to the community's documents. They asked a special favour of me,

which was that I help their children to learn English. As a departure from past
decades and because of the hopeless situation in the large cities in Peru,
peasants from the central Andes had begun migrating to the United States as
shepherds; hence the interest in learning English. The next day I started to teach
English at night, which provided me with a good opportunity to meet families on a
more personal basis. The students turned out to be very enthusiastic, and in
exchange for the English classes each student brought one word in the Quechua
language for me to learn. I did this as a way to show the young people my
appreciation of their culture. I learned that in the past Llocllapampa used to be a
Quechua speaking community. At the time I was there, the children were
embarrassed about talking in Quechua. Approximately half of the children did not
know how to speak the language and had to ask their grandmothers or other
elders for new words to bring to the classroom. Comparing this with my
experience in other communities, I could see that in Llocllapampa the students
were materially better off, with blackboards in the classrooms and pens and
paper. In the community I had stayed in previously, we had our evening classes
in a small room with little or no light I used a piece of metal as a blackboard.
I learned that until thirty years ago, the main activii in Uocllapampa was

agriculture. Its economy was mainly subsistence aimed at selfconsumption. It

was only in 1970 that the community began to create jobs in the mining sector
and embarked on the path of becoming industrialized. Some complained that it
was in that epoch that the commoners left their traditions and acquired a trader-

cum-entrepreneurial kind of mentality.

I. WHAT IS THE lNDIGENOUS COMMUNIM OF UOCLLAPAMPA?
According to the founding ctra&r of 1830, the indigenous community of

Llocllapampa is a collective entity of ancestral origin. It is populated by groups of
families that extend from generation to generation united by tradition and the
practice of communal solidarity. LlocHapampa is a social, cultuml and economic
organization based on the collective ownership of land. The community's families
not only have legally common property, but they are also linked through social,
economic and cultural bonds such as the tradition of collective work for the

common good and the exploitation of their natural resources, as well as other
forms of dlective l ~ n ".
g
Uocllapampinos, as they are called, live according to their communal
customs and traditions based on the principles

a) communai solidarity, b)

democratic administration and controt, c) equity of rights and obligations, d)
defense of common interests, e) participation in community life, f) peasant

integration to achieve social justice, and g) continuous health and education
(Internal Regulations of 1940, 1969 and 1974). At the same time, Llocllapampa

is not isolated from the national context. The wrnrnunity is subject to national
legislation relevant to peasant communities. Any such wmmunrty in Peru is
legally recognized by the state as an *economicand social organization...whose
land is indivisible" (Peruvian Constitution. 1993 art. 18).
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Uocllapampa as an

"indigenous community" was recognized by the

government in 1936, but in 1969 changed its designation to the 'peasant
cornmunrty" of Llocllapampa due to changes in national policies toward
indigenous people. The community defines itself as non-political, which means
that it does not as a community get involved diredy or indiredly in any political
party issue (regulation1959, art 9). As one of the commoners, Juan Palacios,
phrased it "...This is a little democracy where the communtty's children freely

express their ideas and opinions in a wnstrudive way, with respect, and taking
into account the common good.. .." As with any other indigenous community in
the Andes, political parties are present and active. However, this has not

disrupted community life. On the contrary, as will be discussed later, diverse
politics have been used as a strategic tool for lobbying for the community's
objectives.
The notion of the 'common good' is predominant in LlodIapampa, but as

Graciela Qusipe, President of The Mother's Club said: '...It involves looking at
the needs and aspirations of individual families...and looking for a balance

between community and family needs and interests." The 'common good' is a
notion that implies people working together to create a local environment where
individual families can use their initiatives and enhance their opportunities. The
communal objectives represent a good expression of the complementarity
between community and individual interests. The concept includes: a) the
consolidation of communal enterprise as a way to develop the community, b) an

increase in the production of agricutture, mining, industry, handicraft and other
economic activities for the benefit of Ute community and the commoners, c) the
enhancement of the ecr~nornic,social and cultural conditions of the commoners'
families, d) the creation of new jobs, and e) the provision of services for the
benefit of the commoners' families (Internal Regulation 1984: art. 9).
During my discussions in Uocllapampa, the distinct impression emerged
that most of the people share the view that the path to the improvement of
conditions for people in the community is through the development of the

enterprise.

Without the enterprise here, we couldn't do anything" (Juana

Quispicanchis, member of the Mother's Club). The communal enterprise
provides local organizations such as the Mother's Club, cuttural centers, youth
clubs and others WIUI the initial support (space, administrative and logistical help,

and occasionally financial support) to develop an adivity. In that way, the
enterprise acts as a catalyst helping local groups to organize for the purpose of
resolving particular social, cultural or economic needs. The groups remain
autonomous, but at the same time they are interdependent with the whole
community. They can be called by the General Assembfy to provide information
on their activities, and they can ask in the Assembly for help from other
commoners. In addition, a common sentiment of the commoners is that the

govemment 'does not care about the poor", that the government lacks an
understanding of the peasant and the peasanfs suffering. Thus, self-reliance
expressed through the building of the community enterprise was the favored

choice of many.

Who is a Commoner?
Since all the members of the community own the enterprise as
shareholders, it is important to define the composition of the community and to
understand the various political currents. In the meetings, I learned that there are
different types of commoners and that this creates tension over individual rights.
People refer to 1) qualified, 2) assimilated, and 3) non-resident commoners.
Basically, the status of commoner is obtained through birth and assimilation.
Other requirements are that one 1) is eighteen years of age or oider, 2) does not
have interests that conflict with those of the community, 3) does not belong to
another community, 4) is inscribed in the communal register, and 5) lives and
participates in the community. However, there are persons who for work, studies
or other reasons do not live in the community and, therefore, are considered
'commoner non-residents'. The non-resident has to be registered with a
committee recognized by the community Assembly in order to have the right to
vote. This aspect has generated controversy among commoners, and there is
divided opinion on the question of whether a non-resident commoner should be

able to take part in decisions about the Mure of community. Clearly for some,
the non-residents constitute an important urban network with "Llocllapampa
blood", that has contributed in the past and can continue to make an important
contribution in the future to the advancement of community goals.
To be an assimilated commoner, one has to be m a w to a member, or
be a child of a commoner, or live for five years in the community-in which case
membership in the community of origin must be resigned, and membership

applied for with all supporting documentation. However, the mast impartant
requirement is to be accepted by the Assembly unanimously.

What does it mean to be a commoner?
Commoners have a number of rights and duties. The main rights include

the rational and equitable use of communal resources, the right to elect and to
be elected to any position in the community, and to have preferential rights for
jobs that are offered. In exchange. the commoner must participate actively in the

communal life such as the faena (communal non-salaried work parties), attend
the assemblies, collaborate in other collective activities and participate in

committees. Additionally, the commoner must comply with the rules and
agreements of the general assembly, pay the fees and penatties, defend the
collective property and cultural patrimony, and register livestack in order to plan
the rationai use of grassland. Finally, the commoner must respect the individual

and collective agricultural areas and defend the good name of the community.
Every commoner must be registered in a special ledger called the 'communal
list', which is revised and updated every two years. In sum, the commoner in

Llocllaparnpa is expected to protect the community and its resources.
Commoners who do not fuHill their obligations are subject to sanctions.
Sanctions are spelled out in an internal regulation, which has been formulated
openly in the assembly. Sanctions could indude everything from small penalties
to expulsion from the community. Commoners can be sandioned according to
three different types of penalties: minimal, severe and very severe- For example,

failure to attend a meeting without justification could generate a minimal penalty,

while drunkenness at a meeting or failures to show up for communal work could

merit something more severe. The stiffest penalties are reserved for
misdemeanors such as improper use of communal natural resources, e.g. land,
grasslands, animals, etc., giving confidential documents to outsiders without
permission, offending communal authorities, causing damage, falsrfying or
misappropriating communal documents, complaining or denouncing someone to
the national authorities without first bringing the matter to attention of the
community. The local authorities are not exempt. On the contrary, they are

wnstantly being observed and in some cases they can be dismissed for abuse
of authority. Very serious penalties are reserved for misappropriation, or for
stealing from the community; for being involved in activities that risk the heafth
and life of the commoners and/or the communal patrimony; for exploiting mining
resources and other activities in competition with the communal enterprise; for
misuse and abuse of natural resources located in the communrty; and for

allowing the pasturing of livestock that does not belong to the community either
collectivety or privately. Depending on the misdemeanor, there are different

types of penalties: 1) a verbal or written reprimand; 2) a fine; 3) suspension of
citizenship rights (to vote or be elected); or 4) loss of status as a commoner. The
penalties are decided in the communal Assembly. Factors taken into account
include the nature of the fault, the commoner's background (howresponsible has

shehe been as a communal citizen), and the circumstances in which the events
happened. Any commoner has the right to defend herselfhimsetf personally or

nominate a third party. On the positive side, the community confers citizenship
awards for outstanding participation in community life.
II. THE PROCESS OF ORGANIZING THE ENTERPRISE IN LLOCUAPAMPA

What is the enterprise? For the most local people, especially the elderly,
the community itself is the enterprise. The elected leaders of the community are

at one and the same time the managers of the enterprise. As an old man
explained to me:
For many years we have iived using different names, such as
ayllus (group of villages), or indigenous commundy, or now
since the 1970s. peasant community. The most important thing
is that we were recognised as a single body. We have a legal
name. We are a peasant cammunlty, which implies that we are
a communal enterprise. Now, it is all up to the members
whether we keep moving ahead, or stay where we are. The
difference now is that in these modern times we have to keep
up with science and technology and leave the old mentatity
behind.

For most of the people I met and interviewed, the enterprise is just today's

version of a peasant community. It is part of the historical process of adaptation
that they have gone through, The people of Uodlapampa are using the same
principles of the community to respond to new challenges. As the President of

the Control Council explained:
We have to keep changing. Every community has had to
change, if only to survive the different regimes we have lived
under. So we have developed a capaaty to adapt, perhaps
more than others. This is why our race has survived. If we are
to move ahead and use technology in devebping our resources,
then we have to do it together. The process doesn't involve just
one or two people, but the whole community-because in the

last analysis the community are the ones who have to push our
leaders to look for new ways.

Basically, the community's entrepreneurial experience and entry into the
cash economy was marked by four phases. The first began in the early twenties
when the community began to rent out its resources. According to the archives,
in 1921 the community rented the Huishcapuquio hot springs to an individual

from the nearby city of Huancayo who wanted to use the springs for tourism.
This was the community's introduction to the cash economy, as an old man expresident of the community said ...from there the community learned to have
-

income cash. The experience was expanded between 1948 and 1970 when the
community leased out the rights to mine silicon deposits in their area.
The second phase involved the organisation of a communal pre-cooperative. The term, 'preco-operative', is here used by the commoners to refer
to the state that existed prior to the full co-operatives organised later by the
government during the agrarian reform. The Yanama cattle ranch, which the
community bought, had for many years belonged to a large American company.
However, after the community had bought Yanama in 1962, a quasi-co-operative
known as the Communal Granja was organised by the Evangelical Church.
Those commoners who wanted to participate were asked to make voluntary
payments. For traditional, religious and cultural reasons, participation was low
and those who did participate were the ones who were mostly members of that
church. According to an elderfy lady, the Communal Granja of the Evangelicals

was problematic for a number of reasons, but it was good in the sense that it

helped the community in both practical and legal terns as it set out itself to build
a m-operative. "This is why we were successful in preparing all the right papers."
It was, however, on the basis of that experience that the community decided in
1964 to organise a consumers' co-operative. This consisted of a communal store

where basic products were sold. The entire community of commoners was
encouraged to buy there. The management process was adequate and the sales
big enough to enable the store to build up a good stock. Another commoner with
whom I spoke, Mr. Elmer Egoavil, who had been a prime mover in the creation of
the consumers' co-operative, attributed at least part of the original idea to the
stores that had been set up earlier in the mining town of Cerro de Pasco to serve
the needs of the miners.
Thirdly, when leaders of the government's agrarian reform movement
arrived in the central Andes to promote cosperatives, Llbcllapampa was used as
an example and pilot area. As a sociologist from the region commented: "They
[the government officials] operated from here and used us as a model. Our
community made available to them some offices near the main square." The
government's support obviously had a positive impact on the further
development of community interest in mperatives and in economic
involvement.
Consequently, in 1967 for the second time, another so-called pre-co,
operative was organised. The government bought for the organisation 300 cows
and 15 breeding bulls from the Cerro de Pasco Mining Corporation. The law on
Agrarian Reform, which promoted the organisation of oooperatives, was passed

in 1969. A year later Lloclfapampa, with the support of government officials, was
transformed into a full communal production co-operative. At the same time the
government expropriated the ranches of the Ceno de Pasco Corporation and
started organising those lands and the communities around into Sociedades
Agrirolas de lnteres Social (SAIS) (social interest agricultural societies), a form

of multicommunal entreprise. Llocllapampa became one of its partners-owners.
The Llocllapampa-SAIS linkage was the product of the expropriation of the

American company, Cerro de Pasco Corporation, during a period when the
government was in the hands of a strongly nationalist and so-called progressive
military faction. Today thirty years later the SAIS, Tupac Amanr, is the only multicommunal SAIS to have survived from the agrarian reform of the sxi te
is

through

the turbulent politics of the past two decades. The SAIS is professionally
managed and Llocllapampa is still a partner in that enterprise.

To organise the cwperative, the Llocllapampinos were trained in the
principles of organisation and co-operative management by the staff of the
Agricultural Ministry. The training was provided to both elders and the young
people. Following completion of the training, a communal assembly was
convoked for the purpose of electing a crrrnmission whose purpose was to
organise the co-operathe. The commission, consisting of a president and two
secretaries, then developed internal procedures, which were subsequently
discussed in the assemblies and finally approved. A code was developed for the
election of representatives for a -year

period. The final stage was the

election of the executive, with a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer

and Auditor, followed by the legal registration of the co-operative according to
national legislation. With the mperative model, during the government of
General Velazco, a new form of organisation was designed specifically for the
indigenous communities.
In accordance with the Agrarian Reform Law (1959), an organisational
structure mmposed of two main areas of activii, production

and services was

created. Production was divided up into 3 departments: cattle, agriculture, and
mining. The cattle department concentrated its efforts on improving, with the help
of the government, the qualtty of grasslands. The objective of the mining
department was to organise the exploitation of the rich silicon deposits. At the
time, quality and value-added were not issues of concern.
During the same period, the seeds of a more serious problem were
planted as Llocllapampa began receiving many immigrants from neighbouring
communities and provinces such as Huancavelica and Ayacucho, who came
looking for jobs and later rnamed people from Llocllapampa. They became
known as Llocllapampa's 'children-in-law'. Thus, it was not surprising that some
five years into the institutional life of the co-operative, a crisis emerged between

the immigrant members of the co-operative, the commoner-members, and those

commoners who did not live or work in the community. Moreover, the crisis was
exacerbated when a new rule on peasant communities (Decree No. 37-70 Art
23) decreed that commoner-members of a co-operative must be: a) born in the
community or be the child of a commoner; b) the head of a household or older
than 21 years old; c) a peasant; d) without property apart from their residency

within or outside of the community; e) without income from outside the
community; f) without membership in any other community; g) prepared to make
an economic contribution to the co-operative.
It is obvious that the new community membership rules thus introduced
by the government affected directly the situation in Llocllapampa, specifically the
newcomers, professionals and non-resident members of the community.

In

general, the community of Uodlapampa, which acted as a model, did not feel
that the government's agenda and way of organising the co-operative reflected
its own realities:
We recognized that if we supported the concept of the cooperative organized by the government, it would be impossible
to have a double IegaI identity, i.e. one for the peasant
community and other for the communal cooperative. So the
majority vote was to do away with the cwperative, because it
was incompatible with the interests of our village (Manuel Vilca,
a Llocllapampino anthropologist).

The government through its regulations assumed responsibility for
determining the status of commoners and membership in the co-operative on the
basis of economic contribution. In addition, the net cast was fairly broad and at
the end of the day affected commoners who were traders, professionals, and
others who were non-resident, etc. These did not consider themselves peasants

and in many instances had property in nearby cities, or earned some income
outside the wmmunity.

"tlocllapampa was excluding people who had

contributed to its development The community cannot exdude its children,
cannot be exclusive; we have a common patrimony to respect" (an elderfy lady, a

pharmacist-owner of a private drug store). Although most of them work in the
enterprise and are very involved in the community, it is clear that some of them
still feel marginalized because they do not have power. This sentiment is
reflected in the following quotation:
When the government organized the co-operative in 1969,
following the directives of the Agrarian Reform and the special
norms for peasant communities, they in fact destroyed the
traditional form of organization in the community. They applied
in a vertical way the qualification for commoner status
according to the residence and occupation of each person.
Those persons older than 18 years of age, who were mainly
dedicated to agricutture were deemed to be commoners, while
others were excluded such as those absent working in the
mines and in the cities. The effect of all this was to divide the
community and even today we continue to suffer the
consequences (Andres Cuyibamba, a sociologist living and
working in Llocllapampa).

At the same time in 1975, Uocllapampinos living in other areas of Peru
organised themselves and asked the government for recognition as members of
the cwperative. Sometime later, the association of Llocllapampa non-residents
organised a fudher meeting, which brought together the leaders of the
community, as well as both newcomers and non-residents to discuss matters of
disagreement. At the end of this meeting, the Llodlaparnpa community
announced in a public document that while they recognised the technical
contribution the government had made in establishing a cwperative, this model
did not correspond to Uocllapampa's needs and realities. As a consequence, the
entire elected executive of the co-operative resigned. This led to a subsequent
forum in Uocllapampa where it was resolved to establish a committee with

representatives from the three affected parties, i-e. remgnised commoners, nonresidents and those workers who had not been born in Llocllapampa.
Indicative of the intense interest of the non-residents was a meeting held
in Lima to discuss: 1) the situation in Llocllapampa and the possible restructuring
of the community; 2) the determination of commoner status; 3) the possible
establishment of a community entrepreneurial organisation; and 4) community
education. Participants at the meeting agreed to organise the Uocllapampa SeMManaged Communal Enterprise (SMCE). The proposal arose out of a desire to

identify a solution to the need to integrate every individual involved in the
communrty's affairs. The wrnmunlty's General Assembly approved it in
December 1975 and at the same time a unanimous resolution was passed to
liquidate the co-operative. (Book of Communal Minutes 1975). A copy of the
minutes was sent to the Ministry of Agricutture with a request for the cancellation
of the charter of the co-operative.
The creation of the LSMCE in 1975 thus marked the beginning of the
fourth phase of Llocllapampa's development Why should a seif-managed
structure better serve community interests? How did community members come
to that conclusion? These were the questions I put to them. A factor reflected in
the response of many was that the LSMCE was an organisation that had grown
out of the community itsetf, rather than one imposed by the government h r n
outside. 'We needed an enterprise. Howeverl the notion of a cboperative was
too restrictive for the modern/traditional community realitg (Raul Bocanegra,
Education Secretary).

While the importance of the c~operativein educating and providing
experience was acknowledged, a wmmon theme was that it did not take into
account the community's heritage or notion of 'patrimony'. The need for change
and innovation was recognised, but commoners were insistent on the idea that
the natural resources of the community should be controlled and maintained by
an organisation inclusive of all the various parties. They pointed out that their

option was to look for an alternative that respected the rights and duties of
everyone, and which were attached to the common patrimony. Furthermore,
government officials working at the local level realised that the co-operative
model did not respond to ~ocllapampasocial and cultural needs. However, this
was not to deny that the officials had rendered some help to the community. As
the sociologist narrated:

Because we were part of the rural problem in Peru, we had to
look for an economic alternative; the cooperative offered an
attractive alternative in the sense that it served as a base, which
gave us manageriaVentrepreneurial experience. The
progressive government of that time, at least the regional office,
realized that the model was not working for us and they helped
us to organize and create the Empresa Communal
Uocllapampa. Its creation and administration was based on the
communty itself. So now we have become pioneers for
communal enterprises in Peru. It is our own model; it is
managed by our own commoners; and we have since its
creation not been dependent on the government or any
development agency. We manage it with our own resources.
The most important element is that it has created jobs for our
own people. The social proe
j cto
in
of this enterprise is
impressive by any standard in that it supports and sponsors a
number of services such as education, health, transportation,
lV and environmental protection. The enterprise has become a
core and stimulus for development among the villages in the
region. Now what we need is to increase our industrial
capability through beUer machinery for the bottling of spring

water and the industrial development of the silicon resources.

In the opinion of a social worker, the government planners involved in
establishing the co-crperative had had a 'Western mentality', in the sense that
according to the Western model, there were hnra polarities, communal or
individual, whereas in fact both dimensions existed in Lldlapampa and could be
reconciled through a communal enterprise.
Legally, the newly created LSMCE had the same identrty as the
community. As set out in the charter, the LSMCE:

...is organised to achieve the development of the economic
activities of production, distribution, transformation and
industrialisation of the commonly inherited resources, in order to
generate goods and services to ensure the common good of the
commoners (Communal Minutes 1975).

The fundamental intention is that the community through the LSMCE
should control and make use of all communal resources for the common good.
Thus, from the start the LSMCE serve as a multifaceted enterprise.
The norms for the enterprise were dictated both by tradition as well as by
the National Laws for Indigenous Communities. These norms included: 1) an

internal norm for work; 2) internal norms of tfie community; and 3) a manual of
organisation and functions. These documents are written and discussed
regularly every three years in the communal assembly.

The Internal Norrns (1997) set out the LSMCE's goals as follows: a) the
consolidation of the social property of the community; b) the application of the

principles of communal property and collective responsibility in decision-making;
c) the guaranteeing of access by all commoners to the means of production and
to the enterprise's leadership; d) an increase in production and productivity; e)
the achievement of efficient administration and profits for the purpose of
underwriting community development; f) the promotion of social and cultural
development; and g) the creation of jobs for community members.
Ill.COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE

Thus, the establishment of the LSMCE effectively merged the community
and the enterprise, legally and operationally, into a single entity. Community
organisation consists of three governance bodies: The General Assembly, the
Executive Body and the Control Council. This is a self-managed community,
which engages in a number of economic activities and also provides social

services to its members. A vision of the communal enterprise is set out in the

following organigram:
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The Commonen General Assembly
This is the enm where decisions are taken collectively. It is the ultimate
authority in the Community. Every commoner must be properly registered in the
'general commoners registration book' and must fuffil histher due
tis

and

responsibilities. Any commoner has the right to petition the community executjve
council for an assembly and to denounce any alleged activity against the
community, as well as to be informed of the economic and administrative
performance of the community by the executives. The petition must be endorsed
by 20% of the body of commoners.
Attendance at Assembly meetings is obligatory. At the beginning of the
assemblies, the roll is called and if someone cannot attend, he or she must send
a letter to the secretary explaining the reason for the absence. The only ones
exempted are those who are sick or mentally handicapped, those who have last
their partners within the past year, those absent on military service or studying,
persons in jail, members temporarily abroad, pregnant women and those who
have recently given birth, newly weds of no more than three months, and seniors
60 and older.

Every commoner has the right to express hisher opinion and to vote.
Usually they start by saying: "Ladies and gentlemen..."; or 'My commoner
brothers and sisters...." It is expected that even in heated debate the

commoners will treat each other with respect. After hearing all the different
views, a finaI decsio
in

is put to the vote. When a decision is crucial to the

community, such as a change in community norms, a 51% majority is required in
order to pass. Voting is obligatory and, in case of a tie, the vote of the President
is decisive.
It is the president's responsibility to call the General Assembly into

session, while the Executive Body (described below) proposes an agenda. Eight
days before the meeting, notices are posted publicly. Relevant documentation

may be circulated to commoner families. Two hours before the meeting, the
church bells are rung to summon participants. It is common for husbands and

wives to attend together. The secretary take5 attendance. At the beginning, the
Assembly elects a Chair to lead the session impartially (a different procedure

from that of any other community assembly I attended). All are welcome to
participate in the proceedings.
The assembly is considered duly constituted when it is attended by 51%
of the active commoners. In the absence of a quorum, the meeting is cancelled
and catled again later. Normally, there is on average one extraordinary assembly
per month. However according to the charter they must have a least three
ordinary assemblies each year. At the March assembly, the agenda includes the
discussion and approval of the minutes, of the work plan for the coming year and
related budget, of proposed loans for forthcoming projects, of the suspension or
creation of new production and setvice units, of auditing senrices, of the
distribution of revenues and of the amount of fees and fines to be levied.
The assembly in July is dedicated mainly to a review and evaluation of the
economic, administrative and financial management of the LSMCE. It is also the

forum for discussion of any problems related to the use of communal natural
resources, and the approval and admission of new commoners. In December,
the main objective is to evaluate annual work plans and projects developed by
the Executive and, as necessary, to consider the need for external auditing. In
addition to the assemblies, the community can hold extraordinary meetings at
any time to discuss relevant community matters such as rules for elections, etc.
The Executive Body

This body is responsible for the management of the enterprise, its
administration, and for the implementation of economic, financial and social
measures. The Executive is comprised of six members: president, vicepresident, secretary, treasurer, and two auditors. Commoners elect them for a
term of two years. Under the given electoral norms, it is possible for members to
be recalled. Members of the Executive must be present at the General
Assemblies, and they can be questioned by anyone in the Communal Assembly.
For example, in 1985 a president was removed one year before the end of his

term because of negligence. The president of the community is the legal
representative of the community. The vice-president replaces the president in
case of illness, absence or removal from office. The vice-president also is
normally in charge of one area of production depending on his expertise. The
secretary takes minutes, is in charge of all correspondence, and maintains the
records. The treasurer is responsible for the finances of the LSMCE and cosigns with the president all accounts and other financial documents. The two
auditors are entrusted with leading various commissions and may be called on to

assume another position on the Executive if it becomes vacant All the members
of the Executive Body (Consejo de Administration) share joint responsibiiity for
LSMCE management. The Executive must present a report of its activities at the
end of the year, with a copy going to every household.
Control Council

This entity inspects and audits the administrative, economic and financial
activities of the Executive. It is intended as a check and balance on the power of
the Executive. It is the Council's responsibility to identrfy and deal with any
misinformation which the Executive might pass to the General Assembly, to
venfy the former's expenses and payments, and to make suggestions for
improvements. The Council evaluates LSMCE management on an ongoing
basis, in particular financial management It carries a watching brief on
commoner complaints, nominates external auditors, and may --If

call for a

general assembly if it considers the Executive to be ignoring its advice.
Any member of the governing counciis can be recalled at any time after
due process. In fact, during my research in the community, I was able to observe
LSMCE 'politics' in action and gain some understanding of the difficulties in

operating such an enterprise. The head of the Control Council called a meeting
and accused the president of the Executive of disregarding an instruction from
the Assembly not to hire personnel into permanent positions. Documentation
was presented showing that two persons, friends of the president, had in fact
been given such employment. A heated debate ensued and, although neither the
president nor the vice-president were present, the chief executive at the

insistence of the Control Council was voted out of office. The episode was very
stressful, with some accusing the president of dictatorial behavior and favoritism,
while his supporters argued that he should not be judged without an opportunity
to defend himsetf. At the end of the meeting, the commoners were asked to sign
the minutes. It was interesting to note that quite a few persons, especially among
the young people present, were reluctant to sign and some of them slipped out
by the back entrance.
Following the meeting, it was evident that many members of the
communrty were concerned over the potential fall-out, and some felt ashamed at
the confrontation. Basically, I detected two divergent opinions: one centered on
concern over decency and the ethical issues; and a second-mainly

younger

people and others whose roots were not in the community- more preoccupied
with the potential disruption to the issuance of salary payments at the end of the
month.
However, the issue was not seffled. The next day the president called for
another assembly and this time his supporters, mainly orange-helmeted young
miners, were out in force. The president talked about the global issues affecting
the enterprise's commercial activities, about worker behavior and the debt After

lengthy discussion, including interventions by the opposing sides, towards the
end of the meeting, the president announced that if he were not ratified in his
position, the entire Executive would resign. Faced with this prospect, the
Assembly gave him their support and reversed the decision of the previous day.

Many commoners did not attend the second session, since they considered it

illegitimate. As an elderly woman who was outside the building commented to
me: 'He is not president anymore. Why should we answer his summons?"
Furthermore, some commoners saw the second session as an attempt to create
a division between commoners and workers. 'Most of the people inside are
young miners. They are afraid. They only think about today. Many don't have
Llocllapampa blood in their veins. They will move somewhere else if things don't
work out here."

The two assemblies, together with the accompanying discussion and
especially the president's speech, provided a very useful reflection on the
problems. From that point on, it was an opportunity for me as a researcher to put
questions to the commoners and to witness the intemaVextemal pressures and
dilemmas facing the communrty. Clearly, opportunistic behavior was to be
expected from the young people who needed jobs, and from the professionals

and non-residents who had access to more resources in terms of education and
monetary funds. At the same time, checks and balances were provided by the
existing communal mechanisms and rules. Some of these dilemmas and
pressures were clearly evident during elections.
Elections

Elections in Uocllapampa are held every two years between November 15
and December 15. Iwas in the community during the eledoral period. When the
community met to discuss their election norms, 1 was very impressed with how
everyone, young and old, peasant women and men, already had a draft of the
election rules in their hands and how they read it with great interest The

chairman of the electoral committee read the document article by article from 1
to 89. Everyone had time to read the document again and it was then discussed.
The room was full, with more than two hundred people in attendance.

At no

time did I see people leaving the mom or trying to hurry things along. Everyone
took the responsibility very seriously.
To conduct the elections,

the General Assembly elects an electoral

committee. It is autonomous and has three members, a president, vice-president
and secretary. This committee was elected by the assembly on Oct 22. To be a
member of the electoral committee, a person must be a qualified commoner,
may not belong to any community council or work for any national public entity.
The numerous dueits

of the committee include the elaboration of a draft of

electoral norms to be approved in assembly, the publication in the streets of the
candidate lists, the receipt of complaints against any candidate, and the carrying
out of any appropriate investigation within a forty-eight hour period. The electoral
committee also organizes public debates, as well as preparing election materials,
facilities and arranging for the vote count. During the electoral process, the
committee receives financial, technical, administrative and logistical support from
the community enterprise.
Once the list of candidates and the work plan are registered, the
committee has to check each commoner in order for the individualto be declared
eligible. To be elected to any position in the community, a commoner must have
lived in the community at least two years, must be a qualified commoner which
means that he or she has fulfilled their obligations, such as attending the

communal assemblies regularly and participating in the communal faenas
(voluntary work parties). A commoner cannot participate ir! the same list with
close relatives (parents, children, brothers, spouse, in-laws or cousins), must not
have a criminal record, should not owe money to the community or hold any
position in a public office, and should not have been sanctioned by the
community for grave misdemeanors. If the commoner in question is a worker in
one of the enterprises, helshe should have permission for leave without pay for

two years. All candidates must present an inventory of all their possessions. This
inventory is checked again at the end of the term to ensure that there has been
no corruption.
During the pre-electoral period, any commoner can approach the
committee with any justifiable concern. If there is enough evidence, the electoral
committee sta-

an investigation. The candidates' list always has two extra

people to act as substitutes in case of censure. Once the list is declared
'competent' and the candidates have presented their work plans, all meet
together in a public debate. This is recorded on video and any commoner has

the right to ask for it and see it again before the elections. Usually three lists are
presented for the elections. A person can serve only for twa consecutive terms.
Education is not a major issue in the elections. While the community has a
number of young professionals, it seems that more value is placed on the
candidates' record in community senrice. They must have shown that their
hearts are in the community," people say.

After the public debate, candidates must sign publicly a document
committing themselves to their work plans.

There are a number of rules

governing the voting process, in order to avoid any irregularity. If the number of
votes cast is less than 20 % of the total number of electors, the elections are
cancelled. The votes are counted publicly.
During the pre-electotal period, there is a great deal of activity. Every
move of the members of the electoral committee is carefully watched. Who the
president of the electoral committee may have had dinner with, or with whom he
may have talked in the streets is public knowledge. This period provided an
interesting window on the interaction of individuals and groups, and on the
various social pressures that were brought to bear, in order to prevent any one
interest group building for itself a position of advantage. The commoners are
especially attentive to this factor with respect professional and non-resident
groups who may attempt to use their power and education to bring influence to
bear.
During the assembly to approve the election

norms, a discussion took

place which showed cleariy the limits to the power of outside residents who may
have more education and money. The right of non-residents

to vote was

discussed. As explained earlier, non-residents are commoners who no longer
live in the community, or who are the non-resident children of commoners. They

are widely suspected by the village people of seeking power, influence and
financial advantage. Some speakers took the position that non-residents are
important for. and that they help the community through their influence and

lobbying in the cities. Others complained that since they do not live in the
community, they could not possibly understand the community's interests. "How

can they decide the community's future?"

Others argued that they do not

contribute to the community because they are registered in the city, and so they
do not figure in the overall community numbers, which the government uses
when calculating municipal grants. They should register in Llocllapampa if they
want to enjoy the right to vote. One lady said: "I heard that they want to present a
list of candidates. They cannot control our future .... If they come back to live
here and look for jobs, that is all right Another speaker said that the nonresidents "...were only interested in the enterprise, in riving off it and in leaving".
On the other side of the argument, others insisted that the non-residents had
contributed to helping the community by looking after paper work in the city and
by using their influence with the authorities. *...We should not marginalize

anyone who has Lkcllapampino bload..."
The representative of the non-resident commoners, a welldressed

lawyer. talked about the importance of their participation in community life. Some
of them, he said, had achieved education and important positions in the cities
and were able to help the community. He said: "As childrefi of Uodlapampa, we
have the right to participate actively in community life. We claim our right too to
sbnd for election." One commoner replied: *... They are more educated than we
and they think they know what to do. It is good to listen to their advice, but we

are the ones who live here. They should not be allowed to manipulate or control
us." Everyone applauded.

Finally, it was decided that in order to vote, non-residents would have to
be registered as citizens of the Lbcllapampa district, and would also have to be
registered with one of the city non-resident committees. In the end, the article in
question was not modified which meant that non-residents were able to continue
to vote, but could not be elected to the governing bodies.

N. ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
Production activities are the responsibility of various departments of the
LSMCE, each of which has an administrator who reports directly to the
Executive. Departments include mining, marble, crops, livestock, bottled water,
transportation, hot springs and the silicon plant in Lima.

Minina Department
Mining is the major department of the enterprise because it is the most
important economic activity in the community. The overall health of the economy
depends on the extraction of silicon, which is sold on the national market. Many
families directly benefit from mining through salaries, by providing approximately
130 jobs to both male and female commoners, as well as providing a number of
beneficial services to the community.
The community has been exploiting the silicon deposits since 1947.
During the first twenty-three years, the mines were leased to the Silicon Industrial
Commercial Company S A (SICSA). In 1970, however, mining activity was taken
over by the communw. The deposits were then exploited by the communal cooperative, with SlCSA becoming the main customer for the product.

Llocllapampa has many areas of silicon exploitation: Santa Rosa,
Yanamok, Santa Rosa #2, Santa Rosa # 3, Torrio 1980A, Sijsipuquio, Blanca
Nieves #I
and # 2. The most important is Santa Rosa. The silicon found in
Llocllapampa is of various qualities. According to a report prepared by the
Pewvian-German Mining Corporation in 1974, some of the best silicon in Peru is
found in this region. Llocllapampa has proven reserves of approximately 8.1
million tons.
Commoners have a strong sense of patrimony, which has influenced the
way they manage and conduct business. As with much of the communal

patrimony, the mines have their own story of struggle. According to the archives,
in 1945 the 4Usquare kilometre mining site was in the process of being claimed
for exploitation by a small company based in Lima. At that time the community

joined forces to stage a legal battle, which they won, to hold the rights over the
site. However the community lacked capital to start operations. In 1947, the

community assemb(y made a decision to lease the site to an individual from the
region, who had started a small company. W
th that leasing agreement, the
community benefited not only from the rent but also from jobs and from income
for renting animals to transport the silicon. As it happened, the company owner
fell seriously ill some ten years before expiry of the lease. Consequently, some
commoners with experience of working in the mines as well as others working on
a site belonging to the Cerm de Pasco Corporation convinced one of the Cerro
supervisors, Sr. Letterer, to visit Uodlapampa and the Santa Rosa site. Soon
afterwards, legal clearance was obtained and a small access road constructed.

Mining began again under the name of the Silica Industrial Commercial
Company (SICSA) awned by Lotterer. Before the first contract ran out, the
owner died but his wife agreed to carry on the operation. The contract was
renewed with her for two periods of 5 years each. Thus, SlCSA exploited directly
Santa Rosa for 15 years (1955-1970). In 1970 the community decided to exploit
the deposits themselves as a codperative under the name of Cooperativa
Communal de Production Uocllapampa. A number of changes ensued in the

following years. SlCSA became the Co-operativetsmain customer for silicon. In
1975 the Co-operative was transformed into the LSMCE. Later, SlCSA was
partly sold to one Jose Leon Campodonico, who became president, but with the
original Lotterer family still heavily involved. Mrs. Lotterer is still manager of the
firm. SlCSA is dedicated mainly to processing minerals and for the last 29 years

Llocllapampa has been selling its entire production

to the company.

Many

aspects of the relationship were strongly debated in the assemblies during 1994
and 1995:'

Commoners questioned the Executive and mining department

leaders as to why the community did not investigate the possibility of other
buyers, why the enterprise did not create its own company for the
commercialisation of the product. The response of the leaders was alwaysz5that
in order to be competitive in the international market, it was necessary to be
innovative and use high technology-and in this context SlCSA was much better
positioned than the LSMCE. Another factor which constantly entered the

"Commmily Assembly minutes for 1994 and 1995.
" hnmiew with PauIo Torres. Resident ofthe Community during 1H5-19%.

discussion was concern over the moral and economic debt of Llacllapampa to
the Lotterer Family and SICSA. The communw felt, and obviously still feels, a
sense a obligation to Lotterer family. Thus, since the early years there have been
two factors that have continued to influence decisions within the enterprise: a)
the so-called moral debt which was deeply felt in the community because of the
role of the Lotterer family in assisting the community in various ways, including
the securing of legal rights; and b) the need for knowledge of the market. The
Lotterers had helped out a number of families over the years with personal
loans, had taken a personal interest in the community, and had been particularly
kind to the children, e-g. at Christmas time,
It should be noted that Andean people have a strong sense of reciprocrty

in dealing with others, and a deep respect for authority as well as for the
deceased. Llocllaparnpa's people strongly share these cultural values and this
has very much conditioned their behaviour in the LSMCE. At the same time, the
values have begun to come under scrutiny and to be questioned by the younger
generation, a factor that is now generating its own tensions.
A reflection of the feeling of moral obligation shared by both peasant and

owner is contained in the following transcription from the remarks of Mrs. Lotterer
at the centennial anniversary of the community:
Sr. Lotterer provided the necessary money to defend the mining
of that time,
resources and, with the efforts of the authorties
total success was achieved. In this way Santa Rosa was
effectively defended and preserved for the people of
Uocllapampa. Once the legal battle was won, a contract was
signed in 1955. It was only with great a r t at the time that we
were able to do this and that later we wee able to arrange for a

tractor to come and build an access road to the Santa Rosa site.
I am sure that on that day, Santa Rosa herself gave us her
blessing. On that day Uocllapampa began its progress into its
own future.

In a further statement at the community anniversary in 1994, Sra. Lotterer
in recalling her involvementwith the community stated:
I have shown you my good performance. Now I can enjoy the
benefit of prestige and complete bust in dealing with the Lima
market... During all these years I have been with you, side by
side in moments of problems and needs. I agreed to any request
from you, even when a major effort was required. You know this
and I don't think it is necessary to remind you. However, I have
to mention the Christmas gifts I brought every year to give to all
the children. Something 1 also want to remember is my
intenrention when you wanted to recover the land from the Cerro
de Pascx, Corporation.

One of the commercial limitations on the LSMCE is its debt to SICSA.
Llocllapampa as a legally constituted community does not have access to loans
from commercial banks and so, up until now, they obtained credits through
SICSA in exchange for LSMCE products. Hawever, since they sell against
receipts, they have to pay the same steep taxes, as does any company."

AS a pan of the Adjument Program in Peru negotiated with the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank m 1990, Peru implmemcd tax refom During tht firstf i e years, Peru received
the assistance of World Bank experts to apply its tax reform systan in Pent. Tmiitiody, Peru had
a small tax department with relatively few empIoyes on meager W e s . Today, Peru has created
a m u g system of -on.
I was surprised that in Lima and most towns in Pens the main buildings
belong to the Supervision National TribururbSUNAT. Its employtes arc p r o f k s i d and among
the best paid public service employees-Every company or person now has a number (Regism [inico
de Comlbuyenres-RUC) and has to provide receipts and pay faxes on any economic tmmction,
SUNAT members often go undercover to check up on ofkes, bnsineses as well as on the meets
sellers. It was very common to see in 1998 business cIoscd by the SUNAT, or a List posted m the
mnt of businesses and individuals who owed money ta SUNAT. However, due to the economic
crisis and recession, many people and businesses could not a f f d to pay and they wexe pressing he
government to agree to implement a system of instahem.

Even

if they were to register as a communal enterprise, in pradice the banks still
would not provide loans. Moreover, in the opinion of Uocllapampinos, the
government in such a situation would "try to control the enterprise". The only
potential benefrt might be that the enterprise might receive some start-up money
from funding provided by International Development Agencies or multilateral

The production, marketing and industrial use of silicon are issues of
ongoing concern to the people of Llocllapampa. Frequent discussions take
place on the attitude the LSMCE should take towards SICSA. There is concern
over prices and the value-added content in the arrangements with SICSA. In the
agreement of 1970, the mmmuntty's only role was to produce
and transport the silicon to the factory in Lima. It was because of this concern
that in 1996 the LSMCE signed an agreement with SICSA to participate in the

marketing side of the business and create a new company in partnership with
SICSA. The idea of this partnership was to facilitate the processing of wet silicon

and selI it dry, as well as selected silicon to glass factories nationally and
internationally. Each party received a 50% share. In spite of the fact that the
legal foundation was laid, no board has as yet been established. SlCSA had

sold, as a part of the agreement with the community, its former facilities for
drying silicon, and until the debt is paid in full still, the new entity cannot begin to

In fan in talkiag with an officer of a regional

office pmmoting mkmcm@s m
central Permian Andes, I was told that many communities set thcmxhres up as a comnnmal
entaprise for the sole plrrpose of gming the USS2,000 startup money. Onct the c o r n m e bas the
'?

the

money, however, nothing happem. It is clear that nual dcvclopm~rnpolicy is incombteat in its
formulaion and application.

operate. The agreement caused a good deal of dissatisfaction among the more
traditional sectors of the community. However, the response of the leaders was
that the partnership with SiCSA would allow access to much needed technology
in order to offer better quality at the best possible prices. The leaders have seen
this as an absolute necessity, if Llocllapampa is to keep up with international
competition which is bringing to the Peruvian market cheaper glassware.
Mining is the main source of income and jobs in Llocllapsmpa. In
accordance with the president's first arlnual report in 1997, the executive body
oriented

its efforts

towards investing in productive activities in order to

maintain jobs and keep the whole operation running. Most of the investment
went to the Mining Department.

In order to improve mining production, during

1997 Llocllapampa bought new machinery (US$ 51,053), and paid for it by the

end of the year. Because of the scarcity of water during the summer season, the
commmity built a new road to help transport silicon to one of the main water
conduits. The work cost US$32,288.54 and was totally paid off. In addition, the
community repaired old roads and trucks, bought uniforms and protective
equipment for the workers, and

built up their supplies of materials. The

production achieved in 1997 was 5,693 metric tons of silicon. Also, in 1997-1998
the community kept up its efforts to obtain the legal documents to enable it to
exploit new mining sites in its territory. A titie for one mine site will be awarded in

2000 while the other was rejected because it was not registered on time. During
1998, the LLSMCE started exploring markets for marble and gypsum in Lima.

Until 1997, marble was exploited though a private contract in exchange for which
the community received royalties. However, the community decided to exploit

the marble itsetf in order to create more jobs for young people. Unfortunately,
they were unable to

obtain a price high enough to justrfy the investment

necessary. The best price offered was 11 soles on site and 36 soles in Lima
(the transportation cost was 25 soles per metric to Lima).

The community has both private and communal land. The community
manages the communal land as one of the enterprise's activities, and it is
dedicated to cultivating grains and vegetables for the benefit of the population as
a whole. In addition the community also cultivates collectively the grasslands
used to feed the communal livestock. The Agriculture Department has the
responsibility for crops. livestock, dairy, cattle and alpaca breeding. In general,
agriculture has traditionally been subsidised by the Mining Department, in order
to provide food security and contribute to self-reliance. Agricuttural investments,
however, are not very significant. Nonetheless, livestock breeding receives
special attention fram the community administration because it generates some
revenue. The commoners in charge have been specially trained, and consuttants
have been hired in order to look after production. In 1997 in different regional
exhibitions, Uocllapampa received awards-a

Molina de Granos (grinding mill)

and a Trilladom Estacionaria (threshing machine) for the high quality of the
cattle and alpacas. During the time Ilived in the village, the community bought

50 female alpacas from the Tupac Arnanr SAlS and hired an engineer from the

SAlS to design a milk project. Moreover, the community was active in looking for
special programs that could help to develop their livestock program.

a. Crops Division
Most of the communal land lies in the valley, divided into ranches known as
Yanama and Rocroa. In these lands, using credit from the Agriculture Ministry,
they introduced some genetic innovations and installed imgation systems for
watering the crops. In these areas it is possible to use tractors. Such initiatives
have enabled them to become leaders in the production

of potatoes, for which

the enterprise won he 'Silver Potato' award from the National Agricultural
University in the 1995 Provincial Agricultural Show. However, the community
itself does not in relative terms have much cultivable land. Of its 5,652.70
hectares, only 1,187.07 or21% are cultivable. Of this, the commoner families
privately use 987.05 or 83.15 %, although this is located mainly in highest (puna)
areas where the land is less productive. Llocllapampa was originally an
agricultural village, but the physical space of Uocllapampa has gone through a
number of modifications through the years. During colonial times, the best lands
around the valley were taken by the Spanish people, leaving for the ayllus, or the
group of communities, mostly the higher and less productive areas in the
mountains (Bonilla, 1983).
Later in 1923 during the Republic, a big hacienda, Sociedad Ganadera

Junin owned by the previously mentioned Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation,
took the community to court on charges of having changed their boundary, and
as result the community lost some of its valley land (community archives 1950).

This expropriated land was in 1962 resold to the community. In this way, the
communty gained access to fertile valley land. The area is known as the
Yanama Ranch.
Forty-five years ago, a significant number of the Uocllapampa commoners
abandoned agriculture because of the contamination resufting from its proximity
to mineral processing facility, and because of lack of support to the indigenous
communities by the government. As articulated by an elderfy woman: W e
needed money to adopt technologies for soil consemtion, to make the land
fertile and productive." Thus today, only 55% of the families are dedicated to
agricultural activities, and they cultivate in specrfically assigned areas. fhe main

crops in both the communal and privately tilled areas are: potatoes, corn, and
beans. These crops from both the communal and family plots are used for autoconsumption. As is the tradition still in most Andean communities, the traditional
forms of co-operation such as ayni and mingas (among families) and faena or
mingas (for community activities) are commonly found. The distribution

of the

hawest depends on the number of days contributed and performance in working
in the faenas.
People generally do not believe that, given the quality of land and the
weather risks, it is worth investing in communal or private crop production. As
Don Leonardo Yuncos said: "...This [farming] is just to help us eat We cannot

base our economy on it. If we did, we would always be poor peasants."
Nevertheless, the best lands of the community, the Yanama and Rocroa ranches

are communally exploited and are managed professionally with modem
technology. The community hired two persons to manage the ranch.
b. Livestock Department

Whereas most of the Llodlapampa land is unfawurable for the planting of
crops, it is indeed highly suitable for grassland and the raising of livestock. Under
both the pre-cooperative and the LSMCE, the grassland areas in Llodlapampa
have been categorised in such a way as to facilitate the rotation of communal
and family livestock, while not increasing the ecological damage due to overpasturing. Every commoner has to respect the rules and is alert to any violation.
Through collective work faena, the community has improved the quality and
diversification of the grasslands. It has buitt a special centre to raise the most
valuable cattle and has established a milk plant
The Livestock Department of the LSMCE is responsible for a number of
different activities. These indude the raising of sheep, cows and alpacas. Each
species is managed differently. The sheep are located in natural grass in the
highest elevations. In the beginning, the community started with ordinary sheep.
Later, through technical advances they improved the genetic quality. Many of the
workers involved in sheep raising had gained experience as shepherds with the
Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation's Yanama Ranch. The sheep are used for
their meat, mainly inside the wmmunity or through local markets, while the woo1
is sold through the SAIS, which deals in the national market

c. Dairy Division
The Dairy Division is very important to the community because of the milk
and cheese, which it provides to community members every day at subsidized
prices. At the time 1 was there, the price of milk and cheese was some 50% less
than on the open market Everyday at 5 p.m., a truck stops in the plaza and
people line up to get their milk and cheese. The milk is sold on a first-come firstserve basis. However, there is also a distribution program, which is related to the
size of the family. In any case, it is not possible for a family to buy more than 3
liters a day. This division has Swiss cows and bulls. In the few assemblies I
attended, 1 noted that the Division i
s one in which the women in particular take a
great deal of interest. For example, some women I heard complaining that the
cow "Juana" had been seen in another area; that the shepherd was not taking
good care of the cows, etc.
d. Cattle-Breeding Division

The Cattle-Breeding Division specializes in raising top quality breeding

cattle to sell on the local, regional and national markets. Some of the cattle are
designated for the dairy division, depending on community needs. The cattle are
fed with specially cultivated grass from the Agricultural Department
e. Alpaca Division

In 1996 the cornmunrty of llocllaparnpa lobbied for a donato
in

of 159

alpacas as a part of a re-population program launched by the government as a
way to prevent the extinction of these animals. Wrth this donation, they opened a

new unit with the intention of establishing a micro-enterprise for the processing of
alpaca wool and of generating more jobs for the community. Still, they do not
process the alpaca's fiber, but rather sell it to the multi-communal SAIS, Tupac
Arnaru. The President of he SAlS came to Llocllapampa to announce that
arrangements were being made with China to export the wool there.
Lbcllapampa's people are proud of the enterprise's agricultural and
livestock activities because they have won awards for the best potatoes and for
their cattle. Llocllapampa has managed to produce a new breed as a result of
the cross-breeding of fine cattle with local cattle. Also the people are proud of the
new alpaca-breeding program. However, closer examination shows that up to the
present time, communal agricuttural and livestock activities have not created a
significant number of jobs. Only three people are involved in these activities on a
full-time basis, and the three of them work as shepherds. Frequently the
community hires a specialist and/or gets the services of one free from the multicommunal SAlS and sometimes from special programs of the Ministry of
Agriculture. Any agricuttural work requiring intensive labour input is done by
means of the communal faenas.
Industrial Oeolrbnent
This Department's principal activity is to exploit the area's natural

medicinal water, which the community has been bottling for the past 29 years.
A number of studies have been done on behalf of the community to analyse the

physicaI and chemical characteristics of the natural water fountains (Regional
UniVenidad de Huancayo 1985). Its purity and medicinal benefits have been

confirmed. The main fountain has a capacity of 100 litres a second and does
not give off any odour. It is cold and sparkling (see annex for water composition).
The spring water was first bottled by

Sr. Miculicich (1960-68), an

individual external to the community. In the beginning, the enterprise was very
successful. The spring water was sold on regional, national and even
international markets as a medicine. However, in order to expand its production
plant, in t 964 Miculicich took out a loan from the Banco lndusfrial del Peru
(Peruvian Industrial Bank) for a hundred and fifty thousand soles and put a
mortgage on the water factory. However, Miculicich could not pay his debt and

the bank put it up for sale. The factory was finally sold to the community in 1968
for 228,552.86 soles including legal expenses. In order to raise that amount, the
LIocllapampinos sold silicon in advance to SICSA.
Currently, it produces natural water in bottles and soft drinks in different
flavors (strawberry, melon, orange, etc.). The Department is facing serious
difficulties, however, with resped to its machinery. In 1986, a second-hand
machine was purchased from a Peruvian producer of Pepsi. The equipment is
now outdated and suffers a lot of mechanical problems, which affects production
and the reliability of supplies. Up until two years ago, the LSMCE distributed
bottled water and soft drinks to local and regional markets. Today the market

position has been reduced and the Mure is uncertain. Distribution' is mostly at
the locaI level, and indudes communities around Uocallapampa and the distn'd
of Jauja. The soft drinks could be found in some stores in the town of Huancayo,
but when I asked for it I was told: Well, we do not know when they are going to

deliver, so some stores at the regional level have cut their business relationships
with Llocllapampa."
The bottling kctory in the late part of 1998 employed eight full-time

workers. At a meeting with the factory workers, it was clear that there are a
number of serious problems. The department does not receive any subsidies
from the mining activity. The employees are very committed to seeking solutions
as owners and workers. A major challenge is the lack of capital to buy new
machinery and the Department is exploring possibilities within the international
development banking sector, such as the Inter -American Development Bank.
They do not have access to credit from commercial banks since they are
community-based. Moreover, the national commercial banks charge as much as
45% annual interest for loans (as of early 1999). The workers have elaborated a

proposal to obtain some kind of promotional credit.
The Department's workers also point to the issue of increasing
competition. The number of small soft drink companies is increasing in the
Andean region. One reflection of the cuttural changes affecting the communities
is the fact that it has now become a symbol of modernity and wealth to invite

friends to share a hatf litre of Pepsi or Coca-Cola. This costs approximately one
U.S. dollar. Since this cost is excessive for most Andean persons, a numbers of

other soft drinks with a similar design to Pepsi and Coca-Cola have appeared in
the regional market, selling for the equivalent of 25 cents, and thereby further
reducing demand for the authentic local product Another problem is that the
small companies are always stealing bottles from one another, so that the

Department always has to buy new bottles. Outdated technology also means
that Llocllapampa's soft drinks must still be opened with a bottle opener, and the
workers are conscious of the need to acquire new machinery to produce sof€
drinks in cans with a tab opener (fapa rosca). At the same time, market strength
lies in the fact that Uocllapampa water, both in its natural and soft drink form, is
seen as possessing distinct medicinal properties.
Tourism Demrtment

Llocallapampa is known by neighbouring communities and at the district
level for its medicinal and beautiful hot springs of Huajaland and Huishcapuquio.
Various studies have pointed out the exceptional qualities of the springs.
(Regional Universidad de Hunacayo 1985, 1993). Huajaland, which in Quechua
means tears, is located in flat land around three kilometres from the source in

the hills. The water sparkles, which is why people say there are tears coming
from the hills. There is only grass around and the hot spring is perfectly
maintained. The commoners built an attractive stone frame around it. This bath
is used especially for people with skin problems. Outsiders come on Sundays to
take the water for medicinal purposes.
The Huishcapuquio ('closed cave') hot springs are located inside a cave
very close to the Mantaro River. Accarding to studies, the water composition is
rich in minerals that help to overcome respiratory problems and more serious
diseases. It is highly recommended by regional doctors and local shamans.
There are many testimonies as to the medicinal benefits of the water. This hot

spring was leased out from 1921 to 1939 and the community had to go to court
to recover the springs, because the lessor did not want to return the site.
The springs represent an area with significant potential for development,
that now is managed on a very small scale. The springs are situated outdoors
amidst valleys and peaks. From both hot springs, the view is spectacular. From
the former, it is possible to see the whole valley and from the second one can
see the mountains. Huiswpuquio is enclosed, and the community employs a
person who lives nearby to keep the key and charge approximately 35 cents U.S.
per visit. Visitors from the community, the district and rest of the province use the
facility.
Commoners are quick to point out that the well-known American actress,
Shirley MacLean, has visited the spring. Thus, the community is in the process of
designing future tourist facilities based on the various hot springs. In fact, the hot
springs are not the only attraction, since there are also archaeological ruins,
ranches and the mining areas, which are all of potential tourist interest.
At the meeting, the commoners talked about improving their sports
facilities such as the soccer field, opening a hotel and restaurant, promoting local
handicraft made by individual families, and perhaps developing transportation
possibilities. In fact, the owners of small pensiones (family restaurants run jointly
with grocery stores by individual families-mostly

the women and children)

stressed their role in meeting tourism needs. However, they said that the
enterprise should grant loans to enable them to buy more groceries and put
more beds in their pensbnes. Their plans include a tourist information and

reception area, where they can sell bottled water and handicrafts. The
community has already landscaped the town entrance area in an attractive
fashion and have planted trees. The area will be known as Alameda. Some are
dreaming big dreams to create a tourist ranch "like in the movies-green, with a
golf course, swimming pool, nice horses-no burros heren. Others question the
big investment such a development would imply, and call for better support for

the facilities that already exist, such as the industrial plant.

V. SOCIAL ASPECTS

Llocllapampa's enterprise is the economic base for a number of social
services that benefit all commoners. The commoners of Uodlapampa. unlike
most commoners in the rest of the Peruvian Andes, have access not only to paid
jobs in their own community, but also to a number of social services initiated,
funded and maintained mainly by the communal organisation and enterprise.
The population has an education system that offers elementary, secondary and
post-secondary education and scholarships; health services including a heatth
centre, community drug store, day-care for children, milk delivery and dining
centre; and a number of other services such as electricity, potable water, radio,
parabolic antenna, and a system of public security.
In casual conversation in Llocllapampa, most people commented that the
important thing for them was that the enterprise was there to help the people: "
...We are happy when the enterprise provides jobs, when it supports commoners

in emergencies, especially in case of death of illness, when it supports our
mothers' club and the dining centre... Then we are happy." The LLSMCE not
only provides jobs to workers without formal education, but also to professionals.
A young social worker explained to me that:
I am from this community; I became a single mother in the city...
For me it is more convenient to work in the comrnunity than in
the city... Here I am someone; I care about people and people
care about me. My daughter drinks fresh milk and my parents
help me to look after her. In the crty I could not afford all these
things.

In fact, in the many meetings and gatherings I saw how, whenever the
question of separating the enterprise from the community came up, the older
commoners or women, usually insisted that: "The objective of the enterprise is
to support other communal institutions." Normally in the assembty when a
communrty or family problem arises, people discuss it, and depending on the
magnitude, form a commission made up of people with experience. Such issues
range from someone who is sick and does not have money to buy medicine. to
the need to build new dassrooms. In fad, few days after I arrived in
Llocllapampa the community had just finished upgrading a care centre, with
money from the enterprise and utilizing the communal work of the commoners.

The community of Uodlapampa has facilities for elementary, basic and
high school education (including technical), In addition, the Education Committee
regularly runs training sessions for adults, workers, as well as youth and summer

camps for children. It operates a small library. I was surprised to see the power
and influence of the Education Committee in the various governing bodies, such
as the Executive, as well as the close collaborative work with school directors. As
mentioned earlier, this Committee provided me with my formal initial introduction
to the Executive and Assembly. It also facilitated my visits to the school,
introduced me to directors and participated with me in a training/inforrnation
session about global issues.
Llocllapampa was the first peasant community in the entire Mantaro valley
area to establish a school. The elementary school was opened in 1886 as a
multi-grade rural school.

It was built, as other buildings in the communQ,

through communal work or the so-called minga. For the first thirty years the
community paid the schoolteacher from revenue generated by a bridge buitt
across the Mantaro River. During the twenties the government's Ministry of
Education took over the administration of the school and local people
complained for many years that the education offered did not prepare students to
be good citizens. It was claimed that, on the contrary, govemment schooling
divided Llodlapampino children from their community. At the present time, the

govemment manages the school but the community supervises and works
closely together with school personnel.
In the late fifties and early sixties, some families started to send their
children for high school studies to the nearby city of Huancayo. However, this
was the privilege of very few students who came from the few families who could
afford the expense. Most of the young people at that time went to work in the

mines or migrated to the capital. To change that situation, Llocllapampinos
organized to muster resources to enable the community to offer more advanced
education in the community itself. Starting in 1961, the community launched a
series of fund-raising activities to build a high school. In 1965, after a long
bureaucratic battle with the government, the school began operations. Besides
using the communal work force for construction, the LSMCE allocated
approximately U.S. $8,000, and raised another U.S. $30,000 to cover other
expenses. In the first year of the high school's operation the community covered

its staff expenses through revenues from mining leases. Since the opening of
the high school in 1965, many students whose families could not afford to pay
room and board in the city have had the opportunity to gain a high school
education The educational system in Llocllapampa has benefited not only the
community's own students, but also students from neighboring communities,
such as Huari, Chcapalca, Cancahyllo, Pachacayo, el Rosario and others.
During its first years between 1966 and 1968, Llocllapampa's high school had
540 students. At that time it was the first high school in the area. Today, there

are 220 students mainly fram Uocllapampa.
Llocllapampa is today well known for the number of its inhabitants who
are schoolteachers. In addition, there are two sociologists, three lawyers and one
anthropologist. All except the lawyers are working in the enterprise, although
they have not been elected as community leaders. Interestingly, education does
not seem to have had a direct impact on LSMCE governance. For example, the
current president of the Executive is a worker with only a third-grade education.

This fact has provoked a good deal of criticism from educated commoners as
reflected in the following comment:
A village progresses M e n its people are educated. This is the
basis for developing an enterprise. Only when we have quality
people can we talk about development and modernization. We
have to struggle to eradicate traditional approaches, informality
and improvisation. People without education only think about
their own pockets. The collective unconsciousness is the big
problem of ours (A sociologist who heads up the Planning
Department).

Also remarkable is the number of young Llocllapampinos studying
business administration at the regional university. They live in the city during the
week, but remain heavily involved in community activities as a way to retain their
Llocllapampino 'citizenship'. Two of these young people who work in the
accounting department approached me when they learned that I came from a
management school. They shared with me their plans to run as candidates in the
next community elections. Part of their plan includes a separation of the
communrty from the business aspects of the LSMCE. Their approach was
reflected in the comments of various like-minded members of the community:
"We need to become professionak and we should not and cannot carry all the
social expenses." Another: W e have to have quality management. This is a
business." Yet another: W e have to privatise, maybe through commoners'
groups that can buy shares, and enter into joint ventures with other companies.

...To do things right means: community is one thing, enterprise another. Or:We
have to hire a manager here. We need to stop the improvisation and the
spending on fiestas." And perhaps the strongest criticism:

We've got a big problem with mediocrity, informality and
improvisation. We don't have good quality human resources.
Our people are not well enough educated. This is our big
challenge. Sad but true, we are a bunch of peasants managing
our enterprise badly. We need to develop private enterprise
here. This does not correspond to what we are learning in the
university.

At the same time, education is highly valued. During the assemblies I
noted how the commoners strongly protect the assignment of small subsidies to
those post secondary students whose families have few resources. It was also
notable in the assemblies how people would stand up and say: 'let's ask our
young educated hildren to help with this.'

The university students are

organised as 'The LIodlapampino University Students Association'.
It was in 1991 that Lloallapampa high school became a technical high
school.

Again, with enterprise funds and tfie help of the Uocllapampino

Residents' Association, the commoners built additional rooms. Llocllapampa's
Planning Department and Education Committee later canied out studies aimed
at creating a higher technical institute. The proposal was turned down because it
did not meet the requirements set by the national government However, the
community was then authorized to establish a branch of the regional technical

institute. Thus, a branch of the lnsfituto Superor Jose Maria Arguedas has been
operating since 1996. The community pays for the instructors. From 1996 to
1998 it is estimated that the cost to the community was around U.S. $2,000. In
the beginning, the idea was to teach courses on agriculture and hestock

management. However, there was not sufficient enrolment

Currently, the

Institute is offering basic management courses to t 0 students.
Education is cleariy a priority in the community. Consequently, leaders are
pressured in the communal assemblies to improve facilities. Schoolteachers are
obliged to attend the assemblies and report their activities and concerns.
Commoners are pleased to work closely with the educators, and teachers and
administrators frbm the Ministry of Education collaborated

in organizing a

parents' group. In all rural communities, the schoolteachers create parent
groups. Interestingly, however, in Llocllapampa the common view is that 'it is the
obligation of allwto take care of education. The Government proposal for the
creation of specific parents' groups divided the community. W e do not want this
thing here" (Sra. Manuela Torres). In Uocllapampa, both the school and the
community support each other, i.e. the community works together in building a

new facility or repairing the water system. The Education Committee monitors

the teacher's attendance at school. The Director's duties and obligations include
providing information to the assemblies and asking far support as needed.
Health

The communrty has one health centre built by means of mingas. There is

one doctor-intern employed by the National Heatth Ministry, as well as two
nurses. The nurses and the electticity bills are paid by LLSMCE. At least one
member of the medical centre has to attend communal meetings. They are able
to propose items for the agenda or, if it pertains to an urgent matter, ask the
president to summon an assembly. In one of the meetings I attended, the doctor

talked about the need to organise the vaccination of children. The Health Centre,
together with the Education Committee, operates health and reofresatoitn
campaigns. Also they co-ordinate with the social worker of the LLSMCE any
cases in which a commoner needs to be sent to hospital. The workers of
Llocallapampa have access to social insurance from the lnstituto Pemano de

Seguridad Social-If SS (Peruvian Social Security Institute) and the fees are paid
monthly by the community as employer (60%) and the worker (40%)--although
tegally Llocllapampa is not recognised as an enterprise and is not obliged to
register and pay insurance for its workers.
However, those who are not workers do not receive this benefit. The
situation has created some division within the community. The social worker
recognizes the problem. but as she said, she does everything possible to

u
..

protect the best capital of the community". She affirmed that her area is actively
looking to develop outside partnerships to improve this situation and to protect
the commoner's mental, physical and social conditions. However, as she said:
This country's services do not consider cases like us..."
When a commoner-non-worker falls ill and has to be taken away From the
community but does not have resources, the LLSMCE and individual local
families make an economic contribution. I was able to observe how in such
emergencies people gathered together and pooled money, while the leaders
signed the papers and got the van ready to take the person to the hospital in
town. " The very fact they have the van makes the commoners happy." There
was a sense of common ownership when they said: 'Hey Cartos, bring the van

soon". In case of emergency, everyone knows where to find everyone and
everything. While I was there, an indigent old man died. Immediately. the people
gathered outside the dead man's house and talked about the enterprise paying
for the funeral.
There are serious heatth problems related to the mining activity. Asked by
the community, the IPSS prepared a report in which they stated that there are
three main factors of risk in the economic activities of the community: dust, noise
and heavy loads. According to the report (IPPSS 1997)' the level of dust created
by the mines is very high (more than 10mg/m3), especially in the areas where
the silicon is sorted and washed. Dust was currently affecting 37 workers, some
especially with conjunctivitis. The level of noise is also a risk factor, especially in
the mining site and the water bottling factory. Because of dynamite and old
machinery, 8 workers had problems with hipoacusia. Finally, the report identified
7 workers with spinal problems because they did not know how to handle heavy
loads. As a result, the community bought such special equipment as protective
glasses, steel-toed boots, gloves and other special 00.
To deal with such
problems and in conjunction with the Education Department and the SAIS's
training unit, the community was conducting safety training seminars for the
workers.
An information bulletin from the Heatth Center (1996) revealed that
26.7% of the workers were suffering from diseases a-ated

with their

occupation. Another 33.3% of the workers were potentially at risk The families

were concerned about health problems resulting from mining activity. However,

as the social worker said, The commoners are not asking to put a stop to it"
The Communitv Drua Store
The community has a drug store that sells basic and commonly used
medicines and devices. If a special or unusual medicine is needed, the drug
store can order it in. Most of the customary medicines are sofd at lower prices
than those at the private drug store in the community. In those cases where a
sick person of meager economic resources is unable to pay, the drug store
provides the medicine and the bill is paid by the communal enterprise.
Everything is discussed in the assembly. and since all know each other very well,
there is no possibility of deception or of misusing communal resources. The drug
store is run by one of the nurses.

Dinina Center
The LLSMCE operates a dining center mainly for workers and people in
need. The Mothers' Club has been given overall responsibility for the facility. In
turn, it contracts with groups of women to run the Center for periods of two years
on a rotating basis. Such groups are formed by women who create partnerships,
usually on the basis of kinship (mother, daughters, sisters, reiatives, etc.), or
because of some other Mnlty fador (dose friends). Although the women are
mainly responsible, such a venture is run more as a family business. Usually the
male head of the household participates by helping with food d'itn'bution or

counting the money at me end of the day. The children m e after school and,
as is the case currently, even one of the grandmothers and a single aunt are

there to help out.

Most of the workers have breakfast at the Center from Sam till 6, lunch
from 11 till 1:30 and dinner from 5:30pm till 7:30. The menus are coordinated
with social service personnel in order to ensure a good nutritional balance. The

Center offers only a single choice of meal, consisting of soup, the main course
and milk. The LLSMCE discounts the cost from the workers' pay package on a
monthly basis and makes a direct payment to the Center. The Center pays a
monthly percentage of the revenues to the Mothers' Club. Where people in need
are concerned, such as orphans or the elderly, the USMCE covers the cost.
Milk Delivery

As mentioned above, milk is delivered every day by the Livestock

Department. People buy it on a firstame first-serve basis in the center of the
main plaza at 5130 p.m. The milk is fresh and the price is generally one-half that
in other towns in the region. Usually eacb famity is limited to 3 liters, but that

depends on the amount of milk available. The average amount sold each day is

80 liters. Not all the families buy milk. Some have their own cows and do nat
need it The milk truck also brings some 4-6 wheels of cheese.
Fwd Sta~les
At the time of harvest in the communal areas, each family receives a

share based on the number of workdays contributed. The harvest is stored and
in the assembly it is decided how much will go to each family. Also, one share is
allocated to the children's organisation, to the chiidcare centre, and to the

school's breakfast or lunch committee. Some years the peasants' plots do not
produce well because of weather, in which case the mining sector is called on to
subsidise the livestock activity.

VI. OTHER SERVICES

Dav Care Centres
There are two day-care centres, one for pregnant women, breast-feeding

mothers and children up to three years, and another one for children from three
to five years. In both places they receive breaMast and lunch. Both care centres,
as with the rest of the services in the community, work on a decentralised basis,
but mrdinated with the community and the enterprise. I was very impressed by
the significant degree of entrepreneurship shown by the women running these

centres. They elect their own president, vice-president and secretary. The day-

care executive bodies actively plan improvements in services and look for
additionai funding. For example, the mothers' organisations are registered in the
national 'Glass of Milk' program, which is a movement created by poor women
from the poorest rural and urban areas of Peru. On several occasions, the
national government has tried to eliminate the program, but women have each
time massively protested in the streets. In addition to this, I noted that the
women's representafives from the day-cate centres travel to the town to seek
agreements with governmental agencies which provide food aid. The centres
are autonomous and they make their approaches to the food agencies direct, as

well as codrdinating the delivery, storage and use of any contributions. Also,
they organise fundraising activities such as barbeques, etc. As one said: W e
have the support of the enterprise but we have to rely mainly on our own
resources; then if we need a little bit of exba help, we turn to them." It is worth
noting the involvement of the whole community. The mothers in charge of the
day-care centres take their plans to the assemblies where they solicit
suggestions and ideas or help. For example, at one assembly, the President of
the day care said: "We want to organise a dinner, but there is something m n g
with our stove... And we don't have enough chairs. Besides, there is no bus

service from town that day." Then someone from the assembly said: 'I will fix the
stove..." Everyone agreed to bring their own chairs and cutlery, while the
enterprise's van was to be sent to pick up the mothers in town

the groceries.

Potable Wabr

Through communal work and funded by the enterprise, the people of
Uocllapampa have h e n able to tap into various sources across the community,

and to channel water to a reservoir. While thirty-five years ago, the community
families depended on a single spring, today most of the families have access to
potable water in their homes. The remains of the first canal that conveyed water
from the fountain still exist. even if it is not used any more. f o r the people, it
serves as a reminder of the communal work of the parents and ancestors.

Sewage and Waste Services

Between 1991 and 1992, the community began construction of a drainage
system starting with a few streets in the downtown area. An engineer hired by
the community has been in charge of the work. However, it has been very slow
and is considered a long-term project because of high costs. This work is totally
funded by the communrty. The regional municipality for its part does not have
the funds to help out.
Electricity

In 1971 the community agreed that revenues from the SAIS, Tupac
Amaru, should be invested in a feasibility study related to the installation of
electric@. The community invited neighbouring communities to participate. The
commission to carry out the study and look for funding was led by Llocllapampa
representatives. It took the community seven years to obtain sufficient financial
resources necessary to start the work. The communities finalised the project
through pooling money with all the commoners, and with a loan from the Housing
Bank signed by each commoner family and guaranteed by the SAIS, Tupac
Amaru. The loan was paid off over ten years.
Parabolic Antenna

The community has offered this service since 1988. The antenna, which
cost US $7,250, provided Uocllapampa families with access to TV.

Radio Service
The national telephone company instalfed telephones in 1995 in the entire
rural area of the central Andes. Private stores operate the three phones in
Llocllapampa, and one line belongs to the offices of the LSMCE. However, they
do not work well and are often disconnected.

For communication the

commoners prefer to use the LSMCE radio.

The area of Mantaro was the scene of intensive guerrilla warfare in the
eighties and early nineties. The facilities of the neighboring enterprise, the multicommunal SAlS Tupac Amanr, were attacked on many occasions and
destroyed. Its President was threatened and barely escaped assassination
several times. In spite of the critical situation in the region, Llocllapampa itself did
not experience major problems. Nonetheless, people organized themselves for
their own defense. Everyone kept a bud whistle in their homes. Security guards
patrolled the enterprise facilities and commoners were under an obligation to turn
out in the event of any crisis.

Vlt ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Through the communal organiwtion, Uocllapampa manages its land and
natural resources every commoner has access to all the resources, but in a
regulated manner. As mentioned earlier, there is private land. However, its use is

regulated as well. Transgression of the rules is penalized according to internal

community regulations and the matter is discussed in the General Assembly.
Through penalties, a commoner can be excluded from access to communal
resources. Commoners think that: 'if someone cuts trees or uses poison on their
land. it is not only damaging him but putting all of us in troublen.
Since ancestral times, livestock and craps have been managed in a
rotational and rational way. The land is used for various purposes at different
times. For example, one year they might sow X crop, while in the next they plant
another one in order to recover the nutrients. After harvest, animals are taken to
the fields to eat the remains of the harvest. Thus, the land is managed for
diverse uses.
Commoners who want to work in agriculture have access to different
ecological areas. They agree about grassland use, taking into account the
situation of the different areas. They also agree on the number of animals and
their use. Land is seen, as one shepherd told me, as a "...limited resource which
everyone has to respect. If someone pastures more animals than allowed, or
brings in animals from outside, sanctions are levied. Although there is trust,
everyone is watching.
At the beginning of my stay in the community, when I would a talk to a
commoner about environmental issues, helshe normally would refer only to
forestry activities or to problems with the Oroya mining facility. However, as time
went on they told me about the rotation of livestock and crops, activities with
environmental implications, but simply seen as the traditional way of doing

things. "This is how we do things--in spite of the fact that many engineers from

outside have come and told us to plant only one thing, to sell in the market, and
so on. But for us, this land is what we use for feeding ourselves, not for growing
and sellingn (a peasant working on his plot). Later on in one of the assemblies
during a presentation by the accountant, some commoners commented that the
report should include the community's inventory of natural capital, e.g. land for
communal and private use (the forests, wildlife, mineral and water resources). I

learned that this issue comes up repeatedly, but nothing ever happens.
Someone in the assembly got up and pressed the matter. However, the person
in charge of accounting said: "How I can do those things? I don't have any idea
how to go about it. I am running the accounting according to national norms.
What do they want? It is easy to make demands, but how can we meet them?
This is not a matter for the accounting department"
The Department of Forestry, Ecology and Environment of Llocllapampa

devotes a significant effort to forestation and reforestation through communal
work and as a part of the school curriculum. To facilitate this process the
LSMCE has signed agreements with the Ministries of Agriculture and Education.

Both have very well established reforestation programs designed and funded by
international cooperation agencies.

The community is very much aware of

environmental problems in the valley due to mining activities. As noted above,
Uocllapampa as a consequence of a mining processing center established by
the Cerro de Pasco company in 1950 had to change the pattern of its economic

activity. Thirty years ago the community was mainly involved with cropping and
livestock. As explained by an old peasant, This land was originally very

productive for animals. It made sense for our parents to raise livestock here
because there were good grasslands, but then the animals began getting sick".
According to LIocllapampa documents, the processing center produced heavy
residues of lead, arsenic, copper and zinc. Oesert replaced much of the native
grassland. The river became contaminated and many native species
disappeared. Since then, the community has taken various legal actions against
the processing centre. However, according to the

various Uocllapampa's

documents, the community did not go furlher in pursuing legal acoitn

against the

company.
Llocllapampa, according to the Regional Natural Resources Offtce and
local people, used to have a variety of animal species, such as trout and frogs, in
their creeks and lakes. AIso there were a number of native birds such as

wachua, puna, ducks, perdims, gallinazos, franmlina, yanavicus, gaviotas,

gallinitas de totora, as well as wild animals such as fox, squirrels, puma, etc.,
which are not seen anymore.
Although the wildlife has disappeared, the community and the LSMCE
make efforts to promote forestry resources. The campaign is intense and

includes children and adults as well. Forestation has become a normal part of
school activities and of the commoners' duties and obligations as members of
the community through the traditional mingas.
While some commoners feel that their natural resources are becoming

scarcer, the President is optimistic about the possibiti of using the natural

resources in such manner as to allow the community to keep promoting social
development. As he explained:
We have the necessary natural resources to enable us to move
ahead in an orderly and concerted way. We need to plan ahead
to create jobs, enterprises and industries and to provide the
economic revenue that can enrich our villages with social
facilities.

Besides the environmental problems caused by the Cerro de Pasco
Corporation, there are also environmental problems resulting f ' m the
exploitation of mining resources by the community itsetf. Some peopb are sick
because of the dust from silicon and marble exploitation. Th dilemma is that
mining is part of a larger strategy of diversification to diminish pressure on the
agricultural and grassland. The enterprise has taken some care in terms of
equipment and safety uniforms. The workers have access to medical care, but
still the communrty has not been able to afford consulting services or measures
which might diminish the environmental impact. People are concerned, but in the
words of the local people: 'This is our economic resource. We are creating jobs.
What do we do? Do we stop? Do we let it collapse?" Or further: This is
something new to deal with. We don't have much knowledge to deal with the
problem."
On the other hand, the community has achieved advances in livestock
management at the community level, using a mix of traditional knowfedge and
new techniques. The families are using those achievements to improve
genetically their livestock, but a resultant problem is that the l i i o c k population

has grown in a measure disproportional to the grasslands available. The
grasslands are over-pastured. According to studies carried out by the local
university in 1998 and local consultants, some 56% of the communal land is
grassland, which is equivalent to 3,165.5 hectares. Of this land, private families
exploited 36% or 1,139.6 hectares. In addition, 961 hectares have been left
fallow, making a total of 2,100.6 hectares to support the pasturing of 11, 348
head of livestock. From an agricultural point of view, this situation has affeded
significantly the quality of the livestock, its growth, etc, and environmentally it is
causing the disappearance of native species and erosion of the land.
Economically, it means that the community and the families have had to place
limits on their activity on the land. The community has traditionally rotated the

use of lands. Wth the current overpopulation of livestock, they are now limited in
the amount of livestock they can own. If they fail to keep the agreements, the
commoners have to pay high p e n a m and even risk losing their commoner
status. 'Disrespect' of the land and heritage can thus be considered as a crime.
Water is evidently a necessity of life for the community% economic
activity, and also a source of serious concern, According to a local archaeologist,

its first inhabitants lived in caves and existed by fishing and hunting. The
commoners point out that fishing used to be part of family economic activity even
as recently as eight years ago, but today the fish have totally disappeared. The
main river is contaminated by toxins from the mining operation in La Oroya and
the exploitation of silica.

Another source of water is the Esperanza River, which is located at a high

elevation in the community. The river is seasonal, with liie water in the dry
period. However, in the winter it becomes turbulent, washes silicon from one of
the sites and contaminates a number of agricultural plots. Some refer to the?
area, where families once washed their clothes and drew water for irrigation, as

a 'white desert1. A group in the community believes that more technology and
greater use of chemicals can fix the problem of productivity. Whether true or not,
the reality is that most of commoners dedicated to agriculture activities cannot

afford to buy certified seeds, fertilisers, insecticides, etc. The fact is that the
families do not know they have to limit their agricultural, livestock and mining
activity because of environmental problems. Both agricuftural and livestodc have

been limited by the 'white deserY and the creation of jobs in the mining area.
However, putting a stop to mining is difficult because the communlty depends on
it. As they said; What can we do without the mines? This will be a town without

people.. .. Mining is what gives us opportunitiesn.One of the alternatives they see

is to add value to the silicon so that they do not have to increase its exploitation.
Tourism is also seen as a path towards diversification.

V111. CULTURAL AND COMMUNITY VALUES

Life in Uocllapampa is imbued with strong cultural values. Collective
beliefs and convictions of common patrimony, common ancestry and cooperative
work shape the everyday life in Llocllapampa's economic, social, pdical and

environmental decisions. The mmmunrty has a number of traditional civic and
religious festivals, such as carnivals, San Pedro Day, the community
anniversary, hanrest day, etc. Festivities in Uocllapampa are seen not only as
entertainment but, more importantly as the president of the mothers' club said in
a discourse on occasion of the 'Day of the Dead', "....as an effective instrument
for learning about the community, about helping each other, and about
integration into communal society".
Most of the festivals coincide with the agricuttural cycle and religious
calendar. Each neighborhood or group organizes itself according to tradition.
Most people participate very actively in the festivities. There are, for example,
many dance and music groups in the community that compete against each
other. In this context the Quechua language is used in many of the
performances.
The common view is that the history of a town needs to be admired,
studied and treated with respect 'We need to remember what our parents did for

us, what we have achieved in the past as a community, all the important events,'
The community sets the festivals, and it is the enterprise's obligation to
participate as a sponsor.

The presenration of cultural heritage and its

transmission from one generation to another is accorded high priority among the
commoners. For example, the community employs an anthropologist to iook after
the archives and the building which houses them. At one point there was a fire

and the man who saved the archives is regarded as hero. "We have to preserve
our records and we would welcome someone to write about our history because

it is important that Mure generations

value and appreciate the cultural heritage

that our parents and our ancestors passed on to us over the years."
Also it is notable how the community treasures the memories of
community heroes and forebears. The area is full of archaeological ruins fmm
different ancient cultures. It is believed that what is now Llocallapampa was
earlier the place where pre-Inca cultures developed such as Waqllash, Saqllash,
Pampamanta, and Canchayllo among others. It is said that about 1200 to 1400
a.d. the area experienced a great flourishing of the Xauxas, Wankas and Lloqtlas
(pre-Inca cultures), which fought the advance of Inca culture and religion.
People in Llocallapampa are proud of the pre-Inca opposition, but at the same
time blame the Spaniards for destroying the Incas' social and economic
organization and also "for bringing into our hearts stress, jealousy, revenge,
exploitation....". This kind of comment has, as we will see later, influenced the
community's decision-making process.
Historically, the people from Llodlapampa have been very active and
rebellious with a strong sense of leadership. During colonial times, they rebelled
and demanded that their land be returned to the ayllus.

A group of

Uocllapampinos told me that one of the best-known indigenous Andean leaders,
Cussicchaqui, came precisely from that area.

This veneration is a part of

everyday life. In the assemblies and other meetings the commoners recall past
history to support their arguments and proposals. Commoners entering into
discussion often start by saying: 'I am a son of Uocallapampa; I care for this
village. This is my parents' heritage..." I even observed at night drunk

commoners walking through the main plaza and %{kingp to the buildings, or to
their grandparents telling them how people are trying to destroy the community
or how someone has done something immoral or disrespectful. They often said
something like: '...but I swear I will not allow this. You, my dear grandparents,
have done much for us your children; I know you helped to build this building. I
have a moral obligation to you.. ."
The historically rich archaeological sites are incorporated into the annual
festivities, where they serve as reminders of values and obligations. The ideas
of doing something for the land where one was born and of generating prestige
for the communtty are highly valued socially. This is what gives content to the
concept of rights of citizenship, which translate into a vote and voice in
community matters. This strong sense of heritage, which implies rights and
obligations, explains in part why even those people who migrated to the cities
continue working together in the Uocllapampa Residents' Committee. Their
members are the ones who keep community leaders posted about changes in
legislation or any other matters that might affectthe community. There are also
other organisations such as the Llocllapampino University Students Association
and the Children of Llocllapampa, made up of the children of Uocllapampa
emigrants.

Because of the strong ties,some of those who left, or their children,

return to work in the enterprise as ordinary workers or as leaders. Community
ties are considered very important in a country where employment and access to

land are precarious.

However, some commoners complain of opportunistic behavior on the
part of the young in order to obtain a job and that the new generation holds very
different values from those embodied in the goals of the community. They also
complain that community spirit has weakened, that cuftural tradition is
disappearing, that what counts today is mercenary and individualist behavior,
and that the social unity of the community is being fractured. Now, it is said,
groups of people and families act more like clans that only look after their own
narrow interests. This, some daim, will in the end destroy the community.

IX. LLOCLLAPAMPA: INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PRESSURES
Llocllapampa is facing a number of Internal and external pressures,
internally mainly from the young, and from resident commoners. Externally, the
pressure comes from government policies and international competition.
The Dualities of a Community and an Enternrise
A sign of the rapidly changing economic environment is the fact that there

now is a great deal of discussion generated by internal pressures. Everyone in
Llocllapampa agrees that technology is the "tool to survive and to progress".
However, the question is how to access this technology. There are different
opinions on the subject. One sector led by young professionals, mainly students
from administrative sciences at the regional University, proposes that the idea of
a common patrimony is an obstacle to progress in Uocallapampa. They are
lobbying for private intervention. They are in favor of private groups of

commoners, leases to outside companies, or a mix of private and noncommoners to exploit the silicon and other communal resources. The other
sector, which represents the majority of the population, takes a traditionalist
approach and argues that many of the neighboring communities have never
been able to organize themselves, as has Uocllapampa, for the purpose of using
their natural resources in a manner beneficial to the community. Rather, their
resources are being used by private investors who exploit the local people's
resources, providing neither benefits nor jobs and causing environmental
damage to their lands. Indeed, the traditional Uacllapampinos argue that it was
precsi eyl

to protect against private sector exploitation that their community

waged a hard legal battle. They argue that they as a cornmunrty are capable of
responding to modem needs; that ?he process so far has been one of social
invention. We have done things differentty; we are the only industrial
community". In fact, at the entrance to the community there is a sign that reads:
The Industrial Community of Llocllapampa". As for the young pmfessionaIs, they
insist that: 'We are talking about private groups from within the community."
However, the traditionalist answer is: 'No, those resources belong to everyone.
They are the heritage of our parents". And so the dispute runs, pitting those who

see the future in terms of private sector involvement against those who see this
as a threat to the 'heritage of our parents".
Not only is the ownership under internal pressure but also management
Rsetf. Again, one sector, the most educated young people, are pushing for a
change toward an entirely professional management When I asked the

commoners for their opinion abut the enterprise's management, most of the
people affirmed that: "... it has benefited the community as a whole with jobs,
goods and services.... Most of the positions in the different areas are filled with
community members."
The wmmunrty is continuously investing in education and produces for

management some professionals. The most educated does not necessarily
become President. The fact that the leadership are elected can create some
discomfort among the middle-aged professionals. Maybe this situation will
change in the coming years

the need for technological innovation in order to

compete in the market. The new generation are participating heavily as interns or
through part-time jobs when they are on vacation from the universities.
Many commoner ex-leaders told me know that enterprise is difficult to
manage because of all the things that have to be taken into account. First, there
are the economic activities. Secondly, there are the social issues. Managing an
enterprise for the common good is a complex challenge.

This model of

enterprise requires many departments, many areas of production and services,
but also the capacity as a communal enterprise 30 serve everyone here and all
the inhabitants who have a claim on ir (Paul Torres, president 1995-1997).
Others have pointed out that: 'In Llocllaparnpa earnings are reinvested in the

enterprise's own departments; the idea is to create more jobs and provide
internal support This means paying attention to the social and cultural aspects
of the community" (president of the community). However, many complain about

the lack of attention from the govemment in providing the necessary means for a
community to develop, as expressed in this quotation:
Llocllapampa is still a sleepy place; it is a treasure hidden away
in the Andean' rocks. It has economic potential, but is still very
much at the beginning stage. Because the village is organised,
there is a great hope for progress and development. But there
are limitations, because it is a peasant enterprise, building on
our own knowledge.... We are an enterprise that does not
receive any incentive from the govemment. They are too blind to
recognise our investment and rural development.... We have
hopes of achieving an integrated rural development and perhaps
one day of being considered within the overall plan of the
government. If we manage to achieve a reasonable industrial
level, we not only will be capable of giving a better standard of
living to our own inhabitants, but also to the neighbourhood
villages, and indeed of raising the social, economic and cultural
levels. If we are in the plan, the government will have to give our
villages the means, the infrastructure, electricrty, roads; etc.
which are so necessary. They will have to invest in us if they
want to promote true rural development (Edgar Caro, a school
teacher).

An Enternrise Manaaed bv Peasants or Pmbsionals?

The young argue that the LLSMCE must be managed professionally, that
an efficient enterprise must be differentiated from the communrty. In their view,
it has to be managed 'by a new generation that has more education..."'Have

you heard of quality management?" someone asked me. We have a big
problem with mediocrity, informality and improvisation, and we do not have good
quality human resources. Our people are not educated. This is our big challenge.
Sad but this is our reality: we are a bunch of peasants managing badly an
enterprise. We need to develop private enterprise here.. .* One of the young men
said: "We have to hire a manager here; we need to stop improvising and

spending on fiestas."

However, on a couple of occasions in the past the

community hired professional managers, graduates from the local and capital
city universities, who were later fired by the assembly. In fact, there is evidence
of a lot of conflict with managerial ideas. For example, a manager refused to
collaborate in paying for the funeral of one of the commoners who was not a
worker. In another example, the manager and executive body made a
commitment to build a field school but did not follow through. The community
rank-and-file said that management in the past did not understand the social
complexities of managing a community enterprise, or the collective character of

its decision-making process. Even if the requirement to recognise the
communrty's social and cultural needs was built into the managers' contracts,
they nonetheless often failed to take such needs into account, preferring rather
to leave such matters up to the communrty leaders. Also, there is a sense among
the commoners that imported managers found it difficult to adapt to living in the
community. For this reason, they allegedly set up meetings frequently in the town
just so that they could spend time there. One man asked: "Why we are going to
work and sacrifice to cover the manager's salary?" Another lady who was sitting
in the plaza overheard the conversation and said: They [the manages] don't
understood our reality, our fiestas; they just want to extract money from the
mountains. That is ail."
However, the need for the professional is not totally denied. Many
professionals work there. There is a middle-aged sociologist and a middle-aged
pharmacist Interesting, however, that they have never been elected to any of

the main communal positions. Only one young anthropologist was elected on
one occasion. Currentty, one of these people serves an alderman in the regional
municipality and the other was a mayor. Their position is that the community is
managed by an 'ignorant third grader, who cannot see beyond the end of his
nosen. I asked why they think he was elected? " They said: "Because he knows
how to talk to the people. He is a populistnAt the same time, these middle-aged
professionals do not share the views of the new young professionals. Perhaps
because of the generational difference, they do not discard the cammun-&yo
enterprise model. As the pharmacist said:
This is too complex for them (the young people) to understand.
However we ourselves do not deny the new advances and value
of the new knowledge... This is why we tried to make the
young people come back here. They are children of
Llocllapampa and once they get old they will understand
communRy matters and values.

In this context it was interesting to note that in the assemblies some of
the older people obviously wanted to integrate the young people into the
discussion. They would sometimes say: 'Let's ask the youngsters what they
think."
While for some commoners management of the enterprise by peasants is
a problem, for others this is what make. it distinctive. Thus, there are some
people who are very proud of the community achievements. As the secretary of

education, a young graduate who serves as a link betwen the old and new
generations, pointed out to me:

The enterprise's creation and administration are based in the
communrty itself. Now we are pioneers of the communal
enterprise in Peru. It is our own model, managed by our own
commoners. We don't depend on the govemment in any way or
on any development agency. We manage with our resources.
The most important feature is that the enterprise has created
jobs for its own children. The social projection of this enterprise
is formidable. It supports and sponsors services such as
education, health, transportation, television, environmental
protection, and so on.
Despite all its problems and limitations, Llocllapampa serves as an
example of communal organisation for all the communities in the valley. As a
rural schoolteacher remarked to me while we were walking along the highway,
Llocllapampa has become a development core for the villages around. A next
step should be the industrialisation of the community. As he said:
Now, what we need is to increase our industrial capability
through better machinery for the water bottling and the
industrialisation of the silicon.... This community needs funding
from the govemment to industrialise its natural resources; we
should build our own glass factory here.

Still, an old farmer complained that maybe the comrnunrty was going
backwards because: "...Now this generation has values which are very different
from the goals of this village." Besides the tension between the young and old,

the professionals and nonprofessionals, there is also tension between the ones
who grew up in the village and the others who just arrived looking for a job. They
do not care about the future and they want money now. So they are the ones
who oppose any improvement for the future, any Mure investment" (an old
commoner who is proud he lived there all his life).

Evervone Wants a Job
In Llodlapampa there are two forms of work: one is through individual
contract with one of the community enterprises; the other takes the form of the
traditional work systems of co-operation which form part of the rights and duties
of commoners.
Llocllapampa has created 150 jobs with full benefits. Since Llocllapampa
is not registered as an enterprise, it is not obliged to pay benefits to its workers.
Nevertheless, the LLSMCE paid all benefits for them to the lnstituto Pemano de

SeguHdad SociaklPSS (Peruvian Institute of Social Security). Moreover, given
market competition, which has been driving down prices in an effort to maintain
the client base, the wmmunlty recognises that its enterprises are employing

more employees than they need. Thus, Uocllapampa is facing difficulties in
keeping the jobs
Who goes and who stays? This is a question the community will have to
resolve. There is nothing written in terms of job distribution among the families of
the community, but on average each family has one adult person holding down a
position. I was told that when a proposal is put forward to hire someone, people
always take into account how many workers the candidate family has, how long
helshe has been in the community, how good a citizen the person is and how
well prepared hdshe is for the job in question--in that order. They vote on that
basis.

Many of the workers are young people who left the communrty and then
came back seeking employment in their native community. In some cases, even
where they had not been back in the village for long, their parents would put up
strong arguments in their favour. Wth a tight employment situation, these latelycome people are now being criticised, like the managers. Some say: *... If things
get bad around here, these folks will leave and we will be left to look after
ourselves...."On the other hand, the argument is made that in many cases these
young people are saved from becoming delinquents while jobless and living in
the clty. As a miner told me:

...I left for the city looking for fun. But it was not what I expected.
Low paid temporary jobs; then I was out of a job and got
involved in drug trafficking.. . We travelled to the Amazon and
transported cocaine through the jungle for several days until we
found the plane. Then a man gave us money; I used to get 700
dollars for each trip.... It was good money... Dollars, women.
We could go to the bars and everyone gave us good service.
But then one day I almost got caught I was really scared. The
others told me not to worry. They said that sometimes they got
caught, but because they were minors they could get a lawyer.
However, since I was getting older I decided to quit. Without a
job my parents told me that they would help me find a job here.

Stories of young people getting involved in drug trafficking are frequently
heard in the main town of Huancayo. Once in a bus, another young man told me
stories similar to that of the mining worker, and even offered to find a cheap trip
to Colombia for me. Thus it is that some community members feel a strong
sense of responsibility for the young people: They are our responsibility too."

However, as mentioned earlier, the community does not have the cash available
to enable them to fire or retire other workers
Because of the nature of the enterprises, it is difficult simply downsize
them. As the president said: ' I am not saying we have to eliminate people, but
we have to use our imagination..." (remark on November 18, 1998).
Furthermore, everyone was agreed in the assembly that the main enterprise goal
should be maintaining employment through economic diversification, and paying
off the debt. At the same time, they agreed in actual fact not to create any more
jobs for the time being, to freeze salaries and re-evaluate and re-categorise each
position.
Who Understands International Competition?

During the assembly called by the president in November 1998, silicon
prices and international competition were discussed. The president explained
that the prices had not been raised because there was cheaper silicon on the
market He said that

...The Executive had no choice but to have to accept the price to
meet their payroll obligation...There is no other way to go
because....the big companies are the ones who set the prices
and the small producers can only charge very low prices if they
want to stay in the market. This is why we had to sign a contract
for 40 soles (USAS11.4) per metric ton. .. We wanted very much
to increase the price to the clients. We sent a letter raising the
price, but they gave us a hard time. The Compania
Manufacturada de Vidn' has now accepted our price, but
VlNSA is resisting. We lobbied hard.... Most of the companies
advanced us money on the basis of no increase in price. VlNSA
wants us to give them the material before we negotiate. Wm
Siiice Indusfn'ai we have made an agreement that once we give
them the 9,200 TM we promised, they will increase the price.

The other large client, Metalurgica Penrana, does not want to
hear anything about a price increase. They don't care about the
quality since they simply melt it and mix it They don't have a
[supply] problem because there are others who are selling to
them at a lower price.

At the meeting, everyone agreed that the company should not sell to
Metalurgica Peruana at a lower price. Someone asked about the possibility of

exporting the silicone. The president replied that "it is no solution because
VINSA, one of our main customers in Peru, also holds the market in Ecuador
and Colombia, and so they won't pay any more there." Many commoners kept
asking about prices. They are, it seems, very suspicious and while respectful,
they are very forward in pressing their point In answering the questions, the
president emphasised that the enterprise is linked to, and affected by, national
and international competition:
My brothers and sisters, we are not being careless; we are not
selling according to our clients' desires, but rather we need to
look at the national and international context. We are not
isolated. We in this country are in recession. I have here the
documents to prove it. It is not just because Iam telling you this,
but rather because we are linked with the economy of the rest of
the country. Our marketing agreement allows us to go out and
market. It doesn't matter if I answer the questions of some
individuals; if I say 'black', they will say Mite'. 1 am addressing
all of you, the assembly that is the maximum authority. Here I
have the national Synthesis Magazine. Here it says that the
silicon industry is being bought up mostly by foreigners. We can
ask for higher prices, but we have to analyse the competition.
They (the competition) know about our problems. Metalurgica
Pemana has said that they do not have an exclusivity contract
with us. They are interested in the best prices. They say they
will buy silicon in Lima at a maximum of 51 soles (USAS14.5).
But if we look at our costs, the transportation alone is 25 soles
USA ($7.1). At a price of 51, we are losing. Here in the
newspaper it says that El Nino and the Asian crisis have

affected the economy. Someone asked me what the Asian
crisis has to do with us? I can tell you, distinguished
commoners, that it is influencing us. In Russia, there is a total
state of crisis. Workers have not been paid for months.. .. Even
the climatic factors affect us [he read and commented on
various articles]. The fact is, ladies and gentlemen, that I am not
inventing, nor am I being careless. As I read to you, we can see
that every enterprise is trying to decrease its costs,is reducing
personnel. We see this every day on N. We bought a special
dish antenna so that people could be informed. But some
people here just watch soap operas rather than the news to
know what is happening with the national economy. When we
elect a new Executive, they should be better informed about the
situation of the enterprise so that they can use their imagination
iclt
platforms to the
and think how they might adapt their oen
work plan. I am not saying we have to eliminate people, but we
have to use our imagination.

The foregoing exchange provides a good insight into the challenges
facing the enterprise and into the tensions created by the globalising economy.

The communrty has since begun to look closely at the mining sector with a view
to diversifying and decentralising in order to maintain the communal benefits of
the enterprise. Besides silicon, the commun~tyhas other mineral resources such

as marble, gypsum, coal, lime and high quality stone. Currently in 1999, marble
is developing as a strong element in their strategy of diversification. The sites are
located on the top of a mountain some three-and-a-half kilometres from the
town. The communrty has recently built a small road to facilitate transportation.
The first approach to the market brought a good response. However, the

commoners realise that they need capital to buy the proper machinery, and
improve the current rudimentary processes. As always, the LSMCE is very alert
to any legal challenge that might pose a threat to their properties.

The communal resources belong to all Uocllapampinos. They are very
clear about how they, their parents and ancestors fought to hold onto those
resources and they feel a responsibility to pass them on to their children. The
sense of historical responsibilii is strongly reflected in the peasant language and
this is a feature in the communal discussions where decisions are taken.
Role of OWide Omanisations in the LLSMCE
The people from Llocllaparnpa are known in the area as being well
organised and active in dealing with outside organisations. Llocllapampa has,
demonstrably, many achievements to its credit as a community within the
national context. Through its organisations, Uocllapampa has drawn both
government and media attention to issues of ammunrty concern. It has also
secured official recognition for its schools, gained district status in 1964 and
achieved the buy-back of land in 1962 from an American Company.
Since remote times, indigenous communities such as Llocllapampa have
learned how, as a conquered society, to deal with different cultural, social and
politically dominant regimes such as the Inca, the Spanish and the Republican. It
has been documented how, during Inca times, the Wanka ayllus were
reorganized in order to serve the best interests of the Inca empire (Murra 1975).
Later during the colonial period, most of the ayllus lost their valley land and were
pushed into the highlands. After independence, the diverse social and cultural
societies were recagnised as indigenous communities. Uocllapampa was
registered and recognised as such in 1936. Later, in 1969 *tsdesignation was
changed to the "peasant community* of Uacllapampa due to changes in national

policies toward indigenous people.
In the course of surviving and developing, Llocllapampa maintained a
broad network with those who had left the community, not only in order to
remain alert to any changes in legislation of the constitution which might affect
them, but also to any

programs and projects which could be beneficial.

Llocllapampa has a long history of excellent organisation and of successfully
lobbying the government. For example, it was because of these factors that the
community succeeded in having the American company sell their previously
owned valley land back to them, or that they were able to obtain alpacas through
a government special program. The community because of its organisation was
able to have a presence and voice when the national government expressed its
wish to "resolve the problems of the indigenous". As mentioned earlier, various
poliical parties and diverse denominational churches are present and active in
Llocllapampa, as in any rural village, but it is obvious that in Llocallapampa
diverse politics have been used as a strategic tool to advance the communrty's
objectives whole, while at the same time maintaining its autonomy.
In contemporary times, it is clear that in the development of
Llocllapampa's entrepreneurial organisation, outside bodies such as the
govemment, churches, an American company, and the SAlS played a major role
in what is today the village and enterprise of Uocllapampa. However, it is also
clear that the co-operative model proposed by the church and the govemment in
the 1960s did not adapt to the realities of the communities such as Uocllapampa.
When, for example, a communal granja was organised by the Evangelical

Church, the rule was that those commoners who wanted to participate should
make voluntary payments. This would give them access to [and that was
considered common patrimony, and for which the whole community had
struggled in order to buy it back from a foreign company.
The same phenomenon occurred when leaders of the government's
agrarian reform movement arrived in the central Andes to promote co-operatives.
Llocllapampa was used as a pilot project The govemment implemented a
capitalisation and training program in Llocllapampa to help the community to
improve its livestock with breeding cows and bulls bought from the Cerro de
Pasco Mining Corporation. At the same time, Llocllapampinos were trained in the
principles of organisation and cwperative management. The law on Agrarian
Reform was passed, and Llocllaparnpa with the support of government officials

was transformed into a full communal production co-operative.
However, the community in the end did not feel that the government's
agenda and method of organising the co-operative reflected its

own realities.

People recognised the role of govemment in their development but did not agree
with the prescribed codperative model. Given their concept of common

patrimony, they did not accept the idea that membership in the w-operative
should be on the basis of an economic contribution. The Uocllapampim saw
government intervention as effectively destroying the traditional form of
organization in the community.
Another aspect of the problem lay in the community's inabil-@yto accept
the motto of agrarian reform, which was that: The land is for those who work on

it". Llocllapampa had already for many years invested a great deal of effort into
the education of its people. so that the practical

impact of the law and the

proposed mperative organisation was that only peasants without education
would be seen as belonging to the Uocllapampa mperative. People resented
the fact that the government regarded them only as uneducated peasants.
The experience with both church and government was recognised in commoner
intewiews as good. Previous encounters with outside organizations, church and
government had given the Wlapampinos managerial / entrepreneurial
experience. At the local level, regional officials realized that the co-operative
model was not working and they helped the community to organize and create
the Empresa Autogestionana Communal Uocllapampa (LLSMCE). Its creation
and administration was based on the community itself,
Government support at the end of the 1960s had a positive impact on the
further development of community interest in economic involvement. Moreover,
government intervention served as the main catalyst in convincing
Llocllaparnpa's people to work towards establishing their own model, which they
eventually did in 1971.
Another
presence of

important factor in the development of the LLSMCE was the
the Cerro de Pasco Corporation. Many Uocllapampinos had

worked on the company ranch. which gave them access to expertise in
managing the breeding of livestock. Later, that role was futfilled by the
Sociedades Agncdas de lnteres Social (SAIS). The SAlS were created during
the agrarian reform as a second-level organisation to provide support in

marketing and research to the rural ca-operatives that were to be organised
around them. Today, the concept is somewhat different, in that the SAlS do not
receive financial support from the govemment At the same time, since the
beginning, the ex-supenrisors of the big landowners or hacendados managed the
SAIS. These supervisormanagers behaved very much in the manner of big
landholders, even if the owners with whom they were now dealing were
commoners. The level of education played, and continues to play, a big role in
that relationship.
During the years after the govemment of Juan Jose Velazw (1968-1 975),
the political environment changed significantly. Succeeding governments tried to
reverse the Agrarian Reform. In local communities there were complaints about
the SAIS' ways of distributing wealth. Later all the SAlS (except one as noted
below) were destroyed by violence, instigated in many cases in the 1980s by
Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path), or by legislation the effect of which was that
the land and properties were distributed to the partner communities.
The SAlS Tupac Amam: in which Llocllapampa is a partner-owner
together with eleven other communities ffom the area, was the only one to
survive the period of violence in the rural areas. The general manager of Tupac
Amam earlier worked for the American company that operated the ranch. He is a
very well known political leader with good contacts in govemment In spite of the
fact that Shining Path attacked the SAlS in the 1980s, it has sufvived.

general manager was able to mobilise the army to provide protecto
in

The
to the

ranch. However, in spite of the above, it should be noted that the community-

partners are not content with him. He tends to behave very much as a landowner
and is quick to use his political power. Except for Llocllapampa, the other
community-partners only have a representative on the Board, and their
involvement is largely limited to collecting dividends that are distributed to their
members. Llocllapampa for its part has tried to create linkages with the SAIS in
terms of establishing an alliance for mutual benefit and facilitating regional
development. However, this has created friction because the success of
Llocallapampa is

seen by the SAIS general manager as a factor with the

potential to diminish his pow?.

In spite of the friction, however, Uocllapampa

is able to exploit some of the services and marketing facilities of the SAIS.
Atthough the LLSMCE maintains specific linkages with the SAIS and some
government agencies, it has since its creation functioned quite independently of
government and other development agencies.
At present, the LLSMCE is still not registered in the Registry of Rural
Enterprises created by Decree No. 04593-AG and promulgated by the
government in 1993. This results from a number of concerns with the provisions
of the decree.
First, the decree provides that partners in communal enterprises have to
make cash contributions (Article 6) and that these shares or equity holdings can
be can be sold or transferred to persons not from the rural area. This is regarded

"This is my impression from intnvl*cwswith Raul Zarare, general manager of the SAIS Tupac Amam,
whom I met and intmiewed s e v d times prwiously as a journalin It is imereztingthat he pmmed
himself m national agrarian debarcs as a commoner. but his behavior when m tbc co-dt
was asything
but dm of a commoner. It is rumored that during the 1980s he rrprrssedlocal proteas on the pretext of
fighting the Shining Path.

by commoners as posing a threat to the ownership of their land and community

through the intenrention of third parties.

Secondly, the model proposed by the legislation does not fit the realities
of the LLSMCE. It does not accommodate Llodlapampa's se#-managed

characteristics, in that the decree draws a dear line !%tween the owner of a
share, and the worker in the enterprise. The law states that a "member of the
executvie

body or any member cannot be a worker in the enterprisew (Article 41;

author's translation). Furthermore, the decree is not ccmpatible with the strong
kinship bonds that characterize the social and cultural reality of the Andean

villages. The decree provides that '...the worker's spouse or any relatives cannot
be invoked in the enterprise (Article 42).
Third, a main, concern of Uocllaparnpinos is the possibility of the
government intervention in their internal affairs. The decree accords the right to
government to supervise the enterprises that fall under it. This is seen as
paternalistic. Specifically, the decree gives tfie Minism of Agriculture the
responsibility for promoting communal enterprises, for creating a registry system
and supenrising the enterprises as appropriate. Thus, government officials can
decide, for example, when an enterprise needs training and technical assistance,
how this is to be carried out, and whether the private sector should be brought in
to consolidate the enterprise (Article 15).
From interviews at the regional Agriculture Ministry office in Huancayo, it

was evident that the officer responsible for promoting the legislative provisions
among indigenous peasant communities had no interest in enhancing or

strengthening the type of process that existed in the

case of the LLSMCE. On

the contrary, his notion of community enterprise included only those which the
govemment had organized and for which they had provided a seed fund of
$2,000. In the intenriew, his explanation for the lack of interest in the LLSMCE
was that: '...They have money".
Government officials appear unable to understand that a community can
at one and the same time be an enterprise. They seem incapable of integrating
local tradition into their prescriptive institutional models. In response to a query,
the official denied the possibility of adapting the legislation to village r e a l i
because of the social aspects of the latter.
Most of the enterprises registered at the regional office in Huanwyo are
not active. The same official who registers and makes seed-funding available
recognized that: '... In reality these enterprises just tend to consist of groups of
people who organized themselves to obtain $2,000 which was then passed out
to the different people... Or else they use the money to create something which
is not necessarily productive, such as a football field." So the main function of
the govemment official is simply to act as a policeman, to check up on the use of
the money. However, there seems to be nothing they can do about misuse of
funds. One other abuse pointed out by the official is that frequentfy the money
designed to start up new ventures in a community is diverted to political
campaigns aimed at obtaining political favors and vote..

The community of Uocllapampa maintains contact with the regional
agricuttural offices. They continually are on the lookout for relevant partnerships.

but the fact that they already have their awn enterprises sometimes creates

obstacles or friction, since they must guard against the government taking over
and imposing its goals. At the same time, the leaders of the LLSMCE are alert to
any program from which they might derive benefits. Most of the government
programs are directed toward agriculture, forestry and livestock. Thus, the
community signed an agreement aimed at repopulating the area with alpacas,
and has obtained the animals on the basis of a loan. In addition, a national pilot
project in forestry and another on grasslands were introduced. These are
important to them in terms of strengthening self-reliance. However, they say that

it is difficutt to obtain any assistance outside the rigid government guidelines.
According to the person in charge of the alpaca project, there is a lot of scope for
Mure diversification. *A nex: step is access to loans to industrialise our activities.

but the government will not provide thesen. Judging from interviews and
documents, it is clear that the LLSMCE sees industrialization as the path to
progress, but that official rural development policies are not supporting these
kinds of efforts.
At the Ministry of Agriculture which is in charge of rural development,
most of the officials are agronomists who find it difficult to support activies
which go beyond those normally assodated with agriculture and livestock. [Only

one of the rural development projects. which I visited in Peru, has a muftisectoral approach--and this because of national security issues. The projed is
located in a border zone that operates in the jungle region and involves the
Ministries of the Interior, Agricuthrre, Education, Industry and Health.]

In general, the feeling of the UocIIapampinos is that the government
attitude does not take into account the community's cultural and social goals.
Rather, govemment tends to regard development simply as a matter of
economics. A community-based enterprise such as LIodlapampa emerges in
spite of the lack of resources, a lack of political will and the inability of the public

sector to provide meaningful assistance. The general view is that
'politicians ...only show up for the electionsn. They do not care about the poor",
"they are just there to steal". This is a recurrent theme in any conversation. A
culture of corruption and cynicism is part of everyday life.

Moreover, the

perception is that government has not made any significant effort to involve
indigenous people or other grassroots organisations in the decision-making
process. Government is regarded as (and is in fact) highly centralised. [Some
effort has been made toward improving the situation, e.g. through the
regionalisation law of 1989. However, this was overturned by a new govemment

in 1990.1 The lack of a forum at the local level created a sense of hopelessness
and cynicism. The same conditions led some communities such as Uocllapampa
to experiment to experiment with alternative forms of development.
In addition to concerns over the decree aimed at 'promoting' communal
enterprises, the govemment under the adjustment program monitored by the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank has affeded the LLSMCE in

two major ways: the lack of access to funding, and the creation of a major debt
to government as a result of harsh -on

policies. Since the s
ta-

Agrarian Bank was closed in 1991, there has not been in place any banking

system for the support of developmental activities. The private banks have not
filled the gap. The onty loans available are those which form part of various
programs of international cooperation agencies and of certain NGOs, but these
are tied to specific projects. Llocllapampa's need is for a loan facility to help in
developing their own programs, but their structure as community and enterprise
has made this difficult to obtain. The LLSMCE insists that it does not want
donations, or to be tied to development projects set up by outside organization.
Rather, they are looking for partners.
On the other hand, the LLSMCE owes some $585 000 to the government
taxation office. They have argued that their role in fostering rural and local
development through the construction of schools, health centers, and so on,
should generate some exemptions or tax breaks. However, the taxation office
has shown little sympathy for the enterprise or for the multi-sectoral approach to
poverty reduction. Thus, the discourse on the one hand is that the govemment
wants nrral communities to develop enterprises for the sake of development,
while on the other, not only are there no tax incentives for distant rural
communities such as Llocllparnpa to provide a stimulus far development, but in
fact govemment policies discourage communities such as Uocllapampa to go
beyond soliciting international donations.
What emerges is that there is a fragmented approach to poverty issues as
well as a dash between different cultures. In spite of the fad that past efforts
such as the agrarian reform in the 1960s failed because of the failure to take
local cultures into account. the same mistakes have been repeated at the end of

the nineties. The government model, it seems, recognises two polarities, the
communal and the individual, whereas in f;td both dimensions exist in
Llocllapampa.

These so far have been reconciled through the communal

enterprise that provides an umbrella both for local community development as
well as for family1individual development.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The Self-Managed Community of Uocllapampa engages in a number of
economic, social, cultural and environmental activities. Through their collective
efforts, commoners are able to enjoy the benefits of paved streets, potable
water, electricity, a health center, communal drug store, schools, subsidized food
and other services which are hard to find in other communities. Using its own
culture, Uocllapampa has succeeded in furthering its own development and
building an alternative for local people. Social, cultural and environmental goals
have been integrated in such a way as to bring benefit at the family and
community levels. The development of the enterprise has been a natural step, as
an evolving adaptation of the traditional community and its organizations to the
realities and opportunities of the market economy and contemporary society.
The case of the LLSMCE is a story of the transformation and
reinforcement of culture through collective innovation, synergy and social
learning. The community has been successful because its members have been
able to combine and adapt ancestral social practices and values to the creation

of business. Llocllapampa shows that local culture

can be a key factor in

achieving success.
Similarly, synergy is a key element for the community in pooling their
labor, their capital and other resources to resolve fundamental problems.
Llocllapampa has also been able to mobilize outside resources. The strategy has
been inclusive and partnership-oriented. The community uses a network of the
migrants in the main cities to lobby the government and develop partnerships
with agencies that might contribute to their own development (examples were the
alpaca repopulation and the reforestation programs). At the same time, it has
been able, up until the present, to maintain its autonomy.
The creation of productive-economic activities has been the product of

ongoing social and collective learning. Social leaming has taken place through
the mechanism of ancestral social practices adapted to cornrnuntty
management. These include co-operathe work, a collective and institutionalized
decision-making process, and the creation of local committees charged with
specific functions.

The history of the struggle to defend the common land from the intrusions
of the state and private companies, as well as interaction with other
communities, have shaped Uodlapampa's values toward the common patrimony
and common good. The sense of history, respect and debt to ancestors not only
has contributed to strong community ties,but has influenced decision-making as
well. Special attention is paid to keeping alive and transmitting traditions and

values to the young. Young people are socialized from an early age on, on the
meaning of community citizenship.

The community is self-reliant and is involved in both monetary and nonmonetary activities. People cultivate individually and colledively agricultural land.
In their view of development, food security in the village is regarded as a priority.
Food and health-related activities are the only ones subsidised by other
operations. Income generated by the mines has in part been reinvested in
improving the agricultural lands. The conservation of agricuttural land has been
enhanced by the use of traditional local knowledge, forexampb, through crop
and livestock rotation. Integrated, community-based management utilizing local
knowledge has permitted the identification, prevention, protection against, and
control of, environmental damage. At the same time, the community is actively
seeking technological innovation to increase production.

The structure and operative design of the LLSMCE has encouraged
decentralisation and the strengthening of local organisations. €a& activity and
operation depends on its own initiative to create, innovate and overcome
problems. At the same time, the entire community provides support to, and
facilitates, any group initiative. In that way the system watches over the most
vulnerable groups at the same time as encouraging new initiatives.
These processes strengthen cultural and social organisations (such as the
Mother's Club and youth clubs) and economically productive ones (such as the
water bottling factory). Thus, the USMCE acts as a supportive umbrella for local

business development, as the promoter of cultural and social activities, and as
protector of the environmental.
An important aspect to the commun~ty's evolving its own way of
development has been the broad participation of its members in the decisionmaking process. Traditional forms of community participation In the assemblies
facilitate: 1) an integrated view

of

the problems and possibilities; 2) the

existence of a mechanism to deal with conflict; 3) the balancing out of internal
social and power differences; 3) the reinforcement of autonomy, 4) the
assurance of public accountability; and 5) the building of social coherence.
Apart from endogenous factors, there are external agents that
incrementally have played a role in the development of enterprise in
Llocllapampa: the government, the church, the SAIS, the Cerro de Pasco
corporation, the association of migrants, and the guerrilla movement. All of them
have directly and indirectly influenced Uocllaparnpa in finding its own model of
development. They have served as catalysts in the process of venture creation.
For example, the government and church promoted mperative forms and
provided training in the management of co-operative types of organizations.
However, these external agents also failed to understand community realities,
the sense of inclusiveness, the mechanisms of power control, and the continuum
between individual families and community.
This case illustrates the need for policy makers to tailor national policies
while taking into account the local level. Success in the efforts of government,
the church and other institutions involved in regionaUrural development will

depend on a better and more realistic understanding of the internal dynamics of
local communities such as Llocllapampa.

The presence of two larger

companies in the valley, the SAlS and the Cerro de Pasw Corporation, provided
the LLSMCE with the opportunity to access technology and develop skills. Many
commoners worked in mining previously with Cerro de Pasco Corporation, and
today the LLSMCE is able to take advantage both of them and of the highty
trained personnel of the SAIS, hiring them for example as consultants.
The various associations of

Llocllapampino-migrants have been very

useful in providing information on legal and legislative matters that could affect
the LLSMCE. Although the guerilla movement was active in the area and had

attacked the SAIS, there were never any incidents in Uocallparnpa itself. The
community organized itsetf in such a way to avoid problems. This provided
commoners with an important sense of security.
Today, Llocllapampa is facing a number of internal and external pressures
and problems, some of which have the potential to disturb the wmmun~ty's
development. One of those pressures comes from young educated commoners.
In their view the notion of common patrimony and social responsibility is an
obstacle to progress. They are lobbying for private intervention and the
separation of business from the community. This, they say, is what they are
taught in university. Whik committed to the community, the enterprise in their
view should be managed solely by professionals, paying attention to efficiency

and not getting involved in the social aspects of the community, or in social

spending. According to local leaders, this is not a serious problem and is one
that has been faced in the past.
The older educated people maintain that with the passage of time they
recognize that Llocllapampa needs alternative paths to follow. The issue has
stimulated some reflection on the nature of management education.

Are

business schools providing a sufficient sense of social responsibility? It would
appear that at least this is not happening in the regional universities in Peru.
Training and education do not appear to be responding to local realities. The
problem seems to stem from the conviction of regional and national decisionmakers that models of development must be sought outside rather than inside.
Another ongoing problem relates to power asymmetries between the
educated resident and non-resident commoners on the one side, and noneducated resident commoners on the other. The former are keen to assume
positions of authority within the community. Some hold such positions in regional
government. However, within Uodlapampa certain institutionalized mechanisms
of participation, conflict-resolution and elections that even out imbalances of
power. Thee educated and the non-residents have a space and a voice in the
community, but this does not give them any special treatment It appears that
the majority of community people value and are open the knowledge uf
outsiders, but it do not feel intimidated by them.
This factor appears as something peculiar to these communities, since
one would normally assume power differences to pose a latent problem. From
what I witnessed in the assemblies, however, I doubt that the e l k s can succeed

in taking over the management of this community. The current president has only
a third-grade education. During the election campaigns, what the people seek in
their leaders, more than education, is a commitment to the community combined
with a background of social service and good citizenship.

In recent years, peasants from other communities and others who had
been living in the city

have begun arriving in Llocllaparnpa in search of work

opportunities. They are now becoming a serious problem. Most of them are
young and prone to opportunistic behavior to protect their jobs. Uocllapampa
now employs more people than it needs. They are not hiring additional workers.
For now, the enterprise is maintaining the present number of positions, but at
some moment may well have to downsize. This creates tension. Most of the
commoners are occupied in agricutture; their situation is less sheltered.

From

what I observed, the presence of the relative newcomers and their defense of
their jobs has the potential to create a division of interest within the community. It
also creates the potential for populist behavior on the part of the authorities and
of those seeking election.
Another serious challenge faced by the LLSMCE is the pollution
generated by mining. This activity was initiated as part of a larger strategy for
diversification to diminish pressure on the agriculiural and grasslands. However,
mining created its own environmental problems. Commoners are concerned and
have started looking for alternatives. In the meantime, however, the trade-off
between economics and the environment continues. Access to technology,
diversifidon

and industrialization are seen as a partial answer.

External pressures came mainly from the adjustment program, which has
had two principal consequences: a lack of access to funding brought about by
government policies (045-93-ag of 1997) and the current law on community
enterprises, and the community's heavy debt to the government because of
severe taxation policies. The law restricts communities' activities to agricultural
activities and handicrafts. Moreover, community enterprises are conceived by the
government as the product of govemment or foreign aid projects- Communities
legally cannot take out loans. Thus, operations such as the LLSMCE do not tit
into the govemment model of rural development. Up until now, the LLSMCE has

made up for the lack of capital markets by establishing partnerships with private
companies.
Despite the LLSMCE's contribution to regional development, it is

burdened with steep taxes for its mining and bottle production. Thus, current
govemment fiscal policy is not beneficial to small community business in Peru.
Indeed, the LLSMCE does not receive any benefits, e.g. to assist with highway
maintenance.

On the contrary, the enterprise itself bears the ewense of

developing infrastructure. It also supports the local municipal govemment
financially, which operates with a very limit budget, with funding and loans of
heavy equipment
Besides the pressures created by the adjustment program, Uocllapampa
is facing strong competition from foreign companies, which are bringing in

cheaper products The nature of the enterprise in Uocllapampa makes it difficult
to compete either by downsizing, moving to another cheaper location, or

decreasing social expenditures as many companies are doing. However,

because business in Llocllapampa is embedded within a peasant society, it
does have a number of particular competitive advantages. For example, faenas

(communal labor) is employed for various activii. Peasant economies are so
characterized because they combine monetary and non-monetary activities at

the same time. They are highly flexible, adaptable dual economies that tend to
diversify over time, The important factor in a peasant economy is to achieve a
certain level of consumption. If prices go down,the peasant economy produces

more, while a standard market-oriented enterprise will simply go out of business.
These are the reasons why peasant economies have historically survived
(Greenwood 1992, Chayanov 1974, Figueroa 1985).
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CHAPTER FIVE
OTHER CASES OF COMMUNITY-BASED ENTERPRISE

In this chapter, I briefly present two cases that serve as a point of
comparison for the analysis of the nature and dynamics of CBE. The first is
Satinas in Ecuador and the second, Chaquicocha, in Peru.

I. CASE I:THE COMMUNAL CAMPESINO ENTERPRISES OF SALINAS

After a night sleeping in a home for indigenous and homeless people in
Guaranda, 1 finally arrived in the town of Salinas. At the intersection while waiting
for a car to pick me up, I saw the big sign, which read: Visit Salinas, the
Paradise". Only 60 kilometers of bad road separated Salinas from the rest of
Ecuador. It is not easy to get there. If it doesn't rain, one bus makes the journey
earty in the morning. My means of transport was to travel in the back of a truck

full of people. Along the way, many women were taking milk containers on their
donkeys to Salinas. The plaza was filled with donkeys and their containers.
There was a church, a cooperative store, and people milling around. These
people are the producers of the welhown Ecuadorian El Salinerito products,
which indude a variety of cheeses, sausages, candy bars and mushrooms.
Eventually, a boy took me on a quick tour. There is the factory where the
cheese is produced, with all the workers-around

dressed in white overalls.

thirty men and women-

They produce a various types: Fresco, Andean,

Dambo, Tsil Pravolone, Momrefla, Reclette, Emmental, Parmesano and others.

Everything seemed so clean and organized. Then we visited a women's
handicraft center named El Texal. A group of twenty women, all indigenous but
one, were there knitting beautiful sweaters. An Italian woman was explaining how
to knit new designs. The sweaters go mainly to Europe.
Two blocks from the knitting center, there was a spinning-mill. As in the
cheese factory, all the workers were dressed in white, with safety equipment. as
in any factory in the world with huge machines. The spinning-mill has thirty-five
permanent workers, and their products are sold to El Texal or to other
commercial enterprises in Cuenca and Ibarra. All the material is natural and dyed
with natural colors.

They produce 300 quintals per month. In 1997 they

generated a revenue of 2,900 millions sucres. Their aim is to process alpaca
wool as well, but as yet they have been unable to find a supplier of the raw
material. Around the comer, there was a building with a number of containers of
drying mushrooms. This is an initiative of the youth club. My guide explained that
his father used to belong to the club and that now he himself is a member. The
club's members are young people from 12 to 30 y a r s old. It started with 680
hectares of land and a little capital donated by the church. Now they are
exporting to Italy and Holland. In addition, they have a forestry project Besides,
there is a carpentry center where they build some of the furniture for domestic
use. Two blocks farther on, there is a savings and loan cooperative with the
same facilities one might find in any bank in the city.

On our way back to the plaza, we visited a ceramic eenter on the second
floor of a small house, where young people were making ceramics-not

in the

traditional style but rather more European in form. In the plaza one can find a
communal store, bakery and the offices of FUNORSAL (the Federation of
Village Organizations of Salinas) which unites and supports with training all of
Salinas' enterprises. Finally, I arrived at the hotel up on the hill, a beautiful place
and as well built as any lodge in Canada--withthe exception that there was no
toilet paper to be found anywhere. No one was at the reception, but eventually a
girl appeared and gave me a key. The entire area is beautiful, to the point of
being surrealistic. Wrth all these factories, it seemed that we were in another
place with sophisticated equipment-just a step outside the peasant's world of
unpaved streets.

Each factory has its own administration and wutk rules, but as mentioned
above. ail the enterprises are brought together under the umbrella of
FUNORSAL. This is reflected in the following chart:
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Each of the enterprises has sales in the region of $4040,000 annually.

Young people manage most of the factories. How did this come to pass?

Before the 1970s, the people of Salinas were tenant farmers, which
meant that they used to work for large landowners in exchange for a pista, i.e. a
little piece of land. where they had access to some small favors from the
landowners. As in many places in Latin America, tenant farmers had to work for
the landowners as senrants on the formers' land and in their houses, and they
had to pay as rent 20-50% of everything they produced. Much of the economy
of the area depended on salt mining. The peasants depended on the land but
they were also given limited access to the salt. which they then used for barter in
order to obtain other products. As with any tenant farmer in Latin America, the
situation of the peasant family was very precarious, in the sense that a family
could be expelled at any moment at the landowner's whim.
The relationship was one of patrokclient, which might have all the

elements of love, respect, admiration and hate. The two big landowners were a
famity by the name of Cordovez and the Church. In the town, there was only one
school. which operated less than 90 days a year. There were no health senrices,
and one child out of two died before the age of one (IAF 1993). Most young
people used to migrate to the city of Guayaquil to work on the banana
plantations, and would then go back telling how hard life was in the city.
Alcoholism was a major problem. In the meantime, the church as one of the few
institutions in the area was very traditional. It was the other landowner, and at the
same time it offered religious services in return for fees and alms.

In the late sixties, the church started changing. The peasants learned from
a new bishop who arrived in the city, that the salt mines were not the property of

the Cordovez family but rather of the state, and that any organization could ask
for a license.

The peasants organized themselves to obtain from the

government permission to exploit the salt mines themselves. The Cordovez
family made some threats. At the same time, the Agrarian Reform Law was
promulgated and the family had to start paying salaries to the workers. In
consequence, the Cordovez family decided to shift its activities from crops to
livestock

production, for which the demand for labor was less. Finally, they

decided to sell off their land and to leave. Today, the Cordovez families are
remembered by the locals as good people. One lady referred to them as the
patroncitos, an affectionate term meaning "little boss". Unlike the situation with

other landowning families, it seems that the Cordovez family did not engage in
physical abuse".

Although the relationship was structurally exploitative in the

sense that their lives and livelihood depended totally on the large landowner, it
was managed on the basis of client-patron.

As mentioned eariier, the peopie organized themselves in order to obtain
legal access to the salt However, in the end the people realized that the salt
market had changed, having lost its demand because of increasing use of ocean
saft, which was easier to process and cheaper. While the people from Salinas

aIready had a rudimentary form of organization, they did not have the capital with
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=I For example m the Andean area, thereare accolmfs of landowners who cut off the fingas of their
tenants. This kind of a - o n was the cause of numerous and bloody peasant movements.

which to start manufacturing or buy land. So they decided to organize a savings
cooperative.
By that juncture, the regional and local church outlook had also begun to

change. A new bishop and priest anived in Guaranda, which is the closest city
to Salinas. Bishop Candido Rada was concerned with social change in the
communities around and belonged to a sector of the church which believed in
the need for liberation of people fmm any kind of ser~itude.~In 1970, the
Bishop founded an organization called

"Ecuadorian Fund Populorum

Progressio". The idea was to support with funding and other resources marginal
groups of Ecuador. The FEPP defined itself as a non-patemalistic organization.
Its goal was to avoid the type of paternalism, practiced by some agencies, which
focus on marginal individuals, treating them as incapable of exercising their
liberty and selfdetermination, or as "someone needing to acquire maturity and
only when they get it are they in a condition to behave by themselvesn (1995:
Gavilanez). FEPP provides funding support only to organized groups that are
ready to engage in active and critical participation. The main areas of focus for
FEPP are credit, technical assistance, training and legal support. In the context
of the church's involvement with the peasants of Salinas, a priest named Padre
Antonio arrived in the village and since that time has faciliited the entire
development process. The land in the entire valley was purchased by the
peasant organizations. Some land was allocated for individual family use and
other sections for communal use. Later, a number of activities were initiated

which are now organized, not as cooperatives, but as communal groups and
clubs.
Padre Antonio is the head of an organization called the Salesiana
Mission. It serves as an experimental center where ideas are tested and then
passed on to FUNORSAL, where it may serve as the foundation for a new
enterprise or may stimulate new approaches in existing enterprises. The
Salesiana Mission is housed in the parish house. Many young people are
employed in the center, working on computers, discussing new projects and
composing plans.
The main activity of Salinas is cheese production. Before the 1970s, the
large hacienda used to have a cheese industry, which produced good
pasteurized cheese and sold it to a chain of shops in the capital. The local
people used to make a homemade cheese of short durability. They would walk
seven kilometers to a point where a truck would pick them up for the journey to
Guaranda where they would sell the cheese in the streets. Sometimes they
became frustrated at missing the only tmck and they would have to return to the
village with their products. They would then eat the cheese themselves and
perhaps share it with their neighbors before it soured.
Many tenant farmers had worked with the landowner and had learned the
art of cheese production. Thus, with the support of the church the peasants
started their own cheese factory in the priest's house. Forty-five villages became

" L ~ b m i o ntheology and its idea of a church committed UIwork with the poor is a movemem, which
started m Latin America m the 1970s.

partners in the factory and they provided 400 liters of milk daily. The project
functioned for three years, but it faced many problems with transportation and
commercialization. The merchants paid with postdated checks and sometimes
returned the cheese, due to problems of transportation. The cheese thus
returned was usually in bad shape and could not be sold in other markets.
Eventually the project was closed.
One year later, a group of international organizations lead by the UN
decided to promote milk production and development in Ecuador. The
Government with the support of the Swiss Cooperation Agency was looking for
villages in which such a project could be launched. They had almost reached the
point of giving up, because in most of the

villages visited, the peasants were

more interested in selling their milk d i m in the nearby city than in developing a
milk factory. However, the director of the FEPP made arrangements for the Milk
Project Commission to visit Salinas.
The advantage of Salinas lay in the fact that the community was already
organized, that it had land which it had bought, that it had started its own a
cheese industry and also had an operational savings cooperative. Thus the
community signed an agreement with the Government and the Swiss
Cooperation Agency. The Swiss suggested that the project should:
a) Give the peasants the possibility of social liberation at

two levels, i-e. by

getting rid of the middleman and by increasing their self-esteem;
b) Promote community adon based on solidarity and equity;

c) Increase peasant income.
Together they agreed that in order to achieve these objectives they would
have to:
a) Add value to the milk, through cheese and butter production;
b) Open the factory to every producer in the area;
c) Turn the factory in Salinas into a model for other villages around;
d) Develop a system of sef-management, but with the participation of national

and international organizations.
Today, Salinas serves as a cheese-producing center for all the
communities in the region, and a center to which they can bring their milk. It was
a slow process and in the beginning people did not want to turn their milk over to
the enterprise or devote efforts to improving the grasslands. In recent years,
other small villages such as Pampabuela, Chazojuan and Verde Pampa have
started to organize their own cheese and candy bar factories.

This is the

consequence of strong and welldirected training programs. The organization in
Salinas has sent people to be trained in the Cheese-making Center of Peru,
where Swiss and Italian experts have been among the instructors. As Padre
Antonio explained to me, the idea is that Salinas should become an example for
the region. This is the goal," he said, The town of Salinas should senre as the
example and they can show the others how to do more on their own.
Centralization is not good."

In Salinas, there is a sales office, which was established right at the
beginning of the project, All the products are advertised and sold through it. The
project already has stores in Guaranda and in the main capital of Quito. There
they sell cheese, sausages, and dried mushrooms and honey. Now, some
villages have started producing jam and want to have their own village name on
the packages-which

is something of a problem according to the person in

charge of commercialization. The products are not cheap and are oriented to the
middle class consumer. Lately, they have also been selling the products through
a big supermarket chain. What I observed is that the large chain sells some of

the products at cheaper prices than can be found in the Salinas store in Quito or
in Guaranda. The chain store has been pushing the enterprise to lower its price
and thus enable the chain to increase market share. This has posed a dilemma
for the enterprise that thus far has targeted its high quality product towards a
segmented and exclusive market
Other products such as sweaters, sausages and dried mushrooms are
exported. These are sold through non-profit organizations in Europe, mainly
Italy. The market is very limited, and getting smaller as more products arrive from
poor countries. So, far they seem to have been protected in terms of the market,
but sales are becoming harder. The European organizations want to be fair to

the producers, but with the increasing competition this is becoming more difficult.

For example, in talking with the women from El Texal, I was told that they
have many sweaters in st& waiting for a buyer. For the local market, they have

to lower the price. "We can not sell at the prices the produds should fetch
because of the competition," a worker complained. They are paid for each
sweater and at the end of the year the earning are distributed depending on the
number of days worked.
In recent years, the members have received help from the church and
friends of the church, which has allowed them to build an international network
for markets and innovation. There is an institution called Operation Matto Rosso
from italy that works closely with Padre Antonio. At the time I was there, three
Italians from this institution were lending assistance in various areas of expertise.
For example, one of them was involved in the production of sausages, and so he
was working in the factory experimenting with different varieties of sausages,
using local products. Another lady was working with women, teaching new
knitting techniques for making sweaters. They send volunteers on an ongoing
basis. Padre Antonio is constantly active and involved in observing where there
is a need for intervention. He has blended totally with local people, speaks the
local slang and understands the local slang. Although he does not have any
formal position in FUNORSAL or any of the enterprises, he is a figure of authority
and is regarded as a friend by the local people. He is constantly busy, as people
look to him for help in resolving problems. Besides, the volunteers from
Operation Matto Rosso, the FEPP and the Salesiana Mission, the organizations
of Salinas have relationships with officials ftom the Health and Educaotin

ministries who, for example, help in coordinating some of the government
campaigns such as vaccination.
I spoke with many people in villages in the surrounding area and it was

evident that Salinas is regarded as an entrepreneurial center that has an
excellent track record in creating income opportunities for the local people. It is a
collection of enterprises with a diversified portfolio of activities, which have
brought benefits not only in the marketplace, but also in terms of creating
numerous opportunities for the local population, especially the poorest, which are
often either single or widowed women with children, or elderly women. As one
woman said:
I have a place to take my milk close by, and where I can
get paid every ffieen days. Then I can go and collect
mushrooms, bring them and get paid as well. If I have time, I
can come and made sweaters and get paid for that. So there is
a lot that I can do.

In addition, Salinas has created income and training opportunities for young
people and children, such as designing and making ceramics and participating in
numerous activities such as the mushroom enterprise.
A lady recounted that all this activity began when she was 25 years old. In

the town, those who were not tenant farmers used to migrate from one place to
the other. "...The men used to work on a temporary basis in the banana
plantations on the coast, while the women had to look after the laundry, the baby
sitting, house cleaning, and so on. Now everyone is here because there is work "

Salinas has created some 363 direct jobs in the factories, but the reality is
that most of the town's 5,000 population as well as those living in the small
villages are involved indirectly in some kind of activity related to the communal
enterprises. Moreover, villages such as Pampabuela are, as mentioned above,
starting their own cheese factories and thus creating steady jobs. Besides, they
all have their own crops and cows. In 1988 it was calculated that the poorest
peasant delivered 10 liters of milk a day (FEPP 1989). All the enterprises in
Salinas are self-sufficient. After 1993 they did not receive any outside grants, but
only technical assistance from the Italians.
Some of the earnings of the enterprises, such as carpentry, which has
four employees, are used for social purposes. For example, with their funds they
contribute to a house for orphans run by the church and to the lunch program for
children. Young people from the Salesiana Mission have organized groups,
which, after school, help children to do their homework. Salinas has emphasized
the economic aspects of their development. However, as I learned in talking with

some young people, the cornmunrty unlike Uocllapampa has not put in place
institutional mechanisms for improving the social aspects.
Thus, these aspects are left to the work of organizations, such as the
Salesiana mission, which operates with the help of dedicated young people who
are committed to helping the needy. Padre Antonio, for example, complained
that someone was sick and that no one in the community at large had gone to
help. He insisted that mutual help should be seen as part of the moral obligation

of the community to provide social support. He constantly reminds the young
people about how things can 'turn cold'. You, the young people, he said *need to
warm things up."

One of the young members talked to me about the need for Padre
Antonio to talk about these issues within the enterprises, even though many of
the administrators are members of the Salesiana Mission. He commented that:
'...The

other day one fellow had a bad leg; everyone saw him but no one did

anything." It was Padre Antonio who went to take care of him. "What wiIl happen
when he leaves?" He added: The man just needed to go to the hospital in
Guaranda.... We should have a truck for emergency cases. ... That is missing....
We still need to develop the human part."
A group of young people under the auspices of the Salesiana Mission

started a recycling project, at the time I was there. They began to place garbage
containers in different places and were exploring different attematives for
generating income. The young people from the mission are very much involved
in leadership positions in most of the enterprises. They are young Andean
Christians, helping people, performing mingas when needed. They devote much
of their time to experimenting, discussing and planning with Padre Antonio. One
of their projects is to promote tfie cultivation of traditional crops such as quinoa.
Also, the young people are the ones who mobilize and go to the regional offices
to press for services, such as the improvement of wmmunications and

the

need for a paved highway to lessen Salinas' isolation. On one occasion 1 went to

observe a protest, and was able to see how easily the town becomes isolated in
when it rains heavily, and how the telephone ceases to work. Even though the
Internet has arrived in Salinas, still the sixty kilometers separating the town from
the main highway are unpaved and at times barely passable. Transport for the
public is minimal.
I observed that while the local people are happy to have income

opportunities, there existed little sense of ownership on their part. Especially the
older people referred to FUNORSAL as if it were the property of Padre Antonio.
Occasionally I talked to women transporting their milk with their donkeys; their
attitude was: "I am just taking the milk to the patroncito. In some of the factories,
the administrators told me: "They [the workers) still think as workers and not as
owners." I asked Padre Antonio about this and he explained that everything
belongs to the organizations. "There is", he said, "a need for solidarity if we are
to survive." Echoing the Brazilian education expert, Paolo Freire, Padre Antonio
commented: "...Here we learn by doing."

In the General Annual Assembly,

people do not speak up so much, unlike the situation in Uocllaparnpa. A leader
of one of the villages said: "If we talk about mingas or about robberies, people
will participate, but ifwe talk about markets and product quality, they keep quiet
Their only interest seems to be in getting their money." The decisions of the
assembly are taken by vote. On one visit to a village, a local leader told me
about his disagreement with some aspects developed by the enterprise.

...People have been given the tools but not the consciousness to go along with

them.... We have to be trained in enterprise leadership.

In bad economic times, the FUNORSAL leadership has always tried to
maintain jobs, especially in the cheese and spinning mill factories, even if some
of the villagers argued in favor of selling the enterprise to private companies.

Among the young people, the question is commonly raised: What will happen
when Padre Antonio is not here anymore?
One of the most noticeable changes in Salinas is the fact that both

mestizos with strong Spanish features and indigenous people are working
together in this process, all of them poor. Someone said that one of the original
Spanish conquerors with his soldiers settled in the area and married local
women, which is why there are now so many blancos. It is also true that

members of the landowning family got involved with local women, whom they
then abandoned. Now, mestiros and the indigenous share the bond created by
poverty.

Conclusion and Discussion: Salinas
The development of the enterprises in Salinas has been impressive,
particuiarly with respect to the level of technology they have managed to attain.
This has without doubt brought economic benefits to the local people, because
of the various income alternatives thus created. It was mainly the church and
church-related organizations that brought to Salinas access to high technology,
technical training, to the national middle dass and European markets. The

enterprises have developed an exclusive, segmented market. Their different
products are foreign to local taste and tradition. Except for the cheese industry
that previously existed, the other activities reflect imported tastes, for example,
European-style ceramics and various types of candy such as the typical Italian
tumn. The problem they are facing is that the market is getting smaller. Those

clients linked to the NGO sector are sourcing their products worldwide and the
exclusive Ecuadorian market that Salinas has been serving hitherto is too small.
It would appear that eventually they will have to lower their prices and gear their

products more to the mass consumer market.
Their uncommon and extraordinary level of

economic-technoIogical

development have not been accompanied by social, cultural and political
development In contrast to Llocllapampa, in Salinas the enterprises have access
to funding and to assistance with technology and marketing. However, people in

Salinas cannot count on the social sewices and the degree of cultural and
political development found in Llocllapampa. Social services depend very much

on the good will of the church and the precarious services provided by the state.
Development in Salinas has been very much extemaloriented. The model is not
one constructed by local people based on their own traditions, but rather a model

focused on economic development. Social, cultural and political development is
not an integral part of the picture.
From an environmental perspective, under the influence of international
visitors the people in Salinas are engaged in a number of positive activities such

as recycling and ecological tourism. In this context, environmental education and
awareness in Salinas are admirable. However, it must also be said that certain
environmental preservation activities appear to be becoming a kind of fashion
and cliche. For example, youth consenration groups may be good, but in many
cases they appear simply to be following the fashion of the industrialized

countries, rather than inmrporating the traditions of local people. This tendency
is largely due to international intervention, and is also happening in
Llocllapampa. When I mentioned the term 'environmental', they referred to
forestry programs

funded directly or indirectly by international organizations.

The reality is that there also exists a vast store of traditional knowledge, for
example, on land preservation that is not considered as environmental activity
by outsiders or even by the local people themselves.
People in Salinas do not appear to have the same sense of autonomy as
those in Llocllapampa. For example, the Salinas peasants seem to have
exchanged in their minds the landowner, Cordovez, for Padre Antonio. Local
people do not seem themselves as owners of the enterprises. Liberation
theology speaks of the liberation of people. However, the most empowering
liberation is that which comes from inside each individual, when each person
understands hidher own situation (Freire 1970). This not the case with people in
Salinas. Without foreign assistance and without the presence of Padre Antonio,

the future survival of the enterprises would almost certainty be in doubt. The
enterprises are strong as long as a forceful leader is present, but lacking broad-

based social commitment on the part of the people, they are likely to prove weak
and unstable in adverse circumstances.
The Salinas model of development is one that has been imported from
outside. The community has not yet developed its own and it is difficult to say if it
will. Besides the church and the young people associated with it, there appears
to be little self-management organizational capacity and insufficient social capital
for creating durable community based enterprises. It may be that the
enthusiastic, educated young church people with a strong commitment to their
community will take the lead in maintaining the enterprises. In such a case,
however, it is likely that they will become elitemanaged enterprises without
broad-based social participation. Perhaps most likely is that a new priest wilI
arrive on the scene in time, and the present course will be extended. In any
event, the enterprises will have to survive economically, possibly by expanding
their market, and either competing or being protected by external donors.

II. CASE 2: THE COMMUNITY OF CHAQUICOCHA: A CAMPESINO-

OPERATED TRADE FAIR
Chaquicocha is the site of the largest weekly market for various
communities in the area of what is called the Alto Cunas in the central Peruvian
Andes. At 3 am every Friday, large trucks from the nearby towns of Chupaca and
Huancayo, and even from the national capital of Lima, start arriving with their
wares, while women in their huts are preparing local dishes and getting ready to

sell their livestock (sheep and cows) cheese, meat and eggs. By seven the plaza
is totaily transformed, with a number of we%organized barber shops, beer
gardens, food courts, natural herb kiosks, livestock sales areas, etc., springing
UP-

Virtually the entire population of the town is present, selling and buying. At
the end of the day, most of the families bring their pigs to eat the garbage, after
which a designated group cleans the plaza. During the week, most of the families
devote their efforts to livestock and agricuttural activities. All of these activities
fall under collective control.
Livestock traditionally was the main activii of the community, which was
organized along communal lines. Everyone owned the land. This continued until
1949 when, because of the increase in the population, the land was divided.

According to information gleaned from interviews and group discussions those
changes, which resulted in the introduction of private property, subsequently saw

the emergence of serious social and economic problems which the community
subsequently tried to resolve in the 1970s.
Chaquicocha, as in the case of many other peasant communities, faced
considerable ecological problems. Due to over-population, fragmentation and
dispersion of the plots, peasant families could not afford to rotate their land,
which in turn impoverished the soil and put at risk the already precarious

economy. Moreover, most of the land lacked access to water. Consequently, the
peasant diet was very poor. As one old woman explained to me,

Before the seventies we just had potatoes and mashua (an
indigenous grain). Most of us did not eat any fnr lor vegetables.
People used to suffer frequently from flu and pneumonia. Now
we are stronger in this community, with the benefits we get From
the Fair and other changes that have taken place. We are still
poor peasants, but we have access to lots of fruit and
vegetables; our food has variety now.. .
In the situation that existed after 1949, most of the young people had to look for
temporary jobs around the valley, waiting for their parents to die, so that they
could take over the land.
It was the young people and those owning less land who endorsed the

idea of restructuring the community at the beginning of the 1970s. The Agrarian
Reform Law had already been passed in 1969, in which the government
authorized the restructuring of peasant communities. Already a neighboring
community facing the same problems had successfully taken such action.

In Chaquicocha, the process started with an evaluation of the land.
Collectively, the commoners with the help of a religious non-governmental
organization assessed issues such as access to resources and ecological
conditions. On the basis of this assessment, they mapped the land. Later, in
1979, the community in its assembly decided to restore the land to the
community. The main goals were to prevent ecological damage and to ensure
that everyone had aocess to a minimum standard of food security.

Some

commoners did not have access to land in the valley, while others' plots were
poor and eroded. Still others were absentee owners. Wrth restructuring, the
community at its assembly decided to set quatiitions for its members, to take

an inventory of the land, to buy back land from absentee owners, and to carry
out a reallocation. The assembly developed a set of criteria for the adjudication
process. In general terms, the land was divided up into parcels and allocated in
such a way that everyone had access to different resources such as water.
Kinship was one of the criteria used in order to promote the work by groups of
families. Most of the families in Chaquicocha are related. It is common for the
children of one family to marry the children of the other families.
In spite of the fad that the law on Agrarian reform only considered as
commoners those who hed on the land, in Chaquicocha the assembly classified
commoners into three classes: those dedicated to agricultural activities, those
not directly involved in agriculture, and the exempt, i.e.the elderly.
The first group received seven parcels in seven different ecological areas.

Those not directly dedicated to agriculture received a lesser amount of land so
that they could have a small garden. For example, some in this category were
urban workers or traders who contribute to the communrty with donations. Old
people and widows received smaller plots closer to their houses or near their
children.
One of the consequences of land redistribution was that it not only
provided some food secunty and protected the soil, but it also reduced social
polarization. The poorest peasant had been displaced from the best land and
when bad harvests occurred, they had to wok for those who were better off. As

an old man told me, the redistribution avoided a situation in which some
"commoners become absolutely poor and beggars within the community".
With land redistribution,

production increased at both the family and

communal levels. The entire land use was planned on the basis of the given
ecological conditions. One way in which this was achieved was by consulting the
elders on traditional knowledge respecting the use of land and the organization
of production. The method of allocating the parcels also had the effect of

strengthening the traditional collective forms of communal labor, such as ayni,
minga, etc.
In this way, the communrty organized collective enterprises such as
feedlots, a milk center, a sheep barn and an irrigation project. Chaquicocha in
Quechua means 'dried lake'. On the communal lands, mainly potatoes were

cultivated for distribution to the commoners, who could then sell them at the Fair
or keep them for personal consumption or trade. Some of the potatoes are of
high quality and bring a good price at the market. The community bought a
tractor, for use on the communal land, and individual plots for a small fee. It is
rented to other neighboring communities as well.
The community has a livestock center with 17 cows and 2 bulls, as well as
a well-known cheese-making faciiii, which produces for the weekly Fair.
Moreover, individual families make cheese, which they sell in the plaza. The
community also owns 700 sheep and the sheepskin is sold wlledively. Each
Thursday, the community slaughters a number of sheep to be sold for meat

Most of the buyers are community women who take turns preparing diverse
dishes to sell next day at the Fair. They pay the community administration for
their purchases a week later. Thus the Fair senres as a market place for the
individual and collective sale of various farm products.
Most of the communal work is done collectively

and by turns. Community

leadership is based on the traditional non-remunerated system of election (the
cargo system). This means life can be very difficutt for a family when the head of
the household is serving his Meyear period as leader. The wife and children
are obliged to do most of the work on their own, since leadership entails a fulltime commitment. Thus, most people try to avoid being elected president. All
elected positions (president, vice-president, Control Committee president and
secretary) are ad honorem. Apart from the above, the community usually has a
person or family in charge of the sheep barn, and another in charge of cows.
These are paid and usually come from the poorest families in the community.
It should be noted that Chaquicocha never aspired to become community
enterprise in legal terms. The people do not trust government officials. On
previous occasions, they say, the government tried to take advantage of what
the communrty had done collectively, and to promote it as a government

achievement.

The communrty does have agreements with governmental

agencies, but these are very specific and relate to matters such as certified seed
loans for the commoners. The community used to be a member of a multicommunal enterprise created during the agrarian reform, i.e. the SAlS Hewnas

Toledo, an ex-hacienda. However, the enterprise did not generate any benefits
for the communities and the latter lobbied to obtain land from the SAIS, failing
which they threatened to invade the 1and.l' In the event, the SAIS eventually
provided land.
One behavioral aspect to be found in the history of the various enterprises
in Chaquicocha is that they have been started and discontinued many times. For
example, the sheep barn increased its stock to 2000 head, but then the
community decided to slaughter the sheep, sell or eat the meat, and then start
again. They perceived that if growth outstripped the land's capacity, this could
cause environmental and social problems, such as inadequate individual access
to grasslands. In this way a balance is maintained between the families and the

community.
Merchants go to the Chaquicocha market to sell fruit and vegetables and
to buy mainly cheese as well as meat, which they in turn sell the next day in the
larger market of Huancayo crty.
Another major source of income derives from the migration to the United
States of professional shepherds. Most of the young men in Chaquicocha have
worked in this capacity in Colorado and Utah, recruited by two companies in
Lima. The work is often passed along within the families. The shepherds are
paid approximately US$500 per month, which is regarded as a fortune. Working
conditions are hard. Typically, they live alone in a trailer in the mountains. Their
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In the
of the 1980s and with the support of the guerilla p u p , Shining Path, many communities
in the cennal and southern Andes invaded the lands of these muld-commrmal emupriscs.

only contact is normally every two months with the farm foreman, who gives
them their instructions and supplies them with food. They tend not to learn
English. After completing a three-year contract, the shepherds return home
where they buy trucks and vans. Many of them provide transporMon to the
Chaquicocha Fair. The market also serves as a place for receiving news,
exchanging photos and getting recommendations for jobs in the U.S.
In spite of the fact that peasants always want to acquire more land, none
of them to my knowledge have been able to buy because of the fact that the
community does not permit it. Some have tried to rent from others, but such an
arrangement is also not permitted. What they have done is buy better seeds and
livestock (although only a certain number are allowed, this varies from year to
year depending on the annual land survey). Some of them have built brick
houses rather than adobe. Differences, however, tend to be minimal. They do
not invest much in household comfort.
With the migration of so many male commoners, the community has set

its rules accordingly. A commoner who goes to the U.S.A. has to pay
approximately one month's salary per year in order to retain his rights. One can
identify an emergent social stratum composed of young commoners (25-35
years of age) who have migrated to, and returned from, the U.S. What is even
more noticeable is the social cost of this migration. Women complain that most
of the men become accustomed to living alone, and when they arrive home they
act as strangers. Some women are accused by their husbands of having affairs

with other men, which in some cases gives rise to domestic violence. The

women are left alone with the children, land and animals. The men seldom
communicate. Sametimes they became involved with other women. In one case,
a commoner-migrant left his wife after his return because of rumors and started
living with another woman. The wife lost her animals; she and the children
became destitute and had to rely on the community for assistance.

She went to

court to claim an allowance for her children, but the husband paid off the judge.

The community assembly then decided to cancel his membership. The case is
not atypical, In other similar instances, the community has intenrened and
punished the husbands.
Through the communal organization, Chaquiacha has lobbied the local
authorities for electricity, potable water and educational facilities. The community
boasts a pre-school, an elementary and high school. Many of the adults are
illiterate, especially the women. White most are unable to read and write, they do

know how to count as a result of their involvement in buying and selling. This
situation will almost certainly change with the new generation, given the
accessibility of the young to schools. The communrty has also collectively
lobbied for, and built, a basic health center. Usually one nurse is present.

However, many commoners do not make use of it because they have to pay for
the services. As in many otf'ier communities. one finds a lot of dirt and people

suffer infections. They rely more on traditional medicine than on the health
center. The budget of the center, which comes from the Ministry of Health, is so

small that they have to charge for services and drugs. The nurses held an anticonception seminar, but none attended. However, the nurses complained that in
some cases women asked for assistance with an abortion3'.
Redistrimon

of the land has put a stop to the degradation of the land,

decreased the problems of food security and helped to lessen the out-migration

of young people, given the new opportunities in the countryside. Witfiout doubt,

the Fair has provided an incentive for increasing production and enhancing bath
collective and individual entrepreneurial behavior. An excellent market
opportunity has been created, even though it can be said that Chaquicocha has
not reached the level of development of Llocllapampa in terms of creating direct
employment and social services. However, the organization and cuitural
revitaiization have contributed to diminished poverty in the cornmunlty and have
facilitated income opportunities for many. Chaquiwcha has access to the
highway and that has influenced its development, Initially, the community was
on the path followed by many communities in the valley, i.e. destruction of
traditional forms of organization and cooperation, as well as the phenomenon of
absent landowners, which were affecting the well being of the community.
Secondly, the community has used its location to promote markets and revitalize
a culture based on participation and solidarity. This is of interest because
theoretically, from the Marxist and formalist points of view, it had always been
assumed that communities inserted into the market would lose their traditional

way of life. The case of Chaquicocha shows that culture and economic

" Abortion in Peru is illegai.

development are not incompatible. The peasant who might have lost sight of his

duties as citizen, on the contrary, in Chaquicocha is now clear regarding his rob,
rights and dueits

within the community. As mentioned to me by Dr. Teafilo

AItaminnou, the interesting issue is how this community has been able to mix

its culture with its sense of community and etfinicity, while at the same time
responding in an ongoing manner to market principles.
One of the major challenges of Chaquimcha is the generation of other
income opportunities that are not based on land.

People are very

entrepreneurial. They know that in many instances it is to their advantage to
respond to challenges as a community. During my research with the commoners,

we had many group discussions about the possible alternatives for future
development.
Two assemblies were held for the purpose of evaluating the communtty's
situation. The following points emerged:
1. The community felt that the improvement of its organization was most

important. 'If there is no organization, there is nothing," peasants stated;

2. So far the community has succeeded in creating opportunities, but it must
continue trying to find additional sources of employment and income at both
communal and individual levels;
3. One possible alternative is adding value to milk production through the making

of butter, milk and yogurt, or by simply increasing cheese production. However,

Dr. Altamirano is head ofGraduate Sardies at rhe Catholic Uniwrsity m Lhna He has bnn on mrmmus
occasions visiting professor at Cornell University. He is an OMfiend and he inmdnced me to
Chaquiwch He has p u b l i i extensively about Pcrmrian cmigranrs m tht United Stares and Europe.
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the community is aware that it will need to intensify and improve grassland
quality through the use of certifted seeds and a tractor which they have on order,
for the purpose of increasing the amount of livestock and providing better feed.
The commoners are always concerned to establish a balance between
communrty and individual roles, given the limited physical space. However, in
these meetings, they structured their planning in such a way as to reinforce the
communal enterprise, while planning for the generation of income at the
individual level. They formulated the intention of improving 400 hectares of
grassland at both the community and individual levels through the use of certified
seeds and family loans. They calculated that they could produce daily some 2.78
liters of milk individually and 80 liters communally. The community muld then

purchase from individuals, collectively sell milk by-products and pay fair prices to
the families;
4. In recent years, the community has tried to develop a textile industry on the

basis of its traditional manufacture and use. However, most of the people within
the valley no longer use traditional textiles, except during festivities. Most of them
buy machine-made synthetic textiles.

As with many Andean communities,

Chaquicocha is losing its textile tradition. There are still a few families which
make traditional textiles, and these families advocated another attempt to go the
traditional route, but it turned out that the costs were too high and the market too
small. For example, for one person to make a blanket in the tradaonal fashion
(from the spinning through the dyeing and weaving of the wool) would take some

seventy days. If that person is paid 15 soles for day, the blanket ends up costing
$1,270 soles, while a synthetic blanket can be bought for $1504300 soles. The

only people who can survive on this kind of alternative are villagers who live from
foreign tourism. The area of Huancayo and Chaquimha does not normally
attract tourists;

5. Another alternative considered was fish-farming. Through traditional faena

(communal work), and by attracting volunteer labor with music and chicha (corn
beer), the community calculated that it could build twenty pools on communal
land. This was seen as a low investment, although capital would be required to
buy the fish.
The main foundation for all these projects was seen to be the

communrty's social organization. Through this organizational form, people have
the habit of working together. At the same time, the assembly recognized that
the main obstacle to the realization of these projects would be a weakened social
organization. (The president wrote this on the blackboard in order to reinforce the
idea). The lack of capital was also noted, but for most commoners this was
regarded as being of lesser importance. (At the end of the assembly, the people
laughed, telling me that if they had any idea that I might give them money, they
would then have said that capital was very important).
People from Chaquicocha have a fierce pride in their land and their Fair.
The community has had a long-standing rivalry with neighboring towns over

these two issues. Chaquicocha itself owns 600 hectares and has a population of

approximately 450. They have organized themselves to provide ee
l ctrcitiy

and

potable water, and to create a new school and health unit.
As a community, Chaquicocha is quick to take advantage of any suitable

governmental or non-govemmental project. For example, they have developed a
micro-lending program for beans and potato seeds. At the family and community
levels, everyone makes a contribution. Even the children help in the feeding of
the animals and collection of dried manure for cooking. Everyone knows what is
expected of him or her. For example, before the sowing it is common to see
families sitting on their patios selecting the seeds. The same thing happens at
the communal level. Everyone gathers on a given day where they select seeds.
Children are brought up in a cukure of work, i.e. each small girl knows that she
has to get up and take the cow to the pasture before going to school. Another
knows that she has to milk the cow after school. Later, at dinner time the entire
family including the grandmother comes to the kitchen to eat cheese and drink
herbal tea. This moment is the consequence of the community's collective work.
Many families in Chaquicocha are made up of extended families, i.e. the
nuclear family: the single brother, the grandmother, the sisters, a grandchild and
a father. Most of them operate businesses in the fair. Five families run little
grocery stores or beer stalls during the week as well. I noticed that in

Chaquicocha people participated in communal activities but only so long as this
did not interfere with their ind'kidual activities. For example, one meeting was

called and no one came. The vice-president was blamed for calling the meeting
without taking into considerationthe fact that this day was a main harvest day.
The community and its internal groups also organize fund-raising activities
on some Sundays. A fruchada (roasted fish) and a pollada (roast chicken) are a
frequently a part of a community life. Everyone participates, and sometimes they
organize as well a volleyball or soccer tournament between neighborhoods. The
funds go to different activities such as: buying materials for new fences, potable
water, bus tickets for the leaders to go to the city, etc. In fact, the promotion of
sports is a strategy the communrty employs against alcoholism. They recognize
that this is a problem in the communrty because there is not much to do. So now,
volleyball and soccer games are frequently staged in which the entire family
participates.
What is a noticeable in Chaquicocha is that despite the emigration to the
U.S. and the desire for temporary migration, the letters to and from the States,

the phones calls, the "jud murning" as they say, the mixture of Spanish and
Quechua: all this helps to maintain the traditional community. Chaqicocha keeps
alive its traditions and its festivities. In fact, on the Day of the Dead in November
1998, 1 observed that many of the males who had migrated and returned were

the ones who participated most actively in the ceremonies.
In this remembering of the deceased, one could observe the individuak
community continuum. The families celebrate and make offerings to the
deceased, but there is also one collective ceremony and offering for those who

do not have a family any longer, or for those who had come from somewhere
else and had passed away. As part of the offerings, there is usually a mix of
Coca Cola with homemade traditional bread, native grains, and flowers Yor the
souls to eat".
In spite of the social innovation that takes places in this community to
resolve problems related to poverty and marginalization, the dominant figure in
the house is the male. Some men become abusive with their wives because of
jealousy and doubts. Some women resist and take their complaints to the
assembly, while other women criticize them, saying: " If a man hits you, you have
to tolerate it and keep everything to yourself. Maybe she did not have his food
ready...." I have seen women carrying all their tools, etc, to the fields while the
men just walk behind. Men are the ones who run the cagos and get drunk at the
Friday Fairs. At the end of the day, the women look for their husbands to be

sure to get some money after the sale of the livestock, and in order to save it for
the family needs, However, women have their own manner in the assemblies to
get their ideas across.

Usually they are quieter but when decisions about

resources are being discussed, they are the ones who are strong and who push
their agendas very strongly.
Chaquicocha is a village with a common social and economic base, which
has managed to construct its own model of development on the basis of its own
culture.

Conclusions md Discussion: Chaauicocha
In Chaquicocha, the communal organization is based on traditional
knowledge and practices. This acts as safety net for all its inhabitants while at
the same time providing opportunities. However, it is a community that lacks
natural resources and has serious environmental limitations. However, they have
taken advantage of their geographical location and their income from migration
to build alternatives within the community.
The restructuring of the land and the creation of the Trade Fair has
contributed to controlling further environmental damage, assuring a certain level
of food security and opening up new sources of income for local families and the
community.
In this community, what is interesting is that migration to United States
has not disrupted community life. A market for land has not been created nor
has social differentiationtaken place as has occur with other communities in the
valley (Laite and Lievana 1981). As far as decisions are concerned, every
commoner has an equal right to participate in communrty affairs. This, it seems
that the phenomenon of temporary migration has if anything strengthened the
community. The income generated by it has formed part of the communal budget
to improve local facilities for the benefit of the entire community. Also, some of
the

families receiving remittances from abroad have set up small businesses,

such as a gas station, or purchased a small van for public transport to and from
the city to facilitate, among other things, attendance at the trade fain.

Because of the environmental constraints, enterprises in Chaquiwcha
evolve through a process of destruction and rebuilding. For example, If the
livestock become too numerous, families then have less grassland available for
their own livestock. This is one of the reasons why Chaquiaha has not
achieved the same degree of economic development and job creation as in
Salinas, or the provision of social services as in Llocllapampa. The community
appears to have the potential to do it. The organizational tradition and the
cultural practices necessary to mabiliie resources exist. Chaquicocha is actively

looking for new projects to implement. The challenge is to find activities that are
not resource-based, Otherwise, the inhabitants are not indined to support the
initiative.
Given the natural resource constraints in Chaquicocha, balance between
individual family and community needs will be crucial in the survival of the
community as an entity. This is also true of Uocllapampa and Salinas, but in
Chaquicocha it is more evident One possible lesson from tbe above is that
inhabitants in areas with fewer natural resources may be less prone to run risks
associated with community-based enterprise. The level of risk-taking capacity or
willingness may be related to the amount of resources possessed by the

community.

CHAPTER SIX
TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR
COMMUN~ASED
ENTERPRISE (CBE)

This study explores the characteristics of Community-Based Enterprises
(CBEs) and their potential as a sustainable strategy to overcome poverty among
the indigenous populations of the Andes in South America. Specifically, I look at
indigenous rural communities in the Andean region which have created collective
enterprises and through them enacted positive social change. Contrary to
conventional community development interventions that focus primarily on
outside inputs (e.g. financing, infrastructure building, education, health,
advocacy, mass mobilization, training, education, etc.), the working premises that
guided this research are:
Development in the rural Andean indigenous context, if it is to be sustainable,
must come from the people themselves;
A fundamental challenge for organizations and policy-makers is to

incorporate the diversity of cuftures, as well as of economic and social systems
into their policies.
Experience in community development practices has been characterized
by a piecemeal approach (Korten 1995). Sustainable development has emerged
as a new vision that recognizes the need for, and utility of, an integrated
approach. The study of CBE as a potena
til

instrument for the alleviation of

poverty requires, first, an interdisciplinary and multilevel approach that not only
looks at economic performance. but also analyzes the social, environmental,
cultural and political implications. Secondly, it requires an identification of the role
that external entities such as governments and NGOs, together with the global
communty, can play in facilitating or inhibiting the process of sustainable
development in indigenous communities.
This research is based on my fieldwork and research in three
communities. Apart from interview and observations, participatory evaluations

were conducted through the medium of communal assemblies. The chapter
analyzes two aspects in five main -ens. The first posits the main theoretical
assumptions about CBE. The second discusses CBE creation and the third,
performance. The fourth deals with the role of partnerships, while the final
section presents a series of propositions together with a model for the study and
understanding of CBE.
I. MAIN THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS

1.1 Definition of CBE and Scope of the Study

'Social entrepreneurship' encompasses a number of practices designed
to alleviate poverty. They generally fall under the rubric of community

entrepreneurship, such as regional initiatives by governmental or nongovernmental sectors to help individuals suffering from poverty or on welfare to
get back to work through financial support, neighborhood counseling services,
business training programs, etc. This occurs in countries of both the North and

the South. Other practices include regional government programs to support
small-business creation in depressed neighborhoods, NGO involvement in
community services in areas such as health, education, environmental
assessment, etc., or in comprehensive community initiatives (CCls) which have
as their goal the revitalization of neighborhoods. Other community-based
alternatives include the creation of local 'currencies' for use in community
bartering schemes. It should also be noted that, increasingly, a literature is
emerging which focuses on the role that communities can play in fostering
community-based immigrant entrepreneurship through group networks (Teixera
1998, Levitt 1998, Bates 1994, Holt 1997, Tan 1997, Tsang 1997).
In this study we define community enterprise as a collective business venture
carried out by members of a communrty itself in order to facilitate social,

economic, environmental and political change for the common good.

In order to understand the process of venture creation among Andean
indigenous CBEs, we have proceeded on the basis of a number of theoretical
assumptions:
First, literature on indigenous societies has shown that the economic,
cultural, environmental and social spheres are closely interwoven (Polanyi
1957,1974; Granovetter, 1979);
Second, for the purposes of this research, entrepreneurship is defined as
the creation of opportunities through the carrying cut of new combinations,

including the creation of a new organization (Shumpeter 1989), and the alertness
to identification of opportunities (Kizner 1973);
Third, there is evidence that social networks play a significant role in the
formation of new ventures: i.e. they act as a bridge among the different
dimensions of society (Johanninson 1996); provide social resources
(Johanninson and Monstead 1997, Bates 1997), self-confidence, support and
motivation (Manning, Birley and Norbum 1989); diminish the risks (Granovetter
1985); enhance business capabilities and information (Gnyawali 1994); create
access for opportunities (Johanninson and Monsted 1997); facilitate the process
of learning and innovation (Johanninson and Monsted 1997, Bourdieu 1986);
and can provide legitimacy to new enterprises (Dubini and Aldrich 1987, Aldrich
and Fiol 1994);
Fourth, a main characteristic of Andean communities is the traditional
form of cooperation (Alberti and Mayer 1974, De la Cadena 1989 Peredo 1995)
called ayni (reciprocal work among two families), minga (among a group of
families) and faena (involving activities for the benefit of the entire community).
These different forms of cooperation assist poor families and communities to
overcome a shortage of resources. Thus, it is important in any development
strategy to consider the relationship between family and community;
F i i , entrepreneurial development alone has not always resulted in

success in countries with developing or transforming economies (Cornwall 1988,
Peterson1988, Korten 1995, 1980). Entrepreneurial promotion in poor countries
and research have neglected the importance of traditional communal relations

as a survival strategy (Granovetter 1979, Leff 1979, Moore1997, C m e and
Harrison 1998). Contemporary literature on development activities and
international cooperation agencies documents the fact that efforts aimed
exclusively at individual business promotion in poor areas have in many cases
had a negative impact on communities because of the weakening this has
brought about in traditional forms of cooperation (Leff 1979, Granovetter 1989).
Indeed, in the case of Latin America, a correlation was found between
entrepreneurship development and violence (Smith 1986).

Sixth, the promotion of business development as a way to overcome
poverty requires an understanding of specific socio-economic (Peterson 1988)
and cultural environments. An emergent literature in entrepreneurship has
recognized the shortcomings of research on the economic impact of
entrepreneurship among poor and low-income populations, noting the tendency
to focus on outcome variables such as economic self-sufficiency, economic
mobility, self-employment, and annual income (Cornwall 1998). Business, as
Cornwall states, can be an important source for improving the overall moral
climate. However, while money and economic activity are necessary, they are
not in and of themselves sufficient to build and sustain strong communities
(Cornwall 1998);
Seventh, it has been suggested that entrepreneurship has the potential to
strengthen families and rebuild poor or low-income communities when the
responsibifiies of new entrepreneurs to their communities are given priorrty and
focus (Soyett and Finlay 1995, Cornwall 1998, Onyx and Bullen 2000, Lietka

2000). It has similarly been suggested that the ideal form of entrepreneurship

involves working for personal gain within the community in such a way as to
benefit the community (Boyett and Finlay 1995, Comwall 1998, Warren 1996,
Etzioni 1995, Solomon 1994). It thus follows that in the relationship between
family and community it is important to maintain a balance between individual
liberty and communal responsibilities (Comwall 1998, Etzioni 1964);
Eighth, analysis of entrepreneurial environments indicates that new
venture creation is a specific reaction to circumstances (Kolvereid 1996a,
1996b). Although government support can be important, it has been shown that
this is not an essential condition for business start-up. On the contrary, in some
cases such as China (Tan 1997) and among British farmers (Carter 19961, the
creation of new ventures has been seen as a response to the lack of such
support. In fact, materially poor countries such as Peru and Ecuador can be
characterised by their lack of resources and institutional support. Specifically,
enterprise development in such poor countries and among poor populations in
general has the following characteristics:
a A hierarchical social system based on ethnicity, gender, religion, economic

and social standing, as well as other factors;
Limited or non-existent weifare systems;
Subsidies eliminated as part of debt reduction programs;
Failure of large national and muttinatianal companies to provide jobs;
High rates of unemployment;

Uncertainty and risk due political instabilii and non-supportive capital
markets.
13
. New Venture Performance
Over the last several years a grownig

environmental awareness has been

broadening the significance of firm performance, to include social and
environmental dimensions. This is particularly important in a context of rural
poverty and among indigenous peasants populations in the Andes, because of
the following reasons:
r

Research in the Andean countries indicates a strong correlation between

social marginalization, poverty (World Bank 1994,Plant 1998, ID6 1999) and
environmental degradation (Tapia 1988, Peredo 1995);
Failed experiences in business promotion among poor populations suggest
the need to explore alternative models of entrepreneurship that take into
consideration not only economic outcome, but also social, cultural, political and
environmental aspects (the quintuple bottom line);
The substantivist anthropological approach (Polanyi 1957, Dalton 1971),
social network theory (Dubini and Aldrich 1991, Johanninsson and Monsted
1997) and sustainable development literature (Hart 1997, Hawken 1993, Westley
and Vredenburg 1996) highlight the benefits of cooperation and an integral local
approach for business performance and regional development;
The few documented cases of CBE indicate that it involves a local initiative
with wider goals;

Literature on local and internationaldevelopment, including sustainable
development, has broadened the parameters of local economic development
(Reese and Fasenfest 1997, Sachs 1992a, Daily 1994). Development has come
to be regarded as an issue that is more than growth alone. Rather, it
encompasses the well being of local residents (e.g. Sustainable Calgary report
1988, Reese and Fasenfest 1997).

My arguments are that:
CB businesses can be potential mechanisms in the alleviation of poverty and
community development;
Sustainable development criteria are of considerable significance in business
performance in poor areas;
a

CBE is a multidimensionalphenomenon that includes not only the economic,

financial and organizational aspects at the firm level, but also at the societal
level. The following is a brief description of each level. Each factor has been
discussed earlier in greater depth. At the firm level, there are three possibilities
for venture performance: failure, survival and success (Chrisman et al. 1998):
A venture fails ...when it ceases to exist as an economic activity.
Failure may occur because a venture is unable to satisfy its
financial obligations.. .or.. .is unable to meet the objectives of
the its owners.... Survival...depends on the ability of the venture
to operate as a self-sustaining economic activity....
Success...occurs when the venture creates value for its
customers in a sustainable and economically efficient manner
(Chrisman et al. 1998:7).

Performance is a function of five elements:
characteristics,

industry

structure,

business

the entrepreneur's

strategy,

resources

and

organizational structure (Chrisman et al. 1998).
At the societal level, using sustainable development literature, I also
explore the social, cuttural, political and environmental implications (Gladwin and
Kennelly 1995, Starik and Rands 1995). The literature on development has
recognized that there is no single formula for development (WCED 1987,Sachs
1992a Esteva 1992, Wilson 1995). Thus, sustainable development is a localized
concept. Using participatory and

ethnographic methodology, I have come up

with the following indicators for the Andean area:

TABLE NO 1

WHAT CONCERNS TO US :
INDICATORS OF SUSTAlNABllJTY FOR THE ANDEAN ARE4

NUCLEAR

Food security
HubStional kvels
Migration

FAMILY LNEL

Aaasst0wmim.s
Family inaarPclion

s=m

ECONOMIC -S

Cunmunal organidon
kbalthkali
~ota~awstcr
Alcoh0lbm
School dropout
Sochldiirantiation

CULTURAL LNEL

-

Impact of natural resoureas use( grasslands, mining ,w;mr)
Usa of W i o n a l knowledge
lheofmpost

-

U s t o f ~ e s
Communalworks

These indicators were not intended as measuring mechanisms, but rather were
considered in our observation and interviews. They served as a basis for
discussing the interconnection among the different economic, social, ecological,
cultural and political dimensions. For example, food security is recognized as a
wncem by most Andean people, hence the question: How is it affected by the
development of CBE? Andean people have traditional ways of organizing: How
does this relate to CBE?
For the purpose of analyang C8E sustainability, I looked at the following
criteria: 1) balance between economic, social and environmental goals; 2)
qualitative development; 3) a vision of wholeness (Stead and Stead 1992,
Gladwin, Kenelly and Krause 1995, Jennings and Zandbergen 1995, Sbrik and
Rands 1995); 4) interconnection and interdependence (Shrivastava 1995;
Westley and Vredenburg 1996; Hart 1997, Starik and Rands 1995 Gladwin,
Kenelly and Krause 1995, Hart 1997); 5) local knowledge (Westley and
Vredenburg 1996, Schmidheiney 1996), and 6) recognition of a learning and
educational process (Westley and 1996, Jennings and Zandbergen 1995).

II. COMMUNITY-BASED ENTERPRISES: LEARNING FROM THE FIELD

11.1 Conditions that Influence the Emergence of Community-Eksed
Enterprises
The fundamental roots of community entrepreneurship lie in the attempt of

poor rural communities to solve pressing economic and social needs, as well

as in the attempt to address the absence of political power or a voice in national
life. This sentiment was articulated succinctly by a peasant in the community of
Chaquicocha who, in the middle of a discussion in the communal assembly
stated: 34 .... NOone listens to us, but we have to listen to ourselves.. . We have
to hear each other...." In all the cases studied, the communities have been

previously involved in political protest, e.g. demanding access to basic services

from the government, or contesting government reforms, or protesting against
counterinsurgency (Llocllapampa and Chaquicocha) or against large landowners
(Salinas).
Proposition 1: CBE is a mechanism for change and an adaptive and
innovative response to macro.econornic, social and political factors that
affect already impoverished local communities economically, socially,
environmentally and culturally.

Specifically, CBE is a response to:
a) Economic crisis and a lack of opportunities in the countryside;
b) The process of social disintegration;

c) Social alienation;
d) Environmental degradation;

e) Post-war reconstruction;

f) The desire to gain control.
These fdctors are a refleetion in the countryside

of major macro

conditions such as national economic crises and political violence. AH the factors
are related and many of them are found in the community at the same time .

" Assembly of September 8,1998.

a) Economic Crises and the Lack of Income OPwrtunities
The lack of economic opportunities is related to the remoteness and deficiency
of sewices, as well as the precarious presence of the state in the urban and rural
areas of the Andes. The economic and governmental problems of centralization
in countries such as Peru and Ecuador has largely limited opportunities to the
capital and main coastal cities, and to the wealthy and bettereducated sectors of
society.
Proposition 2: The creation of CBE is related to the lack of opportunities in
the urban and rural areas, arising from geographical, social and economic
isolation and margifulization due to the country's economic and
administrative centralization.
As a consequence of lack of opporhrnities, social and political violence is

increasing especialty in the poorest urban neighborhoods where most of
immigrants reside. Frustration on the part of the young is also growing. They are
the most vulnerable to being drawn into drug trafficking or other forms of
delinquency. Despite of the novetty of the cities for some of those young people,
including the most educated, their best option has been either to come back to
their communities or not to leave in the first place. Young people are playing a
significant role in the communities of Uocflapampa, Salinas, and Chaquicocha.
Thus, lack of economic opportunity is not only related to rural isolation but also to
urban marginalization of certain groups in society.
The lack of economic opportunity as a catalyst for the creation of CBE is

not only found in the Andean cases, but also in other marginaliied areas such as
the village of Ralegan Siddhi in India (Hazare 1997), New San Juan in Mexico

(Tenenbaum 1996), Walkerswood in Jamaica (Lean 1995), Rilhena in Sri Lank
(Lean 1995), and in the cooperatives of Mondragon in Spain (Morrison 1991).
Furthermore, one must distinguish between economic opportunity and job
creation. In the literature on entrepreneurship, job creation is stressed as a
principal goal for venture creation (Cornwall 1988), while in the Andes, full-time
jobs were not what the communities were seeking. Rather, they were looking for
opportunities for income generation as a complement to their agricultural
activities. In the rural context of the communities studied, peasants usually
remarked: '...Even though money won't buy us enough food, we need some
cash."

Cash does not assure food security, one of the main concerns of

Andean peoples. This is why families in these communities, even those that
have created a large number of jobs have not abandoned their land. Thus one
can conclude that job creation serves in a complementary role and as a source
of diversification to soften the consequences of uncertain and high-risk
agricultural adivi." Indeed, the climate of risk is exacerbated by market risk.
and lack of government support The governments of Ecuador and Peru have
increasingly promoted the import of food staples and decreased support to
domestic agricutture as part of the restructuring of the state apparatus. The C8E
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This is the reflection of tfK unequal aadt exchange bmvtcnthe Mal and rhe urban sectors.

36 The logic and work praaice of a hctmy worker arc diffirrm fi.om hat hand in peasam society. So how

do both mix? In an h a v i e w with pasam in the village of Aguas Ncgras, I asked them ifthcy would like
to work for thc Oil Company tfiat is active in the a m . At first they said "yes",but then another
"Maybe it would be finc for a few hours, or aftcr h e harva but ~ I Cmain thing is that I have to I d after
my co&e plantatio~t"Everyouc agreed with this view. When I imwiewui company managers, they
pointed out that one of dK reasons they do not hire the peasam is becarrre they consider them to be iazy,
and that they do not want m work from 6am to 8pm every day.

of Chaquicocha has only created a fewjobs, but the enterprise persists because
it has given rise to opportunities for income generation among the inhabitants.

On the above basis, the following propositions can be elaborated:
Proposition 21: The lack of income opportunity acts as a catalyst for the
creation of CBE. Its survival and success depend on its capacity to provide
its members with sources of income diversification.
Proposition 2b: Job creation is not the main goal in the formation of CBE,
but can have an indirect effect on its performance.

CBEs have been built on the foundation of the capacity of local people to
pool and mobilize all kinds of resources--human, natural and to a lesser extent
monetary-to

collectively improve their lives. In Llocllapampa, for example,

every commoner contributed monetarily to buy additional agricultural land from a
foreign company, and they have been working voluntarily to raise crops for the
entire community.
Proposition PC: The creation and development of CBE depends upon
local people's ability to pool their resources.

b) Social Disinteantion
Many of the communities in the Andes, including the communities studied,
have been facing diverse forms of social disintegration, especially because of
migration and social differentiation.

For example, in the northern Peruvian Andes

it was found that many villages are populated by a large number of abandoned

women and children (Peredo 1995). Moreover, a number of studies found that
within Andean communities, traditional cooperative relations such as minga

(mutual help among families) and faena (communal work for common benefit)
were eroding because of market pressures. One of the main consequences of
this change of values has been an increase in poverty, especially among the
most vulnerable: the elderfy, women and children. The community of
Chaquicacha, in an attempt to overcome its poverty, decided to adopt a process

of land redistribution for the purpose of providing some food security, reducing
social polarization, and strengthening solidarity. In Uocllapampa, many young
men have returned to their families and to their communities because of the
existence of the enterprise.

Proposition 3: The creation and development of C8E is related to collective
efforts to overcome tendencies toward social disintegration and the
increase of poverty in the villages.
Proposition 31: Community cohesiveness and the use of ancestral
cooperative practices and values have been the driving force behind CBE
fonnrtion.
Proposition 3b: CBE correlates positively with community cohesiveness,
values in relation to the common good, and practices of solidarity.
Proposition 3c: Thus, CBE k related to poverty alleviation.

Life in the Andean rural highlands depends on cooperation because the
land tends to be poor, while agriculture which forms the backbone of the
economy is risky and uncertain. Most of the families, in order to diversify crops
and minimize risk, possess a number of small plots in different areas. An
accompanying factor is that most families need, and depend on, the use of

additional labor at certain specific times due to the nature of agricultural activity.
Thus, mechanisms of cooperation in a highly risky environment where there is no
state support, diminish overall insecurity and provide greater assurance of a
certain level of food security.
Through barter systems, peasant families are able to achieve
diversification of the diet if the harvest of one product or another fails. Thus, the
village commoners live in a context where even the better-off families depend on
cooperative relations. To survive in the highlands, each individual peasant family
has to develop the ability to mobilize a social network through the careful
cultivation of social ties. Ritual plays an economic and social role. For example,
when the first haircut of a child takes place around the age of five, godparents

are formally designated in a public ceremony that involves most of the
community. This acts as a mechanism of social control. The godparents make
public promises to help the child economically. All those present give a small
amount of money to the child and this acts as an economic support fund, which
the community will preserve over the years. The same sort of ritual is also
obsetved in the case of newly weds. Thus, the child and the newly weds have a
commitment. not only from their godparents or sponsors, but also from the entire
community. Collective life and traditional rituals in the higher and more isolated
areas of the Andean mountains called puna (3,500 to 4,500 asl) appear to serve
as an even more important mechanism for sunrival than in the valley areas.
Proposition 3d: The existence of interdependence and mechanisms of
cooperation is likely to strongly influence the creation of CBE in higher,
isolated and poor areas.

In other words, if there is social mhesiveness, there exists the potential
for CBE formation. If CBE is created, there are greater possibilities for poverty
alleviation. Therefore, it can be said that social cohesiveness is a fundamental
requirement for poverty alleviation.

cl Social Alienation
As noted in chapter one, in Latin America and the Andean area in

particular, there is a close relationship between poverty and ethnicity. Due to
their ethnic origin, indigenous people are at the bottom of the social, economic,
political and cultural ladder in Peruva
in

society3'

The alienation and

marginalization is reflected not only in macroeconomic terms and policies such
as lack of major investment in the area, but also in everyday life. In many
communities, men and women tell stories of abuse while living in the city
because of their ethnic background. For example, in 1994 1 interviewed twentytwo male immigrants from the Quechua community of Otuzco, who were living in
the city capital of Lima. Three of them were working as servants for mestizo or

white families. All of them complained about the treatment they were receiving
from their employers and the constant references to their origins. Although I did
not interview women, it is well known that female servants are often the targets
37
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is part of everyday life m P a I member thar when I was at school other
mestito chiIdren s e a an Indian girl and cur off her hairbair
The schoolteacher~ d '...:She should be
thankfid because now she can look decent" 'Damt' is a tam Psed commonly to descrii whites or
m d a s . Ethic dkimhatl*onagainst indigenous people is part of Pawian msia~whiusociety. During
my uips through the Andes. qmially during tht imurgcncy period (1979-92), I witnessed how the lives of
the indigenous were considered of liie value. The police harassed them on the road or m buss, often
k t h g them for lmle or no mson and withom any rrsaaim
-on

of physical abuse including rape. However, they consider themselves the lucky
ones because at least they have something to eat. It is normal for many
indigenous people to work as servants simply in order to have a place to sleep
and something to eat. Most of the migrants were wandering from city to city.
begging and self-employed, selling handicrafts such as palm mats, which the
family in the village produced during the agricultural off-season. All of them lived
in precarious and often violent conditions in shantytowns.
In the communities of Chaquicocha, Llacllapampa and San Jose de
Quero (a community I visited but which is not a focus of this study), personal
experiences of social alienation have pushed people to return and work for the
CBE. In the assemblies convened to discuss the enterprise, they often talked
about the painful experiences living in the city. In Chaquicocha, during a special
assembly to discuss the CBE, a young man related with tears: 'I wanted to be
someone. I worked as a servant and I managed to convince my boss to let me
go to school at night.

'So I decided to go and sign up in spite of the fact that I

was so tired. When I was on my way on the bus, my documents were stolen.
Shortly after that the police came to check documents and I was arrested. After
spending some time in jail, I continued on to the school, but no one would help
me since I didn't have the other documents. The person at the front desk told
me: "Get out of here, cholo". He wiped away his tears and said:
I lost everything and now I am here. The community has given
me land. I have some sheep and my little grocery store. The

It is common to fiad in middle or highclass n e ~ o o d achdsmam
s
fbr servana that nad:
"withouteducationn. The employers do not wmr the xrvam~to have an m t a a m atteoding schooL

cities look good from a distance when one is curious. But when
we are there, the aty doesn't offer anything to people like us.
Here the community protects us.
Stories like this are abundant in these communities. In Salinas on the
other hand, the factors that drove people to seek other solutions were their
situation of subordination to a large landowner, their lack of access to land, their
status as peasant tenants and the servile relations to which they were subject in
the rural scenario.

dl Environmental Dearadation
Environmental degradation is a concern in many Andean communities.
This appears as an important factor in the emergence of CBE among the cases
studied. For example, this was the motivating force in the community of
Chaquicocha. Severe erosion of the land moved the commoners to decide to
proceed with the re-structuring of the entire communal lands. The measure was
taken collectively with a view to avoiding Mute damage to the physical base of
their already precarious economy. Thus, the goal of conserving the land
reinforced and revived traditional forms of collective work that had been
disappearing.

The restructuring of the land stimulated the creation of the Trade Fair and
other communal enterprises as a way of economic diversification. Mining also
emerged as an alternative to decrease and preserve grassland in Llocllpampa.
EnvironrnentaI degradation as a

critical factor in CBE creation was also

identified in a wider review of other cases. For example, in the community of
Elliot Lake in Ontario, the town once depended on mining. After the mine closed,

the town took on the features of a ghost town as people left due to lack of work.

However, the communrty took the initiative of attracting retirees in order to draw

people and income into the community (OECD 1995).
P r o p i t i o n 5: Environmental degradation has a direct effect on CBE
formation and development
Proposition 51:In the Andean highlands, the control and preservation of
natural resources are dependent on community management
Proposition 5b: Natunf resource preservation is positively relabd to the
revitalization of Andean values and practices.
Proposition Sc: The preservation of the environment stands in direct
linkage to CBE economic diversification.

e) P o s t ~ aReconstruction
r
From 1979 to 1992, Peru was the scenario of a bitter guerilla war. Many
communities are still trying to rebuild after many of their people were killed either
by the guerilla or government forces. The terror drove much of the population in
many communities to migrate. San Jose de Quero was one of tf~ose
communities and the trauma of the war is still very much in evidence. The people
are suspicious of outsiders, and perhaps particularly of young mestko women. A
lady explained the reason. She said:
Mestizo girls like you from the university used to arrive in the
village. They said they wanted to cany out studies. But they
were in fact members of the guerilla, and what they did was put
ideas in the heads of our own children. All we have of that
period is bad memories.

During the early period of the war, families would often have to flee to the
mountains. "It was cold," said Toribio Quispe, "but we were afraid to stay in our

huts, because we never knew when the Sendeffstas (Shining Path guerrilla

group) or the military would come." 1 learned that during that period, many
families had lost at least one member. Now, people in San Jose de Quero are

proud. '...We have a soccer field and other facilities. Now the community has
been reborn..."A number of young people live there, including a large number of
single abandoned mothers.
In San Jose de Quero, it was the need for protection that drove the people
to organize themselves. They commented that at the beginning of the civil war,
they had run away. Later, however, they set up patrols, not to resist the guerrilla
or the military, but rather to provide advance warning so that they could hide.
Eventually, most of the people left. 'We had come to the point where the
community had only six families still here-mostly old people determined to die
in their own place" (a lady who said her 13-year old son had been taken away). It
was on the basis of these experiences that the cohesion emerged which enabled
the community to organize its communal granjas.

Political violence created the need for protection. Thus, the formation of

CBE is not only related to poverty as scarcity of resources, by also to poverty as

a multifaceted phenomenon including social and political insecurity.
Pmposition 6: The emergence of CBE initiatives k related indirectly to the
need for protection and social security.
Proposition 6r: Extreme situations or insecurity such as those arising out
of political violence can increase the level of group cohesion.
Proposition 6b: Group cohesion increases the likelihood of CBE formation.

el Intent to Gain Control
In the communities studied, the population expressed the need to gain
control over their lives and over their communities.

As noted earfier, the

communrty of Llocllapampa lodged protests over Cerro de Pasco Corporation's
despoliation of the environment. The intention in becoming involved in CBE was,
by creating its own enterprises and W ' n g jobs, to control environmental
damage, to build other economic alternatives, and to use the dividends to
promote social development. Whetfier the community will ultimately achieve the
economic diversification and other results sought is open to question, but at least
the commoners believe that they are cantrolling their own destiny. In the other

cases studied, the communities sirniiarly tried to achieve some control and to
facilitate the establishment of social services and opportunities, rather than
simply wait for the govemment to step in. It is precisely for this reason that
enterprise creation in these communities has been a political as much as an
economic process.
The same thing can be seen happening in other poor and isolated areas
outside the Andes. For example, the Purepecha Indians of New San Juan, in the
highlands of Michoacan, Mexico, had watched their land slowly being bought up
by the govemment and outside owners who had no obligation to hire local

people or pay attention to environmentai concerns. The forest cooperative,
which they established, has not only led to the establishment of indigenous
control over the land, but also to the improvement of the health of the local
people Venenbaum, 1996). Thus, in essence the process of CBE can also be

seen to be a process of gaining social and environmental control over a rural
scenario, once it has been determined that neither private corporations nor
migration to the ctty serve as viable options.

Proposition 7: The ability of local people to control their own communities
is positively related to the community's capacity for organization.
Proposition ?a: The development of CBE can be correlated with the ability
of the community to control ib resources.
Proposition 7b: The possibility for a community to control its resources is
positively related to the development of local enterprise.
Proposition 7c: The creation of CBE can increase the prospect for the
communities to gain control over their resources.

Poverty alleviation entails the control of resources, and this requires an
organization. Organizing to control resources is a political as much as an
economic process. I have analyzed critical evenbkariables that challenged
each of these communities. However, all of the communities share a common
patrimony, a common history and ancestral co-operative traditions that were
converted through collective action into the organizational forms that I have
designated as community-based enterprise.

11.2 Characteristics of CBE
Many of the elements that foster CBE creation, such as entrepreneurial
values and skills, can be also critical factors in venture perfomance and overall
sustainability.

Entrepreneurship and the need for innovation in CBE is a collective
process that involves values, experience and skills of its community members.
Strong cultural values oriented towards the presentation of the common
patrimony, and the degree of awareness of the common good, shape everyday
life in the CBE's economic, social, political and environmental decisions.
Communal values and cooperation are fundamental elements in the effort to
realize communal revitalization.
CBE is the product of an incremental learning process based on collective
experience. In the cases studied, definite plans do not exist. Rather, CBE has
been a process of ongoing response to evolving needs. Each case has passed
through different stages. Furthermore, based on ethnicity, marginalization and
remoteness, all CBEs have been constructed on ancestral traditions of
community management and co-operathe forms of work for the common good.
Previous skills in economicproductive activities, such as livestock, cheesemaking, mining, trade, etc., are closely related to the type of CBE that emerges.
Some of those skills are based on ancestral peasant knowledge, such as
livestock and crop management, while others have been developed through
working in areas outside of normal agricultural activities. For example, many
commoners in Llocllapampa prior to the establishment of the LLSMCE worked
for the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation. Evidence suggests that prior work
experience increases the chance of success in a business start-up (Erutku and
Vallee 1997, Harvey and Evans 1995).

The communities studied are responding to an environment of scar*,

and looking internally for solutions. Shared community experience, cubre and
values are the most important assets they have. To initiate an economically
productive activity and to create an organization capable of pursuing such an
activity successfully and responding to market challenges, the community must

be able to pooI its resources. However, it is evident that not every community
that has the above-mentioned assets is capable of creating and maintaining

CBE.
Proposition 8: The creation and performance of CBE is affected by the
ability of a community to combine and adapt in an innovative way ancestral
and new skills, experiences, coopentbe pncticas and values.
Proposition 81: The performance of CBE b affected by the characteristics
of community.
Proposition 8b: The sunrival and success of CBE is positively related to
collective community values, prior skills in the business engaged, and
collective management experience.
Proposition 8c: Culture is a driving force and will aft'ect directly the
success or failure of the enterprise.
Proposition 8d: The level of social learning and parb'cipation of the
members will affect the success or failure of a CBE.
Thus, intrinsic communal characteristics such as culture (C), previously
acquired skills (SK) and social [earning (SL) will affect the survival, success or
failure of a CBE.

Or as othemise stated: C8E performance = f (C, SK, SL)

HI. GOALS OF COMMUNITY ENTERPRISES
A11 CBEs studied, with exception of Salinas, have a multiplicity of goals.
The communities have emphasized in their documents and practices the need to

achieve simultaneously social, economic, environmental and cultural goals.
Andean communities, because of their lack of political power at the national and
regional levels, do not have access to social and economic facilities, which in
turn contributes to the spiraling effect of poverty. In the communities studied, as
with the other cases of CBE I reviewed, people have collectively taken the

initiative to improve their lives by creating facilities in their own space. The
development of new ventures is an instrument for capitaling on local natural
(hot springs, mines, mineral water, etc.), cuttural and social resources. This is the
essence, in the context of CBE, of new venture creation.
Proposition 9: The creation of CBE is a means for collectively bafancing
out power to improve the living conditions of the community.
Proposition 9a: CBE acb as a supportive umbrella for local development
that provides services and opportunities to local people.

CBE has emerged as a mechanism to boost the sustainability and health
of the community through economic means. Wealth creation

in these cases is

not the goal in and of itsetf. Rather sustainability, self-reliance and improvement
of life in the community through income opportunities, access to social services

and support for cultural activities are the aims. These in turn help in eliminating
the need for migration due to economic circumstances and in revitalizing the
communities. The goals of community business as examined in this study are

not limited to the maximization of profit. but rather profit tends to be only one of a
multiplicity of goals that the community is trying to achieve.
Proposition 10: The multiplicity of CBE goals responds to the diversity of
local needs and this nrlabs positively to local development
Proposition 10a: The more CBE is embedded within a community, the
more likely it is that it will develop multiple goab and make a significant
contribution to local development
Proposition lob: Economic goals influence the achievement of social,
environmental, cultural and political goab. However, CBE economic
activities are generated and driven by local cultunl values and the level
of social organization.
Interestingly, I observed in the assemblies that the women were often the
ones to stand up and take the lead in discussing social needs and fund-raising
campaigns aimed at maintaining and improving health, nutritional, educational,
and other social and cultural facilities. They were also the first to denounce any
misuse of the grasslands. At one assembly in Llocllapampa, a woman got up in
response to a young man who questioned the enterprise's involvement in a
fundraising event and said: W e should not forget what the enterprise is all
about. The reason we are involved in this in the first place is because we need
to look after our children and the elderiy, we want ail to have a better life here
...' (Dona Mila in Llocllapampa).

Proposition 10c: The active participation of women in assemblies
positively affecls the establishment, promotion and pmbction of social,
cultunl and environmental goals that respond to local needs. Women act
as stewards of the common patrimonio.

The situation in Salinas is different. This was the only CBE that
emphasized uniquely its economic goals to the exclusion of other purposes. Up
till the present, the Mission Salesiana in Salinas has assumed responsibility for

the communtty's social needs. Concern exists among members of Mission
Salesiana itself over the lack of social content in the thinking of the enterprise

managers. I was told that on several occasions, for example, villagers were
involved in serious accidents but that the enterprise's resources were not made
readily available to take the victim to a hospital in the city.

The local priest,

Padre. Antonio in a meeting with young people complained about finding sick
people on the street with no one stopping to help. Some young people from the

Mission expressed their criticism of what they see as the sole emphasis on
production, productivity and efficiency, and access to technology. As they
pointed out, while the enterprise has created income opportunities for community
families, if they become ill they cannot be certain of receiving medical attention
because the highway is bad, the means of transportation are inadequate and
they do not have ready access to the enterprise's vehide. When I asked some of
the enterprise managers about the lack of soca
il

infrastructure, they made it

dear that in their view, this is a role for the government to play.
Why are the goals of CBE in Salinas difFenent and what we can learn
from the Salinas case? One important aspect bearing on the study of CBE is the
level of outside intervention. The Salinas goals were initially formulated at the
instigation of, and in consultation with, the Church and Church-related aid
n
istu
io
tins,

such as Fundacion Populomm Pmgmsium and Matto Grosso. The

goals and practices have focused mainly on increasing productivity and
technological development However, when I talked with some peasants early
one morning as they were taking their milk to town, they spoke not of production,
but rather of their need for food and money for health care. In the Salinas case,

the social aspects are regarded as being outside of the purview of CBE and as
issues to be left to the Church.
Proposition 11: The setting of CBE multiple goals depends on local
people's involvement in the CBE's decision-making process.
Proposition 11a: The level of autonomy of a community influences their
ability b set goals according to their various needs.
Proposition 1lb: The broadening of CBE goals to include social, cultural,
political and environmental ate inversely related to the degree of
intewention of external agencies in the decision-making process.

This means that CBE goals will likely include, not only economic, but also social,
cultural, environmental and political elements when there is less intervention by
outside and foreign agencies in CBE decision-making and vice versa.

The Salinas experience stands in contrast to the other cases, in which
outside intervention was not a factor. In the experience of communities such as
Llocllapampa, Chaquicocha, and San Jose de Quero, the principal goal of
entrepreneurial activity has been to improve community sewices such as health,
education and dining centers. In all those communities, I saw sick and injured
people who were cared for by community faciliies. All needs were covered, witti
people arranging for transport, collecting money to buy gasoline (San Jose de
Quero) or medicines (Chaquicocha).

In the case of Uocllapampa, the

community itself covered all expenses, utiliing their institutionalized emergency
fund.
These research findings support the proposition that development in
these indigenous Andean communities, to be sustainable, must have its roots in,
and enjoy the full participation of, the people themselves. This derives from
recognition of the fact that the people in these communities, knowing their own
needs, are the principal players capable of elaborating a local, integrated and
multifaceted strategy against the poverty which they are experiencing.
Proposition 12: When CBEs am created and selfmanaged by the local
people, their goals for overcoming poverty tend b be holistic and
multifaceted, taking into account focal economic, cultural, social and
environmental needs.

This can be considered a prerequisite for sustainability in the long run.

IV. ORGANlZATlONAL STRUCTURE
The organizational structures of the CBEs studied, except in the case of
Salinas, have been constructed on their own cultural foundations.

In

Llacllapampa, Chaquicocha, the organizational structure of CBEs has been

based on community ancestral forms of organization. As the CBEs have grown,
more formal structural and administrative systems have emerged as needed.
Participation, worker ownership, and a non-hierarchical consensual system of
decision-making characterize most CBE organization This is where social
adaptive innovation takes place for the purpose ofngieatrc

a new organization

(Schumpeter 1989) to deal with

two different systems. In these three cases,

one can identify a coexistence of traditional ways of life, based on cooperation,
with market-oriented processes. Collective innovation is adaptive

but not

imitative. Organizational models vary, but the one constant is that the majority of
the communrty participates in the enterprise.

In other words, the right of

citizenship confers the right of enterprise ownership. These communities have
evolved into their own model following attempts by government and the Church
to set up co-operatives. The latter model was rejected because of the noninclusive nature of the model.
Only the community of Salinas operates as a cooperative and this is the

only community whose adivities are registered specifically as an enterprise. In
the case of the other three, it is the community itself that constitutes the

enterprise. The commoners or members regard the CBE as their 'ownmodel', or
'the peasant model' managed by themselves. The designations are various: in
UocIlaparnpa, it is the 'Uocllapampa Self-managed Community Enterprise', while

in Chaquicocha one refers to the 'Chaquicocha Community Trade Fair and
Granjas'. In legal terms, the two are registered as peasant communities.

People in Uocllapampa regard the enterprise as a naturally evolved social
and economic form, adapted to the realities and pressures of the market

economy Wile integrating rituals and traditions.

It has created an effective

organizational structure to manage more than 150 jobs, as well as impressive
social support systems. In Chaquicocha, the changes in organizational form
have been Eess drastic. In these latter communities, the people in responding to

communal needs have simply engaged in collective new ventures. They have
adapted the traditional forms of special committees to the need for managing

collective enterprises. In contrast, in Satinas the main stimulus for development

was generated at an early stage by the involvement of the low1 church. The
case of Salinas and the experience of Llocllapampa in the 1970s show that
models imposed by outside governmental and nonqovernmental agencies tend

not to fit cumrnunrty needs and to jeopardize C8E performance.
Proposition 13: CBE is an adaptive and innovative social response that
combines common ownenhip and ancestml
participativs and
cwperative forms of organizing with new sysbms and processes of
market production.
Proposition 13a:There am many CBE organizational models but its fit and
sustainability will depend on the local people's capacity to adapt and
innovate, and to combine tnditional organisational practices with new
processes and systems capable of facing market and contemporary new
challenges.

Proposition 13b: CSE structures roobed within the community will directly
influence the survival and success of a CBE.
Proposition 13c: External organizational models are unlikely to be
embedded in the 1-l
community and sustainable in the long run.

Community Participation
The linkages between

'participation' and 'sustainability' figure very

prominently in contemporary development jargon. However, for reasons
discussed in earlier chapters, it is clear that both are still d'icut to achieve.

Many development projects and organizations lay claim to being pahcipatory,
aithough a closer Imk often indicates that the claims are far from reality. Some

of these are described as community-based, but closer examination often
reveals that community participation in any substantive way is lacking or does
not exist at all.
In the Andes, a community level of coordination, or community
management, has been part of the ancestral practices.

However, for a number of

reasons, in the contemporary period in most of the communities, these traditional
bonds are weakening. Community institutions have increasingly lost importance
in the life of many communities.
With respect to development projects in the area, in most cases aid

instMions have created new organizations that have weakened the local ones.'
It is common to see that people tend to participate in the new institutions

only so

long as there are tangible rewards to be gained, such as food aid. To a certain
extent, a beggar mentality appear has emerged in many of those communities
where there have been massive aid interventions.
I could observe that Andean peasants have been conditioned to the

process of adaptation in order to sunrive. Thus, their approach to outside
organizations has become one of adapting to the discourse of the outsiders. In
exchanges with outside organizations, they have learned to calculate what the

During the fieldwork for this research. I visited a Foundaa'on W
e
d by art oil company which works in
community development m Ecuador. At tfie Quito ofkc, the director QIked pubiicly about participation.
However,when we talked about the dec-g
processand peasant pticipatiaa, it became obvious
rha~he did not envisage 'participation' at the gms-mm level. In the fieId. the fieidworkas for their part
did not speak of a ~
~process. Rather,
r
tbey were
y more cunccmui with issues of comroL Opening
up such a process would have been seen as a that and loss of control.
"During my researchtrip to look fix CBE. I kept finding comum&ies wberr Iocal ancestral ~ o n
have been ignored by development projects.
j9

s

outsiders want to hear." This has to be understood in a historical and social
context, in that indigenous peasants for centuries have learned to adapt to the
language of urban people, of the whites and mestizos. These patterns of
behavior has proven difficult to overcome. There are two aspects to this
behavior: that which affects the discourse among the peasants thernsehres; and
that which conditions the communication between the peasants and the
outsiders. Thus, the development of effective participation involves dealing with
both aspects.

In the communities where cases of CBE were found, except for Salinas,
the situation is different. Traditional ways of organizing and taking decisions
continue to be active and still play an important part in communal life. The lack of
a paternalistic attitude towards outsiders, their sense of autonomy and pride are
the features that caught my attention, for example in Uodlapampa. This was

different from the others. At the same time, even the CBE communities had
experienced a process of social disintegration and weakening of their traditional
organizations. It took critical events to bring them together and cause them to
pool resources. To build an alternative against poverty, it was necessary for the
commoners to go back to their communitarian roofs. The entire re-structuring of
land in Chaquicocha resulted in a strengthening of the communal organization.

Proposition 14: Traditional communal assemblies have been one of the
most important mechanism for communiw planning, for dealing with
Forexampkinamrdyin 1981 I d m o n m a r e d t h a r ~ o ~ ~ o f p t o j ~ v n d s t o ~ t h e d e m ~
because o f this procss of adaptation. The m e p h m m o n ocnrrs m g the pIanning phase of a project.
In the course of a m s ~ M o mthe
, peasant ~xgmidonskept asking fbr wbgt thcy tho@ the project was
going to offer-em
they did not need the imasin quai011 This was a funk rrflefaion of thc

~mditywbi~bnnrrgcdmmany~~nmdu~~aehavebaamaaiwaid~*o~

power imbalances and conflict for achieving accountability and
strengthening local organWmon.
Proposition t4a: The creation of productiv~onomicactivities has been
the product of ongoing social and collective learning. There is a mutual
relationship between
ttre development of the enbrprise and the
strengthening of local organisations.
Proposition 14b: Cultural tradition hits been the basis of the creation of the
enterprise, but at the same time the presence of enterprise has
strengthened the social and cultural system.

The frequency and format of participation of the communal assemblies
varies in each community. In all of them, I noted degrees of conflict both
between groups and individuals, as well as betwen communal interests and
attempts at manipulation for personal interest However, most of the time,
because of the public format of the assemblies, the realization of
interconnectedness, interdependency and the fact that all are indigenous,
members are able to participate and work on the basis of consensual decisions

towards the resolution of factional disputes.
In all the communities except Salinas, commoners frequently inquire
about the social, cultural, environmental and family aspects of the various
economic decisions and adivities. They can call assemblies. Commoners
express their concerns publicly and often respectfully demand to know all the
details about an issue. On such occasions, the chairman and the secretary are
obliged to respond publicfy. The power of the collectivity often asserts itself
against the power of a group or person.
Public accountability is accorded high priority. Receipts, changes in the
rules, and other documents are circulated among the members present

Everyone examines the papers. The commoners ask questions. More important
issues become subject to committee investigation. In all three communities,
there are institutionalized mechanisms of control.

In Salinas in contrast to the others, the annual assemblies deal almost
exclusively with the economic balance sheet. Time was devoted to informing
about economic performance rather than the sharing of decision-rnaking or
strategy-setting. Those participating in the discussion were mainly the younger

members. Parenthetically, I would note that in Muquiyauyo (another communrty I
visited), attempts to

maintain their CSE failed because of the lack of

participation, conflict among factions. and corruption.
Proposition 15: Mechanisms of participation play a substantive role in CBE
creation, development and survival.
Proposition 1%: Citizen participation in communal assemblies serves as a
mechanism for empowerment and for the maintenance of social, cultural
and environmental goals and local priorities in the CBE agendas.
Propasition t5b: Collective ownership, institutionalized mechanisms of
control and active citizen participation in the communal assemblies senre
to increase public accountability and diminish vulnerability to corruption.
V. LEADERSHIP

As mentioned in previous chapters, the few previously documented cases
of community entrepreneurship (Morrison 1991, Selsky and Smith 1994,
MacClead 1997) stress the role of the leaders who drive social change. In the

cases researched in the Andes, I did not find any particularly strong leader,

except in Salinas.

Apart from Salinas, visions for change are colledively

created.
In Salinas as in Mondragon (Moms Morrison 1991, Azurmendi 1984), the
leader is a modest Catholic priest, Padre Antonio, with strong communitarian
values and highly respected by the local people. His power does not derive from
any formal position within the enterprise, but rather from the fact that he is the
moving force behind most of the initiatives. He is the visionary, the entrepreneur
and the person with access to social networks and church-related resources. As
a priest and the formal leader of the local church and Mission Salesiana, Padre
Antonio develops the ideas. The group at the Mission Salesiana then takes the
ideas, considers them, and where appropriate executes them as pilot projects. If
the project proves viable, it is passed to a local organization such as the Youth
Club, where an effort is made to commercialize it. I asked local people about
their view of CBE ownership. The typical response was: "The enterprises? Well,
they belong to Padre Antonio, don't they?" Thus in a way, it would appear that
people have replaced in their minds the landowning Cordover family with Padre
Antonio. They have, it would appear, developed a similar patroniclient
relationship. They meet with him to ask for favors. Many decisions about the
CBE are taken in his kichen. The issue is: To what degree is having that type of
leadership healthy in the long run for the communily?
The question that many people in the villages, including Mission

Salesiana, ask is: What will happen when Padre Antonio passes away? As for
Padre Antonio, he simpiy smiles when faced with the que
osint

and suggests that

the young people from the Mission, who are under his tutelage, will take over the
leadership. The young people themselves. however, do not see themselves in
that role. They are more conscious of their different styles and conflicts, and they
find it difficult to envisage a future without Padre Antonio providing the last word.
This is not because Padre Antonio imposes himself, but rather because of the
level of moral influence he has acquired.

As with Padre Jose Maria in Mondragon (Azurrnendi 1984 Momson 1991),
Padre Antonio's formal role is peripheral. However, whereas in Mondngon
Padre Jose Maria simply reflects on challenges faced and acts as an advisor, in
the case of Salinas, Padre Antonio plays a more central role, reflecting, testing
and passing on his suggestions. Obviously it is difficult to draw comparisons
based on second-hand information, but the reality is that Mondragon not only still
exists, but a h thrives and has become one of the largest enterprises in Spain.
In contrast, in Salinas there is serious concern by local people over the long-term
viability of the enterprise once the leader passes on.
Proposition 16: Leaders can play a positive role in the emergence of CBE,
depending on the level of involvement in the decisionmaking process and
on the role-played.
Proposition f6a: Up to a certain point, the degree of involvement of a
leader in the decision-making process is inversely related to the potential
for the CBE's longet-termsustainability.

In Salinas, both the enterprise chairman and the managers are hired by a
committee that includes church representatives and takes heavily into
consideration the degree of education of the candidate. Most managers are IacaI

young males associated with the Missbn Salesiana. In Uocllapampa, San Jose
de Quero and Chaquicocha, the leaders and executive committees are elected
on the of basis of their skills and especially their community service records. In
Llocllapampa, various teams consisting of a slate running for the positions of
president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary are elected on basis of plans
that have been discussed and debated during the pre-election

period.

Candidates are usually a mix of young and middle-aged men and women. They
are not elected on the basis of education but rather the elements noted above.
Teams compete strongly against each other. Currently, in spite of the fact that
the community has many professional members working

in the CBE, the

president of the executive committee has not studied beyond third grade. In the
other two communities, leaders selected are usually the older members of the
community and there tends to be little competition. In fact, people try to avoid
being nominated. However, once nominated, there is acceptance of the
obligation to sewe the community. In these cases, the leadership position is
considered to be ad honorem. It implies family sacrifice and, critical in the rural
situation, one family member less to serve in the work force, since executive
committee member will be busy for two years attending to communal affairs.
Rejecting a nomination is regarded as negative. This I myself witnessed in
Chaquicocha, where people became very upset when one man attempted to
excuse himseif. In nominating candidates, members take into account family
circumstances such as the age of children, etc. For example, men with teenaged

children are preferred to men with small children.

For the main communal

positions, women are also elected, but generally as part of a team, or to specific
committees.42To date, they have not been elected to the position of president.
However, many women are the heads of local social and cultural organizations
and they also lobby and participate actively

in the assemblies.

Leadership in the communities studied involves the formation of teams. It
entails impersonal authority and responsibility. The head is the person who
represents the community, who is respected, but whose actions are watched
carefully. Leaders are expected to keep the community informed and to listen to
community members. The president and the executive committees on a day-today basis are expected to reconcile individual interests with those of the
community. They must take into account not only economic considerations, but
also social, cultural, political and environmental aspects. This is why communrty
leaders consider the task so onerous. It is difficult enough to deal with the
economic demands of the position, let alone having to possess the wisdom and
knowledge to meet the social demands of the community. This is why in
Lldlapampa, for example, some managers with higher f o n a l education
qualifications have been faiIures, i.e. because they could not deal satisfactorily
with the communal requirements.

Proposition 17: The degree of CBE autonomy with respect to outside
intervention is related to the type of leaden elected.

"Women m the Andes began assuming position of hrmal leadership duriag the gwrriIla war. After

the
war was finished, most communities returned to old leadership fbtms. In numerous communities, including
the ones reporred m this study, I made jokes about women nmning for president. The women usually dd:
"Wedo not have the time!"

Proposition 17a: A CBE under the influence of an external organization and
not controlled locally, usually hires ib managers by commitbe. A CBE
controlled by its commoners usually hires its authorities through elections.
Proposition 17b: A CBE which is non4ocally controlled and under the
influence of extarnal agencies is likely, in the hiring if ib managem, to
accord a high degree of priority to the candidate's education and
acceptability to the extarnal organizations.
Proposition 17c: A CBE controlled by local people is likely to hire
managers by election, with priority given to age, experience and
commitment to the community.
Vl. RESOURCES

CBE emerges in conditions of poverty. The communities studied have
scarce material resources. In most cases, land is scarce and impoverished, and
there is no access to capital markets. The community itself, in effect. is the only
major asset they have. Most CBE strategy is based in intangible resources. CBE
has the capacrty to pool and mobilize resources.

However, it has been

suggested that cultural and social resources can be as important, or more so,

than tangible ones, because they can create competitive advantage and success
(Chrisman 1998).
Proposition 18: A CBE 'ssocial and cultural resources have a direct effect
on CBE competitive strategy and performance.
Comonte Strategy
CBE has pursued opportunities presented by natural resources such as

mine sites, hot springs, grasslands, waterfalls, or geographic location and
previous skills (i-e. cheese making, livestock raising). While some resources may

be unique to a given area (hot springs, etc.), others are constrained by
environmental limits (mines, grasslands, etc.) that directly affect performance.
Thus, many communities look for strategies aimed at diversifying into less
natural resourcesriented aneas, but where hard-to-find capital investment is
required. For example, CBE in Chaquicocha is limited by environmental
constraints to offering a few services and income opportunities. There has been
some diversification, but given the community's dependence and the scarcity of
natural resources, but this can be problematic since its members may be less
prone to run risks. The challenge is to find viable activities that are not resourcebased. In Llocllapampa, mining has created.environmental problems and they
are also looking for atternatives.
Proposition 19: The success, survival or failure of a CBE in the long run is
d i d y related to the ability of the community to diversify its economic
activity away from Iand-based resources.

CBEs cannot increase their competitiveness by reducing personnel or
moving to other locations. Moreover, CBE goals are not exclusively proffioriented, but rather include social aims. This can increase competitive obstacles.
CSEs compete in different ways. It would appear that the effect of
competition affects less small, local, nonsrowth and ~e~ce-oriented
operations
such as those in Chaquicocha, than those where products are oriented to
national and international markets such as in Llocllapampa and Salinas.

Salinas has targeted its high quality products towards a segmented and
exclusively national and international market. In the beginning, their products
were sold only through European non-profit organizations, mainty in Italy.
However, that market is becoming smaller as more products arrive from poor
countries. So, far, they seem to have been protected in terms of market by
NGOs linked to churches, but sales are becoming harder to make. Currently, the
Salinas enterprise is starting to market its products through a national chain
store, but the implication of this is that they will have to lower prices and quality
of product, or else continue receiving subsidies.

Literature on community

development initiatives shows that businesses that have been protected from the
market by outside intervention fail once they face competition (Cagan 1994,
Korten 1980).
Uocllapampa competes by lowering its prices. It uses 'peasant strategy',
combining non-market with market activities in order to remain flexible. The main
strengths of CBE in the Andean context lie in the fact that it is based on unique
characteristics related to culture and social cohesiveness.
Through cooperative mechanisms, CBE disposes of a pool of capital and
resources which can lend the enterprise a high degree of flexibility, combining
both market and non-market activities. The interrelationship between community
and family enables the CBE to take risks not open to an individual, in the sense
that most of workers, although peasants, at the same time maintain their selfreliance. Flexibility is abetted by the traditional peasant strategy of seeking

diversification. Instability in the market is buffered by the peasant ability to move
back and forth between market and non-market spheres.
Proposition 20: The success, sunrival or failure of a CBE in the Andes b
directly related to the ability of the CBE t~ pool resources and combine
market and non-marketactivities.
In concluding this secb'otl, I would summarize venture creation as follows:
CBE arises out of an environment of poverty, understood as a multifaceted
phenomenon (P), and where social capital (SC) exists as a result of community
culture (CC) and a previous process of social collective learning (SL), along with
the necessary occupational skills (SK), natural resources (NR) and information
.

(1).
CBE creation can be operationalized as follows:

CBE=F(P, SC (CC,SL)SK, NR, I)

The process of CBE can be visualized in the following model:
DIAGRAM #3
CBE CREATION
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CBE in the cases studied has been an adaptive and innovative response
to macr~conomic,social, legal and political factors that affected already
impoverished local communities in an economic, social, environmental, polical
and cultural manner. These factors stimulated community action.

The

effectiveness and energy (social capital) for community action was facilitated by
local community culture, which embraced ancestral values, practices and
collective learning from previous community mobilizations. The local energy
worked in both directions: local culture encouraged community action, but at the
same time community action reinforced local culture. Collectively, the
communities

built a social vision, while creating and looking for market

opportunities on which to construct the economic basis for furthering the vision.
In taking strategic decisions over what kind of business opportunities to pursue,

these communities engaged in an interpretative process. A number of elements
played a role in this process: local culture in terms of ownership, management

practices and communal work; previous occupational or technical experience or
skills; possession of natural resources; the perception of the macmxonomic,
legal, social and political situation. All of these contribute to the reafiition of the
social vision. i.e. the mobilizing of resources for creating local alternatives
through CBE. Community-Based Enterprises in the Andes can be successful
under the following conditions as seen in the following table:

Table No2

INTERNAL FACTORS OF SUCCESS
Collective Entrepreneurship
Clear Goals
Participation
Accountability
Balance between individual and
collective needs
Synergism and inclusiveness

In sum, CBE

presents the potential for the development of a local

integrated approach. Through its multiple goals and activities,

CBE addresses

the diversity of needs at both the community and individual family levels. In this

sense, it offers a holistic approach in which every aspect is interdependent and
interconnected. For example, the production of livestock (economic activity)
depends on the capaaty of the communfty (socialcultural aspects) to protect
and regulate the use of grasslands (environmental-cultural). At the same time,

CSE it is a process that carries with it significant challenges in terms of (1)
maintaining a balance between individual and collective needs and among the
various economic, social, environmental and cultural activities, and (2) coping

with changes to the external environment as a consequence of economic and

cultural globaliition.
The duality between ind'lvidual and community can be somewhat

problematic. There is a fine line between the two. When only community needs,

e.g. the construction of a highway, are met, local people do not necessarily

become fully engaged. They need to see tangible benefits at the individual level
as well. On the other hand, where the community simply provides something to

each individual family, the risk is one of creating a paternalistic or dependant
relationship. In successful CBE cases, this came about because members were
actively involved in decision-making.

Achieving ecological sustainability is a key issue in most of the community

efforts studied. The pressure to become ecologically and socially sustainable is
increased by the processes of economic globalization . This is illustrated by the
following comments:
We can see that every enterprise is m n g to decrease its
costs, is reducing personnel. We see this every day on TV. 1 am
not saying we have to eliminate people, and destroy our land
but we have to use our imagination (President of Uodlapampa).

At the same time, it should be noted that indigenous Andean communities
are not the only ones facing pressure from global competitiveness. Local
communities in many pam of the world are being forced into lowering their social
and environmental standards for the purpose of ensuring market access and
those local jabs controlled or affeded by global corporations.CBE is a constantly

evolving process of learning. Its impact can be visualized in the following model:

DIAGRAM No 4
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Certain Andean communities, with their pressures and challenges, can be
seen as examples of sustainabiiity: they are creating local wealth through
economic self-reliance; they have gained community control over their
resources, while empowering people and enhancing local capacity. They
are meeting the needs of indiiiduals and have revitalized community
culture. These communities favor long-term, holistic approaches; they are
inclusive and consistently mindful in their decisions of the need for
ecological sustainabilii (Nozick 1994, Starik and Rands 1995, Hart 1997).

V11. ROLE OF EXTERNAL INSTlfClTIONS

Four types

of

institutional partnerships have been identified:

governmental, those with the developmental sector (mostly NGOs and Church),
corporate, and those established with other communities. These institutions have
different characteristics. Each potential partner has its own agenda and interests,
which might make it support a process of sustainable development in the CBE or
not.
The governmental and the NGO are two sectors traditionalty involved in
developmental achivities among poor populations. Recently, the corporate sector
has been entering into the development arena, working with local populations
where it has an economic interest Such organizations can play a positive
partnering role in the development of CBE. For example, the agrarian reforms in
the 1960s in Peru and Ecuador were crucial in the development of CBE by
providing the legal basis for the re-structuring of the land, for training and access.

In addition, there are a number of specific government programs which
are important to the development of communities. However, governmental
policies and frameworks often fail to: I)recognize and respond to Andean
realities, 2) pursue an integrated strategy, favoring rather a sectoral approach,
and 3) link bottom-up and topdown perspectives. This has produced policies
and legal instruments leading to food importation, the elimination of agricultural
services, privatization of communal land, and onerous taxation on small
business. All of these inhibit the development of CBE.
Alternatively, the government could create an external environment
conducive to the success of CBE by fostering entrepreneurship through: 1) a
legal framework that recognizes CBE and its capacity to diversify the economy
further toward industrialization, 2) providing access to loans and training aimed
not only at agriculture but also business, 3) facilitating access to technology
information, 4) introducing tax incentives promoting local development, 5) linking
bottom-up and top-down appmacfws, and 5) creating a long-term, stable policy
environment Similarly, there is a need is for corporate partners to act as
facilitators of information with regard to technology, markets and training.
External institutions can offer mutually beneficial partnerships if respect is
maintained for the CBE's autonomy in goal-setting and decision-making.
Evidence suggests that when a community does not have clear goals, outside
organizations often attempt to impose their own agenda to the detriment of the

CBE. For example, in Satinas. the community's goals were formulated with
outside intervention. In Chaquicocha, there is ongoing tension between the

community leadership and government officials. Moreover, development
literature and the cases studied have shown that when a wtture of paternalism
emerges, the sustainability of a CBE is placed at risk.

Proposition 21: External organizations can hcilitate the procems of local
sustainable development if respect for the community% autonomy is
maintained.

CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND PRACTICES
While poverty and social inequality in Latin American countries are
prevalent, the indigenous peoples of the Andes stand out as the poorest among
the poor. Their lives are conditioned by common hardships such as hunger, lack

of roads, potable water, health services, powerlessness, social isolation, and the
state of corruption and insecurity.

From a national and global perspective, Andean poverty is creating
political and social violence as well as contributing to environmental degradation.
In the effort to alleviate poverty, the Andean area has been the focus of attention
for the activities of many international development agencies. However, despite
good intentions the approach has largely been oriented towards

cultural

assimilation while ignoring the strength of indigenous organizations. In recent
years, cntical development literature has shown that much of the development
approach by NGOs, international and multilateral cooperation agencies has
failed.

In fact, this literature has argued that the real effect of many

developmental activities has been to change community support systems and
create real poverty. Andean people have too often been viewed as "target
beneficiariesnrather than as actors in their own development process. Many of

these projects have failed because of the lack of proprietary interest and
participation on the part of the beneficiaries.

The theoretical debate in the field of economic anthropology about
alternatives for indigenous peasants discusses three possible scenarios: Marxist,
formalist, and substantivist. Under a Marxist scenario, there are a number of
variants, e.g. as to whether the peasantry will disappear, or simply function as an
underclass in conditions of the development of the market economy. The
process of entrepreneurship development is seen as the route towards peasant
extinction or proletarization.
The formalist or neu-liberal approach considers that in order to overcome
poverty, peasants should become entrepreneurs. The main requirement is for
more inputs such as capital and technology. According to this model, the
individual peasant is simply a farmer whose main goal is the maximization of
economic gain. Early theories of motivation have influenced the application of
entrepreneurial models. Cultural studies have been camed out as one of the
elements in this approach, but on the basis of the underlying assumption that
culture and tradition are barriers to be overcome. Thus, there is a need for
acculturation into the individualist entrepreneuriat mentality. Both the Marxist
and formalist approaches are intrinsically evolutionist in their orientation. While
the Marxist stresses the macro-structures, the formalist focuses on the individual.
The third scenario, the substantivist or socio-cuRural, centers its attention

on local social relations and on the concept of embeddedness. Micro-credit

systems a n be seen as one practical

application outcome of this orientation.

However, development activitiesand the promotion of small business under this
approach focus mainly on the individual and hislher economic condition, and not

on the overall impact on the community. The goals of this approach have largely
been designed in economic terms that assume that social development will be
one of the principal outcomes. The promoters of small business among rural
Andean people, and entrepreneurship as a research field, have generally
overlooked the existence and potential of community enterprise.
From an interdisciplinary perspective and taking a substantivist approach,
social network and sustainable development literature have postulated that
entrepreneurial activities, to be considered as contributing positively, must be
sustainable economically, socially, environmentally and culturally. During the
development of my research, the fundamental questions driving it were: How can
poverty among Andean people be alleviated? Is it possible to alleviate poverty
while preserving the environment and continutty of indigenous culture?
I. MAIN FINDINGS

From the three communities with collective enterprises that are
documented in this research, the following are the main conclusions:
1. Community-based enterprise (CBE) is an innovative and adaptive response of

a traditional community to market forces. Thus, CBE is an unconventional form
of entrepreneurship, in that it is based on the complementarity between the
collective and the individual, and between communal values and the common
good. At the same time, it is a cutturally appropriate one. It is in identifymg this
conclusion, I believe, that the research makes a particularly useful contribution.

2. CBE emerges as a potential strategy for the alleviation

of poverty in the

context of sustainable development, because it is holistic and integrates all the

different aspects--economic, social, cultural, environmental and p o l i i c a k f the
community, while building and strengthening the enterprise's organization.

3. CBE is a local phenomenon, involving multiple goals combined with a social
learning process realized through participatory planning4. CBE's integrated approach stresses the ecological dimension and the need to

see the environment as a scarce resource.
5. The cammunlty's cultural identity, embodied in its cooperative traditions, is the

driving force impelling social, economic and environmental initiatives. At the
same time, it is the culture that endows the CBE uwth flexibility and the
comparative advantage necessary to compete in a globalized economy.

6. For a CBE to succeed and flourish, it must have an appropriate and stable
legal and taxation framework that responds to the current realities of Andean
communities. Policies must take into account the Andean peoples' culture and
organizations, and serve to link bottom-up and top-down activities.
7. Partnerships with NGOs and the private sector can facilitate a sustainable

process of community development, if such partnerships build upon Andean
traditional organizational forms. My evidence suggests that communities with a
strong culture of cooperation are more successful at implementing economic
development projects than those lacking it. CBE is a format for converting social
capital into organizational forms that can facilitate collective action.

II. THE CONTRIBUTION OF THIS RESEARCH
The existing diverse analyses of venture creation and performance have

been useful in providing the basic tools for understanding entrepreneurial
activities. However, these have been elaborated mainly in Western settings with
a focus on the individual as entrepreneur, and on the economic performance of
the

firm. Theoretically, the study with its data from non-industrial societies

contributes to the enrichment of management literature. Moreover, the notion of
the community as entrepreneur is new in mainstream entrepreneurial studies

and the study thus opens up new research avenues.
This research offers an explanatory framework for community enterprise

creation and performance. CBE arises out of an environment of poverty,
understood as a multifaceted phenomenon (P), where social capital (SC) exists

as a result of community culture (CC) and a previous process of social collective
learning (SL), along with the necessary acwpationai skills (SK), natural
resources (NR) and information (I). Its creation can be operationalized as
follows: CBE=F [PI SC (CC, SL) SK,NR, I].
In the case of CBE, a major challenge is to understand the different
economic logic that is in play, while taking into account other communal aspects

in its performance. This is where theoretically the notions of embeddedness as

an anthropological construct and of sustainable development gain primary
importance in terms of theoretical insight Methodologically, a number of
researchers, following Mintzberg's work (1973), argue in favor of fieldwork based
on constant observation (Gamer 1988). The use of ethnography has

demonstrated i% significant u t i l i in the study of CBE. It is tool that offers great
potential for entrepreneurial scholars, especially if we consider it as interactive
process and in context of cultural diversity.
Analyses of sustainable development have tended to reflect on Ute
possible conditions for what can be called a 'sustainable organization'. In order
to arrive at this stage, researchers have alluded to the importance of, and the
need to build on, local values regarding environmental practices. They have also
pointed to the need for a holistic approach in managerial practices,

as well as for

the implementation of mechanisms for bottom-up approaches together with
consuttative practices that elicit local knowledge. King (1995) suggested the idea
of looking at ancestral communities as a means for understanding these
principles. This basically is what this research has been doing, while according
special consideration to the fact that these societies are increasingly influenced
by market economics.
The research thus provides some understanding of the challenges faced
by these communities in maintaining these principles. A number of factors that
can contribute to the emergence and success of CBE have been identified. For
example, the balance between individual and colledive needs and rights is
closely linked to a CBE's social, economic, cultural, environmental and political
sustainability. However, these relationships find themselves in constant
jeopardy.
This resear& documents how the cases studied deal with those challenges.

Thus, it is important that researchers ask not only how sustainability can be
achieved, or how to create sustainable organizations, but also how the factors
supporting sustainability can be maintained. Any organization involved in
implementing sustainability practices must deal with such challenges. It faces the
persistent need to strike a balance between community and individual, family or
firm needs, and between social, economic and environmental goals, especially in

the context of increasing globalization and competition.

Ill. IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND THEORY
Theoretically, I have been challenged to combine different theories in
order to create a conceptual scenario that best suits this kind of study. Thus, I
use social networks and a substantivist approach to stress cooperation as an
appropriate framework. It would be interesting if further studies were to employ,
as a point of departure, other theoretical constructs: for example, a neoclassical
and competitive perspective of the peasantry and business development.
The framework proposed has the potential for further development by
applying it to other communities, such as those of marginalized indigenous
people in North America. This study has been exploratory and it has identified
various factors affecting CBE. Future studies might focus on speac elements
such as the mechanisms for participation and accountability, and the different

types of partnership operating within the CBE dynamic.
Similarly, the possibilities for trade netwoks among CBEs need to be
explored further. In the cases studied, the need to develop

trade networks

had begun to emerge. In the Andean region, the Church and NGOs in the
specific areas where they are active have organized trade networks. However,
the possibilities for the CBEs themselves establishing and operating trade
networks can use more study.
Future researchers should keep in mind that the study and exploration of
these types of cornmunlty enterprises from a muftidimensional perspective could
require intensive and time-consuming research methods, as well as the
necessary skills to view CBE in a holistic manner. The use of participatory
techniques for data-gathering can be very useful in reducing the data-gathering
time, while retaining its holistic essence. However, as facilitator, the researcher
must listen, and must develop a certain degree of legitimacy in order to inspire
an adequate level of local confidence and comfort. Moreover, an exclusive use
of this tool does not allow the validation of the information gathered on a day-today or personal basis. In groups, people may behave differently. At this early
stage the study of CCSE requires mainly, in my view, the collection, identification,
synthesis and analysis of specific raw data. Thus, qualitative methods may be
more appropriate for now. However, I have elaborated a number of propositions,
which should be tested using qualitative or and quantitative methods. Such
research may focus on anatyring the entire set of propositions, or simply on
specific relationships.
One limitation of this exploratory study is that it has of necessity had to
cover a broad range of themes. However, the f a d that the study has been limited
to three cases means that it would not be valid to generalike its findings.

IV. POLICY IMPLlCATlONS
Besides the research implications, a number of managerial and policy
implications also present themselves. As documented, there is an increasing
demand by indigenous people for the right to be in charge of their own
development This does not mean that external organizations should not
participate in the process. There is indeed a facilitative role that they can play.
On the basis of respect, extemal organizations can provide much needed
knowledge relevant to new technology, for production, information and
marketing, and with regard to access to capital.
As indicated above, in the cases studied the development of trade
networks

among CBEs is becoming a priority. Development agencies and

governments can facilitate and encourage the creation of trade networks run by
the CBEs themselves, and can assist with communication technology for the
establishment of partnerships. The creation of structures for the sharing of
information and experience with respect to developing new ventures, and of
processes for becoming aware of opportunities, should receive attention.
At the same time, policy-makers through these cases should be able to
enhance their knowledge about the dynamics of participation, the achievement
of effective community ownership and the diversity of managerial models. A
major lesson would appear to be the value of building upon what already exists,
and of assuming the role of process facilitator.

The cases studied provide additional information on key factors to be
considered when attempting to design adequate legislation and policies to
promote CBE and local development: for example, the attention to be paid to the
notion of common patrimony, the diversity of community managerial practices
and Iucal organizations, and the multiplicity of needs, goals and activities.
In the cases studied, families and communities work together for the
development of CBE, and expect that this will meet their needs in the context of
five bottom lines: economic, social, environmental, cultural and political. In this
same context, governmental policy-makers might themselves expand their
cunent approach by considering the applicability of the same sustainability
criteria to businesses that receive state assistance, i.e. by requiring multiple line
audits. As in the cases studied, each local community needs, on the basis of its

own realities, to define its own standards.
It should be emphasized that this has been an exploratory study. Many
issues remain. However, the initial research questions regarding the possibilities
for self-management and a form of economic development that allows for the
continuity of culture, the preservation of the natural environment, the strength of
social-poiiical organizational capacity, and the well being of the family and the
community have, I believe, been answered. The findings of this study suggest
that there are alternative local models, managed by the indigenous Andean
peoples themselves. Economic development and the achievement of balance
among the various bottom lines are possible under a system of communitybased.

V. SOME FINAL REFLECTIONS
This study has been c
a
w out against the backdrop of ongoing and
accelerating globalization. While all three communities are affected to varying
degrees by globalization's effects, the reality is that their state of poverty began
long ago and would exist today with or without globalization. The exact nature
and extent of globalization's impact on them in the future is yet to be determined.
However, what is clear is that the phenomenon carries with it both risks and
opportunities. I have in my presentation approached the subject, not from the
macro-level, but rather from the grassroots, letting the people affected speak for
themselves, expressing their fears, concerns, hopes and aspirations.
The community responses described here in trying to balance individual,
community, environmental and economic needs are a reflection in some ways of
similar struggles in which peoples in both non-industrialized and industrialized
countries are engaged. In the cases described in this study, the challenges are
being confronted through mechanisms of participation and democracy, on the
basis of collective values that favor the common good. Against the background
of encroaching globalization, I have d-bed

how people who are affected by

decisions and events have taken on the responsibility for designing and guiding
strategy for their own local development. The entire community is involved and,
in fact, it was interesting to note the relatively high number of women who
assumed stewardship for the social funds.
1 was struck in the exploration undewng this study how, despite

tremendous technological advances, insecurity remains a daily fact of life not

only for poor Andean communities but also for much of the world's population.
For many, food insecunty continues to constitute the greatest fear and this
certainly was the situation in the three communities where I canied out my
research. Eight hundred million people in the world reportedly live in a state of
permanent hunger (World Bank 1995:12). In both industrialized and nonindustrialized countries under conditions of globalization, including in my
communities, there is also the insecurity of knowing that a production facility can
be put out of business at any time, or that a factory can dose and move

somewhere else for the sake of 'competitive advantage'.
Evidently, governance issues can be exceedingly complex in societies
with large populations. Nevertheless, the possibility for achieving 'balance' would
seem to be as important and plausible in these cases, as in the Andean

communities studied.

While deficits, lack of funding and the need to be

competitive are often used as arguments to undermine the call for balance,
examples such as Kerala in southern India have shown how a state, despite
being poor, can offer wide access to health services and education (McKibben
1995). Many Latin American countries for their part have experienced growth,

but not 'balance'. These Andean communities suggested to me that cooperation

and development centered on the people can be a powerful force for addressing
important social problems such as poverty. I think that the solution to many of
the problems in other communities might be found in devising forms of
cooperation such as those studied. Similarly, I felt that these cases offer much
food for thought in terms of pondering and redefining the civil society-business-

govemment relationship. As Korten (1995) suggests, all three actors are
essential to the proper functioning of human society.
The cases demonstrate, in my view, that the capacity for innovation by
people at the grassroots level in the face of pressing realities runs well ahead of
any theory, and that we as researchers must be ready to capture that evolving
reality.
A threat to human civilization, I believe, lies in our inclination to see

economics and technology as somehow detached from society, or as having
achieved supremacy and a life of their own. We often view them as the sole
driving forces behind all human activity. While both are obviousiy important, the
amsequence in my view is that we as a human civilization have tended to lose
sight of entire natural and social ecosystems. I thought that the communities
studied demonstrated the importance of a holistic view in maintaining a 'balance'
aimed at the well being of their people. Despite their poverty, the communities
appeared firmly focused on ecanomics as a means for resolving their needs,
rather than the end.
Policy makers need to acknowledge that the best means for creating a
holistic approach is to involve local people in designing policies in order to
ensure that needs are being addressed. The other side of the win is that people
need to organize and be watchful of government and business.
Wth the ecological and societal problems now faced, I believe that both

research and the policy-making function should seek to expand the importance

they attach to diverse cultural rearm. In

my view, soul toi ns

to many of our

global problems might best be sought at local levels.
Globalization, insofar as it touches these Andean communities, has
affected them in two principal ways, according to my observations. First, it has
ig
tended to exacerbate the already exsi tn

historical situation of structural

marginalization through, for example, privatization processes that render more
difficult their access to services. Secondly, as small or medium microenterprises, CBEs are faced with unfair international competition, since many
corporations receive benefits from their home countries in order to promote
exports, to say nothing of tax incentives from the host country. At the same time.
local businesses in poor countries are in many instances burdened with heavy

new taxes as the result of IMF-imposed fiscal regimes. In the same context, it
should be noted that the new emphasis on taxes in poor countries would appear
to have opened up new avenues to governments for corruption and the
illegitimate use of political influence. Wth respect to the communities that figure
in this dissertation, I think it will be interesting in the future to study the impact of
neo-liberal policies on small business, including CBEs.
It is interesting to note that the Quechua word for poverty used in these

communities is huaccha. This refers to a person who does not have a large
family or a person who lacks soda1 resources. For me, my visits to the

communities were in some sense journeys 'back to the basics'. In these
sihations, human beings naturally recognite their place as part of the
environment. For them. economic IiFe is embedded in the cultural and social

fabric, while human beings are seen as interconnected to one another and the
world around. While they are far from perfect, their focus nevertheless is on
addressing basic needs. While not overlooking accomplishments, for example,
in the field of medicine or elsewhere, 1 nonetheless wonder occasionally if we are
experiencing a process of historical regression. Regression is defined by Ribeiro
(1976), a Brazilian researcher on human civilizations, as anti-historical eruptions

that lead to decadence and decay in society. In such a situation, societies
according to Ribeiro degrade the social and cultural base of their people. The
process of regression in history has usually been marked by conflict generated
between opposite classes, up to the point where society's rulers are faced with
the need for developing despotic institutions. The perception of growing social
and economic disparities and the current backlash against globalization are, in
my view, causes for concern. To use Fukuyama's phrase (1992), perhaps we

are moving towards the 'end of histoty".
At the same time, I would conclude these reflections on a note of hope.
The communities studied have used their social energy and their own strengths
to create alternatives for the well being of their inhabitants. The people
themselves are the major resource and they have shown that there are
alternative, at least for the time being, paths of development
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APPENDIX No 2

A Typical Day In And Andean Community
A typical day depended on which community I happened to be in, the

stage I was at, and whether or not I was staying in a family home. The day
typically began like this: The peasanis would get up very early in the morning in
order to go to work on their plots. Since I was often allocated a place in the
storage shed to sleep. they would knock on the door at 4~30,looking for their
seeds and implements. Wives and husbands would be there together- They
would come into the room to weighing and register the quantity of seed they were

taking. Some of the seed was for sewing the communal lands, while other
portions would be used on the individual family plots. The seed stocks are
available to each family as a community loan. Thus, everyone's food supply is
protected.
I would normally greet the peasants, observe for a few minutes, and then

make the five-rninute walk to the communal faucet at the school to wash.
Sometimes there was little or no enough water. Wrth towel and toothbnrsh in my
hands, I would walk back to the plaza outside the storage room.

By 7:30 the

plaza would be full. This provided me with an excellent opportunity to meet
people. It was not a suitable time to conduct interviews in depth since everyone
was in a hurry to get to the plots. However, these encounters laid the foundation
for later meetings.
If there happened to be a communal faena on a given day, the peasants

would gather with their tools around 6, ready to go to the fields. The environment

was very festive. I would walk and talk with them,sometimes for long distances.
The men would go ahead, while the children and we women would follow behind.
Once we arrived at the work site, the person in charge would take
attendance. The work strategy for the day would be explained and people divided
up into groups to carry out spe&ic tasks. Everyone worked hard and the
campesinos would joke a lot. By eleven, work would stop. Helpers from the
village would deliver refreshments consisting of coca leaves, chicha and bread.
Sometimes, each individual would bring a lunch; on other occasions, the women
would cook for the entire group. Some women would bring pop to sell. By 12:30
everyone start working again until 5pm. These situations of communal labor
served to provide an excellent insight into the realities of communrty life and the
minds of the peasants.
On a normal day, i-e. when there was no faena, around 7.00 1 would walk
over to the Mothers' Club, where the women were preparing breakfast for the
children. I would help out and informally intewkw them while cooking. If I had
just arrived in the community, Iwould ask general questions concerning how they
organized themselves, the communrty and the enterprise. Later, I asked more
specific questions in order to clam and confirm information

I had gleaned in the

interviews and initial contacts, and to expand on what I had observed.
By 8:00 am, the children would have lined up for breakfast, which usually
consisted of a large spoonful of oatmeal and a glass of milk or cookie. Later, the
school teachers would arrive for breakfast as well, and I would have the

opportunity to talk with them about life in the community. They were always well
informed as to what was going on.
After breakfast, I normally would leave to go and meet with one authority
or other. Sometimes, I had access to the archives and would work with these
during the morning hours. On the occasions when the authorities were not
available, I would simply wander around the plaza and talk with people there, or
else visit factory facilities. Sometimes, I would climb the hillsides to find families
working in their plots. I make jokes and offer to work with them. At the end of the
day, they usually would invite me to their houses where we would have dinner

and discuss different issues.
Later, I would review my notes, prepare sets of questions and draw up a
list of people to interview in greater depth. I would also, as the situation
permitted, plan workshops. I would discus these plans with the authorities,
always being careful not to disrupt the daily activities of the community. When
special assemblies were called by the president, Iwould be invited to attend. The
longer I stayed in a given community, the busier and more structured my

schedule would become. I would also make a point of participating in family and
community events such as the opening of a new daycare facility, weddings and
funerals.
Normally after being accommodated in a communal facilii such as the
granary for a week or so, I would move in with a family. This would change my

w a y of life somewhat. As soon as the sun came up around 4:30, all of us
induding the children would have a set of chores to perform before breakfast

For example, the elder daughter might take the donkey to the pasture while the
younger children would look after the chickens, and so on. Usually I would help
prepare breakfast in the communal kitchen for the school children. Sometimes
after that, I would return to have breakfast with the family. Mainly we would take
a heavy grain soup with a cup of herbal tea and. In early stages I might go with
them to work in the plots, while later on when I knew my way around, I would go
to my interviews and or organize workgroups.
Group discussions and special assemblies proved to be excellent sources
of information for purposes of this study. Two or three days before these
sessions, people would usually come around to talk about their ideas for
business, and this took up a good deal of my time. In each community, I was able
to participate in two or three special assemblies lasting about two hours, usually

convened from 12 to 2pm. In general, we would discuss development problems
and possible solutions. The participants often would ask me to teach them how to
set up a project, and we work together in constructing proposals.
Around 6:30 pm, the village children would start to look for me, Normally,
I would take dinner in different houses and the children would find me. Then we

would walk together to the school or community hall where I would give them
English classes until 8:30. In some communities the men would also attend the
classes.
By the time the class was over. it was dark and some of the students

would walk with me to my room. In each community, by the end of my visit I

would have met most of the families and visited most of the factories and plots. I
always found it sad to take my leave.
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TYPE OF PEOPLE INTERVIEWED
Communal authorities
Presidents
Vice-Presidents
Members of the Control Councils
Heads and Members of Special Committees or Unib or De~arbnene
Education
Health
Forestation
Mining
Livestock
Crop production
Alpaca unit
Commercialization
Planning
Social services
Heads and Members of Diverse Local Omanizations
School
Mothers' clubs
Day care for children 0-2
Day care for children 2-7
Glass of Milk committees
Immigrants club
Youth clubs
Religious groups
Cultural Groups
Loan groups
Officials from Governmental and Non-Governmental Omanizations
Researchers from Local and Foreign Universities
Local People

APPENDIX No 4
CONSOLIDATED LIST OF PROPOSITIONS
Proposition 1: CBE is an adaptive and innovative response to macroeconomic, social and political factors that affect already impoverished local
communities economically, socially, environmentally and culturally.
Proposition 2: The creation of CBE is related to the lack of opportunities in the
urban and rural areas, arising from geographical, social and economic isolation
and marginalization due to the country's economic and administrative
centralization
Proposition 2a: The lack of income opportunity acts as a catalyst for the creation
of CBE. Its survival and success depend on its capacity to provide its members
with sources of income diversification.
Proposition 2b: Job creation is not the main goal in the formation of CBE, but can
have an indirect effect on its performance.
Proposition 2c: The creation and development of CBE depends upon local
people's ability to pool their resources.
Proposition 3: The creation and development of CBE is related to collective
efforts to overcome tendencies toward social disintegration and the increase of
poverty in the villages.
Proposition 3a: Community cohesiveness and the use of ancestral cooperative
practices together with values oriented to the common good, have been the
driving force behind CBE formation.
Proposition 3c: The formation of CBE is related to poverty alleviation.
Proposition 3d: Attentiveness to interdependence is likely to strongly influence
the creation of CBE in higher, isolated and poor areas.
Proposition 4: The personal and collective experiences of social and ethnic
discrimination play a marginal role in the creation of CBE.
Proposition 4a: Social and ethnic discrimination motivate the Andean people in
their search for alternatives in their own space.
Proposition 4b: CBE creation is related to the search for such alternatives.
Proposition 5: Environmental degradation has a direct effect on CSE formation
and development
Proposition 5a: In the Andean highlands, the control and preservation of natural
resources are dependent on community management

Proposition 5b: Natural resource preservation is positively related to the
revitalization of Andean values and practices.
Proposition 5c: The preservation of the environment closely relates to CBE
economic diversification.
Proposition 6: The emergence of CBE initiatives is related to the need for
protection and social security.
Proposition 6a: Extreme situations or insecurity such as those arising out of
political violence can increase the level of group cohesion and indirectly led to
CBE formation
Proposition 6b: Group cohesion increases the likelihood of C8E formation.
Proposition 7: The ability of local people to control their own communities
depends on the wrnmunity's capacity for organization.
Proposition 7a: The development of CBE can be correlated with the ability of the
community to control its resources.
Proposition 7b: The possibility for a community to control its resources is
positively related to the development of local enterprise.
Proposition 7c: The creation of CBE can increase the prospect for the
communities to gain control over their resources.
by the ability of a
Proposition 8: The creation and performance of CBE is aff&ded
community to combine and adapt in an innovative way ancestral and new skills,
and values.
experiences, co-operative practrctrces
Proposition 8a: The performance of CBE is affected by the characteristics of
community.
Proposition 8b: The survival and success of CBE is positively related to collective
community values, prior skills in the business engaged, and collective
management experience.
Proposition 8c: Culture is a driving force in venture creation and will affect directly
the success or failure of the enterprise.
Proposition 8d: The level of social learning and participation of the members will
affect the success or failure of a CBE.

Proposition 9: The creation of CBE is a means for collectively balancing out
power to improve the living conditions of the community.
Proposition 9a: CBE acts as a supportive umbrella for local development that
provides services and opportunities to local people.
Proposition 10: The multiplicity of CBE goals responds to the diversity of local
needs and this relates positively to local development.
Proposition 1Oa: The more CBE is embedded within a community, the more
likely it is that it will develop multiple goals and make a significant contribution
to local development
Proposition lob: Economic goals influence the achievement of social,
environmental, cultural and political goals. However, CBE economic activities
are generated and driven by local cultural values and the level of social
organization.
Proposition 10c: The active participation of women in assemblies affects
positively the establishment, promotion and protection of social, cultural and
environmental goals that respond to local needs. Women act as stewards of the
common pathonio.
Proposition 11: The settjng of CBE multiple goals depends on local people's
involvement in the CBE's decision-making process.
Proposition 1la: The level of autonomy of a community influences their ability to
set goals according to their various needs.
Proposition 11b: The broadening of CBE goals to include social, cultural, political
and environmental are inversely related to the degree of intenrention of external
agencies in the decision-making process.
Proposition 12: When CBEs are created and self-managed by the local people,
their goals for overcoming poverty tend to be holistic and multifaceted, taking into
account local economic. cuhral, social and environmental needs.
Proposition 13: CBE is an adaptive and innovative social response that
combines common ownership and ancestral participative and cooperative
forms of organizing with new systems and processes of market production.
Proposition 13a:There are many CBE organizational models but its fit and
sustainability will depend on the local people's capacity to adapt and innovate,
and to combine traditional organisational practices with new processes and
systems capable of facing market and contemporary new challenges.

Proposition 13b: CBE structures rooted within the community will directly
influence the survival and success of a CBE.
Proposition 13c: External organizational models are unlikely to be embedded in
the local community and sustainable in the long run.
Proposition 14: Traditional communal assemblies have been one of the most
important mechanisms for cornrnunrty planning, for dealing with power
imbalances and conflict, for achieving accountability and strengthening local
organisation.
Proposition 14a: The creation of productive-economic activities has been the
product of ongoing social and collective learning. There is a mutual relationship
between the development of the enterprise and the strengthening of local
organisations.
Proposition 14b: Cultural tradition has been the basis of the creation of the
enterprise, but at the same time the presence of enterprise has strengthened the
social and cuttural system.
Proposition 15: Mechanisms of participation play a substantive role in CBE
creation, development and survival.
Proposition 15a: Citizen participation in communal assemblies senres as a
mechanism for empowerment and for the maintenance of social, cultural and
environmental goals and local priorities in the CBE agendas.
Proposition 15b: Collective ownership, institutionalized mechanisms of control
and active citizen participation in the communal assemblies serve to increase
public accountability and diminish vulnerability to corruption.
Proposition 16: Leaders can play a positive role in the emergence of CBE,
depending on the level of involvement in the decision-making process and on the
role-played.
Proposition 16a: The degree of involvement of a leader in the decision-making
process is inversely related to the potential for the CBEs ionger-term
sustainability.
Proposition 17: The degree of CBE autonomy with respect to outside
intenrention is related to the type of leaders elected.
Proposition 17a: A CBE under the influence of an external organization and not
controlled locally, usually hires its managers by committee. A CBE controlled by
its commoners usually hires its authorities through elections.

Proposition 17b: A CBE which is non-locally controlled and under the influence of
external agencies is likely, in the hiring if its managers, to accord a high degree
of priority to the candidate's education and acceptability to the external
organizations.
Proposition 17c: A C8E controlled by local people is likely to hire managers by
election, with prionty given to age, experience and commitment to the
communrty.
Proposition 18: A CBE 's social and cultural resources have a direct effect on
CBE competitive strategy and performance.
Proposition 19: The success, survival or failure of a CBE in the long run is
directly related to the ability of the community to diversify its economic activity
away from land-based resources.

Proposition 20: The success, survival or failure of a CBE in the Andes is directly
related to the abilii of the CBE to pool resources and combine market and nonmarket activities.
Proposition 21: External organisations can facilitate the process of local
sustainable development if respect for the community's autonomy is maintained.

